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ABSTRACT 

POPULATIOI. ECOIOKY AID SOCIETY II IORTH-EAST 
LANCASHIRE. circa 1660-1760. 

ii 

Lancashire has been the subject of comparatively little 
academic study in the early modern period. Far more attention has 
been paid to the economy and society of the county in the late
eighteenth century and the nineteenth century. As Blackburn Hundred 
in north-east Lancashire was so closely associated with the 
extensive industrial developments of the late-eighteenth century 
this thesis aims to establish the role that comaercial and 
industrial activities played in the area prior to the development of 
factory cotton-spinning. The central element of this thesis is, 
therefore, a detailed study of the economic structure of parts of 
the parishes of Whalley and Blackburn in the period between the mid
seventeenth and the mid-eighteenth centuries. This is based 
principally on occupational data in a series of parish and chapelry 
registers and in the poll tax of 1660. 

The trend of recent historical scholarship has stressed the 
importance of long-term changes in the early modern economy, rather 
than a short-term focus on the last quarter of the eighteenth 
century. Although the work of Gregory King in the late-seventeenth 
century and Joseph Massie in the mid-eighteenth century can provide 
important insights into the nature of the pre-industrial economy and 
society, it seems clear that local studies of the type presented in 
this thesis are better placed for tracing elements of development 
and diversification. Where long runs of occupational data survive 
in parish registers they can provide quite clear indications of the 
type and timing of regional change. 

It is quite clear however, that the process of development 
implied in the shift from a traditional to a modern world has a far 
greater complexity than can be revealed by the single occupational 
labels ascribed to individuals in parish registers and taxation 
returns. Therefore, the increasing emphasis On trade and industry 
and the decreaSing emphasis on agricultural activities traced in a 
number of townships in the early-eighteenth century are both 
considered in relation to demographic trends, patterns of farming 
and patterns of wealth distribution. Interrelationships between 
population, economy and SOCiety are apparent in north-east 
Lancashire in the early DOdern period, but the ability to trace the 
underlying causal factors of change depends on the careful linkage 
of a range of documentary sources focused on a small geographical 
area. 
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This thesis is an analysis of econonnc and social change in the 

Hundred of Blackburn in north-east Lancashire between~. 1660 and ~. 

1760. The importance of this area for detailed study is based on 

its experience as one of the classic areas of industrialisation of 

the late eighteenth century. However, the trend of recent 

historical scholarship has stressed the importance of long term 

changes in the early modern economy rather than a myopic focus on 

the last quarter of the eighteenth century.l E.A. Wrigley and R.S. 

Schofield's The Pgpylatign History Of Bnlland. 1541-1871 identifies 

a sustained growth in the national population from the 1740&, and in 

The Impact Of BUllish Towns 1700-1800 Corfield identifies the 

factors which proDOted provincial urban development frolD the early 

eighteenth century.2 By ai.tng to delineate the characteristic 

features of expanding rural industry and the cauaal relationship of 

these early forms of industry with the' Industrial Revolution', the 

proponents of protO-industrial theory have alao adopted a .are long 

term awareness of economic change. 

The concept of 'Industrialization before industrialization,3 is 

however, one which has many inconsistencies when applied to the 

English example. Coleman and Houston and Snell argue that the 

concept provides a limiting framework, and it 1s one which does not 

I This approach is stresaed by •. Berg, TbII Ap Of lanyfactyrM. 
1700-1820 (Oxford, lQ85) , pp. 18, 24, 26, 48, 31e. 

2 B.A. Wrigley and i.S. Schofield, The Population Stator, Of Bpllapd, 
1541-1871. A a8copatructiop (London, IG81) , pp. 207-215. 
P.J. Corfield, tht ID;lct Of Rnlltab Igwpa 1700-1800 (Oxford, 
1982), polilip. 

3 F.F. landels, 'Proto-industrialization: The Fir.t Pba .. 01 the 
Industrialization Procesa' , ~. 32 (lG72), pp. 241-2el. 
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provide a helpful tool of analysis in "an understanding of the 

transition from an agrarian to an industrial world".l lonetha I eas , 

the authors acknowledge a debt of gratitude to the proto-industrial 

theorists for the stiDulation of research and debate which has 

contributed to an understanding of early DOdern economies.2 

Basic to an understanding of the early modern economy is the 

study of evidence which outlines the characteristic features of the 

occupational structure. At a national level the social tables of 

Gregory King, Joseph Kassie and Patrick Colquhoun have been used by 

historians to identify the distribution of the population between 

different socio-economic groupings. These contemporary observations 

have clearly influenced our interpretation of the extent of 

eighteenth century econoonc change, but P. Lindert stresses the need 

to resist the temptation to take these convenient materials at face 

value. 3 Recent research by P. Lindert and J.G. Williauaon has 

called into question various aspects of King's conclusions for the 

late seventeenth century. 

In particular Lindert argues that our view of -the structure 

of English and Velsh society bafore and during the Industrial 

Revolution has been seriously distorted by Gregory ling's famous 

1 R.A.B. Houston and K.D .•. Snell, 'Proto-industriallzation? Cottage 
Industry, Social Change and Industrial Revolution', The Histgripal 
Jgurpal 27, 2 (1984), p. 492. 

~ 

~ D.C. Cole.an, 'Proto-industrialization: A Concept Too lany', 
BCgD,H,R. 2nd series 3e, 3, <August 1983), p. 448. 

3 P.I. Lindart, 'English Occupation., 1070-1811', J.IJi. 40, 4 
<December 1980), p. 687. 
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social table, which seems to have seriously understated the 

commercial and industrial orientation of the England and Wales of 

his day·,l Lindert and Williamson's re-interpretation of the 

econoDic structure of the late seventeenth century and early 

eighteenth century economy is based on a series of local censuses 

dating between 1676 and 1705 and on the occupational data recorded 

in the burial registers of 41 parishes between 1685 and 1714. Their 

evidence is drawn froD various parts of the country but is clearly 

aimed at testing Gregory King's conclusions against fresh evidence 

2 from a local context. Similarly, in this thesis the detailed study 

of economic structure in Blackburn Hundred is based principally on 

occupational data in the poll tax of 1660 and parish registers, and 

aims to identify the basic patterns of the economy in the area 

between~. 1660 and~. 1760. Particular emphasis will be. placed on 

deterDining the extent and importance of co ... rcial and industrial 

activities in the economy of Blackburn Hundred. The evidence froD 

Blackburn Hundred can be used to test B.A. Wrigley's a .. ertion that 

-almost everywhere the proportion of Dan described as labourer., 

husbandmen, yeomen or farmars declined as a proportion of all the 

occupations mentioned".3 

A further drawback of using King's 'Sche. of the Inca. and 

Bxpense of the Several FaDdlles of Bngland calculated for the Year 

2 P.H. Lindert and J.G. Vilila.aan. 'Revising England'. Social 
Tables, 1688-1812', BxplgraUPM ip Rogpa Q BiBor, 19, , 
(October 1982), note 4, p. 387. 

3 B.A. Wrigley, 'Urban Growth and Agricultural Change: Bngland and 
the Continent in the Barly Modern Period', ~. 15, 4 (1985), 
p. 697. 
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1688' is that it conceals regional diversity. It seeus clear that 

an understanding of the early modern economy should be based on the 

accumulation of a representative group of local studies rather than 

the Simplistic, and seemingly inaccurate, overview provided by King. 

In addition, the data in King's table provides only a photographic 

glimpse of the socio-econoDUc structure in the late seventeenth 

century. A comparison with Joseph lassie's social table of 1759 

could give indications of change that had occurred by the Ddd-

eighteenth century, although regional diversity would again be 

subsuued within the national trends. However, the patterns and 

progress of change could be charted DDre effectively at a local 

level if occupational data in parish registers is available for a 

number of decades during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries. Occupational sampling froD the registers, as in 

Blackburn Hundred, can identify phases of stagnation or change and 

can be used to pinpoint the appearance of new occupational groups in 

an area.l This is not possible fro. the national data of King and 

Massie as it is not clear which ocoupations are categoriBed under 

their broad headings, and alae the half century divide betw.en the 

two surveys DBans that observations of change cannot be precisely 

dated.2 

1 In a study of econoll1c change in Kid-Wharfedale ill the Weet Riding 
of Yortahire, lay Pictle. u ... the pariah regi.ter data to identify 
1721-40 a. a period of stagnation aDd 1740-1770 a. a period of 
rapid deDDgraphic aDd eoolloll1c d8velop .. nt. 
X. Pickl •• , 'Kid-Wharfedale 1721-1812: BcOIla.dC alld De.agraphio 
Change in a Pellnille Dale'. L.r.S 1e <Spring 197e). p. 14. 

2 Lllldert alld Vlllia.aon. ·ievi.ing BnglaDd·. Social Tabl .. •• 
pp. 394-5. 
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The importance of occupational data in parish registers i& 

stressed by the latest research initiative from the 'eambridge Group 

for the History of Population and Social Structure', The 

occupational labels in parish registers can -throw light on the 

relative rates of expansion in agricultural employaent. in 

employment in traditional types of occupations .. , and in the new 

industrial occupations-, The approach of studying occupational 

structure at a local level -is one important .. thod of tracing the 

shift from the traditional to the modern world-,l In Blackburn 

Hundred the occupational data in the parish registers of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries will be used to identify long-

term patterns of econoidc change prior to the traditional period of 

• Industrial Revolution', 

A valuable contribution of the protO-industrial theorist. to an 

understanding of the early .adern period is the atrea. that haa been 

placed on the close interrelationships between population dynaidcs, 

econODdc developaant and the distribution of wealth~ It is clear 

that the process of develop .. nt implied in the .bift from a 

traditional to a modern world has a far greater coaplezity than can 

be revealed by the single occupational labels ascribed to 

individuals in parish registera and taxation returns. Although 

1 The Ca~idge Group for the Hi.tory of Population aDd Secial 
Structure. 'A lew le.earch Initiative: Occupational Structure in 
the Paat', ~. 38 (Spring 1987). pp. e-7. 

2 Thie integrated approach characteri ... J.T. Swain'. recent study of 
econo~C change in Colne chapelry aDd P.ndle PoTeat in the 
5isteenth aDd early .evente.nth centuri... Swain argu •• that 
industry did not operate in a vacuum -l..une trca the pre .. ur •• ot 
change. in the acono., and society-. 
J.T. Swain, 'Industry and Beano., in lorth-Ba.t Lancashire, circa 
1500-1e40', Ph.D. the.ia, Caabridge University (1983), p. ,. 
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these labels can identify the proportions of Dale adults employed in 

agriculture, industry or trade in Blackburn Hundred they give little 

indication of economic practice or organisation. The single 

occupational labels can identify long term trends in the economic 

structure, but they provide no explanation for the changes apparent 

in Blackburn Hundred. A consideration of the wealth profile of 

communities, demographic trends and far~ng patterns in Blackburn 

Hundred DBy point to the underlying causal factors of change. 

The nature of agricultural production in this area of 

Lancashire is analysed clO8ely in chapter five with a view to 

establishing the extent of .arket orientation in farDing, and to 

examine whether there was a shift to dairy farming to meet the needs 

of an increasingly industrialised and urbanised population. The 

extent to which north-east Lancashire was self-sufficient in 

supplies of raw DBterials for the expanding textile industry can be 

questionad on the basis of probate inventories, and such evidence 

can tentatively indicate the degree of regional or national 

integration apparent in the pre-industrial economy. 

Prom the evidence of the surviving probate inventorie. one can 

determine the i~rtance of arable farming in the region which would 

provide some indication of the extent to which the local population 

provided its own grain require .. nts or whether there was a 

dependence on the market econo., for corn. Additionally the 

evidence would show the proportion of testators involved in arabI. 

production which baa implications for the availability of wage 

labour in agricultura, as it i& acknowledged that there were fewer 



I opportunities for wage labour in pastoral farming systems. 

8 

Therefore, if the proportionate involvement in crop production fell 

over time this would have important repercussions on the economic 

structure as the wage dependent section of the population would have 

to find alternative sources of income. The evidence from a number 

of townShips in Blackburn Hundred can be used to analyse E.L. 

Jones's assertion that industry was stimulated in the northern and 

midland parts of the country between 1650 - 1750 as the southern and 

eastern parts of England specialised in the production of food 

crops. He suggests that agricultural innovation in the south and 

east made the northern and midland counties "relatively poorer at 

producing food crops". As a result "in areas not very favourable 

for the production of cereals, concentrations of household 

2 manufacturing thickened and new ones arose". 

A shift from a pre-industrial economy to an industrialised 

econoDY also implies changes in the organisation of production and 

in the extent of specialisation amongst the workforce. The 

principal characteristics of economic organisation in a group of 

townships in Blackburn Hundred between~. 1660 and~. 1760 are 

analysed in chapter six on the basis of probate wills and 

inventories. This source allows the researcher to penetrate the 

single occupational labels and to establish the scale of production, 

the relationship between agriculture and industry in the early 

modern economy, the extent of by-employments aDOngst different 

I 
Ibid., p. 93. 

2 E.L. Jones, 'The Agricultural Origins of Industry', P, t P. 40 
(1968), pp. 69-70. 
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groups and the importance of the debt and credit network in the 

econoDY. Single occupational labels also conceal the econo~c 

activities of females and in this consideration of Blackburn Hundred 

a range of sources illustrate the active involvement of women in a 

wide range of employments in the early .adern economy. 

In Lindert's view Gregory King ·painted a nation consisting of 

just London and a vast, poor agricultural hinterland·. l In 

'Revising England's Social Tables, 1688-1812' L1ndert and Villiameon 

argue that King grossly overestimated the extent of poverty in late 

seventeenth century England. 2 On the basis of avidence fro. 

Warwickshire Tom Arkell has siadlarly questioned the reliability of 

King's conclusions on the extent of poverty. 3 In this context the 

evidence of the poll tax returns, hearth tax returns and surviving 

listings of the poor haa been used to question whether poverty was 

as extensive in north-east Lancashire as that indicated by Gregory 

King at a national level. By focusing on individuals local sources 

can also provide a better appreciation of the social reality of 

poverty in the pre-industrial period. 

In detailing the latest research initiative from the 'Cambridge 

Group for the History of Population and Social structure', R.S. 

Schofield suggests that "few things are DDre important in shaping 

one's life than the way in which one makes a liVins-. 4 Gregory 

1 Llndert, 'Inglish Occupationa', p. 707. 

2 Lindert and Villiaaaon, 'Revi8ing England'. Social Tabl .. ', 
pp. 386-3~n. 

3 T. Arkall, 'Tha Incidence of Poverty in Bngland in the Later seven
teenth Century', Soc1al HiatOrJ 12, 1 (January 1987), pp. 28-47. 

4 The Cambridge Group, 'lew Research Initiative', p. 6. 
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King's • Scheme' reflects the importance of occupation in determining 

wealth and status as there is a strong correlation between mode of 

employment and position in the social hierarcby. The evidence of 

taxation records and probate inventories also indicates tbe 

importance of occupation in determining tbe relative wealth levels 

of different groups in Blackburn Hundred in the early modern period. 

Consequently, a study of the basic patterns of the occupational 

structure in Blackburn Hundred in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries can also highlight patterns of wealth distribution and 

draw attention to features of the social hierarchy. 

In chapter seven evidence from taxation returns in the mid-

seventeenth century has been used to indicate the distribution of 

wealth and the characteristic features of the social profile in 

Blackburn Hundred. This analysis is important, as patterns of 

wealth distribution are determined by prevailing economic 

circumstances such as the productivity of the land and the 

availability of employment opportunities in agriculture or industry. 

Conversely. the nature and profitability of the prevailing econoDdc 

climate can determine the receptiveness of an area to industrial 

change. For example, in CaIne cbapelry and Pendle Forest Swain 

finds that as a result of population growth and the sub-division of 

holdings "a large and growing proportion of the inhabitants of the 

Colne area looked to textiles as a .. ana of making a livelihood or 

as a source of suppleDBntary incoDB-.1 In contrast the Ribble 

valley cbapelries of Downhaa, Clltheroe and Whalley showed little 

1 J.T. Swain, Industry bifor. the Induatrial Reyplutigpf 'orth-Beet 
Lancaahire Cf 1500-1640, Chetham Society, 3rd eerie. 32 (19&8), 
p.l~. 
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involvement in textile production in the period 1500-1640 which in 

Swain's view is explained by the fact that ·good arable land and a 

more labour intensive economy removed the need for extensive 

dependence on textile by-employments·. l However, increasad levels 

of textile employment are apparent in a number of the Ribble valley 

townships during the eighteenth century and it is necessary to 

question the factors which prompted this diversification. If the 

number of work opportunities in agriculture failed to keep pace with 

an expanding population2 this may explain why an increasing 

proportion of the population looked to industrial e~loy .. nts aa a 

way of earning a living. 

In a study of movements in population and aggregate wealth 

between the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Chris Husbands 

concludes Nthat the driving foroes in the transformation of the 

early modern eoonoDY were the towns-. Using evidenoe frOD 32 

oounties south of the River Humber he finds that -early modern 

England was an increasingly urban sooiety and that wealth in early 

modern Bngland was inoreasingly urban wealth-. Husbanda oonsiders 

that the development of early foras of industry ia associated with 

increasing levels of relative wealth between the sixteenth and 

seventeenth oenturies. 3 The evidenoe froD Blaokburn Hundred haa 

been used to question whether towns wre a dynamo foroe in the 

development of the eoono~ of north-east Lancashire and whether the 

1 l..b1d.., p. 12Q. 

2 See ohapter 2, pp.38-71. 

3 C. Husbands, • Regional Change in a Pre-iDClu.trial Ioonomy: Veal th 
and Population in Bngland in the Sixteenth and Beventeenth 
Centuries', ~. 13, 4 (1987). pp. 34~-3~9. 
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development of early forms of industry is apparent in the profile of 

wealth distribution throughout the Hundred. This evidence can be 

profitably contrasted with patterns of wealth distribution from 

other parts of the country to measure differential rates of economic 

growth. According to Lindert and Williamson revising the cla&&1c 

social tables in this way is important as it opens -the way for new 

perspectives on the growth and distribution of the national product 

of England and Wales before and during the Industrial Revolution-.1 

Wrigley and Schofield's survey of The Papulation History af 

Eniland, 1541-1871 draws attention to patterns of population change 

at a national level in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but 

it is clear that in a study of population dynamcs recognition .ust 

be given to regional diversity. Alan Rawling's study of demographic 

change in south-west LanCAshire shows the rapid rate 01 growth 

associated with Liverpool and its hinterland between 1661 and 1760.2 

Borth-east Lancashire is also recognised as an area which 

experienced rapid econoDdc developDBnt in the eighteenth century and 

as -deJlOgraphic expansion was linked to economc bouyancy.3 it ia 

relevant to question not only the scale of population change but 

also the tilling of that change. The enent to which that growth 

exceeded the national average can provide eo.. indication of the 

economc importance of north-east Lancashire in the eighteenth 

century. 

1 Lindert and Willia.aan, 'Revising InglaDd'. Social tabl .. ', p. 4Qe. 

2 A. Rawling, 'The Riae of Liverpool and n..,graphic CbaDp in Part 
of South-Vest Lancaabire, 1661-1760', Ph.D. theals, Liverpool 
University (1986), pmeai •. 

3 Husbands, 'Regional Change in a Pre-industrial Beono.,', p. 386. 
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Within south-west Lancashire Rawling identifies sub-regions 

with varying rates of econoDdc and demographic change based on the 

Agricultural townships, Coalfield townships and Liverpool. Although 

it is difficult to categorise the townships and parishes of north-

east Lancashire in this manner it is still apparent that variations 

in patterns of econoDdc and demographic change occurred in areas 

within close geographical proximity. In particular the spread of 

the textile industry had a differential impact within the Hundred of 

Blackburn, and an important consideration of this thesis is to 

highlight the extent of industrial and commercial developaant on the 

western side of Blackburn Hundred. 

This thesis concentrates on Blackburn Hundred in north-east 

Lancashire. For some purposes the entire Hundred is the focus of 

study, although for a closer analysis of themes the focus is on the 

western sector of the Hundred. Blackburn Hundred in north-east 

Lancashire encompassed the parishes of Blackburn, Whalley and 

Chipping in addition to parts of Kitton parish and Ribchester 

parish. The Hundred covered a total of 174,437 acres and was 

bounded to the north and east by Yorkshire, to the west by the 

Hundreds of Leyland and ADounderness and to the south by Salford 

Hundred (see figures 1.1 and 1.2>. The greater part of the Hundred 

was covered by the parishes of Whalley and Blackburn with 106,395 

acres and 48,281 acres respectively.l Bach of the parishee was 

divided into a number of dependant cbapelries and in this study 

1 V. Farrer and J. Brownbill, ada., TbI viQtoria HiatQtJ of tbl 
Cgunt, Of LoDQoat.r, vol. 6 (London, 1911), pp. 349, 235. 
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3 

extensive use is made of the occupational data contained in some of 

the parish and chapelry registers. 1 

The north-eastern part of Lancashire was a relatively 

unimportant and isolated part of the country in the mid-seventeenth 

century, which is reflected in the narrow wealth distribution 

highlighted in the hearth tax returns of 1664. 2 The general 

unsuitability of the land and climate for arable agriculture 

dictated that the predominant basis of the economy in the Hundred 

was that of cattle farming, and the hilly nature of the terrain 

contributed to the region's isolation (see figures 1.3 and 1.5>. 

There were few notable centres of population in the mid-seventeenth 

century as the market towns of Blackburn, Clltheroe, CaIne and 

Padiham had population sizes ranging between~. 300 to 1,100 (see 

table 2.1>. Although Defoe visited Lancashire in the 1720s and 

commented extensively on the growth of Liverpool and Manchester, he 

did not comment on the north-eastern part of the county which again 

underlines the apparently small contribution which the area made to 

3 
the national economy at this date. 

16 

Blackburn Hundred has received relatively little academic study 

in the early modern period. Far more attention has been paid to the 

economic development of Lancashire in the later decades of the 

H. Fishwick ed., LAncAshire and Cheshire Church Syrye7s. 1649-1655 
R.S.L.C. vol. 1 (1879), pp. 158-168; F.R. Raines, ed., lotitia 
Cestriensis of the Right Reverend Francis Gastrell. Bishop of 
Chester. vol. 2. part 2. Chetham Society. Old Series 21 (1850), 
pp. 274-347. 

See chapter 7. pp. 524-6. 

D. Defoe, A Tour through the Whole Island of Great Britain, London, 
1724-6. ed. P. Rogers (Harmondsworth, 1971), pp. 540-557. 
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Figure 1.4 Township map of Blackburn Hundred 
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eighteenth century and J.T. Swain questions whether the "neglect of 

early modern Lancashire may be connected to a belief that 

Lancashire's contribution to national econo~c developuent must have 

been small before the industrial revolution, due to the comparative 

poverty of the area-. l SWain's study of Colne chapelry and Pendle 

Forest in the period~. 1500 - 1640 has shown in fact that the poor 

quality of the land and the suall size of holdings in this area of 

Blackburn Hundred actively encouraged the developDBnt of industry. 

The connection between insufficient farming resources and the 

development of textile by-emploYDBnts bas been highlighted by a 

number of writers. 2 Therefore. the overwhelming pastoral base of 

agriculture within north-east Lancashire and the narrow distribution 

of wealth indicated by the hearth tax returns of 1664 make Blackburn 

Hundred an interesting focus of study and e~basise the need to 

investigate whether these conditions facilitated the spread of 

industry in the early modern period. 

loreover, Swain finds that -the ability to derive an incoDB, in 

part at least, from industry. was of crucial importance for the 

well-being of the household economy. wall before the Industrial 

Revolution-. 3 As Blackburn Hundred NaS so closely a .. ociated with 

the extensive industrial developments of the late eighteenth century 

it is i~rtant to adopt a more long term approach and eatabli.h the 

role that industry played in the regton tn the period between 

I Swain, 'Industry and BeDDO.,', pp. 2-3. 

2 P. Hudaan, ·Proto-indu.trialisation: The ease of the V.at Riding 
Wool Textile Industry in the 18th and Barly 19th Centuri •• •• 
HlstgrJ YorkebQP Jpurpal 12 <Autu.o 1981>, pp. 41-43. 

3 Swain, 'Industry and Beano.,'. p. 330. 
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~. 1660 - 1760. An important aim of this thesis is to establish 

whether industrial activity was of such overwhelDdng importance to 

all areas within Blackburn Hundred, or whether differences in the 

extent or pace of econoDdc change can be observed within the region. 

This comparative element is facilitated by a number of recent 

studies of Blackburn Hundred in the early modern period. J.T. 

Swain's study of 'Industry and Bconomy in lorth-East Lancashire, 

c.1500-1640' traces the development of the textile industry in CaIne 

chapelry and Pendle Forest and shows its paramount importance in the 

economy at this early date. I. Lowe's study of The Lonco.hire 

Textile Indu.tr7 in the Sixteenth Centur1 also pointe to the 

developing importance of textiles in the economy of north-east 

Lancashire. 1 Sarah Pearson's survey of the Bural HOuaes of the 

lAncAshire Pennines 1560-1760 notes the survival of large numbers of 

substantial houses in the group of townships centred around Burnley 

and CaIne. As the houses "represented the accu.ulated wealth not 

only of individuals but of whole sections of SOCiety·, Pearson 

considers that they form ·historical documents" which provide 

evidence of the ecouoaic and social history of the area in the pre-

industrial period. The study points to the Significance of the 

textile industry in the process by which sufficient wealth was 

obtained by certain sections of SOCiety to build substantial hOU88Sf 

1 I. Lowe, The Lanpa.hire Tertile Indu.try in the Sixteenth Ceptury, 
Chetha. Society, 3rd seri •• 20 (1972>, P08l1 •• 

2 Royal Coaadeaion on the Historical IOnuaant. of Bngland, IUral 
Hou .. s pf thl LopCAabire PlppiP". 1500-1700, Suppl ... ntary Sari •• : 
10 (London, 1985>, po .. i., 
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The development of the textile industry is also an important 

theme of G.H. Tupling's classic study of The ECoDQpdc History of 

Rossendale, in which he points to the development of textile by-

employments in response to the sub-division of holdings in an area 

where land was of an inferior quality.l W. King's later study of 

'The Economic and Demographic Development of Rossendale, c. 1650-

1795' similarly examines the process of industrialisation in north

east Lancashire and the associated patterns of population change. 2 

Clearly the Hundred is too large a unit on which to base a 

close analysis of the themes outlined above. The investigation, is 

therefore, limited to a group of fourteen townships on the western 

side of Blackburn Hundred. With the exception of Blackburn these 

townships have not been the subject of close scrutiny in the early 

3 modern period. The studies of Swain, King, Pearson and Brigg have 

concentrated on the upland pastoral areas in the central to eastern 

side of the Hundred, and little attention has been paid to the 

relatively low-lying western side of the region (see figures 1.4 and 

1.5>. An assessment of the patterns of social and econoDdc 

development in this group of townships will therefore contribute to 

a broader appreciation of the forces of change in north-east 

G.B. Tupling, The BcpPOldc History Of ioee.pdlll, ChethaD Society, 
lew series 86 (1927>, pp. 161-167. 

2 W. King, 'the Bconomic and Deaographic Develop .. nt of Roeaendale, 
c. 1650-1795', Ph.D. theais, Leicester University (1979). 

3 •. Low. discu_s the importance of the textUe industry in Black
burn in the sixteenth century, and Wadsworth and lann coa.ent on 
the developDBnt of the industry in and around Blackburn in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
Lowe, LancAshire JanUe I ndu.try , ptMiD; A.P. Wadsworth and. 
J. de L. )(ann, Tha Cotton TrAde and Ipdumria1 lApg •• MOl, 
1600-1780 (Manchester, 1931, reprinted Manchester, 1965), pees1 •. 
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Lancashire during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

The townships on the western side of Blackburn Hundred are 

particularly interesting as a basis for investigation as Swain 

argues that the Ribble valley chapelries of Whalley, Clitheroe and 

Downham were unreceptive to industrial development in the late 

sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. He argues that the 

population of these relatively low lying areas did not need to adopt 

textile employments, as good arable land and a more intensive 

economy made diversification unnecessary. In this thesis the 

townships of the Ribble Valley area - Whalley, Viswell, Read, 

Downham, Twiston, Chatburn, Clitheroe, Worst on and Little Kitton -

will be analysed to assess the importance of agriculture in the 

occupational structure of the mid-seventeenth century, and to 

deterDine whether the areas remained unreceptive to change in the 

period 1660 - 1760 with a continued reliance on arable agriculture. 

The townships of Billington and Great Harwood lie adjacent to 

the Ribble valley townships of Whalley and Read, but they were also 

part of the parish of Blackburn and were located within five 3iles 

of the developing market town of Blackburn. The poll tax of 1660 

indicates that textiles were an important element in the economic 

I framework of Blackburn in the mid-seventeenth century, and it would 

be relevant to determine the significance of textiles and the pace 

of industrial development in townShips close to this .merging market 

centre. The townships of Old and Wew Accrington provide a basis of 

comparison with the Ribble valley townships as Tupling identifies 

See chapter 4, pp. 138-140. 
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the importance of the textile industry to these areas in the mid

seventeenth century. 1 This early specialisation in textile 

production can be contrasted with the economic structure in 

townships such as Whalley and Wiswell. It is. therefore. necessary 

to analyse the circumstances which determined the differential 

responses to economic opportunity in areas within close geographical 

proximity. 

A feature common to twelve of the fourteen townships is the 

listing of occupational data in the poll tax of 1660. It is not 

clear why this information was given for male household heads in 

only these townships in Blackburn Hundred. but the data provides a 

valuable basis from which to analyse the economic structure of the 

area in the mid-seventeenth century. Patterns of economic change 

between 1660 and 1760 can be studied for a number of these townships 

as long-runs of occupational data are available in parish and 

chapelry registers for Accrington nova, Accrington vetera, Ghatburn, 

Downham. Read, Twiston, Whalley and Wiswell. In the townships of 

Billington and Great Harwood no occupational labels are appended to 

householders' names in the poll tax of 1660. levertheless, 

Billington is included in the survey of occupational structure as 

data for this township is available in the registers of Whalley and 

Langho between 1653 and 1770. The chapelry registers of Great 

Harwood contain a limited number of entries relating to occupation, 

and although the evidence can indicate the importance of textile 

occupations in the mid-eighteenth century, it is not sufficiently 

1 
See chapter 4, pp. 202-3. 
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extensive to provide a detailed assessment at economic development 

over time. However, the township is included amongst the sample 

group for an analysis of economic practice and organisation in the 

area based on probate records. The returns of the poll tax of 1660 

and the hearth tax of 1664 cover the vast majority of townships in 

the Hundred and can be used to investigate a number of relevant 

themes, such as the distribution of wealth and the size of the 

population. 

This thesis will not provide an exhaustive analysis of each of 

the fourteen areas, but will identify themes of develop .. nt Which 

can be traced through a number of these tOWDships. Limitationa of 

the available evidence mean that so .. themes cannot be pursued in 

relation to all of the tOWDships. Although occupational labels are 

listed in the poll tax for Blackburn, Clitheroe, Little Mitton and 

Worston the patterns of change between 1660 and 1760 cannot be 

studied as there is no occupational evidence in the parish registers 

for these areas. 

In short, then, the main substantive the .. of this thesie is to 

establish the characteristic features of the economy in north-east 

Lancashire in the add-seventeenth to the Did-eighteenth century. 

However, to appreciate the full co~lexity of the econo~c structure 

it is necessary to set the shifts in the occupational profile in the 

wider context of de.agraphic trends, patterns of farming and 

patterns of wealth distribution. In this respect the sub-region i. 

the aost appropriate focus for study. aa the historian can uDdartat. 

a multi-source study which draws out the interrelationships between 

popUlation. econamy and 80ciety in the early .adern period. 



CHAPTER 2 

PA'ITERNS OF POPULATION CHANGE IN BLACKBURN HUNDRED 
IN THE SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES. 

1. Introduction. 

2. Population estimates. 

3. Parish register analysis. 

4. Conclusion. 
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1. introductlon. 

1 Since ~hambers' pioneering work on the Vale of Trent a number 

at studies have stressed the close interrelationship between 

population dynamics and patterns of economic development. 2 

Blackburn Hundred is an interesting focus of study as a percentage 

growth in the population of 295~ between 1664 and 1801 far 

outstripped the national average of 71~. This points to economic 

vitality in Blackburn Hundred and leads one to question the shifts 

in the economy which permitted an area of generally poor agriculture 

to sustain this large increase. 3 

In adopting a more long term approach to change in this region 

it is necessary to determine whether demographic expansion was a 

feature of the area in the period between 1660 and 1760, or whether 

growth was focused entirely on the latter decades of the eighteenth 

century. It is also relevant to investigate whether variations in 

1 J.D. Chambers, The Vale of Trent 1600-180Q, A RelicDol Stud1 pf 
EconoPdc Chonae, Econ.H.R. SUpplement 3 (cambridge, 1957), pAssip. 

2 For example, Stephen Jackson studied 52 parishes frOD north-east 
Somerset and Wiltshire which included comuunities involved in a 
range of economic activities. He deDOnstrates the variations in 
demographiC experience between areas with different econo~c 
structures. Alan Rawling identifies the varying demographic 
patterns associated with Liverpool, the agricultural parishee 
of Liverpool's hinterland and the coalfield townships in south
west Lancashire. 
s. Jackson, 'Population and Change: A Study of the Spatial 
Variations in Population Growth in Iorth-iast S0D8r&et and Wast 
Wiltshire, 1701-1800', Ph.D. theei., Liverpool University (197Q), 
possim; Rawling, 'Rise of Liverpool', paaa! •. 

3 Swain stresses that as early as the sixteenth century the in
sufficiency of agriculture in Colne chapelry and Pendle Porest 
encouraged the population to supplement their inco.. froD by
employments. 
Swain, 'Industry and Economy', pp. 312-333. 



rates of population expansion were apparent within Blackburn 

Hundred, and whether this bore any relationship to patterns of 

economic development. In particular did the areas selected for 

further investigation on the western side of the region show signs 

of demographic vitality in the period between the mid-seventeenth 

and the mid-eighteenth century? Clearly demographic vitality could 

provide a useful indicator of economic development. 

Tracing patterns of demographic change in Blackburn Q !drpd is 

dependent on estimates of population derived from the hearth tax of 

1664, the lotitia Cestriensis of 1717 and the census of 1801. 

Identifying the trends of change in the intervening periods is 

dependent on the series of ecclesiastical events recorded in parish 

and chapelry registers. Each of these categories of evidence 

presents a number of methodological problems which DeaDS that some 

conclusions are, by necessity. of a tentative nature. 

2. Population estimates. 

28 

Estimates of population size in Blackburn Hundred between 1660 

and 1760 DUst rely on indirect sources which resulted fro. the 

central government's attempts to raise revenue, their concern 

regarding the loyalty of the population to church and state and the 
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Anglican church's surveys of communicantsf Unfortunately, there 

are no surviving local censuses for Blackburn Hundred which would 

provide an estimate of population size in the period under 

considerat1on. 2 

The documentation associated with the levying of the hearth tax 

provides the fullest available listing of population in Blackburn 

Hundred. The hearth tax, introduced into England and Wales in 1662, 

was one of the initiatives adopted by the Restoration government to 

increase revenue. 3 The hearth tax imposed a levy of two shillings 

per year, payable at Kichaelmas and Lady Day on "every fire hearth 

and stove" in "every dwelling and other house and edifice, and all 

lodgings and chambers in the inns of court, inns of chancery, 

colleges and other societies ...•. Three separate amendments to the 

original bill introduced grounds for exemption froD this tax,4 and 

from the historian's point of view the most valuable listings are 

those which include details of exempt householders as well as those 

who were chargeable to the tax. 

1 This is a probleD CaDman to population studies of the pre
industrial period. These categories of source material form the 
basis of John Patten's study of lorfolk and Suffolk. 
J. Patten, 'Population Distribution in Borfolk and Suffolk during 
the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries', TranSActigns of tbe 
Institute pf British GeQiraphers 65 (July 1975), pp. 45-65. 

2 C .•. Law, 'Local Censuses in the Eighteenth Century', fJa. 23, 1 
(larch 1969), pp. 87-100. 

3 J.Y. Beckett, 'Restoration Taxation', in I. Alldridge, ed., ~ 
Hearth Tax: Prpbl ... and PPIRibilitt .. , Papers sub.ttted to the 
Conference of Teachers in Regional and Local History in Tertiary 
Bducation held at the Institute of Historical leeearch, London 
1983 (Hull, 1983), pp. 8-22. 

4 T. Arkell, 'A Student's Guide to the Hearth Tax: Some Truths, Half
Truths and Untruths', in Alldridge, Hearth Tax; Prpblema and 
Pgssibilities, pp. 23-27. 
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In Lancashire the hearth tax returns a! Lady Day 1664 list 

householders in the two separate categories of chargeable and non-

chargeable, and provides the fullest listing of householders in the 

various categories of hearth tax documentatlon. The nominal return 

for Lancashire in 1663 includes only chargeable households and in 

total lists ~. 3,200 households for Blackburn Hundred1 which 

compares with 4751 households in the listing of Lady Day 1664 (see 

table 2.1>, In Whalley township for example, the nominal return for 

2 
1663 lists 32 households whereas that of 1664 includes 39 

chargeable households in addition to 51 non-chargeable households. 3 

The collector's account of Lady Day 1666 lists only 44 households in 

4 
Whalley township, Although it is difficult to establish in any 

objective way whether the listing of Lady Day 1664 is complete, the 

inclusion of paupers amongst the exempt in the townships of Whalley 

and CaIne indicates that the listings covered even the very poorest 

members of SOCiety,S 

The hearth tax does not provide a total of the population but 

lists only household heads, to which it is necessary to apply a 

multiplier which represents average household size. A long running 

debate amongst historians has focused on the size of the uultiplier 

which most effectively compensates for the proportion of the 

J.S.W. Gibson, The Hearth TAX, Other StYArt TAX Lists And the 
Asspciation Oath Rp11s, Federation of Faldly History Societies 
(Plymouth, 1985), p. 26. 

P.R.O. E.119/250/8. 

P.R.O. E.179/250/11. 

P.R.O. E.179/250/9. 

See chapter 7, pp. 503-512. 
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papulation not listed in the source. Tom Arkell in a recent 

contribution to Local Population Stydies re-examines the Npersistent 

problem at how to produce reliable population estimates from late 

seventeenth-century household totalsN. l He considers that Laslett's 

suggested multiplier of 4.75 should be regarded not as the norm, but 

as near to the top of the range of possible values. 2 On the basis 

of evidence drawn froD 163 different communities in England between 

1662 and 1712, Arkell concludes that a multiplier of 4.3 would 

provide a more accurate guide to population totals in all areas 

outside London. Arkell suggests that figures derived froD the use 

of this central multiplier should not aSSUDa a spurious accuracy, 

and that a range of plus or Ddnus ten or fifteen per cent should be 

allowed. 3 

The application of this Dethodology to the Lancashire evidence 

suggests that Blackburn Hundred with a total of 4751 households in 

1664, had an estiuated population of between~. 18,400 and 22,500.4 

A contemporary estiuate of average faDi1y size in Blackburn Hundred 

is provided in the CODDOnwealth Church Survey of 1650. J.T. Swain 

considers that this source is unreliable for estiDating population 

totals in Blackburn Hundred as, with the exception of Padiham, the 

figures for the number of comuunicants are suspiciously rounded. He 

1 T. Arkell, 'Xultiplying Factors for Bstiuating Population Totals 
from the Hearth Tax', L.P,S. 28 (Spring 1982), p. 51. 

2 P. Laslett, 'Size aDd structure of the Hauaehold in Bngland Over 
Three Centuries, Part I', eJS. 23, 2 (July 1969), p. 211. 

3 Arkell, 'Xult1plying Factors', pp. 53-5. 

4 This is however, an underenuDBration as there 1s no data available 
for Burnley in 1664. 
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questions the rel1abili~y 01 ~he Commonwealth ~hurch Survey as the 

use of this source alone would seem to underestimate the total 

papulation 01 Coine chapelry by about 1,000. 1 However. the source 

is valuable as it ind1cates that in Padibam chapelry {which includes 

1 

the inhabitants of PadibaD, Hapton, Simonstone. HighaD Booth and 

West Close) there are 232 lamilies and 1106 persons.2 If we accept 

Laslett's assertion that the terms 'family' and 'household' were 

interchangeable in the mid-seventeenth century,3 this suggests a 

mean household size aDOngst these families of 4.767. This value is 

similar to Laslett's Dultiplier of 4.75 although it is difficult to 

assess how representative these cases were of Blackburn Hundred 

overall. In view of this evidence a range of multipliers will be 

used for each township unit to assess population size (see table 

2.1> . 

The values of population size derived from the hearth tax can 

profitably be compared with estimates calculated from the records of 

the Protestation Oath of 16424 and the poll tax of 1660. 5 In comaon 

with the hearth tax these sources list only part of the total 

population, and again it is necessary to identify suitable 

correction factors. In the case of the Protestation Oath only males 

aged 18 or over were required to swear their loyalty to the "true 

Swain, 'Industry and Economy', p. 33. 

2 Fishwick, LanCAshire And Cheshire Chyrch Suryeys, p. 164. 

3 P. Laslett and R. Vall, eds., Hous'hold and FAatl,. ip Put. Ti. 
(Cambridge, 1972), pp. 27-9. 

4 L.R.O. MF 1/25. 

5 P.R.C. E.179/250/4. 
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reformed Protestant religion", although in the evidence from 

Blackburn Hundred women were indicated among the totals of those who 

took the oath and those that 'retuseth,.l 

To obtain a figure for total population size it is necessary 

to correct for the absence of women aged 18 or over, and the 

proportion of the population aged 0-17. Xichael Drake assumes that 

women aged 18 or over were present in the population in the same 

proportions as males,2 whilst the results of Wrigley and Schofield's 

national back projection data can be used to establish the 

proportion of the population aged under 18. This data indicates 

that in 1641 11.83~ of the population were aged 0-4, 20.48~ were 

aged 5-14 and 17.34~ were aged 15-24. Using the crude assumption 

that the population in the age category of 15-24 was distributed 

evenly throughout the 10 years, this would suggest that 5.2~ of the 

population were aged 15-17. In total therefore, 37.5~ of the 

population were aged under 18 which converts to a multipl1er of 1.6. 

(100/100-37.5).3 This proportion is significantly lower than that 

of 45~ used by Faraday for the Westmorland Protestation returns~ 

Faraday's multiplier was based on the work of Gregory King, but 

1 Faraday similarly observes the presence of 23 WODen in the returns 
from Westmorland in 1641/2. 

2 

X.A. Faraday, ed., The Westpprland Protestation Returns 1641/2, 
Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquar1an and Archaeological Society, 
Tract series 17 (Kendal, 1971), p. xiii. 

M. Drake, Historical nemQlraph7l Proble .. and Pro1ect. <Iilton 
Keynes, 1974), Appendiz 1, p. 82. 

3 Wrigley and Schofield, Popuiatign BiatOrJ of B'llaDd, table A3.1, 
pp. 528-9 and figure 7.14, p. 216. 

4 Faraday, WestDQrlapd Protestatipn ieturns, pp. x, zii. 
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Wrigley and Schotield conclude that King's estimate of the age 

structure at the English population is much too young and "is a poor 

gUide to most of the pre-industrial period ... ".1 

The use of these multipliers in a selected group of townships 

in Blackburn Hundred (see table 2.2> produces a significant level of 

agreement between the hearth tax est1uates and those der1ved from 

the Protestation Oath. In Whalley township the est1mate based on 

the Protestation Oath is 435 which compares With an estimated level 

of 413-458 based on the hearth tax. In Accrington vetera and 

Accrington nova the data in the Protestation Oath suggests a 

population size of 534 compared With 411-529 in the hearth tax. In 

Chat burn township a population size of 211 based on the Protestation 

Oath compares favourably with the estiDates of 198-219 derived from 

the hearth tax. In the townships of Read, Wiswell, Worston and 

Clitheroe the est1mates from the Protestation Oath are lower than in 

the hearth tax which Day point to population expansion in certain 

townships of Blackburn Hundred between 1642 and 1664. 2 The evidence 

from the Protestation Oath would however, seem to support the 

reliability of the hearth tax data. 

A further listing of population for Blackburn Hundred in the 

mid-seventeenth century is the poll tax of 1660, and consideration 

should be given to this source as a baSis for estimating total 

population size in the region. This was levied on all those aged 16 

or over who were not in receipt of alDS, eo that soma degree of 

1 Wrigley and Schofield, Pgpulatign HiatgCJ Of BUllapd, p. 218. 

2 At a national level there was a slight decrease in population fro. 
5,091,725 in 1641 to 5,067,047 in 1666. 
~., table 7.8, pp. 208-9. 



correction is needed for those aged 0-15 and those in receipt of 

alms. Again the national back-projection data can indicate the 

proportion of the population aged under 16. In 1661 it is estimated 

that 9.91~ of the population were aged between 0-4, 19.3% were aged 

between 5 and 14 and 18.73% between 15 and 24. Assuming that the 

population within the latter category was distributed evenly 

throughout the ten year period this would suggest that 1.87% of the 

population were aged 15. In total 31.2% of the population were aged 

under 16 in 1661 which converts to a multiplier of 1.45 (100/100-

1 
31.2). This proportion is far lower than the multiplier which G.O. 

Lawton uses to obtain an estimate of population in lorthwich Hundred 

based on the poll tax of 1660. On the basis of Gregory King's 

calculation of the age structure Lawton assumes that the proportion 

of children aged 0-15 was 44~. 2 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to accurately assess the 

proportion of the population in receipt of alDS in each township. 

Contemporary comment suggests that levels of pauperism showed marked 

variations within the townships of Blackburn Hundred, and there is 

little evidence from the townships studied to support the assertion 

of Arkell and Lawton that a value of ~. 15~ typically represented 

the proportion of the population exempted from the poll tax. 3 

Therefore, no attempt has been made to statistically correct the 

estimates to take account of those in receipt of poor relief in 

1 
~., table A3.1, pp. 528-9. 

2 G.O. Lawton, ed., lorthwich Hyndred; roll Tax 1660 and Hearth Tax 
~ R.S.L.C. 119 (Bath, 1979), p. 22. 

3 
See chapter 7, pp. 512-514. 
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1660. Consequently, in the majority at townships there is a marked 

shortfall between the estimates derived from the poll tax and those 

based on the hearth tax (see table 2.2>. For example, in Blackburn 

township the hearth tax provides population estimates of between 

1,049 and 1,163, which compares with a value of 715 based on the 

poll tax listing. The shortfall of 334-448 people between the 

estimates may in fact represent those present in the township 

between 1660 and 1664, but whose receipt of alms disqualified theD 

from payment of the poll tax. Alternatively, the population 

recorded in 1664 may include people who moved into the township 

between the date of the poll tax and the hearth tax. 

Clearly, significant variations in levels of poverty between 

different townships make it difficult to identify a multiplier which 

provides a suitable correction factor. The limitations of the poll 

tax as a basis for estimating population Dean that reliance must be 

placed on the hearth tax data, and an indication of the extent of 

population growth in Blackburn Hundred in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries is provided by a comparison of the hearth tax 

data of 1664 with the census of 1801 (See table 2.1>. 

At a national level the studies of Wrigley and Schofield 

indicate that the population of England increased froD a level of 

5,067,047 in 1666 to 8,664,490 at the date of the first census of 

1801. 1 The absolute increase of 3,597,443 represents a percentage 

increase of 71' between 1666 and 1801. However, Wrigley and 

Schofield's national data illustrates that population increase was 

Wrigley and Schofield, Population History of iDllapd, table 7.8, 
pp. 208-9. 
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not subject to a continuous progressive pattern. MArked 

tluctuations with1n this period are evident as -the period between 

the mid seventeenth and mid eighteenth centuries ... stands out as 

an apparently anomalous interlude of stagnation between two periods 

of substantial population growth". The population of England 

declined from an estimated 5,281,347 people in 1656 to 4,864,762 in 

1686. This was followed by a period of slow and interrupted growth 

so that by 1741 the population of 5.576,197 slightly exceeded the 

level of 1656. Consistent population growth characterised the 

period from 1741, although rates of growth comparable with those of 

the sixteenth century were not reached until 1771.1 

Alan Rawling's recent investigation of demographic change in 

south-west Lancashire between 1661 and 1760 has added an interesting 

perspective to the national data provided by Wrigley and Schofield. 

Rawling finds that in this region the number of births and deaths in 

the 1750s was "SODe 284~ greater than in the 1660s". He considers 

that if percentage change in the number of vital events is used as a 

crude index of population change over time it points to a trebling 

of population in the region between the mid 1660s and the mid 1750s. 

This is in marked contrast to the slow national growth rate in the 

numbers of births and deaths which was~. 18% greater in the 1750s 

than in the 1660s. 2 Rawling considers that "the national growth 

rate was the product of widely varying rates at the regional level. 

Some, like our own region grew BOre rapidly whilst others BUst have 

1 lbld., pp. 207-215. 

2 lbld., table 42.3, pp. 498-500. 



grown more slowly if at all M. 1 In Rawling's view "the cause of 

these wide variations in growth rates appears to lie, as we would 

expect in differential rates of economic changeM. 2 

Similarly, the population of north-east Lancashire grew at a 

much faster rate than the national average which points to economic 

vitality in this region. The hearth tax of 166( listed a total of 

1,423 households in Blackburn parish which provides an estimated 

population of between 6,119 and 6,783. This compares with a value 

of 33,631 in 1801 which represents more than a 400~ increase in the 

population of this parish (see table 2.1>. In the parish of Whalley 

there was a total of 2,751 households listed in 1664 which suggests 

a population of between~. 11,800 and 13,100. This compares with a 

total population of 46,218 (excluding Burnley> in 1801 which 

represents an increase of almost 300% in the population of this 

parish (see figure 2.2>. Overall, the Hundred of Blackburn (which 

also included Chipping parish and parts of Ribchester and Kitton 

parishes) increased by 295% from an estimated level of ~. 21,400 in 

1664 to 87,712 in 1801. This level of increase is the &aDS as that 

experienced by Chambers' grouping of forty Industrial villages in 

the Vale of Trent between 1674 and 1801. 3 This high growth rate in 

the region emphasises the extent of economic development which 

obviously characterised Blackburn Hundred in the eighteenth century. 

A further feature of the Vale of Trent to which Chambers draws 

attention is the variations in patterns of demographic change which 

I Rawling, 'Rise of Liverpool', p. 201. 

2 lb1d., p. 87. 

3 Chambers, Vale of Trent, pp. 20-21. 
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emerged between the Industrial townships, the Agricultural townships 

and Nottingham. In the period between 1674 and 1801 the grouping of 

forty Industrial townships increased by 295~ and the 62 Agricultural 

Villages increased by 66%. Nottingham increased from a level of ~. 

5,000 in 1614 to 28,861 in 1801 which represents a percentage 

increase of almost 500~. 1 Similarly, a comparison of the population 

estimates derived from the hearth tax returns of 1664 and the census 

of 1801 points to marked differences in rates of demographic change 

within Blackburn Hundred (see table 2.1 and figure 2.1), 

Overall, the parish of Blackburn increased at a faster rate 

than the parish of Whalley, 'which may indicate that this parish was 

associated with more extensive levels of industrial development in 

the eighteenth century. The highest levels of population change 

illustrate a clustering in the central to eastern section of the 

Hundred with lower rates of change on the north-western edge of the 

Hundred (see figure 2.1>. In broad terms this geographical divide 

corresponds with patterns of economic change as the areas with the 

most rapid rates of population growth such as Old Accri ngton , lew 

Accrington, Blackburn, Over Derwen, Haslingden and Rossendale were 

closely associated with the extensive development of the textile 

industry in the late eighteenth century. For example, the townShip 

of Over Darwen in the parish of Blackburn increased by 8001 fro. ~. 

400 in 1664 to~. 3,600 in 1801. This evidence can be paralleled 

with Aikin's comment in 1795 that -this was for .. rly a small 

village, but is now a populous district, manufacturing a large 

1 llisl. 
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quanti ty ot cotton goods". 1 Aikin in his tour 0:1: the manufacturing 

districts :l:rOD thirty to torty miles around Manchester made similar 

observations in regard to Blackburn, Old Accrington and New 

Accrington which demonstrate growth rates ot 990%, 669~ and 301~ 

2 respectively between 1664 and 1801. 

The market centre ot Blackburn experienced a rapid growth, 

expanding by almost 1000% froD a level of ~. 1,100 in 1664 to 12,000 

in 1801 (see tigure 2.2). The role of Blackburn as a distributive 

centre with developed trading contacts with Manchester and London 

would undoubtedly have influenced the economic development of its 

hinterland. 3 However, the parish of Blackburn increased by more 

than 300% even if Blackburn itself is excluded from the calculation. 

This evidence supports Wadsworth and Xann's assertion that ·the 

increase in the population of Lancashire was not so much an urban 

increase as a thickening ot the population over the countryside 

particularly in the manufacturing districts".4 Unlike south-west 

Lancashire the economic development and demographic growth of north-

east Lancashire cannot be related to the overwhelDdng importance of 

one main urban centre. 

J. Aikin, A Description of the Cpuntry from Thirty to Forty liles 
round IAnchester (London, 1795), p. 273. 

l.h1.i1., p. 270. 

3 Thomas Pennant observed in 1773 how Blackburn was •... rising into 
greatness, resulting froD the overflow of .anufactures in lan
chester, for the artificers retreat to cheaper places, and less 
populous. The manufactures are cottons: considerable quantities 
are printed herej others are sent to London". 

4 

T. Pennant, A Toyr from Downin, to Alston Ipgr (London, 1801), 
p. 65. 

Wadsworth and Kann, Cotton Trade and Indystrial LanCAshire, p. 311. 
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As in south-west Lancashlre hlgh rates ot population change in 

Blackburn Hunared are associated wlth the extensive development of 

industrial and commercial activities. However, not all areas of 

Blackburn Hundred witnessed such rapid population expansion. Eleven 

ot the fourteen townships selected for closer investigation in this 

thesis have percentage growth rates which are significantly lower 

than the overall average for the Hundred of Blackburn. The 

townships of Wiswell, Read, Chatburn, Little Kitton and Downham 

demonstrate growth rates of less than 100% between 1664 and 1801. 

The townships of Whalley, Clitheroe, TWiston, Billington and Great 

Harwood demonstrate growth rates varying between 103~ to 245~ and 

Worston is the only township in the Hundred to show a percentage 

decline in the level of population between the two dates. The 

growth rates of these eleven townships are certainly low in 

comparison with other townships in Blackburn Hundred, but this does 

not necessarily reflect economic stagnation in these areas. The 

comparatively slow rate of growth in these areas should not be 

exaggerated as in this sample only the townships of Downham, Viswell 

and Worston illustrate growth rates lower than the national average 

of 71~ calculated by Wrigley and Schofield (see table 2.1>. 

In the period between 1664 and 1801 the level of population 

growth was particularly high in the townships of Blackburn and Old 

and New Accrington. In the latter two townships the population 

expanded by more than 500% between 1664 and 1801 and far outstrips 

the level of growth in Chambers's group of Industrial villagea. The 

sample group of fourteen townships tharefora covers a range of 

demographic experience. As demographic bouyancy i. closely linked 

to economic vitality it would be interesting to establish the main 
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features of the economic make-up of each township in the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries. In view of the varying rates of 

demographic change it would be relevant to assess whether the areas 

with low rates of population change were chiefly agricultural, and 

whether they remained unaffected by economic change in the 

eighteenth century. From the occupational evidence in the poll tax, 

parish registers and census returns one can determine whether the 

economic structure remained static in the eighteenth century with 

little evidence of diversification or whether these townships 

demonstrated a shift away from agriculture to industry and CODDerce, 

albeit less dramatic than in the central to eastern parts of the 

Hundred. Although the growth rates of these eleven townships are 

low in the context of Blackburn Hundred the evidence still pOints to 

a degree of demographic vitality in these areas. 

However, a major problem of comparing population size between 

the hearth tax of 1664 and the first census of 1801 is that it 

provides no indication of change within this 137 year period. 

Classifying the townships according to the percentage growth rates 

in population between 1664 and 1801 presents a serious 

methodological problem as the levels of change may largely be the 

product of economic and demographic shifts in the last quarter of 

the eighteenth century. As the aiD of this thesis is to trace 

change and development between 1660 and 1760 so.a assessment is 

needed of the possible changes in population in the intervening 

period. A survey of the diocese of Cheater co~iled between 1714 

and 1725 by Bishop Gastrell can be used to e5tiaate the population 

of the parishes of Whalley and Blackburn in the early eighteenth 

century, which provides some li~ted evidence on the timing of 
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population change in north-east Lancashire. The lotitia Cestriensis 

provides information on the number at lamilies in each parish and 

chapelry in the deaneries at Manchester, Yarrington, Blackburn, 

Leyland, Amounderness, Lonsdale, Furness and Kendal. 

Rawling used the data from the deanery of Yarrington to 

calculate a population total at 35,200 for south-west Lancashire in 

the early eighteenth century. He considers that the Igtitia 

Cestriensis provides a broadly reliable picture of population s1ze 

for ~. 1717, and this source indicates an increase of 69% frOD a 

level of 20,800 based on the hearth tax data of 1664. 1 The evidence 

for the deanery of Blackburn indicates that the parish of Blackburn 

had a total of 1,800 famdl1es in the early eighteenth century.2 

This compares with a total at 1,423 households in the hearth tax of 

1664, and suggests that there had been an increase of 377 households 

in the period 1664 - 1117. Using a multiplier of 4.5 for average 

household size indicates that the population of the parish increased 

by~. 1,700 to a level at ~. 8,100. This represents a percentage 

increase of 27~ which is significantly higher than the national rate 

of population growth of 4~ between 1666 and 1716, but is 

considerably lower than the level of change in south-west 

Lancashire.3 

1 Rawling uses a figure of 4.75 for average household size and 
applies this to the hearth tax households and also the nuaber of 
families indicated in the 'ot1t10 Cestrian&is. 
Rawling, 'Rise of Liverpool', tables 3.1 and 3.2, pp. 52-3. 

2 Raines, 'ot1tio Castri&Q8i&, p. 274. 

3 Wrigley and Schofield, Pgpulotion HiatorJ of 60110»4, table 7.8, 
pp. 208-9. 
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The Nptitla vestriensis indicates that the parish at whalley 

had a total at 2,tl45 tamilies in 1717 which suggests an increase of 

94 families tram the total 01 2,751 households indicated in the 

hearth tax of 1664. 1 Using a multiplier of 4.5 for average household 

size indicates that the population increased slightly from~. 12,400 

in 1664 to ~. 12,800 in the early eighteenth century. The 

percentage level of change of 3~ is lower than the national 

increase, and paints to a fairly static population in the period 

between 1664 and 1717. 

A comparison of the data in the Igtitia Cestriensis with the 

evidence of the 1801 census indicates that both parishes experienced 

a higher rate of population change in the period between 1717 and 

1801. Although the population at Blackburn parish increased by 27~ 

between 1664 and~. 1717, this level was Dinimal compared to the 

increase of over 300% from a level of ~. 8.000 in 1717 to 33.631 in 

1801. Similarly in Whalley parish the population increased by 

almost 300~ from~. 12.800 in 1717 to 49.523 in 1801 (see figure 

2.2>. Accepting the correlation between population growth and 

economic development would suggest that the most significant levels 

of econoDdc change occurred tram the early eighteenth century 

onwards. 

However. within this 84 year period it is again difficult to be 

specific regarding the tiDing of population change as the growth 

rates may again be focused largely on the last quarter of the 

eighteenth century. Bvidence froD contemporary COa.8nts seeDS to 

1 Raines, Igtitia Cestriepsis. pp. 297-346. 
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confirm that the demographic changes showed their greatest impact in 

the later decades of the eighteenth century. In 1750 Dr. Richard 

Pococke referred to Blackburn as "a town which thrives by the cotton 

and woollen manufacture". I However, in 1795 Aikin indicated that 

Blackburn "has long been known as a manufacturing place, but within 

the memory of man the population was very inconsiderable to what it 

has lately been".2 The time scale implied is vague, and it is not 

possible to identify the pattern or timing of population growth from 

this comment. Thomas Pennant in 1773 indicated that the town of 

Blackburn "is at present rising into greatness, resulting frOD the 

overflow of manufactures in Manchester ... •. 3 This pOints to some 

degree of economic expansion which may have given rise to an 

increased population. 

It has been estimated that the population of Blackburn was 

approximately 5,000 in 1770,4 and if this value is correct it 

suggests an increase of 350~ from a mid-seventeenth century level of 

~. 1,100. This indicates that although growth was particularly 

rapid in the period 1770-1801, the town had witnessed a substantial 

level of growth in the period 1664-1770. The magnitude of growth in 

Blackburn is similar to that identified by Chambers in Iottingbam, 

1 J.J. Cartwright, ed., The Travels throu&h BDiland of Dr. Richard 
Pocpcke, vol. I, Camden Society, lew series 42 (1888), p. 11. 

Z Aikin, Descriptipn pf the Country round IAnchlster, p. 278. 

3 Pennant, TPur frpD Dcypinl to Alaton Ipgr, p. 65. 

4 P. Whittle, Blackburn as it iSi A IqpPlTAphiCOl. Statistical and 
HistpriCAl Accpunt pf the Boroulh of Blackburn (LoWir Diyision) 
in the Cgynty Palatine of LapCAster (Preston, 1852>, p. 287; 
Wadsworth and lann, Cottpn Trade and Industrial LapCAshire, p. 311. 
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WhICh increased by 250~ trom~. 5,000 in 1674 to 17,711 in 1779. 1 

The mechanICS at change and the precise timdng of growth are still 

not indicated in this evidence. In the case of Liverpool Rawling 

notes that the population at the town grew by 24,500 between 1664 

and 1'760, but only 5,500 or 22~ of this growth was due to natural 

increase. 2 From estiuates of population size it is not possible to 

judge the extent to which the growth of Blackburn was fuelled by 

inward migration or natural increase. Clearly, the townships 

surrounding Blackburn may have contributed SODS of their natural 

3 increase to the growth of the town. The relatively low rates of 

population growth on the western side of Blackburn Hundred may have 

resulted from movement from these areas to the developing urban 

areas. 

Aikin's comments on the town of Haslingden are more specific 

than those relating to Blackburn as he outlines that -the town and 

hamlets of Haslingden are reckoned now to contain about 3,000 

inhabitants, which is triple the number they contained forty years 

since".4 The census of 1801 indicates that Haslingden had a 

population of 4,040 which indicates that Aikin's estiDate of 3,000 

people in 1795 is within feasible limits. Aikin indicates that 

1 Chambers, Vola of Trant, pp. 20-21. 

2 Rawling, 'Rise of Liverpool', p. 99. 

3 Long distance migration Day also have contributed to some of the 
growth. X. Long and B. Xaltby in a study of mobility in the Dale 
parishes of the West Riding of Yorkshire conclude that areas which 
were changing under the influence of industrialisation also 
attracted long range migrants. 

4 

X. Long and B. Maltby, 'Personal Xobility in Three Vest Riding 
Parishes, 1777-1812', L.P,S. 24 (Spring 1980), p. 21. 

Aikin, Description of the Coyntry rQund Manchester, p. 27e. 
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Haslingden had a population at ~. 1,000 in 1755, WhlCh compares with 

an estimated population at 580 in 1664. Haslingden's main period of 

population increase is apparently located in the period from the 

1770s onwards as Aikin indicates that the area -has been greatly 

improved within the last twenty years chiefly froD the increase of 

the woollen manufacturei though much of the cotton trade has 

likewise been introduced wi thin a few years ...... 1 AI though 

population increase is more rapid in the later decades of the 

eighteenth century this evidence still paints to a 72~ increase in 

the population of Haslingden between the mid-seventeenth and Did

eighteenth centuries. This exceeds the national increase of ~. 18~ 

between 1666 and 1750, but is substantially lower than the level of 

change noted by Rawling in south west Lancashire. 

The widely spaced population estimates of 1664, 1717 and 1801 

have identified broad patterns of change in Blackburn Hundred. The 

population of the parish of Whalley showed only a marginal level of 

growth between 1664 and 1717 although Blackburn parish showed a 

percentage growth of 27~ in this period, which may pOint to an 

earlier shift to manufacturing in this parish. Both parishes showed 

high levels of population increase between 1717 and 1801 and again a 

more rapid rate of growth in the parish of Blackburn may indicate a 

greater reliance on industrial activities. Although contemporary 

comment indicates that rapid growth focused particularly on the last 

three decades of the eighteenth century it is apparent that 

demographic expansion d.l4'F~tutlQl, the area in the period 

1 llWi. 
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between the early eighteenth century and the mid-eighteenth century. 

As the main focus of this thesis is on the economic and social 

conditions in north-east Lancashire between 1660 to 1760 it is 

necessary to attempt some closer analysis of the patterns of 

population change indicated by the series of ecclesiastical events 

recorded in the parish and chapelry registers of the area. 

3. Parish register analysis. 

The value of parish registers as a source for tracing the 

population history of England was recognised by John Rickman in the 

early nineteenth century. As part of the first census of 1601 he 

required from every Anglican parish minister a count of the numbers 

of baptisms and burials for every tenth year between 1700 and 1780 

and for every year between 1781 and 1800. Marriage totals were 

1 required for every year from 1754. The aggregated data for 

Blackburn Hundred published in the Parish Relister Abstract of 1801 

has a number of important defects. In particular the true number of 

ecclesiastical events is distorted as a number of parish and 

chapelry registers are stated to be defective. For example, in the 

cbapelry register of Balderston baptisms and burials were stated to 

1 
The strengths and weaknesses of Rickman's data are fully discussed 
by Wrigley and Schofield, Papulation History of Bua1 and , Appendix 
7, pp. 597-630. 
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be defective for the whole period between 1700 and 1760. Similarly, 

the baptism register of the chapelry of Langho in Billington was 

stated to be defective between 1700 and 1740 and this missing data 

could have a serious effect on the reliability of the totals. From 

the data it is difficult to assess how representative the totals of 

baptisms and burials for each single year in a decade were of the 

whole decade. For example, the average annual number of baptisms 

for Blackburn Hundred in the period 1780-1789 <when data is given 

for each year) is 1,081 which is significantly higher than the total 

of 952 which is recorded for the single year in 1780. 1 

Nonetheless. the increasing number of baptisms and burials 

between 1700 and 1800 confirms the rapid population growth indicated 

by a comparison of the 'ptitia Cestriensis and the census of 1801. 

The level of baptisms increased markedly across the eighteenth 

century from a level of 707 in 1700 to 2,404 in 1800 which indicates 

a growth ratio of 3.4. The level of burials increased from 903 in 

1700 to 1,729 in 1800 pointing to a growth ratio of 1.91 (see figure 

2.3>. The twofold to threefold increase in the flow of events 

during the eighteenth century provides a broad indication of the 

magnitude of population growth during this period, and this evidence 

compares favourably with the estimates derived from the Iptltla 

Cestrlensis and the census of 1801. 

1 AbstrAct pf the Answers and Returns: Pariah Rllist.rs (London, 
1801), p. 145. 
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Population growth is apparent in the period between 1700 and 

1760, as from 1710 baptisD6 exceeded burials to an increasing 

extent. Baptisms increased tram 804 in 1710 to 1,404 in 1760 which 

indicates a growth ratio of 1.74. Burials increased from 657 in 

1710 to 702 in 1760 which suggests a growth ratio of 1.07. Baptisms 

and burials were 44~ greater in 1760 than in 1710, but it is 

difficult to quantify the precise extent of population growth which 

this represents as one cannot assume a constancy in vital rates 

between the two periods. The evidence paints nonetheless to an 

increasing population in the Hundred of Blackburn between 1710 and 

1760. 

The period between 1740 to 1770 indicates a growing divergence 

between the baptism and burial series and paints to a higher level 

of natural increase in the Hundred of Blackburn from the Ddd

eighteenth century, which is very similar to the trend identified in 

mid-Wbarfedale in Yorkshire. I The level of burials declined from 

903 in 1700 to 657 in 1710 and a fairly constant level was sustained 

until 1760 when the series showed a sharp upward DOVeDent reaching a 

peat of 1,729 burials in 1800 (see figure 2.3>. This increase in 

burials is unlikely to reflect increased DOrtality in the period due 

to adverse weather conditions or an increased level of disease, but 

reflects rather an increased population at risk due to the natural 

increase which accu.ulated froa 1710 onwards (assuming no 

significant level of outward Digration from the Hundred) and 

1 Pickles, 'Xid-Vbarfedale, 1721-1812', pp. 30-36. 
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economic development. 
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From Rickman's data it is not possible to calculate cumulative 

levels of natural increase in Blackburn Hundred between 1700 and 

1760 as totals are only given for single years in a decade. In view 

of the reality of population growth highlighted by a comparison of 

the available population estimates much of this natural increase 

must have been retained, although there may have been some re

distribution of population within the Hundred. Those townships 

which remained predominantly agricultural in the eighteenth century 

may, as in the Vale of Trent, have lost SODa of their natural 

increase to the developing urban areas or to those townShips with a 

heavy reliance on textiles. 1 Rickman's data therefore provides only 

a summary view of the demographic changes which affected Blackburn 

Hundred in the eighteenth century, and undoubtedly reflects the 

outcome of varying patterns of change in the parishes and chapelries 

of the region. It is relevant to deteradne whether the pattern for 

BlaCkburn Hundred revealed by Rickman's data provide. a reasonable 

representation of trends in the parishes on the western side of the 

region. 

An aggregative analysis of two registers froD the western 

section of Blackburn Hundred can be used to establish the patterns 

of deDOgraphic change which affected this part ~f north-east 

Lancashire between the Bdd-seventeenth and Bdd-e1ghteenth centuries. 

The population esti.ates based on a co~rison of the hearth tax 

lChambers, yale pf Trent, p. 22. 
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returns of 1664 with the census of 1801 indicate that growth was 

apparent on the western edge of the Hundred, although at a lower 

level than in the central and eastern parts of the region (see 

figure 2.1). Plotting the numbers of baptisms and burials recorded 

in the registers of the chapelry of Great Harwood in the parish of 

Blackburn and in the parish register of Whalley reveals certain 

features in common with the overall pattern of change for the 

Hundred of Blackburn. SODS variation is apparent between the 

chapelry of Great Harwood and the mother parish of Whalley as the 

former shows an earlier and more rapid rate of population growth. 

This confirms the differential rates of growth between the parishes 

which was identified from the widely spaced population estimates. 

The registers at St. Mary's parish church in Whalley date from 

1538 and contain entries which relate principally to the townships 

of Whalley, Wiswell and Read, although entries relating to the 

nearby townships of Worston, Pendleton and Billington were regularly 

included. 1 The entries which are recorded between 1653 and 1660 

refer to the civil events of births and deaths rather than the 

ecclesiastical ceremonies of baptisms and bUrials which resume fro. 

December 1660. The quality of registration appears high as various 

clerks took the trouble to record occupational data consistently in 

the birth and death registers between 1653 and 1660 and in the 

baptis. and burial registers between 1721 and 1800. There are few 

obvious breaks in registration caused by Dachanical damage or by the 

carelessness of the clerk. 

1 L.R.O. PR3 - PR6. 
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Other causes of under-registration are however, more difficult 

to detect. E.A. ~rigley considers that under-registration caused by 

the increasing length of the interval between the birth of a child 

and its baptism could have a serious effect on the quality of 
1 

registration. If the gap between birth and baptism lengthened over 

time this would increase the shortfall between the recorded number 

of baptisms and the actual number of births. He identifies a range 

of tentative estimates to compensate for the impact of infant 

mortality and the increasing interval between births and baptiSms, 

and suggests that the number of baptisms should be inflated by a 

value of 4% between 1650-99, 5% between 1700-1749 and 7~~ between 

2 
1750 and 1799. ~rigley considers that deficiencies in registration 

caused by a lapse of time between the date of death and burial were 

minimal and were not likely to increase over tiDe. 3 

In the chapelry of Downham between 1654 and 1662 the register 
records both the date of birth and the date of baptism, 
which can provide some indication of the extent of the delay 
between the two events in Blackburn Hundred. Out of a total of 91 
entries which record this information 65 (71.4~) relate to baptisms 
which took place within 5 days of birth. A fUrther 20 baptisms 
took place within 6 - 9 days of birth (20%), whilst the remaining 
6 baptisms took place within 11 - 16 days of birth (6.6~). The 
average interval between birth and baptism in this chapelry of 
Whalley parish was 4 days. 
William Bennet Price, ed., The Re&ister of the Parish Church of St. 
LeOnard. Downham 1005-1837, L.P.R.S. 118 (Leyland, 1979). 

E.A. Wrigley, 'Births and Baptisms: The Use of Anglican BaptiSB 
Registers as a Source of Information about the lumbers of Births in 
England before the Beginning of Civil Registration', fJa. 31, 2 
(July 1977), p. 310. 

In the chapelry of Downham the' date of death and burial is recorded 
between 1654 and 1662, and this evidence points to a short average 
interval of less than 2 days. Of the 89 entries which provide this 
detail 25 (28.1~) relate to burials which took place on the SADS 

day as the date of death, 59 were buried on the follo~ng day 
(66.3~) and 5 were buried on the second day following death. 
Price, Re&ister of the Parish Church of St, Leonard. Downham. 
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The growth of non-conformity and the presence of Catholics in a 

population could also distort the recorded number ot baptisms and 

burials away from the actual levels of births and deaths.! 

Assessing the inflation ratios needed to correct for under-

registration caused by unwilling attenders is particularly difficult 

in an area such as Blackburn Hundred for which Haigh concludes that 

the mixed distribution of Catholics and Protestant non-conformists 

" ... almost defies geographical analysiS".2 Applying the inflation 

ratios suggested by Wrigley and Schofield would be an inadequate 

basis on which to account for the levels of religious dissent in 

Lancashire. Therefore, for the li~ted purposes of this analysis 

reliance will be placed on the patterns revealed by the uncorrected 

ecclesiastical events. 

The parochial chapelry of St. Lawrence's (later St. 

Bartholomew's> in Great Harwood was part of the mother parish of 

Blackburn. 3 The registers contain a nu~r of miscellaneous entries 

! 

which date from 1547, although a DOre consistent recording of events 

is evident from 1560. In 1546 the Bcclesiastical Couadssioners 

Arkell finds that in the parishes of Edgbaston and Rowington in 
Warwickshire, Catholics were included in the parish regiaters for 
burials, but not for marriages. He finds that in Rowington 
Catholic parents did not take their infants to be baptised at the 
Anglican church ·unless they were sickly and likely to die or 
unless the husband was a noticeably less ardent adherent of the 
Catholic faith than his wife·. 
V.T.J. Arkell, 'An Bnquiry into the Prequency of the Parochial 
Registration of Catholics in a Seventeenth Century Warwickshire 
Parish', ~. 9 (Autumn 1972), p. 29. 

2 C. Haigh, RefgrMtign and ie.iatang_ in Tudor bpp'ahire 
(Cambridge, 1975>, p. 317. 

3 A. Sparks, ed., The Parish Ralister pf Great Harwopd. 1547-1812. 
L.P.R.S. 75 <Preston, 1937). 
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granted a licence to R1chard Wood to christen. marry. bury and 

minister the sacraments to the neighbouring inhabitants who numbered 

400 "housel1nge people". 1 In the Igtitia Cestriensis compiled in 

the early eighteenth century it was outlined that the inhabitants of 

Great Harwood. Tottleworth in Rishton and the east end of Rishton 

township resorted to this chapelry.2 The entries in the register 

between 1660 and 1760 relate principally to the townships of Great 

Harwood and Rishton. but there are a significant number of entries 

relating to the adjacent townships of Billington and Wilpshire. 

Deficiencies in registration are apparent in these registers 

particularly between 1654 and 1664 when the entries appear confused 

and incomplete. The quality of registration shows a .arked 

iDprovement from 1665 when the entries are more systematically 

arranged, although one still gains the impreSSion of sporadic under

registration throughout the whole register. 

Both registers are affected to varying degrees by under

registration. However, plotting the totals of uncorrected 

ecclesiastical events can still be of value in revealing the major 

fluctuations and overall changes in the relationship between the two 

series. Plotting the data in the forD of nine year moving averages 

is intended to smooth out the sharp annual fluctuations and to 

highlight long term trends in the series of baptis .. and burials 

(see figures 2.4 and 2.5). 

1 Farrer and Brownbill, Y.C.B. LIDO •. , vol. 6, p. 343. 

2 Raines, Iptitia ee.trienai., pp. 284-5. 
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Estimates of population derived from the hearth tax returns and 

the lot1t1a Cestriensi§ indicate that the parish of Blackburn 

increased by just over a quarter between 1664 and 1717. As the 

cbapelry of Great Harwood is a component part of the parish of 

Blackburn it is relevant to establish whether the series of baptisms 

and burials confirm the pattern of growth revealed by the estimates 

of population. In the period between 1671-1680 burials exceeded 

baptisms and a baptism/burial ratio of 0.724 pOints to a declining 

population. The period between 1681-1720 shows a cumulative surplus 

of baptiSDS over burials and a baptisDlburial ratio of 1.223 points 

to a growth of population during this period, which corresponds with 

the modest level of population growth identified in the parish of 

Blackburn by the Iptitia Cestrieosis (see figure 2.4>. 

In the period between 1721-40 there were 436 recorded baptiSDS 

compared to 374 burials and this small natural surplus of 62 is 

reflected in a baptisD/burial ratio of 1.166. The period froD 1740 

marks a sharp divergence in pattern as the series of baptisms and 

burials show a sbarp upward movement with a growing divergence 

between the two series which is reflected in a high baptisiVOurial 

ratio of 2.006 in the decade 1741-50 and 1.749 in the decade 1751-60 

(see figure 2.4>. This rising trend of baptiSDS and burials 

corresponds with the pattern revealed in Rict.an's data for the 

whole of Blackburn Hundred, and this pattern is also characterietic 

of the national movements in de.ographic trends. 

Plotting the numbers of baptis.a and burials has revealed that 

positive levels of natural change were apparent in Great Harwood 

chapelry from 1681-1720, but there is a sharp divergence in the 

trend froD 1740 onwards with large increases in the recorded nu.o.r. 
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at baptisDS and burials. It we compare the annual numbers of events 

recorded in an eleven year period centred on 1715 with similar 

figures for an eleven year period centred on 1765 it is possible to 

quantify the extent of growth in the chapelry. In tbe period 

between 1715 and 1765 tbe level of baptisDS in tbe chapelry register 

of Great Harwood increased from an annual average of 19.1 to 51 and 

indicates a growth ratio of 2.7. This evidence of population growth 

is confirmed in tbe burial register as burials increased from an 

annual average of 18.3 in the early eighteenth century to 25.6 in 

the period centred on 1765, which paints to a growth ratio of 1.4. 

The growth ratios in the series of baptisDS and burials are 

Significantly higher than in the parish register of Whalley in the 

same period,l and confirm that the parisb of Blackburn had aDOre 

rapid rate of population growth in the eighteenth century. In tbe 

chapelry of Great Harwood the level of baptisDS and burials was 105' 

higher in 1765 than in the period centred on 1715. 

These growth ratios in the series of baptisms and burials in 

Great Harwood between 1715 and 1765 are higher than in the national 

series of vital events. Using Wrigley and Schofield's totals of 

vital events it is apparent that the growth ratio in the national 

series of births between 1715 and 1765 was 1.32 whereas the deaths 

showed a growth ratio of 1.21. At the national level births and 

2 
deaths were only 27' greater in 1765 than in 1715. Clearly this 

See chapter 2, pp. 64-66. 

2 Wrigley and Schofield, Populatign Statpr, pf Bplland, table A2.3, 
pp. 498-500. 
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evidence pOints to demographic vitality in Great Harwood chapelry in 

the first half of the eighteenth century. 

In the parish of Whalley the period between 1661 and 1120 was 

one in which the decadal totals of burials continually exceeded 

baptisms. In the period 1661-90 burials exceeded baptisms by a 

cumulative total of 337 and a baptismiburial ratio of 0.717 points 

to a significant level of natural decrease (see figure 2.5>. 

Although burials exceeded baptisms in each decade between 1691-1720 

the decline is not as extensive as the baptism/burial ratio is 

slightly higher at 0.847. However, the high mortality of the crisis 

years of the late 1720s produced a substantial deficit of burials 

over baptiSms, although certain years within this decade showed 

SDall natural surpluses. I If baptisms were subject to more 

extensive under-registration than burials due to the presence of 

Catholics and Protestant non-conformists this trend of declining 

population in Whalley parish Day well be exaggerated. 

From the mid 1730s the level of baptisms exceeded burials, and 

with the exception of the late 1750s when baptism levels dropped 

markedly, the level of baptisDS exceeded the level of burials and 

points to positive levels of natural change. The sharp decline in 

baptism levels in the 1750s is not due to any obvious deficiencies 

in registration, but it may indicate movement out of the area by 

young adults if the trend of population increaee apparent from the 

I At a national level the late 1720& ware years of very high 
mortality. ~., pp. 162, 310-311. 
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17305 limited the ava1labllity 01 employment opportunlties in 

agriculture. This is however, an apparently temporary interruption 

in the robust upward trend ot baptisms. 

It we compare the annual numbers of events recorded in an 

eleven year period centred on 1665 with similar figures lor an 

eleven year period centred on 1'115 we can gauge possible trends in 

population change. At a national level births grew from an annual 

average of 148,113 to 163,325 over this period and the number of 

deaths declined from 149,808 to 147,114. The increased numbers of 

births represents a growth ratio of 1.10 whereas the decline in the 

number of deaths pOints to a ratio of 0.98. 1 If we assume no major 

changes in the rates of fertility, mortality and nuptiality between 

the two dates this would suggest that the national population grew 

very slightly or declined slightly, and confirms Wrigley and 

Schofield's observation that this was a period of relative 

stagnation in population numbers. 

The parish register of Whalley indicates a similar pattern of 

change, as the average annual number of baptisms declined froD 32.9 

in 1665 to 31.5 in 1715. Similarly, the level of burials declined 

from an annual average of 37.5 to 34.8 which, assuming constant 

vital rates, points to a slightly s.aller population in the second 

decade of the eighteenth century than in the Did-seventeenth 

century. This does not correspond with the marginal increase in 

population size suggested by a cODpar1son of the hearth taz of 1664 

1 lbid., table A2.3, pp. 496-500. 
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and the Notitia Cestriensis ot 1717.1 However, the evidence used to 

calculate the growth ratios is based on the uncorrected 

ecclesiastical events so that if allowance had been made for the 

various types of under-registration this DAy have pOinted to a 

marginal level of growth. 2 Nonetheless, it indicates that in 

Whalley parish the period between 1660-1717 was a period of decline 

or only marginal growth in the level of population, which 

corresponds with the trends in the national series of vital events. 

This contrasts with the expansion of population apparent in the 

registers of Great Harwood in the late seventeenth and early 

eighteenth century. 

Figure 2.5 indicates that the nUDbers of baptisms in Whalley 

parish showed an upward trend froD~. 1715, although baptisms do not 

exceed the level of burials until the Did 1130s. BAptisms increased 

from an annual average of 31.5 in an eleven year period centred on 

1115 to 46.4 in an eleven year period centred on 1165 whereas 

burials increased frOD an average of 34.8 to 36.4 over the SAD8 

period. The evidence points to a growth ratio of 1.41 in the series 

of baptisDS, which is slightly higher than in the national series of 

births but lower than the increase in baptisms in the chapelry of 

Great Harwood. The growth ratio in the series of burials of 1.05 is 

lower than both the national series of deaths and the level of 

burials in Great Harwood, and this may point to an underenumarat10n 

1 See chapter 2, P.45. 

2 Wrigley and Schofield suggest that non-conforDdty • depressed 
the nuaber of baptiSDS being registered BOre than the nUDber of 
burials •.• •. 
Wrigley and Schofield, Pppulation Histpr, pf Bnlland, pp. 164-5. 
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ot burials in Whalley parish if there was migration out of the area. 

Baptisms and burials were 25% higher in 1765 than in 1715 which is 

very close to the increase of 27~ in the national series of births 

and deaths. This evidence points to growth in the population of 

Whalley parish in the !irst half of the eighteenth century. but at a 

slower pace than in the chapelry of Great Harwood. 

Rawling used this technique of calculating increases in 

baptisms and burials to indicate possible population changes in 

south-west Lancashire. He cODpared the totals in the 1750s for 

those recorded in the 1660s and found that the nUDbers of events 

were 33% greater in the Agricultural areas and 72~ greater in the 

1 
Coalfield townships. Aggregating the data in the saDe way for 

Whalley parish and Great Harwood chapelry points to a 53% increase 

in the nUDbers of events in the same pertod. although the under-

registration apparent in Great Harwood chapelry in the 1660s Day 

have exaggerated the level of increase. lonetheless the evidence 

shows that the increase was far in excess of ~. 18~ in the national 

series of vital events. The level of growth in this part of 

Blackburn Hundred ezceeded that of the Agricultural townships in 

south-west Lancashire and, although lower than for the Coalfield 

townShips. it still suggests some level of industrialisation in 

north-east Lancashire. 

This method of calculating increase in the levels of 

ecclesiastical/vital events does not provide an estimate of 

1 A. Rawling. 'Population Change and Urban Growth in South-Vest 
Lancashire, 1661-1760', Lecture at DBetins of the Local Population 
Studies SOCiety, Geography Department, Liverpool University, 
loveDber 1984. 
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population size for individual townships, but indicates broad 

characteristics of growth in an area. The detail in the parish 

register oi Whalley can be used to estimate population change in 

individual townships but one must be reasonably certain that the 

population of the township did not resort extensively to other 

parishes or chapelries. The parish register of Whalley contains 

entries for a number of townships lying adjacent to the township of 

Whalley. The extraction of all the entries between 1665 and 1765 

relating just to the baptisms and burials of individuals from 

Whalley township can be used to trace patterns of demographic 

change. The size of the population in Whalley township can be 

estimated on the basis of the hearth tax of 1664 and using a 

multiplier of 4.5 for average household size suggests that Whalley 

township had a population of ~. 430. FroD this base one can roughly 

establish the population size in 1760 by adding or subtracting the 

levels of natural change. This simple aggregative method is 

seriously flawed as the successive calculation of population assumes 

a closed population in which there was no movement into or out of 

the township. Therefore, the population estimates derived by 

applying this methodology to Whalley township can have no claims to 

precision but the data may highlight whether the underlying trends 

of change were of growth or decline. 

Applying this methodology to Whalley suggests that in 1700 the 

population of the township was approxiaately 435 and had therefore 

changed little from that of the add-seventeenth century. By 1717 

the estimated population size was 455 which ahows a percentage 

increase of 5% from the add-seventeenth century. This -.rginal 

increase in population size in the township of Whalley corresponds 
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with the evidence at demographic patterns for the whole parish at 

.. balley whicb showed a marginal growth in size at 3' between the 

heartb tax at l664 and the lotitia Le§triensi§ at J117. So .. degree 

at expansion was apparent in Vhalley township by 1740 as the 

successive addition and subtraction at baptiSD6 and burials points 

to a population size 01 533. In 1760 the esti .. ted population size 

of Yballey townShip was oG5 which represents a percentage increase 

of almost 50' froD a level of 430 in the Did-seventeenth century. 

This evidence froD the parish regtster again confir .. that 

demographic expansion was eVident on the we.tarn edge of Blackburn 

Hundred in the period betwean~. 1120 to 1760. 

4. Concly§ign. 

The par1sh ragtater data has coD1ir.ad that population growth 

was a characteristic ieature of Blackburn Hundred in the period 

between~. 1660 to 1760. As at the national laval the Hundred of 

Blackburn was not subject to a continuous prooe .. of growth aa the 

second half of the .. vanteenth cantury w1tn .... d pha ... ot declin. 

and stagnatton intersper .. d by perlocla of _rgiul growth. , 

sustained trend of population incr.a .. was appar.nt in Blackburn 

Hunclnd fro. 1740 oD_rel., •• the 1ncr •• a1q nuabara at bapt1_ and 

burials d1verged to g1V. gr •• ter le •• l. of poaitiv. Datural change. 

The faste.t rat •• of population growth were located in the lut 

quarter of tha .ighte.nth century, but 1. 1. claar that long t.r. 
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growth in both rural and urban areas was apparent froB the early 

eighteenth century. Variations in rates of demographic change are 

apparent within the Hundred, as the pariah of Blackburn showed 

earlier and DOre extensive growth tban the parish of Whalley. 

Alan Rawling's study of south-west Lancashire empha.ises that 

economic development and de.agraphlc expansion ware closely 

associated in the early modern period. There ia, therefore, a need 

to assess the patterns of econoaic change in north-eaat Lancaahire 

between the aid-seventeenth and and-eighteenth centurie. to 

determine the nature of the relationship bat~en populatlon growth 

and economic diveratflcation. It i. relevant to deterldne wh.ther 

any correlation i. appar.nt between the tlldng of population growth 

in Blackburn Hundred and incr.a.ing l.v.la of induatrial activity. 

In the predOminantly pastoral farldng .cono., of north-eaat 

Lancasblre, which suatain.d only a r.latively narrow diatribution of 

wealth in the iUd-.. v.nteenth c.ntury, lt ia n.c .... ry to d.tar~ne 

how the .. increased nuabara ~r. eaploy.d. 'or exaaple, Whalley 

township ahowad a atgnificant l.vel of population growth bat~n 

1700 and 17&0. On. can queation wh.ther agricultural opportuniti •• 

expanded in Whalley township to absorb the incr .... d nuabere or 

whether the inhabitanta of the ar.a looted to other ... na of .arnins 

a liv.lihood. 'a tb. population of the toWDab1pa .Kpanded in the 

early/aid-eight.enth century thia .. y have put pr888ur. on the 

exiating econoaic atructure of a pariah, so that the increased 

nuabere could not be accnwmUted by tu Ilullbar of wart 

opportunitiea in agrioultur.. Thi. tread would be particularl, 
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marked if the involvement in arabie agriculture declined as E.L. 

1 Jones suggests. If the population turned to industrial occupations 

as a means of earning a living how far had this trend progressed by 

1760 and how important was industry to the early modern econoDY in 

north-east Lancashire? 

This stresses the causal effect of population growth in 

stimulating economic diversification. However, other studies have 

eDphasised how the development of industry could promote demographic 

changes. J.A. Goldstone argues that the ·crucial factorN in 

population growth atter 1750 was Na sharp drop in the age at first 

marriage, probably tied to emerging industrializationN.2 
On the 

basiS of evidence froD Sbepsbed in Leicestershire David Levine 

argues that the availability of industrial employaant& loosened the 

traditional sanctions on early .arrriage. The age at marriage 

dropped "because Den (and women) could reach their _xi ... earning 

capacity at an early age so there was no longer any reason to defer 

IIIlrriage" . 3 If we accept this argu_nt it WDuld auggeat that 

distinctions in the age at marriage, and hence in the power of the 

population to increase, should be apparent within Blackburn Hundred. 

Areas such as Colne chapelry and Pendle Forest which showad an early 

and extensive reliance on textiles should theoretically reveal a 

1 Jones, 'Agricultural Origins of Industry', pp. 69-70. 

2 J.A. Goldstone, 'The Demographic Revolution in England: A ie
ezaDdnation', ~. 40, 1 <larch 1980>, p. 32. 

3 D. Levine, 'The De.agraphic Implication. of iural Industrializ
ation: A FaDdly Reconstitution Study ot Shepshed, Leic.aterehire, 
1600-1851', Spciol HistprJ 1, 2 (May 1976), p. 192. 
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lower age at marriage and h1gher lerti1ity levels than the Ribble 

valley townships, whose extensive reliance on textiles followed over 

a century later. 

This is an interesting and complex area of debate, and it seems 

that the detailed basis of research on the economic structure of 

Blackburn Hundred provides an important foundation for an assessment 

of patterns of demographic change. Tracing the DBchanismB 

underlying population change in Blackburn Hundred lies outside the 

scope of this thesis, but it seems evident that the differing 

patterns of economic change apparent within the Hundred DBy have 

influenced the demographic regiae. 

Population expansion was evident on the western aide of 

Blackburn Hundred in the early/mid-eighteenth century, although the 

limitations of the evidence make it difficult to quantify this 

growth precisely in each township. This evidence raises the 

question of the extent to which econoDic change waa a .. ociated with 

demographic growth in Blackburn Hundred. Occupational data in the 

poll tax, parish registers and census returns is used in chapters 

three and four to assess whether any associated shift in work 

patterns is apparent in the townships under consideration. Thi. 

study can thereby add a further local perspective to Wrigley and 

Schofield's analysis of the relationship of de.agraphic trends to 

"so_ aspects of the sweeping ecoDomc change. of the early melern 

1 period" . 

1 Wrigley and Schofield, Populatign Hi.tory Of BpilaDd, p. 402. 
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Table 2.1 

ESIT1!"ATE~ (IF POFULAT ro;l SIZE; RLAr;K13URN HUNDp;:n , 61'14-1 dOl. 

TO'rlnSh1p Total no. Mu 1 t i pl1er 1801 Perr:l;!nt~ge 
of h/holds ----------------------------- ·:t:nsus chang~. 

1664- 4.3 4.5 4.767 1664 - le01 

------
Bla!:ls:burn 
Pa:ish 

Balderston 38 163 171 181 015 260 
Billington 71 305 319 338 844 165 
Blackburn 244 1049 1098 1159 11,980 990 
Clayton-le-
dale 34 146 153 162 419 174 
Cuerdille 9 39 40 43 170 325 
Darwen. Lower 1M 361 378 399 1. 640 3:35 
Ddrwen, Over 87 374 391 413 3,587 S 17 
Dinkley 22 95 99 lOS' 197 99 
Harwood, Great 107 4130 481 510 1,659 245 
Harwood, Little 19 82 85 90 104 ?'"' _G 

L1 vesey wi th 
Tockholes 139 598 625 ee2 1,942 211 
M~llor with 
Ecclesh1l1 110 4~'3 495 522 1,785 201 
Osbaldeston 21 90 94 100 252 168 
Pleas1ngton 58 249 2tH 276 614 152 
F.7)J'!I~gredve No data in th~ hearth tax 298 
Rlshton 77 331 346 367 1,051 204 
Sale,;bury 32 138 144 152 236 64 
Sam1esbury 99 426 445 471 1,664 274 
Valton-le-dale 126 542 5137 600 3,&32 576 
'.11 p::ill1 re 20 86 90 95 275 205 
Yi tton 26 112 117 124 461 294 

-----
Total 1,423 0,119 6,403 6,783 . 33,031 425 

-----



Table 2.1 (continued) 

Township Total 'no. Mult1plier 
of h/holds -----------------------------

Accringto:l. New 
Accrington, Old 
Al tlldm 
Bowland wi th 
Leagram 
Briercl1ife 
with Ey.twlstle 
Burnley 
Chatburn 
Church 
Clayton-le-Moors 
Cli theroe 
Cl1v1g.:r 
Colne 
Downham 
Foulrldge 
Habergham-Eaves 
Hapton 
Hasl1ngden 
Heyhouse'S 
Huncoat 
Ightenh~ 11 Park 
Marsden 
Mearley 
Mitton, Little 
Oswaldtwlstle 
Padlham 
Pendle Forest 
Pendleton 
Read 
R05sendale 
Simonstone 
Trawden Forest 
Twlston 
ilh.l 11 ey 
IJiswell 
worst horne with 
Hurstwoad 
IJOl'ston 

1664 4.3 4.5 4.767 

65 
46 
33 

54 

72 

46 
19 
38 

.135 
87 

196 
65 
88 
83 
48 

128 
13 
39 
17 

160 
10 

9 
106 
72 

303 
32 
37 

401 
24 
79 
17 
96 
56 

45 
32 

279 
193 
142 

232 

310 
No data 
198 
82 

163 
580 
374 
843 
279 
378 
357 
206 
550 
56 

168 
73 

688 
43 
39 

456 
310 

1,303 
138 
159 

1,124 
10:S 
340 

73 
413 
206 

193 
138 

292 
207 
148 

243 

324 
1n the 

207 
85 

171 
607 
391 
882 
292 
396 
373 
216 
576 

58 
175 
76 

720 
45 
40 

477 
324 

1,363 
144 
166 

1,804 
108 
355 

76 
432 
216 

202 
144 

310 
219 
157 

257 

343 
hearth tax 

219 
90 

181 
643 
415 
934 
310 
419 
396 
229 
610 

62 
186 
81 

763 
48 
43 

505 
343 

1,444 
152 
176 

1,911 
114 
376 

81 
453 
229 

214 
152 

73 

1801 Percentage 
census change. 

1664 - 1801 

2,246 
8Jl 
328 

318 

956 
3,305 

415 
323 

1.130 
1.368 
1,058 
3.626 

470 
833 

1,919 
395 

4,040 
156 

126 
2.322 

'/5 

76 
2,710 
2.118 
4,272 

914 
;jll 

9.156 
298 

1.4013 
189 
876 
349 

443 
128 

669 
301 
122 

31 

195 

100 
280 
561 
125 
171 
311 

61 
110 
414 
83 

601 
169 

66 
.).,,,) 
"'.:-0 .. 

67 
90 

468 
554 
213 
535 

!l" 

40'1 
170 
306 
149 
103 
62 

119 
-11 

-_ .. _- --------------------.----------------------------------
Total 2,751 12,379 13.114 40,218 273 

(exc. Burnley> 

'-----------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2.1 (continued) 

ESTI)fU~S OF POPTTLATION ;:;rZE: BUCrE·ll!;,?! J.llINf1;'En lhn4-1AI)l 

Township Total no. Mul t ipl1er 1801 Percentag~ 

of h/ho1ds ----------------------------- census change. 
1664 4.3 4.5 4.767 1664 - 1301 

Chipping Parish 

Chipping 140 602 630 667 827 31 
Thornley with 
Wheatley 78 335 351 371 387 10 

Ribchestpr Parish <part of) 

Dilworth 37 159 166 176 524 216 
Dutton 47 202 211 224 388 84 
Ribchester 132 568 594 629 1,172 97 

Mitton Parish <part. of) 

Aighton 
Bailey 143 615 643 682 1,260 96 
Chaigley 

BLACKBURN HUNDRED OVERALL 

4,751 20,429 21,379 22,648 87,712 295. 

f The percentage change in population is calculated by comparing the 
population size in 1801 with the estimate of the he~rth tax population based 
on a multiplier of 4.5. Burnley is excluded from the calculations of 
percentage change as no data is available in the hearth tax of 1664. 

The population data for 1801 is taken from: 
~paratiYp account of the population ot GreAt Britain 1n thp years 18~ 
LBll, 1B21 and 183L <1831> I pp. 130-139. 
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TABLE 2.2 

A COMPARISOn OF POPIJ1lll0lLESLU'~ES HASEIUJ1LlHE PEOTESTAilOU OATH OF 1642 
IHE POLL lAX OF 1660 AliD JUS HEARIH...JAX OF 1664. 

(the methods for estimating population from each source are outlined 
in chapter 2, section 2). 

- . 

Protestation Oath 1642 Hearth tax 1664 Poll Tax :660 
Township 

Number of males Estimate of Total x x x Numbar of adults Estimate of 
aged 18 & over Population* h/holds 4.3 4.5 4.767 aged 16 & over Population* 

. 

Ar.crlngton nova ~ 
Ar.crington vetera 167 534 111 477 499 529 289 420 
Billl ngton 111 355 71 305 319 338 154 224 
Blackburn 110 da ta in the Protesta tlon Oath 244 1,049 1,098 1,159 492 '115 
Chatburn 66 211 46 198 207 219 102 148 
Clitheroe 146 467 ~ 135 580 607 643 376 546 
Colne 306 979 196 843 882 9~l 308 448 
Downham J Twiston 104 333 82 353 369 391 185 269 
Great: Harwood No data in the Protestation Oath 107 460 481 510 213 309 
Read 35 112 37 159 166 1'76 86 125 
Whalley 136 435 96 413 432 458 214 311 
Wiswell 65 208 56 206 . 216 229 114 166 
Worstan 25 80 32 138 144 152 71 103 

- ~-- - ----



CHAPI'ER 3 

THE OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF TOWNSHIPS IN THE 
HUNDRED OF BLACKBURN, c. 1660 - 1760: 

METHODOLOOY AND SOURCE MATERIAL. 

1. Introduction. 

2. Occupational categorisation. 

3. Parish registers. 

4. Wills and inventories. 

5. The poll tax. 

6. Conclusion. 
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1. Intrpduction. 

A study of the econoDic development of Blackburn Hundred in the 

early modern period must necessarily involve a detailed 

reconstruction of the occupational profile of local co..unities. 

EconoDic and social geography can be exaadned through occupational 

structure and clearly it will be valuable to ascertain for each area 

under consideration the relative nu.arical size of occupational 

groups at given stages in the period 1660 - 1760. An occupational 

analysis should indicate the economic diviSions in seventeenth and 

eighteenth century society, the relative importance of different 

sectors of the economy and the nature and level of industrial 

activity. 

In this survey all the available data on occupation. is gleaned 

from source material whose original intention was not to describe 

the economic make-up of an area. In the poll tax of 1660, pariah 

registers and probate wills and inventories, the u .. of occupational 

titles served rather to aid identification of individuals. Peter 

Lindert, in reference to the use of occupational title. in parish 

registers, stresses that the crucial point to understand about the 

labels is that they were "apparently used just to identify persons 

more clearly. and that whether or Dot they ware ueed was larS-ly 

determinad by the whiD of the individual recorder-.l How.ver, A.J. 

and R.B. Tawney argue that in the ca .. of the Rueter leturDS of lG08 

for Gloucestershire occupational tltl.s bad a rreater sigDlfican08 

1 Lindert, 'Bnglish Occupations', p. 690. 



than simply aids in identification. The information also had a 

mil1 tary value as "one does not set the weavers or haberdashers to 

dig trenches or mind horses if miners, quarrymen and carters are to 

hand" .1 

The records of occupation in the Hundred of Blackburn see. to 

be essentially indirect in their nature and the consequent 

limitations of the source material should be recogni .. d. For each 

source it is important to assess whether a co~rehensiv. picture of 

occupational structure is provided. Soma source. create a bias in 
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favour of certain sections of the social hierarchy. The social bias 

inherent in probate wills and inventories 1a perhaps the BOat quoted 

example. 2 

2. OcCUpatiQDAl cAtelQriaatiQD. 

One of the first proble.. in atte~ting to conduct a .urvey of 

the econoDic structure of an area ie "to find waya of ordering 

occupational information gathered fro. multifarious sources for 

analytical and cOBparative purpoees".3 This involves delineating a 

1 A.J. Tawney and R.B. Tawney, 'An Occupational Cenau8 of the Seven
teenth Century', IcDP.B.R. 5, 1 (October 1934), p. 28. 

2 See chapter 3, pp. lOl-107. 

3 J. Patten, 'Urban Occupations tn Pre-Indu.trial Bngland', 
TrADSDctiQns Of the lpatitute of Britt., GtQlrapber ., lew aeri •• 2, 
1 (1977), p. 297. 
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number of categories for occupational descriptions that are 

considered to be similar in one respect or another. Clearly where a 

large body of occupational data is being handled the grouping and 

classification of the economic labels is essential to any analysis 

of the economic structure and change over time. 

M.B. Katz drew attention to the two Dain approaches to the 

study of occupations. The first is a • structural' or functional 

analysis which shows the distribution of the workforce between 

various kinds of employ.ant. In this analysis functional similarity 

deterBines the categorisation of occupation.. It is a 

-classification by the function of the DOCupation, regardle .. of its 

1 econoBic standing or status-. 

The second approach is that which relate. to the .ave .. nt of 

individuals from occupation to DOCupation. As Iatz points out Win 

studying Debility, historians ask how Dany .. D 'bettered' 

themselves, how ODny Slipped, and in what ways and a.ang which 

groupe". As a result hierarchy is central to an occupational 

structure which is designed to .aaaure .ability. In order to avoid 

what Katz referred to as -the confusion of structure and .ability-

one should consider the differing objectives and points of reference 

of the two scales. To take the exa~le of a builder and a 

carpenter. In a categorisation baa.d on fUDction they would appear 

in the saD8 grouping. However, if the purpose of the occupational 

analysis was to DBasure social ucbility -they ahould not be in the 

saDa or adjacent categori •• unle .. they are occupations that offer 

1 X.B. Katz, 'Occupational Cla •• ification in History', l,I,H. 3 
(1973), p. 81. 
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similar rewards in terms of money, status or whatever criteria of 

ranking are chosen". In a classification tracing social mobility 

the individual is the point of reference whereas in a functional 

category it is the occu~tional gTOUp. In the mobility analysis 

"what matters finally is how many moved up or down not how the 

proportions of people engaged in shoemaking, clerking and store

I 
keeping shifted from decade to decade". 

The survey of occupations in Blackburn Hundred between 1660 and 

1160 is concerned essentially with the latter objective. It iR a 

study of occupational structure based on a functional 

categorisation. It is concerned to trace the distribution of the 

workforce between different types of econoDdc activity and to 

analyse whether certain activities came to afford support for a 

larger or smaller number of individuals during the period~. 1660 -

~. 1760. This analysis is concerned therefore with ·what happe1Ul to 

the shoemakers as an occupational group, not to individual 

shoemakers ... ~2 The survey of occupationa .ake. no attempt to 

decide which groups occupied the sa .. niche on the eocio-econoDdc 

scale.3 

Having decided on the objectives of the occupational .urvey the 

essential problem concerns the basis on which to group tosetbar the 

various types of econoDdc activity. Patten argue. that no ona 

scheme could be forwarded as the ideal .olution to the preble. of 

occupational categorisation. Different contexts will dictate the 

1 llWl., pp. 65-6. 

2 llWl., p. 66. 

3 Clear differences can however, be observed intha relative wealth 
levels of occupational groupe. See chapter 7, pp. 546-583. 
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most appropriate approach but one should be caretul to point out the 

aims of any analysis, the drawbacks of any scheme adopted and the 

nature of the source material that is classified.1 

E.A. ~rigley's survey of the occupational structure of Colyton 

demonstrates one of the alternatives. It includes a categorisation 

based on the type of material with which particular occupational 

groups worked. For example. the category of Datal ·ncluded the 

occupations of blacksDith, smith. brazier. whitesDith, gunSmith and 

iron founder. Those occupations classified under leather included 

tanner, cordwainer, shoemaker, currier. saddler and glover. This 

classification has two main drawbacks. Using type of material as 

the main criterion of organisation fails to take account of the 

value of the raw materials involved and consequently the relative 

status of occupations. This criticiSD is not vitally i~rtant in a 

structural analysis but mare significant is the fact that the type 

of material is not a valid division for thoae individuals who were 

involved in non-productive and tertiary activities.2 

Another alternative as Katz pOints out is to u.e a 

classification based on the type of product or alternatively a 

combination of these criteria. One would then be faced with the 

problem of an occupation which could fit equally well into two 

categories. Shoemakers might be grouped with workers in leather or 

makers of clothing.3 Hoskins in his survey of Leice.ter recogni ... 

1 Patten, • Urban Occupations'. p. 307. 

2 B.A. irigley, 'The Changing Occupational Structure of Colyton oYer 
Two Centuries', ~. 18 <Spring 1977), pp. 10-13. 

3 Katz, 'Occupational Classification in History', p. 67. 
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that "there are a number of difficulties and arbitrary allocations 

in any classification, For example, shoemakers (who are a numerous 

class> have been classified under the clothing trade rather than the 

leather trades, and tailors under clothing rather than textiles. ,1 

Pound in his study of sixteenth century Norwich adopts the saDe 

solution as Hoskins and places the cobblers, cordwainers, glovers 

2 
?~d shoemakers with the clothing trades rather than leather work. 

Peter Lindert also questions whether a seventeenth century miller 

should be put in retailing, in manufacturing, or in a processing end 

of the agricultural sector. 3 

The best approach for the study of occupations in Blackburn 

Hundred in the period 1660 - 1760 is a classification in which 

detailed categories are encompassed by broad headings. Such a 

scheme was put forward by A.J. and R.H. Tawney in lQ34 in their 

survey of Gloucestershire occupations based on the Xuster Returns of 

1608. 4 A classification of occupations developed by John Langton
5

i8 

1 W.G. Hoskins, 'An Elizabethan Provincial TONDi Leice.ter', 
Prgyincial Rolland (London, 1963), pp. Q4-5. 

2 J.F. Pound, 'An Blizabethan Census of the Poor', QAiy.r.itr g1 
BirDdnlhom Histgrical Jgurnal 8 (1962), p. 152. 

3 
L1ndert, 'English Occupations', p. 693. 

4 Tawney and Tawney, 'An Occupational Census of the Seventeenth 
Century', pp. 59-63. 

5 See table 3.1. This table was devi .. d by Dr. J. Langton and 
Jr. P. Laxton, Depart_nt of Geography, Liverpool University. 
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a progression on the same theme. Langton's table is separated into 

eight broad divisions based on the type of activity: 

I Primary Occupations 
II Building 
III MAnufacture 
IV Transport 
V Dealing 
VI Public and Professional Service 
VII Kenial Occupations and Domestic Service 
VIII Status and other descriptions 

From these broad headings the classification moves to the type 

of material worked on. Within the broad category of manufacturing 

for example there are 13 groupings classified on this basis. 

A. Tools and Instruments 
B. Shipbuilding 
C. Clothing 
D. Victualling 
E. Iron 
F. Ion-Ferrous .etals 
G. Earthenware 
H. Glass 
I. Furs and Leather 
J. Glue, Tallow, Wax, Bone, Horn etc. 
K. Wood 
L. Textiles 
X. Others 

Within each of these groupings very specific divisioDS ware 

made according to the type of raw material. Within the category of 

textiles are (i) woollen and worsted (ii) silk, lace, cotton and 

calico (iii) flax, heap and other (iv) finishing. 

This categorisation therefore facilitates very specific 

observations on occupational groups, or alternatively, .are wide-

ranging stateDents on the proportions of the workforce engaged in a 

particular type of economic activity. This i8 illustrated if a 

comparisoD is drawn between Langton'. claaaification and the earlter 

scheme developed by A.J. and R.B. Tawney. 
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The latter survey includes a heading lor the 'laking of food 

. and drink'. The more recent classification by Langton firstly 

places the equivalent heading of 'Victualling' under the broad 

heading of manufacturing together with twelve other groupings. 

Within the heading 'Victualling' distinction is then drawn between 

<i) materials preparation and (ii) production and purveyance. This 

use of different levels of generalisation in the occupational 

classification is shown also in the major category of dealing. In 

the earlier survey A.J. and R.H. Tawney did not draw any d1st1uct1on 

between different types of dealing activity. John Langton's scheDe 

breaks this category down into four headings of a) specialist retail 

b) specialist wholesale c) itinerant d) indefinite. Within group 

(a) of Specialist retail are three further groupings. The first of 

these is that of food and drink and covers the occupations of 

alehousekeepers, grocers and victuallers amongst others. 'Cloth and 

clothing' forus a separate category within that of specialist retail 

and a third heading allows for occupations such aa apothecary and 

shopkeeper which are of a mare general nature. 

The earlier survey clearly tends to subsUD8 a large nu~r of 

occupations under one heading. This illustrates the way in whicb 

Langton's scheDe allows the saDS type of broad comparisons to be 

made as in tbe occupational structure of Gloucestersbire. The 

iDprovement lies in 1t~ ability to make co ... nts even more general 

and yet more specific within tbe sa .. clasa1fication ayste.. A. a 

result comparisons can be drawn with other areas of Lancashire or 

even other areas of England. The detail which the cla .. tficat1on 

involves at one level of analysis does not .ake it specific only to 

Blackburn Hundred in the seventeenth and eighteenth centurie •• 



3. Parish Registers 

There is no single comprehensive source of information for an 

analysis of the occupational structure of pre-industrial England. 

Consequently, the historian needs to make use of a variety of 

sources each with its own limitations and particular form of bias. 

No parochial listings of population are available for Blackburn 

Hundred in the period 1660 - 1760 which detail occupational 

information. E.A. Wrigley in his survey of the occupational 

structure of Colyton over two centuries considers that parish 
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registers which regularly provided information about occupation 

could form a substitute for periodic parochial censuses. He argues 

that -where such a register exists it can be made to yield an 

insight into the occupational structure of the parish comparable in 

1 some respects to that which would be given by a census-. 

Within the Hundred of Blackburn a number of parish and chApelry 

registers provide full and consistent occupational data for 

significant periods of time in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries (see table 3.2>. The registers of the parish of Whalley 

are exceptional in providing occupational data in both the birth and 

death registers for the period 1653-60 and also in both the baptism 

and burial registers between 1721 and 1800. Downhaa chapelry 

registers provide occupational data in the baptia.al register 

between 1721 and 1750 and the registers of Altha. chapelry covering 

the townships of Old and lew Accrington have occupational details in 

both the' baptism and burial registers between 1721 and 1730. 

1 Wrigley, 'Occupational Structure of Colyton', pp. 9-10. 
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To be useful for an analysis of economic structure parish 

registers should detail occupational titles for the large majority 

of adult males who appear in the baptism or burial registers. 

Clearly registers that provide only sporadic details of occupation 

are of little use in such a survey. Sporadic references are likely 

to be unrepresentative of the total population and would perhaps 

distinguish only those of high status, those with the same names and 

those with exceptional occupations. J.S. Keore's analysis of 

Westerleigh parish in Gloucestershire notes that the occupational 

sample was biased by the predilection of the parish clerk for 
. 1 

including the gentry. E.J. Buckatzsch in a survey of Sheffield 

parish registers stresses that one "must be able to regard the 

groups of men recorded in the RegIsters as representative samples 

from the working population at each period".2 

The first criterion to be fulfilled therefore is that the 

register should give occupational data in a consistent fashion for 

the inhabitants of the area under consideration and that those 

entries must constitute a representative proportion of the total 

number of entries. Wrigley's survey included what he refers to as 

an "uncomfortably high" proportion of 'not stated' entries between 

1609-1612. Of 226 entries taken froa the baptis •• burial and 

marriage registers 72 had no occupational description appended, 

which formed 32~ of the total. Wrigley questions whether DOre 

IJ.S. Keore. ed .• The Goods and Chattels of Our FgrefAthers: 
rramptgn cgtter~ll and ~strict PrObate Ipventories. 1539-18Q4 
London, 1976 , p. 1 . 

2E. J . Buckatzsch. 'Occupations in the Parish Registers of Sheffield, 
1655-1719', Begn.R.R .• 2nd series 2 (1949), p.148. 
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consistent recording would have markedly altered the picture of 

occupations presented by this source. He concludes that this 

failure to record occupations for almost one-third of the entries 

was the result of."intermittent inattention" in which case there is 

unlikely to be any bias introduced against anyone occupational 

group. The level of 'not stated' entries is more acceptable in the 

period 1765 to 1779. In the baptism register for this period 12 out 

of 416 entries have no occupational description (3%) whilst in the 

burial register only 29 out of 458 entries (6%) provided no 

1 
occupational data. 

In all but one of the data sets from the Hundred of Blackburn 

the percentage of entries for which no description was given was 

less than 10% (see table 3.3). Clearly these registers provide a 

satisfactory basis from which to comment on the econoldc structure 

of the area and its change over tiue. As in the registers from 

Colyton no apparent bias is introduced by this failure to record 

occupations in soue of the entries. 

In the chapelry registers of Great Harwood occupational data is 
2 

recorded in the baptism and burial registers between 1722 - 1774. 

These long-runs of data are of limited value however, as in aost 

decades there is no occupational data provided for one-third of the 

recorded entries. Some limited cODDents can be made on the 

occupational structure within the chapelry of Great Harwood, but for 

the purpose of this analysis it is considered that the large number 

of entries with no occupational description aaans that the data does 

1 Wrigley, 'Occupational Structure of Colyton', pp. 14-15. 

2 
Sparke, Parish Re&lster of Great Borwggd, pp. 88-143, 344-377. 
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not provide a representative sample from the male adult population. 

An analysis of occupational data in parish registers can be 

attempted in two ways. The first involves simply counting the 

number of times an occupational description occurred but this would 

tend to stress the differences that might exist in vital rates 

between different occupational groups. The problem of a number of 

entries relating to the same individual (sometimes with different 

occupational titles) can be removed by separating out the 

individuals who appear in the registers. Although this .. thod is 

far more time-consuming it enables an estimation of occupational 

frequency based on numbers of individuals rather than the relative 

numbers of entries. To assume that the relative proportion of 

entries reflects the relative numbers of individuale in an 

occupational group involves the assumption that people in different 

occupations had the same levels of fertility • .artality and 

nuptiality. Differences which may be observed in the relative 

wealth levels of occupational groupe in the Hundred of Blackburn 

1 
would tend to render such an assumption unaound. 

Even totals of individuals engaged in certain occupations a8 

opposed to entries does not give us the absolute size of the 

workforce. but it is the relative proportions with which we are 

concerned. Unlike data extracted fro. a census the nu~re which 

1 

appear in each occupational category are a function of the length of 

the period analysed rather than the actual nuBbers in the 

population. although the two factors are clearly related. 

See chapter 7. pp. 546-583. 



Separating out individuals as opposed to simply recording the 

number of times an occupational description occurs has a number of 

advantages. Firstly, a large proportion of the entries where no 

description was recorded can be linked with other entries relating 

to the same individual where an occupational description was 

provided. David Avery in an occupational survey of the parish of 

Tottenham High Cross in Kiddlesex between 1574 and 1592 observes 

that "it is not essential that the occupation be given in every 

entry provided that a high percentage of men can be definitely 

identified from at least one entry as following a specific 

1 
occupation." For example, the baptism register of the chapelry of 

Altham recorded that Christoper Cronkshaw and his wife Alison of 

Accrington township baptised a son William on the 15th love.ber 

1730. 10 occupational description was provided for this particular 

89 

entry and if one were simply recording the frequency of occupational 

descriptions this would unnecessarily increase the proportion of the 

population recorded as unidentified. Four further entries relating 

to Christopher Cronkshaw and his wife Alice in July 1722, larch 

1724, lovember 1725 and July 1727 indicate that this individual was 

a yeoDan. 2 

The most satisfactory way of recording this information is to 

extract the relevant information from each entry on to a separate 

single slip of paper of card index size. The data should include 

name of male adult, place of residence, occupation and the details 

1 
D. Avery, 'lale Occupations in a Rural Xiddleeex Parish, 
1574-1592', ~. 2 (Spring 1969), p. 29. 

2 
L.R.a., PR 2819/2. 
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of the baptism or burial which took place. The chronology of 

references can aid nominal linkage in the case of more than one 

individual with the same name. If recorded in this form the 

information can subsequently be sorted according to the name of the 

individual, occupational group, date or place of residence. 

A further limitation of the Great Harwood chapelry registers is 

the failure to record place of residence for a large number of 

individuals. This makes the process of linking the entries to 

individual cases very difficult, a problem that is compounded by the 

common surnames of Duckworth and Hindle. As the place of residence 

is not consistently recorded the analysis of the registers can only 

be conducted at the level of the chapelry <which also includes 

Rishton township} rather than according to the township unit of 

Great Harwood. 

! further advantage of identifying individuals and collating 

all the entries relating to them is that it can provide some insight 

into the type of economic activity encompassed by the term 

'labourer'. In their survey of Gloucestershire occupations based on 

the Kuster Returns of 1608 !.J. Tawney and R.H. Tawney discuss the 

1 problem of dealing with labourers of unspecified occupation. w. 

King in a survey of Rossendale between 1650 and 1795 indicates that 

individuals listed as labourers in the parish register were often 

2 
subsequently recorded under a different occupational description. 

Counting the frequency of entries cannot highlight the application 

Tawney and Tawney. 'Occupational Census of the Seventeenth 
century'. pp. 32-33. 

King. 'EconoDic and Demographic Development of Rossendale', 
pp. 195-6. 



of different titles to the same individual. In the chapelry 

register of Downham Ellis Smethurst married to Elizabeth, was 

referred to twice as a weaver and once as a labourer. 1 An 

assessment of alternative occupations ascribed to labourers at a 

parish level can, therefore, be used to identify the form of 

economic activity covered by this term. 

M.B. Katz recognises the need for a system of occupational 

classification which would take into account "the use of more than 
2 
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one occupational title to record the same job". The evidence from 

the parish and chapelry registers in Blackburn Hundred indicated 

that many people were given more than one occupational title within 

a short time period. Linking entries on the basis of individuals 

allows some insight into this problem. In the majority of cases the 

different titles had slightly varying implications but for the most 

part probably signified equivalent work. In the parish registers of 

Whalley this use of different, but essentially equivalent 

occupational descriptions applied particularly to those working with 

3 
wood. 

An accepted feature of the economy of pre-industrial England is 

4 
the lack of occupational specialisation. lany writers have 

stressed the way in which individuals supplemented their income from 

1 
rrice, Register of the Parish Church of St. Leonard. Dgwph.m. 

2 
Katz, 'Occupational Classification in History'. p. 64. 

3 
See chapter 4, pp. 215-216. 

4 
P. Deane, The First Industrial Reyglutign. 2nd edition (Cambridge. 
1979>, p. 15. 
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agriculture by carrying on some form of by-employment. l This 

feature of the economy can be traced mainly through probate 

inventories, but the evidence from Blackburn Hundred would suggest 

it was perhaps even given recognition in the parish and chapelry 

registers. Edward Mercer of Downham was referred to as a yeoman on 

the baptism of his son James in September 1742 and his son Edward in 

July 1745. However, when William the son of Edward and Alice Kercer 

was baptised on 4th June 1745 the occupation recorded was that of a 

weaver. In Accrington Hugh Lonsdale was referred to as a woollen 

weaver in Karch 1723 when Henry his son was baptised, but as a 

husbandman both in February 1726 when James his son was baptised and 

in February 1728 when James was subsequently buried. 

These apparent contradictions might be excused by inconsistency 

on the part of the parish clerk(s).2 A.L. Beier argues however, 

that burial registers "are likely to be accurate, because 

identification was the whole purpose of adding occupational and 

status titles·. 3 How does one explain therefore the varying 

occupational titles that were applied to individuals in the Hundred 

of Blackburn? The occupational title is usually taken to represent 

the main activity with which the individual was associated but as 

P.R. Lindert points out "weavers farmed and farmers wove in unknown 

1 

2 

3 

J. Thirst, 'Industries in the Countryside', in F.J. Fisher, ed., 
Essays in the Economic and Social History of Tudor ond Stuort 
England in Honoyr of R.H. TAwney (Ca.bridge, 1961), pp. 70-88. 

See chapter 4, pp.209-217. 

A.L. Beier, 'Engine of Manufacture: The Trades of London', in 
A.L. Beier and R. Finlay, eds., London 1500-1100; The lAkin, 
of the letrgpolis (London, 1986), p. 145. 
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1 
proportions ... ". R.W. Malcolmson questions whether the use of the 

term by-employments was appropriate in some circumstances as "it is 

often the case that one means of livelihood cannot be clearly 

2 
identified as predominant and the other as subsidiary". It is 

possible that the use of more than one occupational title in the 

parish registers under consideration reflects a fairly even division 

of the individual's time so that the parish clerk had difficulty in 

deciding on the most suitable means of identifying the person 
3 

concerned. 

Peter Lindert argues that "we know from literary evidence that 

persons with one label often had many occupations both in a single 

4 
year, and (especially> over their adult lives". One essential 

problem of all the source material relating to occupation in the 

Hundred of Blackburn is that it is not possible to assess the 

precise division of time between the various econoDic activities. 

Clearly, a single occupational title "may well conceal the very 

miscellaneous nature of much economic activity": Consequently, the 

proportionate distribution of adult males between the main economic 

Lindert, 'English Occupations', p. 693. 

R.W, Xalcolmson, Life and Labour in EnglAnd. 1700-1780 (London, 
1981>, p. 38. 

Joan Thirsk similarly suggests that the term 'by-employment' is a 
misleading term for the industrial occupations of pasture farmers. 
J. Thirst, 'Seventeenth Century Agriculture and Social Change', in 
J. Thirsk, ed., Land, Church and People. RssaJS Presented to 
Professor H.P.R. F1nberi. A,H.R. Supplement 18 (1970), p. 172. 

Lindert, 'English Occupations', p. 693. 

X. Reed, 'Economic Structure and Change in Seventeenth Century 
Ipswich', in P. Clark, ed., CountrJ Towns in Pre-1nduatriAl 
England (Leicester, 1981), p. 103. 



sectors according to their occupational titles does not provide a 

precise assessment of the levels of involvement in agriculture, 

industry and trade. 

If one is surveying occupations over a long time span it is 

possible to investigate whether individuals changed their 

occupation. Such a survey has been attempted for Whalley township 

between 1741 and 1770 based on both the baptism and burial 

1 
registers. The essential problem of analysis however, involves 

deciding where a different occupational title represents the same 

type of work or a change of economic activity. Alternatively, did 

the use of the term weaver to describe an individual who was 

previously called a yeoman indicate that this person was no longer 

involved in agricultural activity? Was the change of occupational 

title giving recognition, as argued above, to the fairly even 

division of his time between agriculture and industry? 

Dealing with individuals as opposed to the number of entries 

does however, pose one serious methodological problem. This 

involves where to place in a statistical survey those individuals 
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who were given mare than one occupational title. The method adapted 

in this study is to base the decision on the DDSt common 

occupational description, noting the case and using the evidence to 

illustrate features of the economic structure. In a small number of 

cases there were just twa entries relating to an individual within a 

decade. The decade preceding and fallowing the sample period were 

checked to determine whether any further entries could clarify the 

classification of the individual. If no further entries were 

1 See chapter 4, pp. 214-217. 



recorded the individual was classified according to the first title 

ascribed. This is undoubtedly an unsatisfactory method, but the 

small number of cases where this was necessary means that no 

significant bias was introduced into the sample. 

The value of relating evidence to the individual is clear and 

is an approach stressed by John Patten. He argues that tlit is only 

through a more detailed study of the sources beginning with 

individuals that the bare statistical bones of occupational 

1 
classification will be clothed with greater substance". 
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A further methodological problem in the use of parish registers 

is whether the baptism or burial register is more effective in 

capturing in sample form the economically significant section of the 

population. E.J. Buckatzsch discards the occupational data 

available in the burial registers of Sheffield. In his view 

1 

2 

3 

occupational mortality rates varied more widely than occupational 

baptismal and marriage rates particularly in view of Sheffield 

grinders' disease. He considers that the burial register did not 

represent "some economically significant population" and 

consequently was less relevant to an assessment of the occupational 

2 
structure than the marriage and baptismal registers. In contrast 

Peter Lindert argues that burial registers are better for measuring 

the economic basis of an area as they pick up individuals dying at 

3 all adult ages. A similar point was made by A.L. Beier who argues 

Patten. • Urban Occupations', p. 311. 

Buckatzsch, 'Occupations in the Parish Registers of Sheffield', 
p. 147. 

Lindert, 'English Occupations', p. 689. 



that "the records are more comprehensive than most others. because 

everyone dies sooner or later". 1 David Avery in a survey of 

occupations in the parish of Tottenham High Cross in Xiddlesex 

similarly considers that very few adult males could avoid a 

reference in a burial register in some capacity whereas there were 

several ways in which to avoid a marriage reference or a reference 

to a baptism. A male could marry in the bride's parish, and the 

author was aware of cases where a wife returned to her mother for 
2 

the birth of her children. 

It could be argued that a burial register would be more 

unreliable in its representation of the economic structure than the 

baptism register, representing the 'past' as opposed to the 

'present' occupational structure. However, this factor can be 

overstressed for two reasons. Firstly, a significant proportion of 

burials related to adult males burying young children Or spouses so 

that a significant element of the 'present' occupational structure 

was regularly included. Of a total of 106 burial entries relating 

to the townships of Accrington nova and Accrington vetera between 

1721-1730 36' was accounted for by the burial of children. 
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Secondly, the economic structure of seventeenth century England must 

have dictated that a large proportion of males WDuld be practising 

their craft or trade immediately prior to their decease. A.L. Beier 

dismisses as "fairly trivial" the suggestion that occupational 

structure might be mis-represented because the data was swollen by 

older established persons while understating young apprentices and 

1 
Beier, 'Engine of Manufacture', p. 144. 

2 Avery, 'Male Occupations in a Rural Xiddlesex Parish', p. 30. 



1 servants. The registers of baptisms and marriages on the other 

hand provide too narrow a focus on young adult males. Burial 

registers are more "socially comprehensive" than those of baptisms 

and marriages in Lindert's opinion as they are more likely to 

represent the non-conformist element and the floating population of 

2 
drifters and strangers. 

Both baptism and burial registers can be used together which 
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has the advantage of increasing the number of adult male individuals 

captured in the sample. E.!. Wrigley considers however, that mixing 

data from both the baptism and burial registers is undesirable in 

principle as in a period of rapid economic change the evidence 

presented by the two registers may be significantly different due to 

3 the particular age bias of each register. In this study of 

Blackburn Hundred emphasis has been placed on the occupational data 

from the burial registers. However, for many of the periods 

evidence was extracted from both registers to allow a comparison of 

the two data sets. In Downham chapelry however, the occupational 

information in the burial registers is too sporadic to allow 

anything coherent to be said about the overall economic structure of 

the chapelry. Consequently, reliance was placed on data from the 

baptism registers. The East London History Group similarly selected 

1 
Beier, 'Engine of Manufacture', p. 145. 

2 Lindert, 'English Occupations', p. 689. 
3 

Wrigley, 'Occupational Structure of Colyton', p. 14. 



the baptism register of Stepney for analysis as its record of 

1 occupations was more complete than that of the burial register. 

The dispute about whether to use the data in the baptism or 

burial registers concerns the wider problem of how to ensure that 

the men recorded in the registers formed a representative sample 

from the working population. The length of time covered by any 

sample is significant, as too short a period would not give a 

sufficiently representative proportion of the population chance to 
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appear in the sample. In Wrigley's survey of Colyton one sample was 

only of a short duration, covering the years 1609-1612. This 

resulted in the absence of three important Village crafts in this 

particular sample, but earlier and later entries indicated that they 

2 were present in the village. To avoid this problem sampling 

periods of ten years were adopted for the Hundred of Blackburn in 

order to ensure that occupations were given a reasonable chance of 

appearing in the sample. 

Parish registers do not provide a complete coverage of the 

range of economic activity in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries. Several levels of economic activity are either absent or 

concealed behind status or marital descriptions. Servants and 

apprentices were an important element in the economic structure but 

since they were usually single they are absent fro. the baptism 

register. The younger age bias of this occupational group dictated 

1 East London History Group, 'The Population of Stepney in the Early 
Seventeenth Century: A Report on an Analysis of the Parish 
Registers of Stepney, 1606-1610', ~. 3 (Autumn 1969), p. 49. 

2 
Wrigley, 'Occupational Structure of Colyton', p. 14. 
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that servants and apprentices were also uncommon in the burial 

registers. 

A feature of all the sources available for the study of 

occupation is that ~hey seldom admitted that women had occupations. 1 

Probate records can penetrate behind their marital status to 

identify forms of economic activity but the women who went through 

probate were untypical of the large majority of the female 

population. When using the baptism or burial registers for an 

occupational survey one should exclude all references to widows or 

adult single women from the sample. This is not to deny that women 

played an important and active role in the pre-industrial economy 

but, as E.A. Wrigley points out, to put women in the 'not stated' 

category would produce a misleading impression since they never 

carried information about occupations. The distortion would be 

particularly great in the case of the burial register and would skew 

the percentage values for the number of male adults in a particular 
2 

occupational group. 

The limitations of the data dictate SODewhat artificially that 

the economic activity of women must be considered separately to that 

of men. 3 Also the work of children within the faDdly is unrecorded, 

a feature common to all the sources of occupational data. 

Lindert argues that "the monotony with which women turned to 
spinning, knitting, and other textile tasks apparently vitiated 
the usefulness of such labels as aids in identifying individual 
women". Lindert, 'English Occupations', p. 691. 

Wrigley, 'Occupational Structure of Colyton', p. 14. 

See chapter 6, pp. 463-477. 
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One notable advantage of parish register data however, is that 

the information should cover those who were at the base of the 

social pyramid. A further advantage of occupational data in parish 

registers is that where it is available for long stretches of time 

as in Vhalley, it is possible to survey change over time. A.L. 

Beier paints out that such data provides "a series of pictures over 

several decades" which can be used to document long-term changes in 
1 

the economy. The potential for econoDdc analysis based on parish 

register data is also stressed by E.A. Wrigley in his survey of 

Colyton. He refers to how: 

"the possibility of a major advance in understanding the course 
and nature of change in early modern England exists, if full 
use is made of the care taken by same incumbents to add details 
about occupation to the bare record of name and date when 
making entries in their parish registers". 2 

Peter Lindert similarly argues that occupational data from parish 

registers is important in helping to date the acceleration of 

3 
British economic growth. A.L. Beier in fact went so far as to 

argue that the strengths of burial registers in this respect 

outweighed their weaknesses "making them perhaps the best single 

source for the study of occupations before the census of 1841". 

This can be contrasted with a source such as the poll tax which is 

concerned with a very limited period of time and hence provides 

"no more than photographic stills of people's occupations ... _.4 

Beier, 'Engine of Xanufacture', pp. 143-4. 

Wrigley, 'Occupational Structure of Colyton', p. 21. 

Lindert, 'English Occupations', p. 711. 

Beier, 'Engine of Manufacture', pp. 143-4. 



The occupational data in a number of parish and chapelry 

registers from Blackburn Hundred allows the researcher to establish 

the general profile of the economy in this area of Lancashire. The 

occupational data is sufficiently extensive to allow the researcher 

to study long-run economic shifts. One can investigate whether the 

economic profile was significantly different in the mid-eighteenth 

century to that of the mid-seventeenth century. One Can question 

the extent to which the economy was geared to manufacturing and 

whether economic diversification was a feature of Blackburn Hundred 

in the period 1660 - 1760. 

4. VilIs and Inyentories. 
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In a study of occupational structure probate wills and 

inventories can be utilised in two main ways. The first involves 

noting the occurrence of occupational titles and in terDe of a 

functional or 'structural' survey of the economy has severe 

limitations. The major problem concerning this source is the fact 

that it is socially biased and consequently the number of probate 

records surviving from the townships under consideration does not 

represent a cross-section of the community. As the probate records 

do not fairly represent the community as a whole they provide only a 

limited recognition of the range of occupations that would have been 

present in the community. Consequently the documents provide a 

collection of occupational titles over time rather than a 

statistically meaningful sample. Probate inventories cannot be used 
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to identify proportions of individuals involved in different 

occupational groups which is necessary to evaluate occupational 

change over time in Blackburn Hundred. 

The bias in this sample of documents is caused by a number of 

factors. A 'structural' survey of the economic base derived from 

probate records is unsatisfactory as this source "largely ignores 

1 the poorest and most numerous section of the population". It is 

apparent in the Hundred of Blackburn that relative"") 'f'rtl irlventories 

survive which relate to the poorer elements in society. This 

virtual absence of probate material relating to the lower social 

groups is in J.P.P. Horn's view simply related to the low valuation 

2 
of their goods which rendered a will unnecessary. J.D. Marshall 

similarly recognises the view that '"an educated, coDiortably placed 

man is much more likely to Dake a will than a man with few goods and 

3 
insecure employment". 

In Lancashire there is some limited representation of the 

poorer elements of SOCiety in the series of 'infra' wills that 

survive. This series of documents includes those individuals whose 
4 

personalty was worth less than £40. The number that survive is 

very small with only 24 male inventories and 18 wills surviving 

between 1660 and 1760 for the townships under consideration. It is 

1 J.A. Johnston, 'The Probate Inventories and Wills of a Worcester
shire Parish, 1676-1775', Xidland History 1 (1971), p. 21. 

2 
J.P.P. Horn, 'The Distribution of Wealth in the Vale of Berkeley, 
Gloucestershire, 1660-1760', SQuthern Histgry 3 (1981), p. 87. 

3 J . D. Marshall, 'Agrarian Wealth and Social structure in Pre
Industrial Cumbria', Ecgn.H.R. 33, 4 (Iovember 1980), p. 507. 

4 
A.J. Camp, Wills and Their Whereabguts, 4th edition (LondoD, 
1974), p. 59. 
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not clear whether this represents a very poor survival rate or 

alternatively the fact that very few were made (see table 3.4). The 

numbers of documents relating to 'infra' testators are clearly too 

small to draw any conclusions about the economic activities of the 
1 

poor in general. 

The remainder of the sample is drawn from the 'supra' series 

and relates to those with personalty worth more than £40. The 

'supra' Jurisdiction lay with the episcopal consistory court of the 

2 Diocese of Chester whereas the rural deans had 'infra' jurisdiction. 

This sample does not include those testators who owned property in 

more than one diocese. This is likely to exclude the richer 

testators who had their wills proved at the Prerogative Court of the 

Archbishop of York (PCY) which is the northern equivalent of the 

Prerogative Court of Canterbury (PCC). If an individual had goods 

or good debts worth more than £5 ('bona notabilia') in both 

provinces of York and Canterbury then probate took place in the 
'2 

Court of the Archbishop of Canterbury.-

Consequently, the sample for the townships in the Hundred of 

Blackburn does not even embrace the whole spectru. of those who left 

wills and inventories. As in D.G. Vaisey's study of Lichfield and 

1 

2 

3 

Inflation would have altered the distribution of 'infra' testators 
over time. It would have had the effect of lowering the t40 
dividing line in real terms so that more decedents would have been 
included in the 'supra' series who would previously have been 
included in the 'infra' series. 
G.A. Kerby, 'Inequality in a Pre-Industrial Society: A Study of 
Wealth, Status, Office and Taxation in Tudor and stuart Bngland', 
Ph.D. thesis, Cambridge University (1983), pp. 90-91. 

Camp, Wills and Their Whereabouts, p. 59. 

lh1d., pp. xxv, xxx, 153. 



District this sample of inventories does not adequately represent 

the two extremes of the social scale. The sample is biased even 

1 
within the inventory making population. 

One then needs to ascertain as J.P.P. Horn paints out "the 

representativeness of inventoried decedents compared to all 
2 
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decedents". Some indication of inventory coverage can be obtained 

by taking the number of adult males who were buried in an area for a 

given time period and to compare it with the number of adult males 

for whom a probate will or inventory survives. J.P.P. Horn finds 

that the number of males for whom probate records survived between 

1678 and 1699 represented 34% of adult male burials. 3 X.W. Barley 

finds that between 1572 and 1600 49 wills survived compared with 172 
4 

adult burials in the same period, representing 29%. This compares 

with an example quoted by Joan Thirsk for a lottinghamshire parish 

where the proportion varied between 25% in the period 1572-1600 and 

5 
20% between 1660 to 1725. J.D. Xarshall's study of Hawkshead in 

the period 1661-1750 indicates a figure of just over 40% although 

the decennial percentages varied from 24% between 1681-1690 to 73% 

between 1731-1740. The latter figure was certainly exceptional and 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

D.G. Vaisey, ed., Probate Inyentories of Lichfield opd District, 
1568-1680, Staffordshire Record Society, 4th series 5 (1969>, 
p. 1. 

Horn, 'Distribution of Wealth in the Vale of Berkeley', p. 82. 

llW1., p. 86. 

X.W. Barley, • English Farmhouses and Cottages, 1550-1725', 
~cQP.H.R. 2nd series 7 {1955>, p. 292. 

J. Thirsk, 'The Content and Sources of English Agrarian History 
after 1500', ~. 3 (1955), p. 72. 
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indicated a survival rate that was described by the author as 
1 

·startling". 

Variations in time as well as in place are characteristic 

features of inventor.y coverage. J.P.P. Horn suggests that 20~ is 

the general level of coverage in most English cOmDunities. The 

values for townships in Blackburn Hundred suggest that the level of 

inventory coverage was also low and that it fluctuated according to 

time and place. The data from Blackburn Hundred indicates that the 

inventory coverage varied from 6% of male adults in Downham and 

Whalley between 1741-50 to more than 40% of male adults in Read 

between 1751-60. The overall coverage of 16% of male adults is 

close to the typical coverage of 20% identified by Horn (see table 

3.5). 

If this value of 16~ in Blackburn Hundred formed a random 

sample of all male decedents sODa conclusions could be drawn 

regarding the economic basis of the area. Daniel Scott SDith in a 

study of eighteenth century Massachusetts argues that oDissions were 

not random and that this source represents "the experience of an 

2 atypically prosperous segDent of the population". In J.P.P. Horn's 

view a low coverage of inventories is directly related to a high 

level of poverty. In the Vale of Berkeley Horn finds that those 

areas with a high percentage of non-chargeable households in the 

hearth tax had a low inventory coverage. This has important 

Marshall, 'Agrarian Wealth and Social Structure', note 1, p. 507. 

Daniel Scott Smith, 'Under-registration and Bias in Probate 
Records: An Analysis of Data from Bighteenth Century Hingham, 
Massachusetts', William And lory Quarterly, 3rd series 32 (1975), 
p. 100. 
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implications for an area such as the Hundred of Blackburn where the 

hearth tax of Lady Day 1664 illustrated high levels of exemption 

1 
amongst the townships. Comparison between areas is therefore 

difficult on the basis of these documents. If J.P.P. Horn's 

correlation is correct then the probate records of Twiston, Read and 

New Accrington, areas with low exemption levels, are likely to give 

a more representative coverage of the occupational structure than in 

areas of high exemption such as Vballey and Chatburn. 2 

The principal objective of a • structural' economic analysis is 

to provide a framework which permits broad comparisons in terms of 

the proportion of individuals engaged in different activities. This 

source is therefore unsatisfactory for that purpose if it constantly 

operates against any social or economic grouping. Occupations and 

wealth are closely correlated so that a source inherently biased 

3 towards the latter must necessarily misrepresent the former. The 

result in an occupational survey would seem to be that the higher 

status occupations would be disproportionately represented. J.P.P. 

Horn finds in the Vale of Berkeley that the inventoried population 

was similar in occupational structure to that of persons seeking 

marriage licences. This was also a source with a marked social bias 

due to the significantly higher cost of a licence as opposed to 

banns of marriage. 

In a parish register analysis it is possi'ble to Jleasure change 

over time where long-runs of data are available. Change over time 

See chapter 7, pp. 524-6. 

2 
Horn, 'Distribution of Wealth in the Vale of Berkeley', pp. 87-9. 

3 
See chapter 7, pp. 546-583. 
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is difficult to measure from probate records due to the small number 

available and their uneven distribution within sub-periods.1 As 

survival rates were not uniform in terms of place or period the 

sample is unlikely tp provide consistent coverage even within the 

inventory making population. This presents difficulties for a 

'structural' analysis of the economy. Aggregating data from the 

townships under consideration to obtain a larger sample is not valid 

since a principal objective of this study is to highlight variations 

between areas. Clearly, larger numbers would not remove the social 

bias discussed above. 

A significant number of testators are not given an occupational 

title in the available wills and inventories which has the effect of 

limiting the survey still further. Vaisey solves this problem by 

deducing an occupational title from the internal evidence of the 

inventory and Havinden ascribes occupational titles to 111 

2 
individuals on this basis. This is hazardous and SODewhat 

arbitrary, because in some cases the agricultural possessions of 

craftsmen bulked larger in their inventory than the tools of their 

3 
trade. The dangers of guesswork are clear and as J.S. Ioore argues 

that "the only safe gUide in occupational analysis is a contemporary 

1 

2 

3 

In Blackburn Hundred the number of documents is particularly low 
between 1701 and 1720 and J.P. Earwaker could provide no explan
ation for the drop in numbers. 
J.P. Earwaker, ed., An Index to the Wills and Inyentgries ngw 
Preserved in the Court of Probate at Chester. 1701 to 1720, 
R.S.L.C. 20 (1889>, p. v. 

Vaisey, Probate Inyentories of Lichfield And District, p. 8. 
X.A. Havinden, ed., Household and Form Inyentories in Oxfgr4shire, 
1550-1590, Oxfordshire Record Society 44 (1965), p. 5. 

See chapter 6, pp. 407-9, 413-416. 
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wri tten attribution ... ". 1 No attempt has been made in the Hundred 

of Blackburn to assign occupational descriptions to individuals 

where none are provided. 

A further difficulty is the fact that decedents were likely to 

be older than the population as a whole so that one needs to 

question how far the 'present' as opposed to the 'past' occupational 

structure is represented. The burial registers in parish records 

introduced a similar bias, although the burial of young children 

provided occupational data on their fathers and to some degree the 

age bias was corrected. A problem that is difficult to resolve is 

that "a person's economic and social position at the tiDe of his 

death - when the inventory was made - may not reflect his wealth and 
2 

status at the peak of his career as a farmer, dealer or craftsman". 

This is a particular problem in an analysis of the distribution of 

wealth and one needs to question whether the economic activity 

indicated in his probate documentation reflects the position at an 

earlier point in the individual's life cycle. There is the problem 

also that if the title ascription in the will was decided by the 

testator it may be an inflated view of his social and economic 

3 posi tion. 

The limitations of probate records for a 'structural' survey of 

the economy are too serious to be corrected by statistical 

adjustment. Their value clearly does not lie in assessing the 

1 

2 

3 

Moore, Goods and Chattels of pyr Fgrefathers, p. 18. 

MArshall, 'Agrarian Wealth and Social Structure', p. 504. 

x. Spufford, 'The Scribes of Villagers' Wills in the Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries and Their Influence', L,P.S. 7 (1971), p. 41i 
Kerby, 'Inequality in a Pre-Industrial Society',pp. 213-215. 
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distribution of the workforce between various kinds of employment at 

different points in time. 

The emphasis should be placed rather on the secondary use of 

probate records. The information that is provided in a "true and 

perfect inventory of all the goods, chattels, wares, merchandises, 

1 
as well moveable as not moveable whatsoever ... " can be used to 

penetrate behind the single occupational labels. This documentation 

2 
can provide some indications of "what people really did". With 

certain exceptions the single occupational labels derived from 

parish registers and the poll tax do not indicate the scale' on which 

people carried on their business. Single occupational titles do not 

provide a reliable index of activity and, as John Patten argues, a 

term such as 'scrivener' conceals rather than reveals the "rich 

3 
complexity and diversity of pre-industrial urban life ... ". 

Some occupational labels, particularly those relating to 

status, concealed the economic sector with which the individual was 

involved. The evidence froD probate inventories could, for example. 

be used to show that 'gentlemen' were involved in agriculture and 

money-lending. 

Probate inventories cannot go as far as to elucidate the 

precise mix in the relationship between agricultural and industrial 

pursuits. The presence of clothmaking eqUipment together with 

livestock and crops cannot tell us how the farmer/craftsman spent 

R. Burn, The EcclesiAstical Law, vol. 4, 9th edition, corrected 
with additions by R. Phillimore (London, 1842), pp. 405-6. 

Lindert, 'English Occupations', p. 693. 

Patten, 'Urban Occupations', p. 303. 
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his days. However, it is possible from this source to identify the 

scope and nature of by-employments in the pre-industrial economy of 

Blackburn Hundred. Probate inventories permit the historian to look 

behind the single occupational labels of 'yeoman' and 'husbandman' 

and establish not only the extent of industrial by-employments but 

also the nature of the farming system. As in Yelling's study of 

east Worcestershire between 1540 and 1750 this documentary source 

h& , been used to establish the Mrelative importance 01 livestock 

compared with crops, and the distribution of the various livestock 
1 

typeSM. The nature of agricultural activity is important in view 

of Joan Thirsk's contention that pastoral farming allowed more time 

2 
for'industrial by-employments. 

All the forms of bias indicated previously should be considered 

in relation to this second use of probate documentation. The 

principal value of this source is that it allows one to focus more 

closely on title ascriptions and their implications. However, with 

the exception of the 'infra' testators conclusions are liDited to an 

atypically prosperous sector of the population. Tracing 

by-employments amongst the 'supra' testators does not indicate how 

the lower reaches of the social scale responded to increased 

opportunities for industrial activity. 

J.A. Yelling, 'Probate Inventories and the Geography of Livestock 
Farming: A Study of Bast Worcestershlre, 1540-1750', The Instityte 
of British GeOIraphers' TranSActions and Papers 51 (1970), p. 111. 

2 
Thirsk, 'Industries in the Countryside', p. 73. 
J. Thirsk. 'The Farming Regions of England', in J. Thirsk, ed., 
The A,rarian History of Bn,land And Yales, yo1ume IV. 1500-1640 
(Cambridge, 1967), p. 86. 
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Having assessed the limitations of the source, probate 

inventories can still provide a wealth of information about the 

economic enterprises of individuals. In Owen Ashmore's view they 

"provide a vivid picture of the circumstances of at least the more 
1 

substantial members of society unobtainable from any other source". 

5. The Poll Tax. 

The poll tax of 1660 was levied on all those aged sixteen and 
2 

above who were not in receipt of poor relief. The returns for 

Blackburn Hundred are particularly valuable as in twelve townships 

information is given which allows some discussion of the econoDdc 

structure of these communities (see figure 1.4>. 

The reason why occupation should have been recorded for these 

twelve areas is not clear. G.O. Lawton paints out that as the 

format of the returns was not laid down in the statute -this left a 

great deal of scope for the commissioners to oDit or include detail 
3 

relevant to the determination of the appropriate chargeM. An 

Amending Act detailed that MEvery Householder being Kaster or 

Kistr1s of a family [was to deliver within two days] a true and 

1 
O. Ashmore, 'Inventories as a Source of Local History: 1 - Houses', 
The Amateur Histgrian 4, 4 (Summer 1959), p. 157. 

2 12 Chas. II, c.9, cl.4. 
3 

Lawton, lorthwich Hundred, p. 3. 
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perfect list of all persons above the age of sixteen yeares as shall 

be inhabiting or residing in their respective families together with 

the names sur-names degrees and qualities of such persons ... ". The 

returns made to the Exchequer, which survive in the Public Record 

Office, illustrate in G.O. Lawton's view the "wide variety of 

1 interpretation" that was placed upon these clauses. 

The returns from Blackburn Hundred are extremely detailed and 

in G.O. Lawton's opinion rank second in quality to those for 

2 Northwich Hundred. The exact format of each return would possibly 

have depended on the individual collectors unless the comDdssioners 

3 
in the county gave them strict instructions on format. As only 12 

townships are treated in this way from Blackburn Hundred it seems as 

if the individual collectors determined the format. 

There was some variation in the extent of coverage of 

occupational titles between these twelve townships. In Clitheroe, 

Worston, Whalley, Wiswell and Little Kitton an occupational or 

status description was given to every male householder without 

exception. In Accrington vetera and Accrington nova there are a 

significant number of male householders who were accorded no 

occupational or status description. The majority of unspecified 

entries relate to those paying on estates of t5 or DOre per annum. 

In the township of Blackburn no data i& provided at all for this 

section of the population, and in the analysis that follows this 

township is treated as a separate case not simply because of this 

1 
ilWt." p. 4. 

2 
llWi, 

3 
Opinion of Dr. T. Arkell expressed in correspondence. 
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omission but also because of the large size of the sample. As the 

omissions are not random this could have important implications for 

a study of occupational distribution. The township of Read provides 

the fullest informat,1on with occupational data provided for males 

living within households in addition to male heads of household. 

The inclusion of this extra information however, made no real 

difference to the proportionate distribution of occupations between 

the various economic sectors. 

As in the parish register women tended to be identified by 

their marital status and by the name of their husband, although in 

Accrington nova Widow Hartley was described as a clothier. The 

parish registers and poll tax therefore hardly adDit that women were 

engaged in economic activity. In both these sources the use of data 

which relates to male heads of households also excludes a 

consideration of servants and apprentices who forDed a significant 

element in the workforce. 

The main problem in using the poll tax to show the distribution 

of the workforce between different activities is that it excludes 

those individuals who received poor relief. The extant of the 

problem is difficult to assess as there are no listings of those in 

receipt of poor relief in the townships concerned. The nUDber of 

households exempt from payment in the hearth tax of 1664 cannot be 

used as a surrogate index of the number in receipt of poor relief as 

many householders exempt from the hearth tax were liable to pay the 
1 

poll tax. 

1 See chapter 7, pp. 509-510, 512-515. 
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Parish register data is available for three of the townships 

under consideration for the years between 1653 and 1660. The 

occupational structure presented by the poll tax in these three 

townships can be compared with that of the parish registers to 

assess which section of the workforce was underenumerated. 

Comparisons should be made at a broad level of analysis to indicate 

the contribution of the exempt section of the population to the 

economy. 

The data from Whalley township indicates a shortfall between 

the proportions of those involved in agricultural activities (see 

table 4.7>. Of the 43 adult males listed in the birth register 23 

were ascribed to agricultural activities (53%> compared with 33 of 

70 adult males (47%) in the register of deaths. This would seem to 

suggest that those in receipt of poor relief were involved in 

agriculture as in the poll tax only 40% of the SADple householders 

were involved in this activity (26 of 65 male householders>. In 

Read township the underenumeration would seem to fall principally in 

the agricultural category (see table 4.9>. G.O. Lawton's study of 

the poll tax returns of 1660 for lorthwich Hundred siJdlarly points 
1 

to an underenumeration of the agricultural sector of the economy. 

In Wiswell township there is broad agreement between the sources on 

the level of agricultural and manufacturing activity in this 

township (see table 4.11>. It is impossible to decide whether the 

number of people receiving poor relief in this township was minimal 

or whether the poor section of the comaunity were spread evenly 

throughout the main economic categories. 

Lawton, lorthwich Hundred, p. 18. 
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Comparison of the poll tax and parish register data is useful 

as it indicates that the use of the term 'labourer' in the poll tax 

represents agricultural activity. No labourers are enumerated in 

the parish register .data for Whalley township whilst they account 

for 14 out of 65 male householders (22%) in the poll tax. It is 

probable that the number of labourers would be even greater if those 

householders exempt from the poll tax were included. The problem 

appears however, to be one of terminology. In the parish register 

approximately half of the adult males are involved in agriculture, 

although in the poll tax only 12 of the 65 adult male householders 

(18%) are described as husbandmen or yeomen. The shortfall is 

resolved to a large extent if labourers are included under 

agriculture in the poll tax figures. lominal linkage supports this 

assumption as 10 of the 14 individuals described as labourers in the 

poll tax for Whalley township are listed as husbandmen in the parish 

register. Similarly, in Wiswell township five individuals are 

referred to as labourers in the poll tax. JoDdnal linkage between 

the poll tax and parish register indicated that all five individuals 

wer-e referred to as husbandmen in the records of births and deaths 

between 1653 and 1660. 

This has obvious implications for an occupational analysis 

which is designed to make statements about the relative social 

1 
position of different occupations. However, this difference in 

terminology between the two sources is not critical in an 

occupational survey which is measuring the distribution of the 

workforce between different sectors of the economy. 

1 Marked distinctions are apparent in the wealth levels of labourers 
and husbandmen. See chapter 7, pp. 548-554, 560-565. 
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A further limitation of the poll tax is that it provides only a 

photographic image. a glimpse of the economic structure at one point 

in time. Ideally, what is needed is a series of photographic images 

of the economy. to measure change over time and to highlight the 

timing of that change. 

6. Conclusipn. 

It is clear that no one category of source material can provide 

a complete insight into the structure of the pre-industrial economy. 

The occupational analysis of Blackburn Hundred in the period 1660-

1760 is dependent therefore on the linkage of diverse documentary 

sources. The poll tax of 1660 and the census of 1811 provide 

photographiC stills of the economic structure, and these fixed 

reference points enclose a period of significant change in the 

society and economy of north-east Lancashire. A cODparison of these 

two sources can broadly identify the shifts in the economy that had 

occurred in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. However, 

where long runs of occupational entries are provided for male adults 

in parish registers it is possible to obtain a far DOre detailed 

insight into the nature and timing of change. Xoreover, the use of 

occupational data from parish registers provides a BOving picture of 

the trends of change, unlike the poll tax and census which provide a 

static glimpse of the economic framework. 
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The single occupational labels in the poll tax and parish 

registers cannot usually reveal the full complexity of the economy 

at a time when agriculture was pursued as an adjunct to trade and 

manufacturing and vice versa. Probate inventories can be used to 

penetrate behind the single occupational labels to assess the nature 

of farming practice, the organisation of production and the type and 

extent of by-employments amongst different groups. 

By combining the evidence from each of these sourceG and 

explDiting their strengths it is possible to identify the 

characteristic features of the economic structure, and to determine 

the forces of change apparent in Blackburn Hundred in the 

seventeeenth and eighteenth centuries. 



A. 

C. 
1. 

-. c.. 

Mineral Extraction 
Quarrying 

Mining 

II BUILDING 

A. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

B. 

Houses etc. 
Masonry 

\load and plaster 

Jttetal and glass 

Others 

III MANUFACTURE 

A. 
1. 

2. 

Tools and instruments 
Watches, clocks and 
tools of mixed or 
variable materials 

Others 
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lA.tSLc 3.1 

hUSbandman, yeoman, cow Keeper, forester, 
gamekeeper, Krazier, bo~man, ploughman, 
sbepherd, warrener. 

l'isherman, freshwater fisher 

Quarryman, delfman, stonecutter 

Coalminer, miner, collier, coaler, banksman, 
coalgelter, coalhewer, coalmaster. 

brickmaker, bricklayer, freemason, hellier, 
mason, roughmason, tiler, slater, waller, 
slatemaker. 

carpenter, house carpenter, plasterer, 
reedlayer, reeder, thatcher, parglter. 

plumber and/or glazier. 

lime burner, painter and/or stainer 

pavior 

clockmaker, chirurgeon instrument maker, 
combmaker, gunsmith, locksmith, lastmaker, 
reedmaker, p1nmaker or pinner, ploughwright, 
pumpmaker, s1evemaker, watchmaker, 
pulleymaker, compassmaker, mathematical 
instrument maker, spectaclemaker. 

bowyer or bower, cardmaker, fletcher, 
jackmaker, slaymaker, hourglassmaker, 
lanternmaker, millwright or milnwr1ght, 
longbowstringmaker. 
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Llassification of occupations \cont,) -2-

----------------------------------------~----------------------_._--

13, 
1. 

2. 

3, 

GhlpoulldlDg 
'WOOd. 

(~loth 

Iron 

blockmaker, boatwright, shipwright., 
shipcarpenter, bargemaker, shipscaulker 

sailmaker 

anchorsmith 

C, Clothing 

2, 

3, 

D, 
1. 

2, 

E. 

F, 
1. 

Cloth hosier, hatter, hat bandmaker, embroiderer, 
tailor, upper bodymaker, boriymaAer, 
fringemaker, pOintmaker, tapiter, seamstress, 
breechesmaker, capper, child's coatmaker, 
gownmaker, mantuamaker, milliner, shirtmaker 

Leather 

Uthers 

Victuall ing 
Materials preparation 

Production and 
purveyance 

Non-ferrous metals 
Precious 

cordwainer or cordiner, shoemaker, glover, 
cobbler, girdler, translator, jerkinmaker, 
wetglover, glovester 

claspmaker, pattinmaker, tachemaker", 
buttonmaker, clogmaker, heelmaker, 
perri wigmaker, perukemaker 

distiller, miller, malster, oatmealmaker, 
sugarboiler, sugarbaker, stillor of hot 
waters, sugar refiner 

baker, baker of splcebread, baxter, brewer, 
butcher, finger breadmaker, gingerbreadmaker, 
comfitmaker, cook or coquus or quoquus, 
confectioner, pastry cook, milkman 

blacksmith, farrier, lorrimer, smith, 
spurrier, armourer, bladesmith, cutler, 
sheargrinder, fish hookmaker, be ndwareman , 
bitmaker, clipborer, edgetoolmaker, forgeman, 
hammerman, ironfounder, nailer, needlemaker, 
razormaker, scythemaker, swordcutler, 
arrowheadmaker, hooper, s1zersmith 

goldsmith, silversmith, goldwiredrawer, 
goldbeater, monier, silverpinner, watergilder 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Base brazier, bel 1 founder , coppersmith, 

founder(er), lattenfounder, pewterer or 
putherer, plateworker, metalman, tinman, 
whiteplatemaker, whiteplateworker, 
wiredrawer, wireworker, wh1tesmith 
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Glassif ication oi occupations \contJ. -3--

G. 

H. 

1. 
1. 

2. 

J. 

K. 

L. 
1. 

iartnenwure 

furs and Leather 
Leatnerrnaking 

Saddlery, harnesses 
etc. 

Glue. Tallow, wax, 
bone. horn etc. 

Textiles 
Woollen and Worsted 

potter, patman, pipemaker, platemaker, 
tobacco pipemaker 

glassmaker, glassblower, glassman, glass 
bottlemaker, bottlemaker, looking 
glassmaker/polisher 

currier, furrier, leatherdresser, 
leatnertawyer, parcnmentmaker, skinner, 
tanner, barker, beavercutter, budgemaker, 
greytawyer, whitster. 

collarmaker, knacker, saddler, trunkmaker, 
bridlemaker, bookbinder, upholsterer, 
harnessmaker 

chandler or chaundelor, hornbreaker, 
soapboiler, soapmaker, starchmaker, 
tallowchandler, waxchandler, sealmaker, 
dicemaker, hornbox maker, inkhornmaker. 

basketmaker, cooper, chairmaker, cha1rmender, 
coachmaker, joiner, latheryver, matmaker, 
pedmaker, panyerman, sawyer, turner, 
winecooper, wheelwright, bellowsmaker, 
cabinetmaker, caner, carver, cartenmaker, 
inlayer, lathmaker, mouldmaker, 
saddletreemaker. 

bayweaver, broadweaver, clothworker, comber, 
coverlet weaver, dornixweaver, feltmaker, 
jerseydrawer, russel weaver, sergeweaver, 
sayweaver, tuft mokadomaker, twister, 
worstedweaver, weaver, webster, 
woollenweaver, wool comber , worsted 
dorn1xweaver, worstedsk1nner, worstedcomber, 
baymaker, friezemaker, framework knitter, 
fustianweaver, rower of rugs, rugmaker, 
saymaker, spinner, twinespinner. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Silk, lace, cotton 

and calico 
ribbonweaver, silkraiser, silkweaver, 
silklaceweaver, laceweaver, silkwoman, 
cal1copr1nter, silkthrower, 
stocki ngweaverl makerl presser , silk 
stocki ngmaker. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Flax, hemp and other flaxdresser, hairmaker, linenweaver, 

ropemaker or ropier, hairthrower, arrasmaker, 
mapll8.ker, sackman, sackweaver, staymaker 
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Classication 01 occupations (cout. )-4--

4. i<inishing 

M. Utners 

IV TRANSPORT 

A. 

B. 

Ocean ana lnland 
Navigation 

V DEALING 
A. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

B. 
1. 

Specialist Retail 
Food and drink 

Cloth and clothing 

Other 

Specialist Wholesale 
Food and drink 

callenderer, clothdresser, dyer, fuller, 
hotpresser, presser of serge, tucker, 
sherman, waterer of stuffs, worsted sherman, 
clearstarcher, colourman, fustian-dresser, 
hempdresser, packer, quilter, silkdyer, 
starcher, fringeweaver 

furbisher, printer, ruffman, diamondcutter, 
papermaker, saltpeterman, japanner 

cogner, keelman, mariner, master and mariner, 
shipmaster, sailor, waterman, bargeman, 
hoyer, lighterman, wharfinger, wherryman, 
flatman. 

carrier, collier and carriageman, porter, 
sledman, water leader, lattercarrier, 
waterbearer, wineporter, carman, carter, 
chairman, coachman, drover, drayman, hackney 
coachman, waggoner. 

alehousekeeper, fishmonger, fruiterer, 
grocer, innkeeper, innholder or innbrother, 
mealseller, poulterer, vitner, victualler, 
acqua vltaeseller, coffeeseller/man, 
costermonger, drawer, drawman, salterer, 
tobacconist. 

draper, haberdasher, mercer, milliner, 
coatseller. linendraper, salesman, silkman, 
slopseller, woollendr~per. 

apothecary, ashburner. bookseller, chemist, 
merchant of coals, perfumer, retatler, 
stationer, druggist, hairseller, ironseller, 
glass seller. leatherseller, oilman, 
shopkeeper, jeweller. 

boothman, couper, cheesemonger, 
cornfactor/chandler, sugar-uerchant 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Wool, yarn, cloth and 

and clothing 
clothier, feltmonger, merchant-taylor, 
fellmonger 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Other reedmerchant, shipbroker, woodman 
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Classitication of occupations \COTl1:.) -5-

t...:. it i ner<lhl.. 

0. lndellUlte 

VI PiJBLi.C ANi) 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 

A. 

B. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

ru Qlie Service 

Professional Service 
Church, Law and 
Education 

Medicine etc. 

Art and Amusement 

VII MENIAL OCCUPATIONS AND 
DOMESTIC SERVICE 

VIII STATUS OR OTHER 
DESCRIPTIOIS 

1. :Male 

clw.pman, kydder, pettychapman, tinker, 
woolchapman, cadger, higgler, pedlar 

hostman, merchant, mercator or mercatoris, 
merchant adventurer, apprentice, broker, 
dealer in East lnaia ~ares, factor, salter 

alderman. courtholder. (Lord) mayor. 
chamberlain, recorder, receiver. swordbearer. 
sheriff. treasurer, keeper of prisons, 
commoncrier, beadle. exciseman, constable, 
bail iff. 

attorney, clerk, archdeacon, generosi, 
redemptuion, scrivenor. scriptores. 
schoolmaster, schoolmistress. architect. 
chaplain, chancery clerk, court letter 
writer, lawyer. notary, public notary. parish 
clerk. preacher. sexton, writing master. 
apparitor. 

barber, barber-surgeon, surgeon or 
chirurgeon, horse-Ieche, physician. 

limner, musician, mapmaker. signwriter, 
engraver, dancingmaster, Dinstrel, singing 
man. 

labourer, dustman, servant, butler, cellarer, 
ostler 

armiger, gentleman, esqUire, knight, baronet. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Female Widow, wife, spinster 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Poor foundelling, pauper. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. Other stranger, traveller, wayfarer. 

! 
t, 

, I 
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TABLE 3.2 

OC«..UPATltJliAL DATA iN PARISH REGISTERS; THE HUNDRED OF BLACKBURI 

-----------------------------------------

Township Register Date lumber of individuals Reference 
-----------------------
Male Female 

Whalley Births 1653-60 43 4 L.R.O. PR3 
Whalley Deaths 1653-60 70 15 L.R.O. PR3 
Whalley Burials 17,H-30 91 33 L.R.O. PR5 
Whalley Baptisms 1741-50 86 4 L.R.O. PR6 
Whalley Burials 1741-50 61 15 L.R.O. PR6 
Whalley Baptisms 1751-60 85 5 L.R.O. PR6 
Whalley Burials 1751-60 100 28 L.R.O. PR6 
Wballey Baptisms 1761-70 87 10 L.R.O. PR6 
Whalley Burials 1761-70 69 26 L.R.O. PR6 
Wballey Burials 1771-80 75 17 L.R.O. PR6 

Read Births 1653-60 12 1 L.R.O. PR3 
Read Deaths 1653-60 20 2 L.R.O. PR3 
Read Burials 1721-30 26 12 L.R.O. PR5 
Read Burials 1741-50 19 3 L.R.O. PR6 
Read Burials 1751-60 18 4 L.R.O. PR6 
Read Baptisms 1761-70 24 4 L.R.O. PR6 
Read Burials 1761-70 18 7 L.R.O. PR6 

Wiswell Births 1653-60 15 2 L.R.O. PR3 
Wiswell Deaths 1653-60 31 5 L.R.O. PR3 
Wiswell Burials 1721-30 31 7 L. R.O. PR5 
Wiswell Burials 1741-50 28 10 L.R.O. PR6 
Wiswell Burials 1751-60 36 9 L.R.O. PR6 
Wiswell Baptisms 1761-70 32 4 L.R.O. PR6 
Wiswell Burials 1761-70 28 12 L.R.O. PR6 

Billington Births 1653-60 47 0 L.R.O. PR3 
Billington Deaths 1653-60 61 8 L.R.O. PRS 
Billington Burials 1721-30 50 18 L.R.O. PR5 
Bill i.ngton Burials 1741-50 38 7 L.R.O. PR6 
Billington Burials 1751-60 39 12 L.R.O. PR6 
Billington Baptisms 1761-70 79 11 L.R.O. PR6 

and 
PR 2965/112 

Downham BaptiSllS 1721-50 93 7 L.P.R,S" 
Chat burn Baptisms 1721-50 51 3 vol.U8. 
Twiston Baptisms 1721-50 31 1 

Accrington Baptisms 1721-30 L.R.O. 
Accrington Burials 1721-30 128 22 PR 2810/2 
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TABLE 3.3 

PROPORTION OF PARISH AND CHAPELRY REGISTER ENTRIES WITH NO OCCUPATIONAL 
DESCRIPTION: BLACKBURN HUNDRED. 1653-1780. 

(A) (B) 
Total number Number where no (B) 
of entries occupational as a %age 
(male adult) description of (A) 

provided 

WHALLEY PARISH; Whalley township. 

Births 1653-60 65 2 3.1 
Deaths 1653-60 86 2 2.3 
Burials 1721-30 134 1 0.7 
Baptisms 1741-50 168 6 3.6 
Burials 1741-50 78 
Baptisms 1751-60 152 1 0.6 
Burials 1751-60 128 4 3.1 
Baptisms 1761-70 177 
Burials 1761-70 86 
Burials 1771-80 89 3 3.4 

OVerall 1163 19 1.6 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Read townShip. 

Births 1653-60 17 2 11. 7 
Deaths 1653-60 24 1 4.2 
Burials 1721-30 31 
Burials 1741-50 25 1 4.0 
Burials 1751-60 23 
BaptiSllS 1761-70 53 1 1.9 
Burials 1761-70 22 1 4.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Overall 195 6 3.1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Wiswell township. 

Births 1653-60 25 
Deaths 1653-60 40 2 5.0 
Burials 1721-30 46 3 6.5 
Burials 1741-50 38 
Burials 1751-60 42 
Baptisms 1761-70 60 1 1.7 
Burials 1761-70 36 2 5.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
OVerall 287 8 2.8 
--------------------------------------------------------------------



Table Proportion of parish and chapelry register entries with DO 
3.3 occupatiqnal description (continued) 

(A) 

Total number 
of entries 
(male adult) 

~ALLEr £ARISH AID LAI~HQ CHAfELRI: 
Billington townShip. 

Births 1653-60 
Deaths 1653-60 
Burials 1741-50 
Burials 1751-60 
Baptisms 1761-70 

Overall 

ALTHAI CRAPELRY: 
Accrinston yetera 
and Accrinitgn ngvA 

Baptisms 1721-30 
Burials 1721-30 

Overall 

DOnHAM: CHAfELRY: 
Downham township. 

Baptisms 1721-50 

62 
81 
46 
51 

158 

398 

171 
85 

256 

290 

(B) 
lumber where 
occupational 
description 
provided 

2 
3 
2 
3 

13 

23 

10 
6 

16 

23 

no 
as 
of 

(B) 
a %age 
(A) 

3.2 
3.7 
4.3 
5.9 
8.2 

5.8 

5.8 
7.0 

6.2 

7.9 
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'TABLE 3.4 

NUHBER OF YILLS AND INVENTORIES SURVIVING FOR IOYHSHIPS IN THE HUNDREU 
OF BLACKBURN. 1660 - 1760. 

. z 
0 
r- z 0 0:: :.: ,:::) ~ >- ....J ~ Z :::> < 1-8 0 IZI ....J 0 < 

'. ,-. ....... 
X I- ....J IZI t-~ to 
~ <~ Q 

Ul ....J > til 
p:; I- < t:-U < ~ ~O:: ..... <: Ul p:; 
~ u 0 ~< t.tl > S; ..... 0 :x: 0:: ..... < U Q Ox I- > > 

HO. OF MALE TESTATORS WITH: 

'J111 only 4 3 8 6 4 3 7 3 2 4 Inventory only 17 12 8 12 5 1 7 5 3 10 'Jill and Inventory 30 3 8 20 10 5 11 13 5 14 

------------------------------ ---- --- ----- ---- ---- ---- ----- --- -----TOTAL MALE INVENTORIES 47 15 16 32 15 6 18 18 8 24 

NO. OF FEMALE TESTATORS YIIH: .-

'Jill only 3 1 - - 2 - 4 2 1 4 Inventory only 2 - 1 2 1 - 5 2 1 2 'Jill and Inventory 7 1 1 7 3 - 1 5 1 7 

------------------------------ ---- ----1----- ---- ---- ----~---- --- ~----TOTAL FEMALE INVENTORIES 9 1 2 9 4 -. 6 7 2 9 
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TABLE 3.5 

COYERAGE OF PROBATE RECORDS l1f THE HUNDRED OF BLACKBURI. 

Township Date 

Accrington 1721-1730 

Downham 1681-1690 
1691-1700 
1701-1710 
1111-1720 
1121-1730 
1731-1740 
1141-1750 
1751-1760 

<A) 
Number of adult 
male burials 

33 

16 
12 
12 
10 
14 
9 

17 
13 

(8) 

Number of adult 
males for whom 
a probate will 
or inventory 
survives 

6 

2 
2 
5 
2 
3 
1 
1 
5 

(B) as 
a ~age 
of <A) 

18.2 

12.5 
12.5 
41. 7 
20.0 
21. 4 
11.1 
5.9 

38.5 
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Read 

Whalley 

Wiswell 

1121-1730 
1741-1750 
1751-1760 

1721-1730 
1741-1750 
1751-1760 

1721-1730 
1741-1750 
1751-1760 

103 

14 
6 
7 

27 

42 
17 
48 

107 

13 
10 
19 

21 

4 
2 
3 

9 

4 
1 
4 

9 

1 
4 

20.4 

28.6 
33.3 
42.8 

33.3 

9.5 
5.9 
8.3 

8.4 

7.7 
40.0 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
42 5 11.9 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
OVBRALL 312 50 16.0 



CHAPTER 4 

THE OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF TOWNSHIPS IN THE HUNDRED OF BLACKBURN, 
c. 1660 - 1760: PATTERNS OF ECONOMIC CHANGE. 

1. Introduction. 

2. Whalley, Wiswell and Read townships. 

3. Downham, Chatburn and 'I'wiston townships. 

4. The townships of Accr ington nova and 
Accrington vetera. 

5. Billington township and Great Harwood chapelry. 

6. Conclusion. 
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1. Introduction. 

The principal objective of this occupational survey is to 

establish patterns of change and to assess whether the economic 

profile of townships in Blackburn Hundred was significantly 

different in the mid-eighteenth century from that of the mid

seventeenth century. As no one category of source material provides 

a comprehensive coverage of the period under conSideration, the 

study of the economic structure of fourteen townships in Blackburn 

Hundred is based on a range of sources with a balance of advantage 

and disadvantage. The poll tax of 1660 and the census returns of 

1811 provide two common anchor paints in this survey, spanning a 

period of Wide-ranging economic changes. However, the 1811 census 

provides only very limited evidence on the occupational structure of 

these townships, and a comparison of the two sources raises problems 

not only of accuracy but also of the tiDing of the economic changes 

indicated. It is therefore necessary to move to the level of 

individual townships and use the occupational information in the 

parish registers to pinpoint more precisely long term economic 

shifts. 

The combined use of occupational data froD the poll tax, parish 

registers and the census can provide a valuable insight into trends 

of economic change. The need to categorise the wealth of 

occupational information in order to trace shifts in the economic 

profile necessitates a reliance on statistical data in which the use 

of percentage figures tends to convey a sense of absolute precision. 

As previously outlined however, various forDS of bias and under

registration affected the recording of occupational data in the 
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sources used. The effect of non-conformity, the potential age bias 

of the baptism and burial registers and differences in the quality 

of recording between the registers of different parishes and 

chapelries all suggest, for example, that the figures based on the 

parish register surveys should be viewed with some caution as they 

are no doubt subject to the cumulative impact of these problems.1 

With this caveat in mind it still seems a valid exercise to draw 

evidence of the broad trends of change from the occupational data 

2 
recorded in these sources. Particular care should however, be 

exercised in the case of sample sizes of less than ten which are too 

small to facilitate accurate comparisons over time (in the tables of 
3 

occupational data such samples are indicated by the symbol +). 

The poll tax of 1660 provides the starting point of reference. 

It provides a photographic still of the economy from which it 1s 

possible to study the occupational structure of twelve of the 

fourteen townships in the mid-seventeenth century: Accrington nova, 

Accrington vetera, Blackburn, Chatburn, Clitheroe, Downham, Little 

Mitton, Read, Twiston, Whalley, Wiswell and Worston. In the 

See chapter 3, pp. 77-78, 85-101. 

There is some evidence to suggest that occupational data in parish 
registers provides a fair representation of the economic structure 
of a community. The Kid-Wbarfedale Local History Research Group 
compared the occupational labels from a surviving luster Roll of 
1803 with those taken from baptismal entries between 1800-1809 and 
they concluded that - ... on the whole the luster Roll and the bap
tismal registers show very similar occupational structures thus 
encouraging belief in the validity of the figures obtained fro. 
the parish register study-. The Kid-Wharfedale Local History 
Research Group, 'A Comparison between the Craven Kuster Roll and 
Parish Registers', ~., Io. 40 (Spring 1988), pp. 61-63. 

In Read and Wiswell townships the samples of adult malee from the 
parish registers are small and the results need, therefore, to be 
viewed with caution. See chapter 4, pp. 154-6. 
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analysis of the poll tax Blackburn is considered separately from the 

other eleven townships as no occupational data is available for 

those male householders in Blackburn who paid on estates of t5 or 

more per annum. This omission of occupational data is not random, 

and as it relates to the wealthier groups in Blackburn it introduces 

an unacceptable degree of bias into the occupational sample. As 

certain economic groups are likely to be absent or underenumerated 

this data should not be aggregated with that for the re~ining 

eleven townShips as the large size of the sample from Blackburn 

would skew the overall results. 

The occupational data in the poll tax indicates that the 

predominant source of employment in this sample of 11 townships 

(excluding Blackburn) was agriculture. If labourers are included 
I 

under agriculture then this branch of economic activity accounted 

for 213 out of a total of 417 male heads of households (51~). This 

evidence clearly indicates the central importance of agriculture in 

the mid-seventeenth century economy. However. the occupational 

labels derived from the poll tax do not provide an exact account of 

the distribution of the population as no information is provided of 

the economic activities of those who were in receipt of poor relief 

2 
in 1660. Xoreover. as occupational labels were not ascribed to 

those males aged 16 and over within households headed by others 

(with the exception of Read townShip>, to feDDles and to children, 

See chapter 3, pp. 114-115. 

In the townships of Whalley and Read, and in Iorthwich Hundred in 
Cheshire. this omission underenumerates the level of involve .. nt in 
the agricultural sector. See chapter 3. pp. 113-114. 
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this source provides an incomplete picture of the economic 

structure. 

The level of manufacturing varied between townships but, 

overall, accounted for 114 of the 417 heads of household (27%). 

Textiles alone accounted for 43 male heads of household (10%) and 

G.H. Tupling notes the significant numbers of weavers and clothiers 

that were recorded for Accrington nova and Accrington vetera in this 
1 

source. Reference to the data in the poll tax indicates that 19 of 

the 87 male heads of household in Accrington nova and vetera were 

described as weavers or clothiers (22%). Downham and Twiston also 

demonstrated fairly high levels of textile activity with 10 of the 

60 male householders (17%) ascribed to this category of 

manufacturing. 

With the exception of Little Kitton the proportion of male 

householders afforded status descriptions is fairly low, as they 

account for 18 out of 417 male heads of household (41). As !.J. and 

R.H. Tawney point out it is interesting to have an estiaate of the 

numbers of gentry in each community but it is inadequate as a 

measure of economic activity. Such titles as gentleman and esquire 

often conceal a considerable involvement in agricultural pursuits. 2 

Building workers form a low proportion of the total as only 14 out 

of 417 male heads of household can be classified in this sector. 

Overall the economy of these eleven townships was based 

principally on agriculture. although there were significant 

See chapter 4, p. 202. 

Tawney and Tawney, 'Occupational Census of the Seventeenth 
Century', p. 32. 
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FIGURE 4.1 
THS DISTRIBUTI001 OF OCCUP.\'!'IO:IS A~IO~:r;ST :-!.\LE HE.\DS OF 
HOUSEHOLD: THE POLL TAX OF 1660. 
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concentrations of textile manufacturing in a number of the townships 

(see figure 4.1). The level of involvement in the non-productive 

tertiary sector was low with just 22 male householders ascribed to 

the categories of dealing and public and professional service (5%). 

However, the extent of population growth in Blackburn Hundred 

between 1664 and 1801 points to a vitality in the region which 

should be reflected in the level of economic development. Koreover, 

the level of population growth in an area of generally poor 

agriculture suggests that there must have been diversification in 

the economic base to support the increased numbers. To assess the 

broad patterns of change over time the occupational data in the 1811 

census can be used as a basis of comparison with the evidence of 

economic structure provided in the poll tax of 1660. 

A comparison between the poll tax of 1660 and the census of 

1811 allows only the most general of statements regarding changes in 

the economic basis of the area. It is important to recognise that 

the sample populations from each source have different 

characteristics, as in the poll tax occupational data is provided 

for male heads of household whereas the census of 1811 highlights 

the predominant employment within families. Consequently, the 

information extracted from each source does not allow a precise 

comparison of the absolute levels of employment in different sectors 

but highlights the main features of the econoDdc profile at each 

date. 

The 1811 census provides figures for the proportion of faDdlies 

employed predominantly in agriculture or those -chiefly employed in 

trade, manufacture or handicrafts-, An immediate proble. in this 

occupational categorisation is the perplexing heading of -All other 
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families not comprised in the two preceding classesM • Problems 

arise as no information is given as to which occupations are 

considered to belong to each group and it would seem probable that 

Overseers of the Poor were left to make these decisions for 

themselves, a situation which would lead to widespread inconsistency 

in recording. Within the category of "Trades, manufactures and 

handicrafts" in the census of 1811 one cannot comment precisely on 

industrial development since it is not clear which occupations were 

included in this category. It is questionable whether the textile 

and other industries would be reasonably well represented by the 

manufacturing category and that the distribution of this feature 

would reveal the concentration of these industries. One can observe 

that places were more/or less agricultural in bias between the dates 

of the two sources, but as Stephen Jackson concludes in a recent 

study the census cannot be used with any certainty to define sub-
1 

areas of economic activity. Plotting the percentage level of 

families employed in agriculture for the Hundred of Blackburn was 

intended to reveal areas with few other important econoBic 

activities (see table 4.5>. 

lonetheless, it is clear from a broad comparison of these two 

sources that there had been important changes in the econoDdc 

structure of the townships in the period between 1660 and 1811 (see 

table 4.6>. In the mid-seventeenth century agriculture was the 

predoDdnant source of employment with more than half of the male 

adult householders in the poll tax ascribed the title of yeoman. 

husbandman or labourer (213 of 417 male household heads). Combining 

Jackson, • Population and Change'. p. 63. 
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the data for the same eleven townships in the 1811 census indicates 

that only 268 families out of a total of 1,541 (17%) were considered 

to be "chiefly employed" in agriculture. The extent of industrial 

and commercial activities increased significantly between the date 

of the poll tax of 1660 and the census of 1811. In the poll tax the 

dealing and manufacturing categories accounted for 129 of the 417 

male heads of household (31%), whilst the census of 1811 recorded 

that 1,117 families out of 1,541 (72%) were "chiefly employed in 

trade, manufacture and handicrafts". 

The broad trend is clearly that of a fall in the proportionate 

involvement in agricultural activities and an increase in the levels 

of employment in trade and industry. John Holt in 1795 observed 

that the county of Lancashire "is the most manufacturing province in 

England, and amongst the worst cultivated". Although Holt fiercely 

criticised the use of profitable agricultural land for industrial 

purposes and the emphasis on manufacturing at the expense of 

agriculture, it is not possible from a comparison between the poll 

tax of 1660 and the census of 1811 to assess whether the absolute 

level of agricultural activity in north-east Lancashire was lower in 

the late eighteenth/early nineteenth century than in the Ddd

seventeenth century. 1 The high levels of population increase 

observed in the Hundred of Blackburn may clearly have led to an 

increase in the absolute numbers of individuals involved in 

agriculture despite the proportionate decline in eaploYEnt in thls 

primary sector. Moreover, the stimulus provided by the needs of an 

1 J. Holt, A General View Of the Alricultyre Of LaPQAshire (London, 
1795), pp. 71, 207-220. 
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increased local population. particularly one that was increasingly 

reliant on trade and industry. may have encouraged those remaining 

farmers to increase output through the use of new techniques and to 
1 

increase the area of land that was farmed. 

In the township of Blackburn the proportionate level of 

employment in agriculture was far lower in the early nineteenth 

century than in the mid-seventeenth century. In 1811 only 45 

families out of a total of 3.090 were considered to be chiefly 

employed in this sector (1%). This compares with 10% of male 

householders in the poll tax of 1660 (16 of 155 male heads of 

household>. although this is likely to be an underestimate of the 

true level as the absence of occupational data for those paying on 

estates of £5 or more per annum would probably have excluded a 

number of yeoman farmers from the sample. Manufacturing and trade 

were clearly of paramount importance in the economy of Blackburn in 

the early nineteenth century as 2.861 families were chiefly employed 

in this sector out of a total of 3.090 families (93~). Despite the 

underenumeration of occupational groups in the poll tax of 1660 

which may have excluded the wealthier clothiers froD the 

occupational sample, trade and manufacturing still eaerged as 

1 
Such a process was observed in the north-east of Hngland in the 
eighteenth century. Paul Brassley observes that the eaphasis on 
coal-mining and its associated activities led to a "growth in the 
number of people who consumed food without producing it. and 
therefore the demand for food in the market place rose by DOre than 
the simple increase in population". Although Tyneside bad drawn on 
supplies of grain from East Anglia through the port of lewcastle 
from the mid-seventeenth century, Brassley points to iaprovemants 
in agricultural practice which led to a significant increase in 
local levels of food production. 
J. Thirsk. ed •• The '&rarian Ristor1 pf Bnllapd and Vales. ypl.V, 
1640-1750. 1. ReliPnAl Far.ipi S,steps (Cambridge, 1984), 
pp. 42-58. 
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significant elements in the economy as 64 of the 155 male 

householders (41%) can be ascribed to these sectors {see table 4.3>. 

Although Blackburn at this date had a population lower than the 

limit of 2,500 set by Corfield to represent urbanity it seems clear 

that the population showed a heavy reliance on non-agrarian 
1 

occupations. The poll tax returns for Blackburn township listed 

155 male heads of household. Of these only 87 were given an 

occupational description. 28 heads of household are described as 

"websters" accounting for almost one-third of those with 

occupational titles and 18% of the total male householders in 

Blackburn township (see table 4.3 and figure 4.2). Given the 

complete absence of occupational data relating to those in the t5 or 

more per annum section of the returns this figure represents a high 

level of textile activity, and indicates the importance of this 

occupation in the economy of Blackburn in the Did-seventeenth 

century. The level of textile employments is significantly higher 

than in Burnley where 11% of the entries in the register of births 

2 
between 1653-60 related to clothworkers. Unfortunately, there is 

no means of ascertaining the economic activities of the 68 

householders in Blackburn who were given no occupational 

description. The complete absence of any individuals described as 

clothiers certainly seems unusual in a market town which has been 

P.J. Corfield, 'Small Towns, Large Implications: Social and 
Cultural Roles of Small Towns in Eighteenth Century Bngland and 
Wales', British Journal for Eighteenth CenturJ Studies 10, 2 
(Autumn 1987), p. 133. 

Swain, 'Industry and Economy', pp. 254-255. 
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identified as an important centre for textile manufacturing and 

1 
distribution in the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Blackburn "newly joined the ranks of 'towns'" sODetime in the 

early to mid-eighteenth century and it seems from the evidence of 

the census of 1811 that Blackburn consolidated its position as a 

distributive and manufacturing centre during the eighteenth century. 

Such a process of specialisation in the small towns such as 

Blackburn would have created a certain momentum for survival and 

growth as "their own urban demand generated business for their own 

workforce; and traditional patterns of business, travel and social 

2 life continued to bring custom in from the countryside". 

In the remaining two townships of Great Harwood and Billington 

male householders were not ascribed occupational titles in the poll 

tax of 1660. However, in the township of Billington entries 

extracted from the parish register of Whalley between 1653-60 

provide an indication of the structure of the economy in the mid-

seventeenth century. This evidence indicates that the predominant 

form of employment was agriculture as 38 of the 61 male adults 

listed in the register of deaths were classified as yeo .. n, 

husbandDen or labourers (62%). The proportion was slightly higher 

in the register of births for the same period with 33 of the 47 male 

adults ascribed to agricultural activities (70~). In 1811 only 32 

families out of a total of 152 (21%) were ·chiefly employed in 

agriculture", whilst 114 (75') were categorised under trade, 

Lowe, Lancashire Textile Industry, pAssi.; Wadsworth and Mann, 
Cotton Trade and Industrial Lancashire, pASSi •• 

Corfield, 'Small Towns, Large Implications', p. 130. 
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manufactures and handicrafts. In common with the twelve townships 

discussed above the trend of change in Billington is one of a 

proportionate decline in agricultural involvement and an increase in 

the level of commercial and industrial activities. 

Unfortunately, the chapelry register of Great Harwood does not 

contain occupational data in the seventeenth century, so that there 

is no basis of comparison from which to assess economic change 

between 1660 and 1811. Using the census data in isolation indicates 

that the category of trade, manufacturing and handicrafts was the 

predominant sector in the early nineteenth century with 291 families 

out of a total of 316 (92%) classified under this heading (see table 

4.5>. It seems probable that the economy of Great Harwood witnessed 

similar trends of change in the eighteenth century to the townships 

discussed above. 

The overall trend of change between 1660 and 1811 is clear, but 

interesting differences emerge in the extent of change between the 

townships. The sample of eleven townships (excluding Blackburn> for 

which occupational data is given in the poll tax of 1660 show a 

notable spatial grouping (see figure 1.4>. One should then consider 

if the nature of the occupational structure and the extent of change 

over time revealed differences on this basis. Table 4.4 is 

indicative of the differences which arise when the occupational 

structure of the townships is analysed on the basis of the apparent 

geographical groupings (see figure 4.3>. Chatburn. Clitheroe, 

Downham, Worston and Twiston show the heaviest agricultural bias in 

1660, and it is interesting to note that in 1811 the latter three 

townships stand out as areas having aDOngst the highest level of 

families involved in agriculture (see table 4.5>, Conversely, this 
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grouping shows the lowest level of involvement in manufacturing 

activities in 1660, reflected also in the comparatively low level of 

textile production. Similarly, in the census of 1811 this grouping 

of five townships also shows the lowest level of involvement in 

trade, manufacturing and handicrafts as only 324 families out of a 

total of 580 (56%) were "chiefly employed" in these occupations. 

Nonetheless, the proportionate level of trade and manufacturing in 

these townships was still at a substantially higher level in 1811 

than the value recorded in 1660 when just 47 out of 205 (23~) male 

householders were categorised under trade and manufacturing. 

The extent of commercial and industrial activity in this first 

group of townships was substantially lower than the level recorded 

in the townships of Accrington nova and Accrington vetera. where 516 

out of 583 families (89%) were "chiefly employed" in these sectors 

in 1811. This is again a substantial increase from the level of 37% 

of male adults involved in manufacturing and dealing in 1660 (32 of 

87 male heads of household). Agricultural activity was at a low 

level in 1811 with only 62 of the 583 families "chiefly employed" in 

farming (11~). Although both groupings of townships showed a 

proportionate fall in employments in agriculture and an increasing 

emphasis on trade and industry. it seems that the level of 

specialisation had progressed further in Accrington vetera and 

Accrlngton nova. These townships showed an earlier and more 

extensive involvement in textile production as in 1660 over one

fifth of male adults were ascribed the title of weaver or clothier 

(19 of 87 male heads of household). From the parish register data 

it would be interesting to assess the extent to which the population 

was dependent on textile activities in the first half of the 



eighteenth century, and to determine whether an increasing shift 

towards manufacturing was evident in this period. 
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The third grouping of townships includes Whalley, Wiswell, Read 

and Little Xitton. This grouping again illustrates a fall in the 

proportionate level of employments in agriculture from 41~ of male 

householders in 1660 (51 of 125 male heads of household) to 23~ of 

families "chiefly employed" in agriculture in 1811 (86 of 378 

families). Similarly trade and manufacturing increased from a level 

of 40% of male householders in 1660 (50 of 125 male heads of 

household) to 73% of families in 1811 (277 of 378 families). The 

emphasis on commercial and industrial activities is not as extensive 

in this grouping as in Accrington vetera and Accrington nova, but 

the proportionate shift towards these activities is more pronounced 

than in Chatburn, Clitheroe, Downham, Worston and Twiston. Each of 

the township groupings has the common characteristic of a fall in 

the proportion of employments in agriculture and an increasing 

involvement in trade and manufacturing. The extent of change varies 

between the three township groupings with the highest levels of 

manufacturing and trade in Accrington nova and Accrington vetera. 

From this analysis it is relevant to establish the nature of the 

economic structure in each area in.the first half of the eighteenth 

century in order to identify the chronology and causation of 

economic change. 

This type of comparison between the data of the poll tax of 

1660 and the census of 1811 has clear limitations. The use of the 

census data to identify the nature of the division between 

agriculture and industry within the Hundred of Blackburn raises 

problems not only of accuracy but also of the tiDing of change. In 
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areas which recorded high levels of non-agricultural employment did 

that development occur mainly after 1760 or even in the final 

decades of the eighteenth century? Similarly, were areas presented 

by the census of 1811 as predominantly rural undergoing changes in 

the period up to 1760, albeit less striking, which such evidence 

conceals? This is clearly a methodological problem which arises 

when measuring population change between the two main reference 

pOints of the hearth tax of 1664 and the census of 1801. 

These problems therefore limit the use of the occupational data 

in the census returns as a comparative basis from which to pinpoint 

changes occurring in the period 1660 to 1760. A DOre detailed 

analysis of the selected townShips must therefore utilise the 

occupational data contained in parish and chapelry registers in 

order to survey changes which occurred between 1660 and 1760. 

Differences revealed in the eighteenth century occupational 

structure might be indicative of the interplay of social and 

economic forces operating over a number of decades. 

Parish register evidence of a suffiCiently detailed nature is 

available for eight of the twelve townships for which occupational 

data was provided in the poll tax of 1660. Long runs of 

occupational data are available for the townships of Accrington 

nova, Accrington vetera, Chatburn, Downham, Read, Twiston, Whalley 

and Wiswell. The townships of Blackburn, Clitheroe, Little Kitton 

and Worston are excluded from further detailed consideration in this 

chapter, as there is no comparative occupational data froa the 

parish registers in the later seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Occupational data relating to Billington townShip and Great Harwood 
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chapelry is available for a number of decades in the eighteenth 

century and can be used to chart patterns of economic change. 

In the detailed analysis of these townships the spatial 

groupings identified above provide a logical basis of organisation. 

These geographical groupings are significant as it is clear from the 

poll tax of 1660 and the census of 1811 that there are important 

distinctions in the economic structure and patterns of change 

associated with each of these areas of Blackburn Hundred. Iu pure' 

practical terms these geographical groupings of townships correspond 

with the grouping of occupational evidence in the parish and 

chapelry registers. For example, the occupational data for Whalley, 

Wiswell and Read townships was derived from the parish register of 

Whalley, whilst that for Downham, Chatburn and Twiston was derived 

from the registers of the chapelry of St. Leonard's in Downham. The 

distinctions in the status of the ecclesiastical units of the parish 

and chapelry may also have some Significance for the quality and 

1 
accuracy of occupational data provided in the registers. 

The townships of Great Harwood and Billington are considered 

separately from the other townships as they are not aDDngst the 

group of townships for which occupational titles were provided in 

the poll tax of 1660. Also both townships are in the DDther parish 

of Blackburn whereas the other eight townships analysed in detail 

are in the mother parish of Whalley. An assessment of the economic 

structure in these townships can be used to deteridne whether the 

extent of manufacturing involvement was greater in the parish of 

P. B. H. Hair, • A Query About Chapelries' I L. P. S. 42, ,(Spring 1989) I 
pp. 58-60. 
See chapter 4, pp. 191-3, 209-217. 



Blackburn which demonstrated a faster rate of population growth in 

the eighteenth century. There are particular technical problems 

with the data derived from the chapelry registers for each of these 

townships, which also provides a theme common to the areas. 

Two recent studies, in addition to the work of G.H. Tupling, 

have pOinted to the considerable involvement in industrial pursuits 

in Colne chapelry, Pendle Forest and Rossendale in the early modern 
1 

period. It is particularly striking however, that not all areas 

within the Hundred grew or industrialised at the same pace and this 

contrast between areas in close geographical proximity is 

interesting. The evidence of the poll tax and the census returns 

broadly indicates that in the townships under consideration there 

was a differential response to economic opportunity according to 

geographical location. Organising the townships according to these 

spatial groupings is intended to reveal whether distinctions in the 
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economic profile of the areas were apparent in the first half of the 

eighteenth century and to examine the type of changes to which the 

townships were subject during this period. One can investigate 

whether long term changes were apparent in the economy of Blackburn 

Hundred or whether the shifts indicated in the census of 1811 were 

the product of change focused on the last quarter of the eighteenth 

century. 

Clearly, the study of employment structure is one means of 

approaching this differential growth and the changes in economic 

activity which occurred in the 'pre-industrial' period. A 

1 Tupling, Economic History of Rossen4Ale, po§siaj Swain, 'Industry 
and Economy', passimj King, 'Economic and DeDOgraph1c Development 
of Rossendale', passim. 
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particular concern of this thesis is with areas which appeared 

relatively unaffected by large scale growth or industrialisation. 

Of the areas selected for further investigation the Ribble valley 

townships of Whalley, Wiswell, Read, Downham, Chatburn and Twiston 

are not readily associated in people's minds with industrialisation, 

unlike Colne and Rossendale on the eastern side of Blackburn 

Hundred. Yet these townships were not unaffected by change and 

development in the period 1660 to 1760 and it seems apparent that 

the effects of economic change in this period were widely spread. 

and the historian studying the impact of industrial change should 

not limit his study to the most notable areas of development. 

The expansion of domestic industry was not, as Houston and 

Snell argue. necessarily confined to pastoral and upland areas and 

in this study of Blackburn Hundred consideration will be given to 

the view that "changes attributed to proto-industrial development 

1 
were happening more widely and in very different contexts-. The 

comparison of economic structure between the poll tax of 1660 and 

the census of 1811 pointed to a broad trend of decline in the 

proportionate extent of agricultural activity aDOngst the sample 

populations and an increase in the level of trade and manufacture. 

The detailed parish register evidence can be used to establish the 

main features of the economic profile in each of the township 

groupings at different points in the eighteenth century, which can 

highlight the extent and timing of change. Individual townships can 

be studied to determine whether particular occupational groups were 

Houston and Snell, 'Proto-industrialization?', p. 484i A siDdlar 
observation was made by Coleman, 'Proto-industrialization. 
A Concept Too Kany', p. 441. 



growing in strength in the eighteenth century, or whether they 

declined in proportion to all occupations. 
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The occupational survey will investigate whether the economic 

experience of these townships in the eighteenth century was one of 

stagnation with a continued and unchanging reliance on agriculture. 

Alternatively. did the workforce in the selected townships from 

Blackburn Hundred show any level of functional redistribution or 

economic diversification? From the evidence one can also determine 

whether the patterns of development exhibited were typical of other 

townships in early modern Lancashire. 

2. Whalley. Wiswell and Read townships. 

In the townships of Whalley. Wiswell and Read the occupational 

data available in the poll tax and parish registers allows patterns 

of Change during the course of a century to be aeasured. The poll 

tax of 1660 provides a census-type listing which outlines the 

predominant features of the economy in the mid-seventeenth century. 

The accuracy and coverage of this source can to soae extent be 

assessed by a comparison with parish register data available between 

1653-1660. As full and consistent occupational data is provided in 

the baptism and burial registers of the parish church of St. Mary in 

Whalley between 1721 and 1780 some assessment can be made of the 

extent to which 'industrialisation' affected these small rural 

townships in north-east Lancashire. The question of whether there 

was a very widespread change in economic activity in the period 

preceding the dramatic changes of the industrial revolution can be 
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answered, according to E.A. Wrigley if use is made of occupational 
1 

data in parish registers. 

Many people followed more than one occupation in the 
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seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. However, the way in which men 

were described by others in the poll tax and parish and chapelry 

registers should reflect their main occupation and this information 

can provide a gUide to the relative importance of one economic 
2 

sector compared with another. The figures based on occupational 

labels derived from the parish and chapelry registers do not provide 

a precise picture of economic activity, but they are subject to an 

unknown margin of error due to weaknesses inherent in the source 

material. However, the regular listing of occupational descriptions 

for adult males over a long time period, unobtainable froD any other 

source, can provide a broad guide to the relative iDportance of 

agriculture, industry and trade. 

Judging by the data in the parish register Whalley township 

demonstrated clear patterns of change in the relative importance of 

these sectors between ~.1660 and ~.1760. In the Did-seventeenth 

century agriculture was the predominant form of econoDic activity. 

The poll tax returns indicated that 26 of the 65 adult male heads of 

household were referred to as yeomen, husbandmen or labourers (40~). 

The proportionate levels recorded in the parish register were 

slightly higher as 33 of the 70 adult males listed in the register 

of deaths (47\) and 23 of the 43 listed in the register of births 

Wrigley, 'Occupational Structure of Colyton', p. 21. 

There are notable differences however, in the regularity and 
consistency with which occupational titles were applied in the 
parish and chapelry registers. See chapter 4, pp. 191-3, 209-217. 
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between 1653-60 were ascribed to agricultural activities (53%). 

Comparison between the sources suggests that the poll tax by 

excluding those in receipt of poor relief underestimated the 

proportion of those engaged in agricultural activity. Too much 

emphasis should not however, be placed on the precise differences in 

percentage levels between each source, but what seems important is 

that each source highlights the crucial importance of agricultural 

activity within the economy of the township in the mid-seventeenth 

century. 

The sample from the burial register between 1721 and 1730 

indicates that the proportion of male adults ascribed to the 

agricultural sector had declined to a level of 35% (32 of 91 adult 

males) even when labourers were included under this heading (see 

table 4.7, table 4.8 and figure 4.4>. In the burial register of 

1741-50 this level of agricultural involvement was sustained as 

those male adults ascribed the occupational labels of yeoDan. 

farmer, husbandman or labourer accounted for 36% of the total (22 of 

61 adult males>. As illustrated in figure 4.5 the proportionate 

fall in agricultural employments continued. In the burial register 

of 1751-60 20 of the 100 adult males listed were ascribed to the 

agricultural sector (20%>. The burial and baptism registers are in 

broad agreement on this point as 19 of the 85 adult Dales listed in 

the latter register were described as yeomen. farmers, husbandmen or 

labourers (22%). A continuing decline in the proportionate level of 

agricultural employments is attested in the burial register between 

1761-70 when individuals involved in agricultural activity accounted 

for only 10 of the 69 adult males (14'). The level indicated in the 

baptism register was higher with almost a quarter of adult .ales 
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(21 of 87 adult males> ascribed to the agricultural sector, but this 

still represents a significant fall in the proportionate involvement 

from the level of the mid-seventeenth century. 

DurinR the course of the eighteenth century agriculture was 

removed from the position of being the largest single employer. 

Taking the data in the burial registers between 1653-60 and 1761-70, 

this represents a proportionate decline from approximately half of 

the sample involved in agriculture (33 of 70 adult males> to 

1 
approximately one-seventh (10 of 69 adult males). In the burial 

register of 1761-70 the proportion of the workforce engaged in 

textiles alone outstripped that of the agricultural category, as 18 

of the 69 adult males were described as weavers and 1 was described 

as a spinner (28%). An increase of agricultural activity in the 

burial register of 1771-80 to 29% (22 of 75 adult males) may be 

linked to a move to bring more land into productive use, as 

Wadsworth and Mann point out that Mafter 1770 a large scale 

enclosure movement began in the north-east, in the Blackburn area 
2 

and the Ribble valley, and great tracts of moorland were taken inN. 

Despite this increase in the level of agricultural activity, 

manufacturing still remained the predominant sector accounting for 

48% of the sample of adult males (36 of 75 adult Dales). 

The patterns of economic change observed in Whalley township 

can be compared with the adjacent townships of Read and Wiswell. 

This can be compared with Wrigley's survey of Colyton where the 
proportion involved in agriculture rose from 361 in 1609-12 
(81 of 226 entries) to 50% between 1765-1779 <437 of 874 entries). 
Wrigley, 'Occupational Structure of Cclyton', p. 10. 

Wadsworth and Mann, Cotton Trade and Industrial LopeAshire, p. 321. 
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The occupational evidence derived from these townships needs 

however, to be viewed with some caution due to the small sample 

sizes involved. The distribution of individuals from these samples 

between the various economic categories creates sub-groups of less 

than ten. Percentage comparison based on samples of this size is 

unreliable as large changes in proportionate values may in reality 

represent only marginal changes in absolute levels (In the tables of 

occupational data samples which are too small to facilitate accurate 

comparisons over time are indicated by the symbol +). This 

observation does not completely negate the value of the occupational 

data derived from Wiswell and Read, but undoubtedly the results 

derived from the evidence should be viewed cautiously. 

Even given the small sample size it is clear that agriculture 

provided an important source of employment in the township of Read 

throughout the period under consideration. In the death register of 

1653-60 12 of the 20 adult males were ascribed the title of either 

yeoman or husbandman (60%). In contrast to Whalley townShip this 

level was sustained throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries as the baptism register of 1761-70 indicated that 14 of 

the 24 adult males were ascribed to the agricultural sector (58'). 

Similarly, the burial register covering the same decade indicated 

that 11 of the 18 male adults were involved in agricultural 

activities (61%). The proportionate level of agricultural 

involvement did show a fall in the burial register of 1741-50 to 

just over one-quarter of adult males (5 of 19 adult males), but the 

small size of the sample makes it difficult to assess the reality of 

this trend (see tables 4.9 and 4.10). The level of aanufacturing 

fluctuated over the period under consideration, but this .ay be a 
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feature of the small sample sizes rather than a definite pattern of 

change. In the death register of 1653-60 7 of the 20 adult males 

(35~) could be ascribed to manufacturing, a total which included a 

miller, a cook, a linenweaver, a cutler and 3 blacksmiths. These 

occupations point to a fairly traditional village economy in the 

mid-seventeenth century, a position which had changed little by the 

mid-eighteenth century as the baptism register of 1761-70 indicated 

that a miller, a joiner, 2 shoemakers and 2 weavers comprised the 

manufacturing group (6 of 24 adult males>. 

The township of Wiswell is situated to the north of Whalley 

township. The data from the poll tax and parish registers indicates 

a similar, though less pronounced, pattern of economic change to 

that of Whalley. The level of agricultural activity in Wiswell 

fluctuated during the course of the eighteenth century, but showed a 

proportionate decline from the level of the mid-seventeenth century. 

In the register of deaths between 1653-60 those individuals ascribed 

to the agricultural sector represented 15 of the 31 adult males in 

the sample (48~>. This level had fallen marginally in the burial 

register of 1751-60 as 12 of the 36 adult males were described as 

farmers, husbandmen or labourers (33~). This level was sustained in 

the samples from the baptism and burial registers of 1761-70, but 

the relatively small sample sizes mean that the figures are 

suggestive evidence for a trend rather than firm proof of its 

existence. The level of manufacturing fluctuated and it is 

difficult to establish any clear pattern of change in this economic 

sector during the period under consideration. 

In Whalley township the proportionate fall in agricultural 

activity was paralleled by an increase in the level of manufacturing 



activity. In the poll tax of 1660 manufacturing activity of all 

types accounted for 25 of the 65 male heads of household (38%). 
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This compares with broadly similar levels in the parish register of 

1653-60. In the death register 25 of the 70 adult males were 

ascribed to manufacturing (36%). and in the birth register 14 of the 

43 adult males (33%) can be classified in this sector of the 

economy. An increase in the proportionate level of manufacturing 

activity is evident in the burial register of 1721-30. as 38 of the 

91 adult males within the sample population (42%) were ascribed to 

this sector. As indicated this reversed the balance in predominance 

between the two sectors of agriculture and manufacturing, although 

it should be stressed that these labels give no indication of the 

commitment to either agriculture or manufacturing amongst the family 

members and servants associated with these adult males. As 

illustrated in figure 4.5 the continuing growth in Danufacturing 

industry was witnessed in both the burial and baptisD registers 

between 1741-50 and 1751-60. The level of manufacturing activity 

reached a peak between 1761-70 when the burial register recorded 

that 65% of the sample population (45 of the 69 adult males) were 

involved in the secondary sector. The proportionate level in the 

baptism register for the same period was slightly lower with 48 of 

the 87 adult males ascribed to Danufacturing pursuits (55%), but 

this still represents a Significant increase froD the level of the 

mid-seventeenth century. 

The figures which show the distribution of adult males between 

the main economic sectors do not provide a precise quantification of 

absolute and proportionate levels of employment in these activities. 

The data highlights the main features of the economic profile and, 
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in the case of Vhalley township. points to a robust pattern of 

change between the mid-seventeenth and the mid-eighteenth century. 

The occupational data from the mid-seventeenth century. for example. 

demonstrated that agriculture was the main economic activity on 

which the township was dependent. In contrast the data in the 

burial register of 1761-70 indicates that involvement in 

manufacturing activity (45 of 69 adult males) was more than four 

times greater than the proportion involved in agricultural activity 

<10 of 69 adult males). 

In a survey of Gloucestershire occupations based on the Kuster 

Roll of 1608 A.J. and R.H. Tawney stress the wide distribution of 

employments other than agriculture and the large proportion of the 

population engaged in them. The evidence from Gloucestershire 

indicates that manufacturing activity of all types accounted for 35~ 
1 

of male adults aged between 20 and 60. This value is similar to 

the proportionate level of manufacturing activity in Whalley 

township in the period covered by the poll tax and the parish 

registers of 1653-60. As in Gloucestershire, the occupational data 

indicates that Whalley township was far from an exclusively 

agricultural society. 

The detailed composition of the secondary and tertiary sectors 

in Whalley township can be assessed from the occupational data in 

the poll tax and the parish registers. The series of samples taken 

froD the parish registers between the mid-seventeenth and the mid-

eighteenth century provides a moving picture which indicates changes 

Tawney and Tawney. 'Occupational Census of the Seventeenth 
Century'. pp. 42, 58, 59-63. 
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in the extent of, and the characteristics of, the different types of 

activities encompassed within these broad economic sectors. In the 

occupational classification it is possible to break down 

manufacturing into more detailed headings, although not all of them 

are used in this study (see table 3.1). Manufacturing includes a 

range of activities which as A.L. Beier indicates "might seem odd to 

the modern economist, who sees mass production of consumer durables 

as the norm". In this study of Blackburn Hundred the term 

'manufacturing' takes into account the fact that " ... transforming 

raw materials into meat, bread and light were mainstream economic 
1 

activities of this period". It is important to ask whether the 

observed increase in the level of manufacturing activity in Whalley 

township represented an increase in all of the component groups or 

whether one sector showed a disproportionate growth. 

The most noticeable rate of change in Whalley township was 

observed in the textiles sector of manufacturing, which over the 

period from the mid-seventeenth to the mid-eighteenth century 

increased not only its share of the manufacturing group but also of 

the total workforce. The poll tax of 1660 indicated that 6 of the 

65 male heads of household were listed as linenweavers and 

woollenweavers (9~), although the absence of data for those in 

receipt of poor relief may underestimate the true level of textile 

manufacturing. The death register of 1653-60 however, pOints to a 

broadly similar level of textile activity as 5 of the 70 adult males 

Beier, 'Engine of Manufacture', p. 146. 
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were described as textile workers (7%).1 The data from 

Gloucestershire in 1608 indicates that 2,637 individuals out of a 

total of 19,402 were involved in textile production (14%), which is a 

significantly higher proportion than that observed in Whalley 

2 township in the mid-seventeenth century. 

The significance of textile production 1n Whalley is suggested 

by a Quarter Sessions petition of "some of the Inhabitants within 

Great Harwood, Billington, Whalley and Rishton being cloathiers". 

This petition raises a number of interesting quest.~ns. It is 

claimed that "some of them have come to Preston for the market there 

with cloath to sell of their and theire servants makeinge for the 

space of 50 years and upwards.. .... No indication is given of the 

extent of production in these townships although the claim is made 

that the hindrance which is the cause of the petition makes "many 

poor people want work which have been accustomed to worke and bee 

imployed in such tradinge". The petition which 1s dated 1667 gives 

no indication whether the 14 individuals who signed/marked the 

petition were representative of the full extent of textile activity 

or just a part of that level of activity. The docuDent is damaged 

so that all 14 names cannot be fully identified and those that are 

legible are not identified by township so that it is not possible to 

establish how many "cloathiers" from each of the four townships 

signed this petition. Included in the petition however, are Edward 

1 
These values in Whalley township are roughly comparable with that 
of 8% (19 of 226 entries> in Colyton between 1609-12. 
Wrigley, 'Occupational Structure of Colyton', p. 11. 

2 
Tawney and Tawney, 'Occupational Census of the Seventeenth 
Century', p. 36. 



Baron and Richard Dobson who were described as weavers in the 

1 
township of Whalley in the poll tax of 1660. The nature of the 

petition might suggest a tendency towards exaggeration but the 
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evidence would still seem to indicate a significant level of textile 
2 

activity in the townships. 

Textile occupations in other areas of Blackburn Hundred can be 

set beside the experience of Whalley. Burnley parish register 

3 
uetails Q~cupations between 1653 and 1660, and Swain in an analysis 

of the registers found that the burial register indicated that 10% 

of the sample were cloth producers as opposed to 11% in the register 

of births. This was lower than the value of 16% in CaIne and Pendle 

between 1626 and 1642. This latter figure was based on a sample of 

Quarter Sessions recognisance rolls which are likely to include two 

main forms of bias. Those who were accepted as pledges for the good 

behaviour of others were likely to be of a high status so that 

gentlemen and yeomen would be over-represented. Additionally, those 

prosecuted for felonies were likely to be of lower status groups. 

Swain expresses confidence in the results as the value for cloth 

manufacture in Burnley from the same source was 9% and such was in 
4 

broad agreement with the parish register data from 1653-60. This 

data illustrates how specialisation in the cloth industry was more 

advanced in certain areas of Blackburn Hundred than others. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Edward Baron, a woollenweaver, and Richard Dobson, a linenweaver, 
both paid a capitation charge of 6d. in the poll tax of 1660. 
P.R.D. E.179/250/4. 

L.R.D. QSP 298/2. 

L.R.D. PR 3027/1/2 and IF 8/4. 

Swain, 'Industry and Economy', pp. 254-255. 
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Wadsworth and Mann have collated the evidence from a number of 

other Commonwealth parish registers from Lancashire which facilitate 

1 comparison with the Hundred of Blackburn. Data from the marriage 

register of Rochdale between 1653 and 1657 indicated a high level of 

agricultural activity accounting for 126 out of 246 entries (51~) 

but also a considerable degree of textile activity. This aspect of 

manufacturing accounted for 73 out of 246 entries (30~). In the 

marriage register of Middleton in the mid-seventeenth century 34 of 

the 71 male adults listed in marriage entries were involved in 

agricultural activities (48~), which is similar to the level of 47% 

indicated in the death register of Whalley between 1653-60 (33 of 70 

adult males). The involvement in textiles however, is far higher in 

Middleton accounting for 22 out of 71 male adults recorded in the 

marriage entries between 1653-1657 (31%). A similarly high level of 

cloth production is indicated in the baptism register of Radcliffe 

between 1656-1659 as 28 of the 80 entries (35~) include the 

occupational description of webster. In contrast to the parishes of 

Middleton and Rochdale the level of agricultural activity in 

Radcliffe is lower than the extent of involvement in textile 

manufacture, accounting for 22 of the 80 entries (28~). The level 

of textile activity in Whalley township at the starting point of 

this survey is therefore minimal compared with Middleton, Radcliffe 

2 
and Rochdale. 

Clearly, what is striking about the econoDic situation in 

Whalley township is the change and development over time (see table 

Figure 1.1 shows the position of these parishes. 

Wadsworth and Mann, Cotton Trade And Industrial Lancashire, p. 52. 
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4.7, table 4.8 and figure 4.4). The burial register between 1721-30 

shows little advance in the level of textile activity from that of 

the mid-seventeenth century with only 5 of the 91 adult males 

ascribed to this economic group <5~), although the small size of the 

samples of textile workers makes accurate comparison hazardous. The 

baptism register of 1741-50 records a significant increase in level 

as 11 of the 86 adult males in the sample can be ascribed to textile 

manufacturing <13%). This increase continued so that the samples 

from 1751-60 recorded a proportion of 16% in the baptism register 

(14 of 85 adult males> and 13% in the burial register (13 of 100 

adult males). The absolute number and proportionate level of 

individuals described as clothworkers peaked between 1761-70. 

Textile workers accounted for 19 of the 69 adult males in the burial 

register (28%), as compared with 17 of 87 adult males listed in the 

baptism register (20%). 

In short, then, in Whalley township the proportionate 

involvement in agriculture showed a significant fall in level in the 

period 1653 to 1770 from approximately one-half to one-seventh of 

the adult males identified in the parish register samples (see table 

4.7, table 4.8 and figure 4.4>. This was accompanied by an increase 

in manufacturing activity, but in particular textile activity which 

increased from 7% in the death register of 1653-60 (5 of 70 adult 

males) to 28% in the sample from 1761-70 (19 of 69 adult males). 

This trend is interesting and compares favourably with Lindert's 

observation that "the number of men labelled by a textile trade more 

1 than tripled across the second half of the eighteenth century". 

Lindert, 'English Occupations', p.709. 
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The spread of textile manufacturing in the early decades of the 

eighteenth century can be traced in other Lancashire parishes. The 

Middleton baptism register of 1746-50 recorded that 454 entries out 

of 603 relating to male adults were associated with textile activity 

(75%), whereas 76 related to agricultural employments (13~). The 

register of baptisms for Radcliffe between 1742-8 indicated that out 

of 322 male adult entries 172 related to the textile industry (53~), 

compared to 38 concerned with agricultural activities (12~). These 

values illustrate that by the mid-eighteenth century the 

proportionate level of involvement in textiles had increased 

substantially from that of the mid-seventeenth century, and 

Radcliffe and Middleton were areas where the economy was directed 

primarily towards the production of cloth (see table 4.13). 

Although there is a difference in scale in the extent of cloth 

production, a common link can thus be drawn between these areas and 

the township of Whalley. Radcliffe, Xiddleton, Oldham and Upholland 

similarly demonstrate a fall in the proportionate number of 

individuals ascribed to agricultural activity during the course of 

the eighteenth century. With the exception of Oldham these areas 

all show a corresponding increase in the proportion of the workforce 

involved in the production of textiles (see table 4.13>. In this 

respect they can be categorised with the township of Whalley. In 

common with Upholland, Walton-Ie-Dale, Penwortham, Denton, liddleton 

and Radcliffe the township of Whalley had a strong industrial 

1 
element in the framework of a small rural township. 

I Wadsworth and Kann, Cotton Trade and Indystrial LancAshire, 
pp. 314-5. 
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The importance of textile activity in Whalley township is 

broadly confirmed by Dr. Richard Pococke, who on a tour of the area 

around Blackburn noted in a letter of June 1751 that "Whalley on the 

Calder" was a village that was "chiefly supported by farming and 
1 

spinning woollen yarn ... ". Thomas Pennant in 1773 viewed the area 

around Whalley and Clitheroe from a high point on Ingleborough Hill 

and commented on the "rich pastures covered with cattle". J(oreover, 

he noted that the areas were "also enlivened with some degree of 

commerce; in the multitude of the cattle, the carriage of the lime, 

and the busy noise of the spinners engaged in the service of the 

woollen manufacture of the cloathing towns". 2 In the sample from 

the burial register of 1751-60 agriculture accounted for 20 of the 

100 adult males in Whalley township (20~). The textile element was 

made up of 10 weavers who accounted for 10% of the sample, 

1 jerseycomber and 2 dyers who formed 3~ of the adult male 

individuals (see table 4.8). Pococke's reference to the spinning of 

woollen yarn is not directly supported by the parish register, 

although there a number of ways in which the data could conceal this 

activity. If the spinning of woollen yarn was mainly a female 

occupation this would account for its absence from the occupational 

data in the parish register. Alternatively, this economic activity 

would be concealed if individuals described as farmers, husbandDen, 

yeomen and labourers pursued spinning as a by-employment. 3 One can 

also pose the question whether the ten individuals described as 

1 Cartwright, Trayels of Dr. Richard Ppcpcke, p. 201. 

2 
Pennant, Tour frpm Downini tp Alstpn Iopr, pp. 80-81. 

3 
See chapter 6, pp. 400-403. 
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weavers in the burial register of 1751-60 utilised this local supply 

of woollen yarn or whether it was used to supply ather areas within 

Blackburn Hundred. It is relevant to ask whether those individuals 

responsible for spinning the yarn were independent or whether they 

were paid wages for this economic activity. No evidence is 

forthcoming from the parish register data so that discussion of 

these questions must focus an the evidence from probate inventories. 

Suffice it to say at this stage that the economy of Whalley 

township was becoming increasingly diversified in the course of the 

eighteenth century. Other townships in the Ribble Valley area of 

Blackburn Hundred seem to have experienced similar trends. Dr. 

Richard Pococke observed of Clitheroe township that it was a small 

I 
town "chiefly supported by lime kilns and spinning worsted yarn ... ". 

The increasing emphasis on manufacturing activity in the Ribble 

Valley is highlighted in a survey of Samlesbury in 1799. The 

observer commented "I don't know any land more capable of 

improvement: it being a manufacturing country, husbandry is entirely 

2 
neglected and nearly forgot ... ". 

The general profile of the manufacturing groups altered 

draDatically in the period under consideration, and it is 

significant to note the appearance of new occupations that the 

figures conceal. The occupational evidence froD Whalley township in 

the mid-eighteenth century indicates the presence of a wider range 

of occupations concerned with metalworking. The data tentatively 

Cartwright, Trayels of Dr. Richard Pocpqke, p. 200. 

J. Croston, History of the Ancient Hall of SogJesbyrJ in LanCAshire 
(London, 1871), p. 237. 



pOints to an increase in the proportionate number of individuals 

ascribed to such activities compared to the level of the mid-

seventeenth century, although the small size of the sample groups 

again dictates caution. In the poll tax of 1660 Richard Hill and 

~illiam Gelder were described as blacksmiths and they represented 

the only workers in metal out of the total of 65 male heads of 

1 
household (3%). ~illiam Gelder is mentioned regularly in the 

Churchwardens' Accounts of Whalley between 1655-1665 and the 

description of goods provided and work performed gives some 
2 

indication of the nature of the blacksmith's work. 

In the baptism register of 1751-60 6 adult males out of a total 

of 85 were described as workers in metal (7%), and in the baptism 

register of 1761-70 these occupations accounted for 9 of the 87 
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adult males (10%). The appearance of the occupation of nailer 

accounts mainly for the observed increase in the level of 

involvement in ironworking. This occupation was first noted in 1723 

with the burial of John Curran on 11th October, although the lack of 

occupational data between 1660 and 1720 means that this occupation 

may have been present at an earlier date. John Fletcher is the only 

individual described as a nailer in the baptism and burial registers 

between 1741-50. The baptism records indicate that he had been 

present in the township since at least 1742, when a daughter Sarah 

was baptised. The incidence of this occupation increased markedly 

1 

2 

In the survey of Gloucestershire occupations in 1608 !.J. and R.B. 
Tawney find that 566 out of 19,402 males (3~) between 20 and 60 
could be classed as workers in metal. 
Tawney and Tawney, 'Occupational Census of the Seventeenth 
Century', p. 60. 

L.R.D. PR 8. 
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in the third quarter of the eighteenth century as the baptism and 

burial records between 1751 and 1770 indicate that 13 different 

individuals practised the occupation of nailer in Vhalley township 

for various lengths of time within this period. The increase in the 

level of workers in metal was also accounted for by a reference to 

William Clark, a tinner, who was buried on 17th March 1765 and a 

reference to Rowland Read, a cutler, whose daughter Alice was 

b. ,;tised on 3rd November 1745. 

In a study of Halewood in Lancashire, Janet Hollinshead notes 

the appearance by 1725 of four men who were involved in making tools 

1 
and parts for the watch and clock industry. Similarly, in Vhalley 

township the first reference to a clockmaker was in the burial 

register of September 1726 when John Brigg buried a daughter. There 

are no fUrther references to clockmakers until the burial register 

of 1751-60 noted the burial of Edward Wright on 28th October 1751 

and John Wright on 6th July 1755. The inventory of John Wright 

dated July 1755 was in the 'infra' series and various entries in the 

document confirmed the occupation of clockmaker provided in the 

parish register. These included a ·steddy, bellow and two vises., 

an "engine", "hammers and other small tools· and a quantity of ·old 
2 

and new brass·. Clockmaking was not as precise a craft as that of 

watchmaking and it is suggested by F.!. Bailey and T.C. Barker that 

" ... clockmakers were as widely spread geographically as sDdths 

1 J.E. Hollinshead, 'Eighteenth Century Halewood', T.B.SeL,C, 130 
(1981), p. 26. 

2 
L.R.D., WCW infra. Inventory of John Wright of Whalley clockmaker. 
1755. 
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themselves, whereas watchmakers were more localised". The 

appearance of clockmakers as an occupational group in Whalley 

township is still an interesting development, showing a growing 
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diversification in the economic structure of the area. It points to 

a growing demand for 'luxury' items which is indicative of a rising 

standard of living amongst at least part of the population. 

In Colyton E.A. ~rigley pOints to an increase in dealing, 

retail and service employments in the eighteenth century. Between 

1609--12 these occupational groups accounted for only 4 out of 226 

entries (2%) but this had increased to 69 out of 874 entries between 

1765-1779 <8%). It is argued that if real incomes were rising more 

diversified forms of employment could be sustained. E.A. Wrigley 

combined the categories of dealing. retail and services with those 

2 for government service, religion, education, law and medicine. 

Combining the equivalent categories3 for Yballey township also 

pointed to a significant increase in tertiary employments by the 

late eighteenth century. 

The range of tertiary employments indicated in the poll tax of 

1660 is fairly limited, accounting for 6 of the 65 male heads of 

household (9%). The dealing component was comprised of Richard 

Waddington and William Clayton. who were both described as Dercers, 

and Anthony Burton, a chapman. Some indication of the type of 

1 

2 

3 

F.A. Bailey and T.C. Barker, 'The Seventeenth Century Origins of 
Watchmaking in South-West Lancashire', in J.R. Harris, ed., 
Liyerpool and Herseyside (London, 1969), p. 3. 

Wrigley, 'Occupational Structure of Colyton', pp. 18-19. 

In order to facilitate comparison with the data from Colyton it was 
necessary to amalgamate those in the categories of dealing and 
public and professional service with the number of butchers. 
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dealing activity in which Anthony Burton was involved can be gleaned 

from the Churchwardens' Accounts of St. Mary's parish in Whalley. 

He was paid 3d. for candles in 1651, 2 "ropes for the clocke n cost 

5 shillings in 1662 and "wyre for the clocke" accounted for 1s.3d. 

in 1659. In 1662 Richard ~addington, a mercer, received payment of 
1 

3s.9d. for HIatt nailes". However, his high wealth ranking 

indicated by the payment of £2 on an estate valued at t100 p.a. in 

the poll tax of 1660 and his high status reflected in the title 

ascription of gentleman in the hearth tax of 1664, suggests that the 

nature of his dealing activity was, on the whole, JIIOre complex and 

lucrative than that pursued by Anthony Burton. Hr. William Moore, 

vicar, Jocelin Houghton, clerk. and Robert Dobson. a barber, 

comprised the category of public and professional service in the 

mid-seventeenth century. 

The expansion in the number and range of service occupations in 

the eighteenth century is demonstrated particularly in the baptism 

and burial entries between 1751-60. The baptism entries indicate 

that 13 of the 85 adult males (15%) were involved in tertiary 

employments compared with 19 of 100 adult males (19~) in the entries 

of the burial register. The rise in tertiary employments apparent 

from the early eighteenth century is accounted for mainly by the 

appearance of grocers, victuallers, shopkeepers and innkeepers (see 

table 4.8>. Mr. William Bulcock was recorded in the burial register 

of 1721-30 as a grocer, an occupation that he continued to practise 

until at least 1747 as he was again ascribed this title on the 

L.R.D. PR 8. 
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burial of his wife in January of that year. The first appearance of 

the occupation of victualler was similarly noted in the decade 

1721-30 with the burial of Alice, daughter of Richard Kedcalfe in 

September 1725. In the burial register of 1741-50 James Longworth 

and William Rishton were described as shopkeepers, a number that had 

increased to 4 in the burial register of 1751-60. 

The appearance of these new occupational groups is significant 

and C.W. Chalklin suggests that the presence of grocers in Kent in 

the early seventeenth century " ... may well be symptomatic of the 

higher standard of living in Kent at the beginning of the 
1 

seventeenth century ... ". In the same respect this increase in the 

number of grocers, victuallers and shopkeepers in Whalley township 

may point to a higher standard of living in the mid-eighteenth 

century. Alternatively, the increase in numbers amongst this 

occupational group may be the result of a decline in agricultural 

self sufficiency linked to the increasing proportion of the 

workforce engaged in manufacturing. 

By the 1720s it seems as if the permanent shop was becoming a 

feature of rural areas. Janet Hollinshead in a study of eighteenth 

century Halewood notes the presence of a shopkeeper by 1725, which 

2 
corresponds with the evidence from Whalley township. As in 

Halewood there are no references to itinerant pedlars during the 

eighteenth century in Whalley township. This is not to argue that 

dealing was not conducted in this way in Blackburn Hundred, rather 

that a certain proportion of dealing activity was assuming a greater 

C.W. Chalklin, Seyenteenth Century Kent (London, 1965), p. 160. 

Hollinshead, 'Eighteenth Century Halewood', pp. 23, 26. 



permanency in the area. Reference to occupational data from the 

nearby township of Chatburn shows the overlap between the different 

forms of trading in the period between 1721-50. Three individuals 

were referred to as tinkers in this period. Thomas Atkinson was 

present in Chatburn in 1728 when he and his wife Xargaret had a 

daughter baptised. Thomas Barber and his wife Xargaret had a son 

baptised in September 1723. Richard Denby and his wife Isabel were 

present in Chatburn between 1725 and 1747 as the parish register 

recorded the baptism of 5 sons and 4 daughters. John Kendall of the 

same township represented perhaps dealing of a less itinerant and 

more settled nature. When Isaac his son was baptised in April 1723 

he was referred to as a grocer. The title had changed slightly to 

that of shopkeeper by December 1725 when a son Abraham was baptised. 

In September 1728 he was also referred to as a shopkeeper but by 

December 1738 his occupational title had changed to that of 

innkeeper. The name of his wife is the same in all four entries so 

it is likely that the entries relate to the same individual. 

The townships of Billington, Read and Wiswell which surround 

Whalley are noticeable for the almost complete absence of 

individuals concerned with dealing. This does not take into account 

those manufacturers such as tailors, shoemakers or butchers who may 

have sold as well as produced their goods. 10 shopkeepers, grocers 

or victuallers were listed in the parish register data for the 

townships of Billington, Wiswell and Read and there are no 

references to itinerant salesmen in either the seventeenth or 

eighteenth centuries. In contrast the occupational data from 

Whalley township indicated the presence of a range of individuals 

concerned with dealing and it would seem feasible that the 
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inhabitants of Billington, Read and Wiswell had access to the 

trading facilities provided. In the burial register of 1721-30, for 

example, dealing activity is represented by a grocer, a victualler, 

a mercer, a linendraper and a woollendraper (see table 4.8>. 

In Billington and Read townships there are no references to 

innkeepers or alehousekeepers prior to the samples taken from the 

burial register of 1751-60. In Wiswell no innkeepers were listed 

prior to the sample from the burial register of 1761-70. From the 

mid-eighteenth century onwards this occupational group achieved a 

new prominence in Whalley township with four individuals listed as 

innkeepers in the burial register of 1751-60. This increase is 

significant as alehouses were often the focus for trading activity 
1 

as Daniel Defoe's account of the Yorkshire cloth markets indicated. 

Also 'The Carriers' Cosmography' of 1637 by John Taylor listed the 

"Inns, Ordinaries, Hostelries, and other lodgings in and near 

London, where the Carriers, Waggoners, Foot-posts and Higglers do 

usually come from any parts, towns, shires and counties of the 

kingdoms of England, Principality of Wales; as also from the 

2 
kingdoms of Scotland and Ireland". This booklet clearly stressed 

the role inns had to play in internal trade but the type and extent 

of this trade in Blackburn Hundred is difficult for the historian to 

document. 

The provision of retail services in the townships under 

consideration seems to be limited to the DOre general deaands of the 

Defoe, ~, p. 502. 

John Taylor, 'The Carriers' Cosmography'" London, 1637, reprinted 
in A. Lang, Social Rnlland Illustrated (LondoD, 1903>, pp. 343 ff. 



population. No inventories are available which list the contents of 

a shop and it is not possible to assess as in the case of the Wigan 

mercer the type and range of goods available for purchase in the 

1 area. 

The patterns of purchasing amongst a gentry family can be 

assessed from two account books relating to the Walmesleys of 

Dunkenhalgh Hall, which survive for the periods 1685-1704 and 1704-

12. Dunkenhalgh Hall lies in the south-western part of the township 

2 
of Clayton-Ie-Moors which is in the parish of Whalley. The 

evidence of the accounts show quite clearly that basic foodstuffs 

for the household were supplied on a purely local basis, although 

more unusual or expensive items of consumption were drawn from a 

wider geographical area. The accounts of January 1695, for example, 

refer to ·Port wine", "9 score of oranges and leallOns·, "200 of 

chesnutts· and "300 of red herrings· which were bought at Liverpool. 

"Dryed sweet meats" were bought from a Xr. Graddyll of Preston in 

September 1695 and a further transaction of October 1695 referred to 

"seventy three pound and a half of Brazyll sugar" also bought from 

Preston. "Sweet soaps" were purchased from York in larch 1697 and 

tea and coffee purchased at London in July 1708. 

The range of market contact indicated for this gentry household 

is clearly far greater than the maximum distance of a twelve mile 

radius that H.B. Rodgers suggested for Preston. It is normally 

1 

2 

J.J. Bagley, ed., 'Matthew Markland. A Wigan Mercer: The 
Xanufacture and Sale of Lancashire Textiles in the Reigns of 
Elizabeth I and James I', T,L,C,A,S. 68 (1958, printed 1959), 
pp. 48-56. 

Farrer and Brownbill, V,C.H. Lancs, vol. 6, p. 419. 
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asserted that a market town in the early modern period could draw 

trade from the countryside within a days return journey on foot, a 
1 

distance which has been estimated at between 5 and 8 miles. 
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However, the range of market contact in the Walmesley's account book 

is certainly untypical of the lower reaches of the social scale. A 

demand for luxury goods transgressed the normal market zones, 

particularly in the case of gentry families who would commission 

carriers to purchase goods for them. An entry of the 5tL ~ ober 

1695 refers to a journey to Preston "to make an agreement with James 

Knowle the London carrier". An entry of March 1698 referred to 

payment of "James Bradley the York carrier for severall parcells 
2 

carrying from York and for a barrel of sweet soaps etc.". 

'The Carriers' Cosmography' of 1637 did not list any carriers 

who visited any location in the Hundred of Blackburn. The author 

acknowledged the omission of places in his list: 

·others may object and say that I have not named all the towns 
and places that carriers do go unto in England and Wales. To 
whom I yield; but yet I answer, that if a carrier of York hath 
a letter or goods to deliver at any town in his way thither, he 
serves the turn well enough: and there are carriers and 
messengers from York to carry such goods and letters as are to 
be passed any ways north, broad and wide as far or fUrther 
north than Berwick." 3 

The services of carriers facilitated a greater range of market 

contact than the level of activity indicated by H.B. Rodgers, and it 

H.B. Rodgers, 'The Market Area of Preston in the Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries', in A. Baker, J.D. Hamshere and J. Langton, 
eds., Geoiraphical Interpretations of Historical Spyrces (Iewton 
Abbot, 1970>, p. 112. 

L.R.D., DDPt. 1 (largely uncatalogued collection). 'Receipts and 
Disbursements, 1685-1704'j 'Accounts of Mrs. Abbot almoner at 
Dunkenhalgh, 1704-1712'. 

Taylor, 'Carriers' Cosmography', p. 343. 



seems that market contact in Blackburn Hundred was not confined 

within purely local limits. 

From the evidence derived from Whalley township it seems that 

in the early to mid-eighteenth century there was an expansion at a 

local level in the facilities for trading. The sources from which 

shopkeepers and grocers in Blackburn Hundred were supplied with 

goods is not however, apparent from the available evidence. In 

particular, it is difficult to establish the internal trading 

mechanisms by which the population of north-east Lancashire was 
1 

supplied with grain in the period 1660-1760. 
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Holt's survey of the state of agriculture in Lancashire in 1795 

gives some indication of the sources of grain supplied to the county 

at the end of the eighteenth century. Holt referred to the "great 

consumption of grain in this county", although he pointed to "how 

inadequate the land, in its present state, is to the supply of its 

inhabitants". As the grain grown in Lancashire could only supply 

its inhabitants for a quarter of the year, Holt concluded that "the 

easiest way of obtaining corn, until the county is improved, is to 

2 
purchase it at other markets". From the Custom-House Books Holt 

calculates that over the years 1791-3 inclusive, the port of 

Liverpool imported 399,719 quarters of wheat, barley, British malt, 

rye, oats, oatmeal and Indian corn, of which 111,822 quarters was 

"brought coastways". By systematically comparing the export of 

grain from the county of lorfolk with the imports to Liverpool, 

1 
The low level of crop cultivation amongst testators in north-east 
Lancashire suggests a dependence on the market economy for corn. 
See chapter 5, pp. 306-311, 322-329. 

2 Holt , A,ricyltyre of Lancashire, pp. 71, 200. 



Holt implies that the port was heavily dependent on the grain 

1 
production of that county. Holt states that "the corn imported 

into Liverpool is chiefly for the consumption of Lancashire", 

although it is not clear how much of this corn was supplied to 

traders in the north-eastern part of the county. I.S. Willan 
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indicates that from the late seventeenth century onwards the port of 

Liverpool received supplies of grain from other areas of England and 

2 Wales. Such imports were undoubtedly significant to Lancashire in 

the context of the rapid population growth of the second half of the 

eighteenth century, but it is not possible to quantify the 

importance of this trade to Blackburn Hundred throughout the period 

1660-1760 or to trace the mechanisms of distribution to the grocers 

and shopkeepers of the area. 

The diversity of occupations within the category of public and 

professional service also increased in the first half of the 

eighteenth century. In the samples of male adults from the poll tax 

of 1660 and the birth and death registers of 1653-60, occupations 

within this category were confined to those of a vicar, a clerk and 

a barber. In addition to these occupations the burial register of 

1751-60 listed an apothecary, a sexton, a schoolmaster and 2 

soldiers. The presence of John Wiglesworth and William Driffield, 

both excise officers, is recorded in the baptism register between 

1741-50. The range of occupations within the category of public and 

1 

2 

Holt, 'Table of Comparison between the Imports of the Town of 
Liverpool and the Exports of the County of Borfolk', lbid, 
pp. 206-7. 

T.S. Willan, The Rnllish Cgastinl Trade. 1600-1750 (Xanchester, 
1938, reprinted Manchester, 1967), pp. 184-6. 



professional service is further extended in the baptism register 

between 1761-70 as Charles Patefield, a dancing master, is recorded 

on the baptism of his daughter Ritania on 18th February 1768. 
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In contrast to the diversity of tertiary occupations in Whalley 

township the adjacent townships of Read and Wiswell had no 

individual in any of the samples in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries who could be classed under public and professional 

services (see tables 4.10 and 4.12). Although Billington township 

recorded an attorney and a surgeon in the burial register of 1741-50 

and a schoolmaster between 1761-70, the services available were not 

as extensive as those in Whalley. This suggests that townships were 

interdependent and it seems probable that Wiswell, Read and 

Billington relied on nearby Whalley township for the provision of 

services. Location quotients based on the poll tax of 1660 indicate 

that public and professional services were strongly over-represented 

in Whalley township (see table 4.14). 

Building activity in the townships of Whalley and Wiswell 

showed a marked increase between the mid-seventeenth and the mid

eighteenth century. In Whalley township the poll tax of 1660 

indicates the presence of 4 carpenters in the sample of 65 male 

householders (6%). Some expansion within the building category is 

apparent in the baptism and burial registers between 1741-50. 

although the relati iI.':r small size of the samples of building 

workers in each decade mean that the percentage comparisons over 

time have no claim to preciSion. The evidence is however. 

suggestive of an upward trend as the baptism register lists 3 

carpenters, a mason. a housewright. a plumber and 2 paviors amongst 

a total of 86 male heads of household (9'>. This expansion is 
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similarly indicated in the burial register of 1751-60 as 12 of the 

100 adult males can be ascribed to building occupations (12~), a 

level which was sustained in the baptism register of 1761-70 as 10 

of the 87 adult males were involved in building activities (12%). 

This increased activity can be compared with ~rigley's survey of 

Colyton. Between 1609-12 building workers accounted for 12 out of 

226 entries relating to male adults (5%) and 81 out of 874 (9~) 

between 1765-1779, values which are broadly similar to the level of 

1 
change traced in Whalley township. 

This upsurge in the number of workers in the building industry 

in ~halley township could point either to increased prosperity 

allowing a rebuilding phase or, alternatively, an expansion in 

population size demanded an increased level of building. The 

building category can be further broken down into house building and 

road building. The registers illustrate that from 1741-50 there was 

a general increase in the proportion of male adults involved in 

house building activity, which can be linked with the marked upward 

trend in the population identified in the 1740s. It is interesting 

to note that the period between 1660 and 1730, which represented a 

phase of little population change, showed no increase in the number 
2 

of occupations associated with house building (see table 4.8>. In 

the burial register of 1721-30 2 masons, 1 slater and 1 plumber 

comprised the building category and represented just 4' of the 91 

male adults identified in the register. 

1 Wrigley, 'Occupational Structure of Colyton', pp. 10, 18. 

2 
See chapter 2, passim. 
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The occupation of pavior was first noted in the baptism and 

burial entries between 1741 and 1750, and from this pOint this 

occupation is regularly recorded in the parish register data (see 

table 4.8>. George Eastwood and Michael Eastwood were described as 

paviors in the baptism register of 1741-50, a number that had 

increased to 5 in the burial register of 1751-60. Increased levels 

of manufacturing in north-east Lancashire would have stimulated a 

demand for improved transport facilities. John Holt in 1795 

referred to "the vast increase of carriage in this county" and to 

the fact that "great exertions have been made of late years, at very 

considerable expence, to improve the roads, the effects of which are 

1 
very apparent, both upon those which are public and parochial". The 

particular upsurge in the number of paviors in Whalley township in 

the decade 1751-60 may be associated with the construction of two 

2 
new lengths of road in the area in 1754. 

The change over time in the levels of building activity is 

demonstrated more clearly in the case of Wiswell township, although 

the small sample sizes of less than ten again dictate caution in the 

use of the statistical evidence. In the mid-seventeenth century the 

death register indicated the presence of two carpenters amongst the 

sample of 31 adult males (6%). An upward trend is again apparent in 

the data from the decade 1741-50 as the burial register recorded the 

presence of 4 masons and 1 housewright who accounted for 18% of the 

28 adult male individuals in the register. The extent of building 

activity increased still further in the decade 1751-60 as the burial 

1 Holt, Airiculture of Lancashire, pp. 187, 191. 
2 

See chapter 4, note 2, p. 230. 
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register included 5 masons. 3 carpenters and a housewright who 

formed 25% of the sample of 36 male adults. This level was 

sustained in the baptism register of 1761-70 which listed 4 masons, 

2 house·-carpenters. a slater and a carpenter amongst a sample of 32 

adult males. Again. the level of building activity showed no change 

in the period of largely static population between 1660 and 1730 as 

the burial register in the latter period recorded the presence of 

just one carpenter in a sample of 31 adult males. 

The observed increase in the levels of building activity would 

have stimulated a demand for lime which was required to make mortar. 

Dr. Richard Pococke described in 1751 how the lime-kilns were an 

important source of income to the borough of Cl1theroe. He observed 

that "they send their lime to the distance of twenty miles both for 

building and manure and sell it for about 3~d. a bushel on the 
1 

spot". An account book from Stonyhurst covering the period from 

June 1695 to Lady Day 1699 contains references to payments which 

were made for lime bought in Clitheroe. In 1697 the purchase was 

recorded of "3810 load of lime from Cliderowe into the Parke" and 

November 1698 the purchase of 1091 loads of lime was recorded "for 

garden wall ... " 
2 

Although amounts of lime purchased the Jew are 

recorded in this particular source no records are available to the 

in 

historian which would detail the total amount of lime supplied from 

Clitheroe and to whom it was sold. Clearly one cannot ascertain the 

amount of lime supplied to builders in Whalley and Wiswell and 

whether this increased between the mid-seventeenth and eighteenth 

1 Cartwright. Trayels of Dr. Richard Pocgcke, p. 200. 
2 

L.R.O. DDSt. (uncatalogued collection), 'Stonyhurst Day Book'. 
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centuries. As previously indicated Thomas Pennant in 1773 referred 

to the "carriage of the lime" in the area around Clitheroe which was 

one of the ways in which the area was "enlivened with some degree of 
1 

commerce ... It. This evidence illustrates the way in which increased 

activity in one economic sector acted to encourage development in 

another. It seellE clear that the high level of population growth in 

Blackburn Hundred in the mid/late eighteenth century would have 

stimulated manufacturing activity through a demand for tb~ Jas·,~ 

requirements of food, fuel, shelter and clothing. 

3. Downham. Chatburn and Twiston townships. 

The three townships of Downham, Chatburn and Twiston are 

considered together for a number of reasons. The first is that they 

form a geographically compact unit in Whalley parish and they have 

the common feature that the northern boundary of each township forms 

part of the county division between Lancashire and Yorkshire. The 

chapelry register of Downham presents a number of methodological 

problems in an occupational survey, problems which are CODDOn to 

each of the three townships. 

Downham lies to the north-east of Clitheroe and during the 

period under consideration it formed a chapelry in the parish of 

1 
Pennant, Tour from Downing to Alstgn Iggr, pp. 80-81. 
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Whalley. The chapelry of Downham comprised the townships of Twistan 

and Downham but: 

"the people who came to Downham chapel for the ceremonies of 
baptism, marriage and burial were drawn not only from Downham 
itself and the nearby townships and hamlets, but also from a 
wide area which included Sawley (in particular) and Slaidburn 
across the neighbouring border with Yorkshire, Whitewell near 
the Trough of Bowland, and places such as Newchurch on the 
other side of Pendle Hill." 1 

If individuals crossed the border from Yorkshire into Lancashire it 

is prooable that a counter-current of movement was established from 

Lancashire into Yorkshire. For this reason it cannot be argued that 

the individuals represented in the chapelry register for each of the 

three townships formed a numerically complete sample. 

A further difficulty with these townships is the possibility 

that non-conformity may have distorted the occupational structure, 

particularly as consistent data is available only in the baptism 

register. In 1672 it was reported to the Bishop of Chester that 

2 
there were monthly conventicles and many Quakers in Downham. It is 

indicated in the chapelry register that in January 1676 James Whipp, 

William Bulcock and Elizabeth Croasdall all of Twiston had been 

buried "at the Quaker buryeing place at Twiston". Also on 22nd 

September 1701 it was noted that Elizabeth Bulcock, a widow of 

3 
Twiston was "buryed at the Sepulchre". 

If the level of non-conformity was high in these townships then 

the proportion of adults who brought their children for baptism to 

Price, Register of the Parish Church of St. LeoPArd. DoWPhAm• 
p. vii. 

Farrer and Brownbill, V.C.H. Lancs .• vol. 6, p. 558. 

Price, Register of the Parish Church of St. leoPArd. DowphAm, 
pp. 173, 181. 
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the Anglican church would have been considerably reduced. The 

impact of Protestant non--conformity on the occupational structure 

presented in the register of baptisms is unlikely to have been 

random. Wrightson and Levine amongst others stress the notable 

social, and consequently occupational, bias amongst non-conformist 

groups. Non-conformity in Terling was essentially an affair of the 
1 

middling sort of villager. 
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In the parish register of Whalley covering the period 1740-1791 

a sheet at the end of the register was entitled "A register for the 

2 
children of Dissenters within the Parish &c.". This sheet made 

reference to only two individuals and is probably far from complete 

as the decision to compile such a list suggests a notable presence 

of non-conformists. The document referred to the birth of children 

of William Rishton, a shopkeeper of Whalley, and John Fletcher of 

Whalley, a nailer. However, these two individual cases are not 

sufficient evidence on which to measure the spread of non-conformity 

throughout the social scale in Blackburn Hundred. 

Lancashire was also a county which was noted for a high level 

of recusancy. In the 1730s Thomas Cox in MogDa BritAnniA observed 

that "As to the people of this county, they are many of them 

Papists, who abound more in this County, thaD in any in England 

besides". 3 Christopher Haigh in a study of Lancashire in the late 

sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries describes Blackburn as a 

K. Wrightson and D. Levine, Poverty and Piety in AD Bnllish 
Village. Terling 1525-1700 (London, 1979), pp. 164-168. 

L.R.a. PR 6. 

T. Cox, MAgna Britannia (London, 1738), p. 1,313. 
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'mixed' deanery. It was an area which contained both Puritans and 

Recusants: 

"Blackburn was too close to Manchester deanery and the West 
Riding to avoid Protestant influences, especially as the cloth 
industry grew in size, but the terrain was difficult and it was 
not well governed, rO that Catholic clergy could work in 
reasonable safety". 

The Kenyon of Peel collection contains a "notebook of recusants 

who appeared or were convicted at Quarter Sessions ... " between April 

and July 1675. The evidence is interesting as it listed the 

individuals under townships together with an occupational 

description. In Downham township James Whipp was described as a 

husbandman and in Chatburn Richard Loynd and William Bulcock were 
2 

accorded the same occupational description. 

The presence of both Catholics and Protestants in Blackburn 

Hundred confirms Haigh's statement that Blackburn was a 'mixed' 

deanery. However, the sources available provide insufficient data 

to assess in a quantitative fashion the effect that non-conformity 

had on the occupational structure of each township under 

consideration. The 'mixed' distribution of Protestant non-

conformity and recusancy throughout the deanery is such that 

according to Haigh it " ... almost defies geographical analysis". 3 

One can note the presence of non-conformist elements within the 

townships, but as Buckatzsch points out in his study of Sheffield 

parish registers no way has been found to estimate the extent to 

which this factor had altered the sample structure away from the 

Haigh, Reformation and ReSistance, p. 316. 

L.R.O. DDKe 7/2. 

Haigh, Refc:r:ma.:ticD ~nd. Ees1stADce, p. 317. 
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1 

'true' occupational basis. The data drawn from the chapelry 

register of Downham is therefore, unlikely to provide a precise 

indication of the distribution of the population between different 

types of employment but the occupational labels can still be used to 

reveal the main sectors of economic importance in the townships 

considered. 

During the period 1721-50 290 baptism entries related to 93 

male individuals from the township of Downham. During the same 

period 51 male individuals were listed from the township of Chatburn 

and accounted for 99 entries. In the township of Twiston 84 entries 

related to 31 different male adults. The average number of entries 

per male individual shows values of 3.1 in Downham, 2.7 in Twiston 

and 1.9 in Chatburn. This pOints to an underenumeration of recorded 

baptisms in Chatburn, and it would seem probable that individuals 

from this township also used the chapelry of St. Mary Magdalene in 

2 
the adjacent township of Clitheroe. Again it will assumed that the 

chapelry register of Downham presents a random sample from each 

township of those individuals who were likely to attend the Anglican 

3 
church. 

As in the townships of Accrington vetera and Accrington nova 

the register often gave more than one occupational label to an 

individual. As previously stressed simply counting the frequency of 

entries would overlook this use of more than one title for the same 

1 

2 

3 

Buckatzsch, 'Occupations in the Parish Registers of Sheffield', 
p. 149. 

Farrer and Brownbill, v.e.H. Lanes., vol. 6, pp. 370-371. 

See chapter 4, pp. 218-220. 
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individual. Grouping the entries into individual case studies was 

made easier by the added detail of the name of the mother of the 

child. Initially data was collected into decades to facilitate a 

study of change over time. The trends identified could then be 

compared with other townships in the Hundred of Blackburn. This 

presented a methodological problem of categorising individuals in 

the occupational table as in many cases there was not a sufficient 

number of entries to decide which was the more reliable description. 

Grouping all baptism entries between 1721-1750 provided a greater 

number of entries per individual and clarified the main economic 

sector to which the person belonged. This method is not totally 

satisfactory but individuals were classified according to the 

occupational description provided in the maximum number of entries. 

Out of the 93 adult males listed in Downham township 29 were 

described as labourers in at least one entry. 16 of these 

individuals were provided with alternative occupational 

descriptions. 9 were referred to as husbandmen, 4 as weavers, 1 as 

a tailor, 1 as a carpenter and 1 as a plasterer. The 29 labourers 

were therefore redistributed in the occupational table on the basis 

of this ratio. In Twiston 8 out of 31 male adults were described as 

labourers. Two of the alternative descriptions related to 

husbandmen, 3 to weavers, and 1 was described as a carpenter. As in 

the townships of Downham, Accrington vetera and Accrington nova, the 

distribution of labourers falls mainly between the categories of 

1 
agriculture and textiles. The figures in the occupational table 

are based on the redistribution of the labourers according to the 

1 See chapter 4. pp. 204-7. 
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ratio indicated in each township (see table 4.15 and figure 4.6). 

In Chatburn 15 individuals were given the title of labourer in at 

least one entry but only 2 of these individuals had an alternative 

description ascribed to them. This may simply be due to the lower 

frequency of entries per individual in the parish register. 

In reference to the townships of Downham and Twiston Villiam 

Bennet Price considers that: 

"the area was chiefly agricultural ... but after the beginning 
of the Industrial Revolution a considerable cottage weaving 
industry, supported by ancillary trades appears to have grown 
up, owing to the proximity not far to the south of the main 
sites of the great Lancashire cotton industry." 1 

It is probable that Villiam Bennet Price was referring to the early 

nineteenth century when the baptism register contained occupational 

data from 1813-1837 and in fact pointed to a high proportion of 

weavers. This period is, however, outside the scope of this study 

but it is worth noting that it stresses the theme that a study of 

industrialisation should not be limited geographically to the main 

centres of development. This is certainly true of the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries as the available sources point to 

relatively high levels of textile manufacture in Downham and 

Twiston. 

In the poll tax of 1660 7 out of 46 adult males in Downham were 

involved in the manufacture of cloth (15%). In the breakdown of 

industrial zones in 1600 both Downham and Twiston were located in 

the area concerned with the production of woollens. However, both 

townships were close to the boundary with the linen zone. 2 and the 

1 
Price, Register of the Parish Church of St. LePPArd. DownhA-. p.vii. 

2 
Vadsworth and lann, Cotton Trade and Industrial LanoAshire. p. 24. 
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poll tax indicates that in Downham 2 of the weavers were concerned 

with the manufacture of woollen cloth and 5 with linen. In Twiston 

township 14 male heads of household were assessed for payment of the 

poll tax, including Matthew Calverley, James Calverley and Henry 

Deane who were described as woallenweavers (21% of male heads of 

household). The chapelry register data for Downham between 1721 and 

1750 indicated a slight increase in the level of textile activity 

from that of 1660. 18 of the 93 adult males identified in tc. 

register were described as weavers (19%), although no indication is 

given of the type of cloth produced. At the end of the seventeenth 

century Downham and Twiston were categorised on the boundary of the 

fustian and woollen zone and close to that of linen, suggesting a 

1 combination of the three types of cloth production. The level of 

textile activity remained fairly constant in Twiston. In the period 

1721 to 1750 7 individuals out of a total of 31 were referred to as 

weavers (22%), although the small size of the sample groups means 

that such percentage comparison over time is not very reliable. The 

occupational data from Chatburn between 1721-50 pointed to a low 

level of textile activity as only 3 out of 51 male adults were 

referred to as weavers (6%). This represents no change from the 

minimal level of textile manufacturing indicated in the mid-

seventeenth century, as the poll tax recorded that Robert Taylor and 

William Kendall were the only individuals described as weavers out 

of a total of 35 male heads of household (6%), 

Agricultural activity accounted for 26 out of 46 individuals in 

Downham in the mid-seventeenth century (57%). In common with 

lQid. I p. 79. 
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Whalley and Billington townships the proportionate level of 

employment in agriculture fell by the early to mid--eighteenth 

century, accounting for 39 of the 93 adult males listed in the 

baptism register between 1'121 and 1750 <42%). Similarly, in 

Chatburn township the proportionate level of male adults involved in 

agriculture fell from 66% of the sample in the mid-seventeenth 

century (23 of the 35 male heads of household> to 45% (23 of 51 

adult males) between 1721 and 1750 (see figure 4.6>. 

A problem of aggregating the data between 1721 and 1750 is that 

it is not possible to discern changes between decades. In the 

townships of Whalley and Billington the decade 1761-1770 appeared to 
1 

be the period when the mast pronounced changes in activity occurred. 

Unfortunately, the occupational data in the chapelry register of 

Downham does not go beyond 1752. 

Expressing the data in tabular form does not give sufficient 

recognition to the overlap between agriculture and industry which 

the occupational titles in the chapelry registers suggest. For 

example, Edward Mercer of Downham was described as a yeoman in 

September 1742 when his son James was baptised and also in July 1745 

when Edward was baptised. Edward Kercer was subsequently described 

as a weaver when his son William was baptised in June 1749. Linkage 

between the three entries is confirmed as in each case the mother's 

name is the same. It is possible that Edward Mercer had changed his 

economic activity between 1745 and 1749 but as Downham township was 

2 
a pastoral region situated on the northern slope of Pendle Hill it 

1 
See chapter 4, pp. 150-4, 156-163, 220-225. 

2 Farrer and Brownbill, V.C.H. Lanes., vol. 6, p. 552. 
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is likely that the two occupations were combined, possibly with the 

emphasis on each activity varying throughout the year. Edward 

Kercer is classified in the table as a yeoman which underestimates 

the level of textile activity. A reverse example is that of James 

Hargreaves of Downham who was described on three occasions as a 

weaver, once as a weaver[woollen tradesman) and once as a yeoman. 

This individual was placed in the occupational table under textile 

manufacture so that this classification gives no recognition to the 

dual practice of these occupations. W.B. Crump's use of the term 

'yeoman-clothier' may be appropriate in these circumstances1 but 

what emerges clearly from this chapelry register data is the 

practice of more than one type of economic activity by the same 

individual in a limited time period. The question of whether one 

economic activity was subsidiary to the other, or of equal 

importance, cannot be judged from the occupational labels ascribed 

to individuals in the chapelry register data. 

The division between agriculture and textiles is also shown in 

a number of examples from Twiston township. JaDeS Driver of 

Brownlow in Twiston was described as a weaver on the baptism of his 

son James in April 1723 but in January 1726 he was accorded the 

title of husbandman. This involvement in agricultural activity was 

broadly confirmed when he was described as a yeoman in February 1729 

and Kay 1732. However, on the baptism of a son William in December 

1738 JaDes Driver was again accorded the occupational description of 

weaver. It is certain that the five entries relate to the same 

individual as the very specific place of residence and the naDe of 

1 
See chapter 6, pp. 403-407. 



his wife are consistent in each entry. The mix between agriculture 

and textiles is shown conclusively in the case of James Speak of 

Twiston. In December 1739 he was referred to as a weaver but an 

earlier entry of February 1739 had given recognition to both 

activities in one title by referring to him as a 

'weaver(husbandmanJ' . 

The division is not simply between agriculture and textiles. 
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Richard Wilson of Downham was described twice as a husbandman in 

1724 and 1729, once as a 'husbandman(carpenter), in 1726 and once as 

a carpenter in 1736. William Spencer of Downham was referred to as 

a butcher on the baptism of his son William in May 1736 and as a 

weaver in February 1740 when John his son was baptised. 

This approach shows how single occupational labels can in some 

instances point to the existence of dual-emploYDents. Detecting 

this through parish registers depends essentially on studying 

individuals rather than counting the number of times an occupational 

description occurred. 

4. Accrington nova and Accrington yetera. 

The analysis of occupational data from the townships of 

Accrington nova and Accrington vetera presents a number of 

methodological problems and consequently the results derived from 

the samples must be treated with caution. In the poll tax of 1660 

data is presented separately for the two townships of Accrington 
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1 
vetera and Accrington nova. The occupational data in the chapelry 

registers between 1722-1730 does not however distinguish between the 

2 
two areas. Linking the evidence from probate inventories (which 

often gave a specific place of residence) with the entries in the 

chapelry register indicates that the records of baptisms and burials 

did in fact relate to individuals fI'om both townships. The data in 

the pull tax relating to the two townships has therefore, been 

aggregated in order to facilitate comparability with the chapelry 

register evidence from the eighteenth century (see table 4.16). 

In the poll tax of 1660 and also in the registers of baptisms 

and burials a significant proportion of the entries relate to 

'labourers'. In the poll tax of 1660 16 out of 87 male householders 

were ascribed this occupational title (18%). There is no other 

substantial source of occupational data for these townships which 

might be used to clarify the economic sector to which these 

labourers belonged. In the absence of data for these townships it 

will be assumed on the basis of evidence from Whalley, Wiswell and 

Read that labourers listed in the poll tax were involved in 
3 

agricultural activity. This decision is somewhat arbitrary, 

although one could perhaps argue that the use of occupational 

descriptions would be consistent throughout the same source. 

Accrington was composed of two separate townships until 1878. 
Farrer and Brownbill, V,C.H. Lancs., vol. 6, p. 423. 

Data relating to the townships of Old and lew Accrington was 
included in the register of the chapelry of Altham, which was 
in the mother parish of Whalley. L.R.O., PR 2819/2. 

3 
See chapter 3, pp. 114-115. 
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A further problem with the poll tax for these townships is that 

23 of the 87 male householders (26%) were given no occupational 

title. Again the lack of other contemporary occupational data 

allows no precise estimation of the economic sector to which these 

individuals belonged. As 20 of these 23 entries are 1n the £5 or 

more per annum category, the status groups are likely to be under-

enumerated in addition to the level of agricultural activity. It is 

interesting to observe that no yeomen are listed in the remaining 

entries and this would suggest that the unspecified entries related 

principally to gentry and yeomen. lominal linkage between 

occupational descriptions in surviving probate documentation and 

entries in the poll tax supports this assumption. 

A number of individuals in the poll tax can be traced in the 

sample of surviving probate records. Of the 23 male householders 

who paid on estates of £5 or DOre per annum 7 individuals can be 

traced in the group of probate records. Each of these 7 individuals 

was not given an occupational description in the poll tax which 

presented difficulties in ascribing them to a particular economic 

sector. However, 6 of these 7 individuals were given an 

occupational title in either their will or their inventory so that 

one can make a firmer assumption as to where these individuals 

should be placed in the occupational table. 

The will of William Duckworth was drawn up on 30th December 

1662 and includes the occupational description of yeoDDn. Internal 

evidence suggests that we are dealing with the same individual as 
1 

the poll tax and will both refer to Ellin his wife. John Grime was 

1 L.R.O. WCW supra. Will of William Duckworth of Cowhouses in 
Accrlngton yeoman, 1663. 



described in his inventory dated Kay 1689 as a husbandman, again 

confirming that the 'no description' category tended to under-

1 
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estimate agricultural activity. The inventory of Nathaniel Haworth 

provides no occupational description but his will dated March 1689 

refers to him as a yeoman. Again both the poll tax and will refer 

to his wife Alice confirming that we are dealing with the same 
2 

individual. William Kenyon paid tax on an estate of t10 in the 

poll tax of 1660. Both his will and his inventory date1 J: uar· 

1671 and March 1671 respectively referred to him as a gentleman. 

Anne his wife listed in the poll tax of 1660 was appOinted the sale 

3 
executrix in his will. This status description conceals the 

economic sector just as effectively as the term 'labourer'. 

Reference to his inventory shows an involvement in agricultural 

activity as 3 'kine' are listed in addition to a horse. A.J. and 

R.H. Tawney similarly argue that many individuals who were given 

4 status descriptions depended for their income on farming land. 

James Walmesley was described as a yeoman in both his will of March 

1684 and his inventory of April 1684. 5 Richard Walmesley was 

similarly given the title of yeoman in both types of document and 

1 L.R.O .• wev supra. Inventory of John Grime of Baxtonden in 
Accrington husbandman. 1689. 

2 
L.R.O .• wew supra. ViII and inventory of Nathaniel Haworth of 
Accrington. 1690. 

3 
L.R.D .• vev supra. Will and inventory of William Kenyon of 
Accrington. 1671. 

4 
Tawney and Tawney, 'Occupational Census of the Seventeenth 
Century', p. 32. 

5 
L.R.D., wew supra. ViII and inventory of James Walmesley of 
Accrington, 1685. 
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successful nominal linkage is shown by the fact that Anne his wife 

is mentioned in the pall tax and his will. 1 Simon Walmesley paid 

tax an an estate of £12 lOs. Od. in the pall tax and although his 
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inven~ory dated October 1680 survives no occupational description is 

given. 
2 

Evidence from the probate records indicates that four of the 

seven individuals were yeomen, one was described as a husbandman, 

one as a gentleman and one where no description ~s provided in thF 

poll tax or probate documentation. 

A number of individuals who paid an estates of less than £5 per 

annum (a capitation charge) also had surviving probate records. 

These documents can be used to trace occupational consistency 

between the two sources. A major difficulty, as in the above 

exercise, is that the passage of time may clearly have brought 

changes in a person's occupational activity and status. J.D. 

Marshall points to this problem in using inventories as a measure of 

wealth during a person's lifetime as they " ... may well have 

experienced considerable changes in fortune, or disposed of some of 

3 
their wealth before the inventories were made M

• Wealth and status 

may have increased over time in Gloria L. Main's view as a longer 

4 
life permitted a greater accumulation of wealth. Their 

L.R.D. , wew supra. Will and inventory of Richard Walmesley of 
Accrington, 1672. 

2 

3 

4 

L.R.D. , WCW supra. Inventory of Simon Walmesley of Accrington, 
1683. 

Marshall, 'Agrarian Wealth and Social Structure', p. 517. 

Gloria L. Main, 'Probate Records as a Source for Barly American 
History', William and Mary Oyarterly, 3rd series 32 (1975), p. 96. 
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occupational title may have changed accordingly and was perhaps a 

causal agent of any increase in the level of wealth. The difficulty 

arises in deciding which titles represented an equivalent activity 

or a change of occupation. 

Out of a total of 64 male householders who paid a capitation 

charge in Old and New Accrington 14 can be traced in probate 

records. Of these 14 individuals 3 were described as labourers in 

the poll tax of 1660. The inventory of Henry Haworth dated June 

1664 does not provide an occupational description which would help 

1 to clarify the nature of economic activity concealed by this term. 

This is the case also with Roger Walch whose inventory of September 

2 
1664 provides no occupational description. Richard Hoyle listed as 

a labourer in the poll tax had an inventory registered in the 

'infra' series in which he was ascribed the occupational title of 

husbandman. Although interesting, this document drawn up on 21st 

July 1668 cannot in itself prove that individuals listed as 

labourers in the poll tax were all concerned with agricultural 

acti vity. 3 

The ducumentary sources relating to John Berry are consistent 

in the occupational description he was accorded. In the poll tax he 

was described as a linenwebster which is confirued by the surviving 

probate documentation. The will dated July 1675 is useful as it 

provides genealogical information confirming a successful linkage of 

1 
L.R.D .• WCW supra. Inventory of Henry Haworth of Accrington, 1664. 

2 
L.R.D. , wew supra. Inventory of Roger Walch of Accrington, 1664. 

3 
L.R.D. , Well infra. Inventory of Richard Hoyle of AccrlngtoD, 
husbandman. 1668. 
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4 

5 

1 
documentary sources. The inventory of Henry Emott describes this 

individual as an innkeeper, which confirms the description of 

ulehousekeeper provided in the poll tax. The will dated March 1668 

refers to his wife Isabell and his son Robert, which again matches 

the information in the poll tax. 2 

Robert Holden described as a husbandman in the poll tax was 

listed separately and paid a one shilling capitation charge. which 

suggested he was either unmarried or widowed. His will dated April 

1662 confirms the description of husbandman, and although several 

sons and daughters are listed there is no reference to a wife. The 
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explanation for the one shilling capitation charge is therefore that 

he was widowed. 3 Consistency is shown also in the records of Henry 

Walmesley described as a blacksmith in the poll tax of 1660 which is 

reiterated in his inventory dated June 1682. 4 

Nicholas Worsey described as a webster in the poll tax of 1660 

was accorded the title of clothmaker in February 1674. This could 

perhaps imply a change in the scale of his activities over time but 

as his inventory refers only to "looms" it is difficult to assess 
5 

the scale of operation. Even if this information was available we 

L.R.D., WCW supra. Will and inventory of John Berry of Accrington, 
1676. 

L.R.D., WCW supra. Will and inventory of Henry EDOtt of 
Accrington innkeeper, 1668. 

L.R.D. , WC't/ supra. Will of Robert Holden of Accr1ngton, 
husbandman, 1663. 

L.R.D. , WC't/ supra. Inventory of Henry Walaesley of Accrington, 
1682. 

L.R.D. , WCW supra. Inventory of Nicholas Worsey of Accrington, 
1674. 



do not know the number of looms possessed in 1660 so that comparing 

scale and output is impossible on the basis of such scant evidence. 

In the case of Randle Holker and James Ratcliffe the probate 

records described these individuals as yeomen whereas in the poll 

tax they were categorised as husbandmen. l James Ratcliffe referred 

to as a husbandman in the poll tax was clearly the same individual 

as in the will dated January 1682 as both sources referred to his 
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wife Lettice. This supplementary evidence helps to solve one of the 

1 

crucial problems of nominal linkage between sources. It is a 

question of " ... knowing when a record about thia William Whiston 

refers to the same man as that William Whiston mentioned in another 

2 
record". These individuals may clearly have become wealthier over 

time, although historians debate whether there is a financial 

difference between those referred to as husbandDen and yeomen. 3 

James Whalley was described as a gunsmith in the poll tax of 

1660, perhaps a somewhat unusual occupation for a small township in 

north-east Lancashire. His will dated June 1680 referred to his 

wife Anne and his son William who were listed in 1660 confirming a 

correct linkage between the sources. His inventory although not 

referring to him specifically as a cutler, listed "workeloomes 

necessary to the trade of a cutler". It is difficult to judge 

whether James Whalley was spending his day in a markedly different 

way in 1680 from that indicated in 1660 or whether the change in 

L.R.D., wew supra. Will and inventory of Randle Holker of 
Accrington, 1662 and James Ratcliffe of Accrington, 1682. 

2 

3 

E.A. Wrigley, ed., Identifylni People in the Post (London, 
1973>, p. 2. 

See chapter 7, pp. 548-550, 553-4, 560, 562-5, 570-6. 



occupational title marked an increase or decrease in wealth and 

1 status. 

Although probate records are available for Roger Hindle and 

George Ryley, both listed as husbandmen in 1660, no fUrther 

occupational titles can be derived from the probate records. 2 The 

will of Giles ~hitaker, blacksmith, dated June 1668 provides an 

occupational title which is useful in providing some insight into 

the economic sectors covered by those not given an occupational 

3 
description in the poll tax. 

Comparison between the occupational descriptions in the poll 
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tax and the probate records would seem to confirm the reliability of 

the former. Judging by the case studies presented, the occupational 

labels in probate records confirm that agricultural groups were 

under-represented in the poll tax because of the large proportion of 

entries with no description in the category of those paying on 

estates of £5 or more per annum. 

The evidence from other townships in the poll tax suggested 

that labourers should be listed under agriculture. Those with no 

occupational description in Accrington vetera and Accrington nova 

were also listed in this category. On the basis of these 

assumptions agricultural activity represented 50 out of 87 male 

1 L.R.D., WCW supra. Will and inventory of James Whalley of 
Accrington, 1680. 

2 
L.R.D., WCW supra. Inventories of George Ryley of Accrington, 
1682 and Roger Hindle of Accrington, 1683. 

3 
L.R.D., WCW supra. Will of Giles Whitaker of Accrington, 
blacksmith, 1668. 
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householders (57%) in 1660 (see table 4.16).1 Manufacturing 

represented 25 out of 87 male heads of household (29~). Within the 

manufacturing group there is a significant level of textile activity 

accounting for 14 out of 87 male householders (16%). If the 5 

clothiers listed in the poll tax are included under textile 

manufacturing rather than under dealing, this raises the level to 

22% of male householders. This level is significantly higher than 

in Whalley township at the same date where only 6 of the 65 male 

householders were described as workers in textiles (9%). The level 

of textile activity in Accrington is similar to the level of 16% 

that Swain finds in Colne and Pendle between 1626 and 1642, and is 

higher than the level of Burnley and Padiham in the Commonwealth 

. d 2 perlo . G.H. Tupling notes this concentration of textile activity 

in Accrington which was indicated by the poll tax: 

"Of about 96 heads of households in Accrington enumerated in 
that record, seven were classed as • clothiers' and thirteen as 
'websters'. Of the clothiers, three employed three male 
servants each living with them, one employed two and a fifth 
one. Two of the websters also employed a man in their homes. 
In addition to these, many women and children must have been 
engaged in carding and spinning to supply the weavers with 
yarn, and in all probability not a few of the men deSignated 
'husbandmen' performed weaving in their spare tiDe." 3 

This figure is derived from an amalgamation of the numbers of 
yeomen, husbandmen and labourers and those for whoD no occupat
ional description was provided in the poll tax of 1660. 

Swain, 'Industry and Economy', p. 254. 
3 . 

The total number of male and female householders in Accrington 
nova and Accrington vetera in the poll tax was 98. Female 
householders were excluded from consideration in this survey 
leaving 87 male heads of household. 13 males were described as 
'websters' and 5 as clothiers. The discrepancy between my own 
figures and those of Tupling is accounted for by my omission of 
female examples. In Accrington nova for example. Widow Hartley 
was described as a clothier. 
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He argues on the basis of evidence from the poll tax that: 

"when we note that numerous households were maintaining three, 
four and five adults (to say nothing of children under sixteen) 
on properties stated to be worth less than t5 a year, and that 
a score of these included one or two men-servants, we cannot 
avoid the suspicion that the produce of their holdings was 
supplemented by some non-agricultural employment". 1 

A high level of agricultural activity and textile activity 

would seem compatible. The marriage register of Rochdale between 

1653-1657 indicated that 126 out of 246 entries related to 

agricultural activity (51%) compared with 73 out of 246 cunc~.neG 

wi th the production of textiles (30%). In the Middleton marriage 

register between 1653--7 34 out of 71 entries were concerned wi th 

agricultural activities (48%) compared with 22 out of 71 which could 

2 be classified in the textile branch of manufacturing <31%>. The 

mix of occupational groupings indicated in the marriage registers of 

Middleton and Rochdale is not too dissimilar to that of Accrington 

nova and Accrington vetera. 

This apparent bias towards textile activity in the townships of 

Accrington nova and vetera would seem to support A.J. and R.H. 

Tawney's view that the textile industry had a strong tendency 

towards local concentration.
3 

The Protestation Returns of 1642 provide occupational data for 

166 males in the "chappel of Accrington". Although R.W. ADlbler in a 

recent note to Local Population Studies refers to the potential 

value of such information, the data froDl Accrington provides little 

Tupling, Economic History of Rossendale, p. 168. 

Wadsworth and Kann, Cotton Trade and IndystriAl LancAshire, p. 52. 

Tawney and Tawney, 'OccupationAl Census of the Seventeenth 
Century', p. 45. 
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additional aata on the economic make-up of that area in the mid-
1 

seventeenth century. Of the 166 references 106 are classified as 

labourers (64%) in addition to 50 yeomen <30%), 4 gentlemen ,2%), 

3 clothiers (2%), 2 alehousekeepers (1%) and 1 miner {O.6%).2 

Before a comparison of the economic situation in 1660 can be 

made with that of 1722-30 some further methodological problems need 
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to be resolved. The quality of the register between 1722-30 is good 

in so far as an occupational description is given for the large 

~jority of male adult entries. The total number of entries 

relating to male adults in the baptism and burial registers amounted 

to 256 entries which covered 128 separate individuals. Out of the 

256 entries only 16 were given no occupational information (6%). 

The method of identifying separate individuals (by extracting 

entries on to single slips of paper) reduced the problem still 

further as in many cases the same individual appeared in the 

registers again with an occupational title. loDdnal linkage between 

entries is fairly certain as the register gives not only the name of 

3 
the township but also the christian name of the man's wife. 

The register covering the townships of Accrington has two major 

problems in a survey of the economic basis of the area. The first 

relates to the problem of 'labourers' and which economic category 

1 R.W. Ambler, 'Iote on Protestation Returns', ~. 35 (Autumn 
1985), p. 55. 

2 

3 
L.R.O. MF 1/25. 

This register is not as detailed as that of Colyton in the 
1760s and 1770s. In the baptism register details were given of 
the occupation and place of residence of the father, the maiden 
name of his wife and the name, occupation and residence of her 
father. 
Wrigley, 'Occupational Structure of Colyton', p. 14. 
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they should be placed in. The second concerns a lack of consistency 

in occupational descriptions for some individuals. 

In a joint surveyl of the baptism and burial registers between 

1722 and 1730 it was found that 38 out of a total of 128 individuals 

were only given the occupational label of 'labourer' (30~). This is 

a problem which was discussed by A.J. and R.H. Tawney in their 

survey of Gloucestershire occupations. Out of a total of 19,402 

males in the Muster Roll of 1608 1,962 (10%) were described as 

'labourers', which is significantly less than the proportion 

2 recorded in the townships of Accrington vetera and Accrington nova. 

The procedure adopted by A.J. & R.H. Tawney was to place those 

labourers outside the three main towns of Gloucester, Cirencester 

and Tewkesbury under agricultural activity whilst those inside the 

towns were considered to be involved in some non-agricultural 

employment. As they admit, this distinction is somewhat arbitrary 

205 

but it raises the interesting point that all labourers should not be 

assigned without question to the agricultural sector. Assigning all 

labourers to agriculture in the Forest of Dean, for example, led to 

an underenumeration of coal miners and iron workers.3 

The chapelry register evidence relating to the townships of 

Accrington nova and Accrington vetera between 1722 to 1730 

E.A. Wrigley argues that aggregating data from ~re than one 
register should generally be avoided. However. it is acceptable 
where occupational data is available only for a limited time span 
as more is to be gained than lost by aggregation. 
ilW1., 

Tawney and Tawney, 'Occupational Census of the Seventeenth 
Century', p. 31. 

ibid., pp. 32-3, 36. 
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illustrates that labourers cannot be put under agricultural activity 

without exception. As mentioned 38 individuals were classified as 

labourers and no alternative occupational descriptions were provided 

in the baptism and burial entries. However, a further 20 males were 

referred to as labourers in at least one entry but other baptism and 

burial entries gave them a different occupational description. To 

1 use W. King's methodology these 20 individuals were classified in 

the occupational table on the basis of the alternative description 

which was provided (see column B, table 4.16). 

The evidence regarding these 20 individuals can give some 

insight into the correct classification of the remaining 38 cases of 

labourers (see table 4.17). Richard Bertwlstle, John Kemp, Raphe 

Kenion, Thomas Livesay, James Pickap, George Ryley. Henry Ryley, 

John Ryley. Richard Ryley and William Whittaker have the alternative 

occupational label of husbandman. Therefore 10 out of 20 cases 

<50%) can be assigned to the agricultural sector of the economy. 

The alternative description of waollenwebster was provided in the 

case of Henry Barns, John Cleg. Richard Cronkshaw, John Kenion, 

George Ramsbottom, Bernard Walmesley and Richard Whittaker. The 

title of plodweaver was the alternative description given to John 

Welsh. This indicates that 8 of the 20 labourers can be aSSigned to 

the manufacture of textiles (40%). Of the remaining cases, Richard 

Ingham was given the alternative title of cooper (5~) and John 

Holden was listed as a slater (5%). 

1 Data taken from Hasllngden chapelry registers in the first half of 
the eighteenth century indicates that of the 45 cases in which 
alternative occupational descriptions were provided for labourers, 
38 related to the manufacture of textiles (84%). King, 'Econoldc 
and Demographic Development of Rossendale', pp. 195-6. 
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This evidence suggests three alternative d1stribution schemes. 

The first involves treating all the 58 1ndividuals referred to as 

l~bourers in anyone entry as a separate category. The second 

involves assigning those 20 individuals who were given an 

alternative occupational title to the appropriate category of the 

classification scheme. The third scheme involves the additional 

redistribution of the 38 unclassified labourers in the ratio 

outlined above. In the latter scheme 19 of the 38 individuals would 

be added to the total of husbandmen, 13 to that of woollenweavers, 2 

would be listed as pI odweavers , 2 as slaters and 2 as coopers (see 

table 4.16). 

This method is based on the rather flimsy assumption that the 

20 individuals who were given alternative occupational descriptions 

were typical of the economic behaviour of the 38 unclassified 

labourers. What the evidence clearly indicates is that it is not 

correct on all occasions to simply assume that labourers can be 

classified under agricultural activity. The evidence when adjusted 

on this basis would seem to accord more readily with the data in the 

poll tax. The unadjusted data (see column A, table 4.16) would 

suggest that between 1660 and 1722-30 the proportionate level of 

manufacturing activity had fallen from 34~ (30 of 87 male heads of 

household, including clothiers) to a level of 13~ of male adults (16 

of 128 adult males). If clothiers are included under the category 

of textile manufacture in the poll tax survey then the unadjusted 

data would suggest that the level of that activity had fallen from 

22% (19 of 87 male householders> to 5% (6 of 128 male adults> 

between 1722-30. However, an adjustment of the figures based on the 

redistribution of all those referred to as laboUrers (see column C, 



table 4.16) suggests that 29 of the 128 adult males (23%) were 

involved in the manufacture of textiles between 1722 and 1730 and 

overall, a total of 42 of the 128 male adults were involved in 

manufacturing <33';;'). 
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A fall in the proportionate level of agricultural employments 

can be observed between the two samples, from 57% of male heads of 

household in 1660 (50 of 87 male heads of household) to 50% of male 

adult individuals in the chapelry register between 1722 and 1730 <64 

of 128 adult males). By 1811 the proportion of families chie!ly 

employed in agriculture had fallen to 15% in New Accrington (60 of 

410 families) and 1% (2 of 173 families) in Old Accrington (see 

table 4.5), Clearly one cannot draw a straight line between 1660 

and 1811 and assume that the passage of time brought a relative 

increase in manufacturing and a proportionate decrease in the level 

of agricultural employments. However, the data froD Whalley 

township suggested that changes were taking place in the early 

eighteenth century so that by 1721-1730 the overall level of 

manufacturing exceeded that of agriculture. The occupational labels 

ascribed to male adults in Accrington nova and Accrington vetera in 

the early eighteenth century indicate that one-third of the sample 

was engaged in manufacturing activity (42 of 128 male adults> and 

was still therefore, at a significantly lower level than 

agricultural employments which accounted for 64 of the 128 adult 

males (50%), Unfortunately, no further occupational data is 

available which permits a survey of change in Accr1ngton vetera and 

Accrington nova between 1730 and 1811, It would clearly have been 

valuable to ascertain whether the peak period of change occurred 
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between ~. 1750 and ~. 1770 as lt did in the townships of Whalley ilnd 

Billington. 

The second problem of the register is a lack of consistency in 

the recording of occupational data for a number of individuals. The 

fact that the same individual was ascribed two or more occupational 

titles which represented different forms of economic activity 

provides an apparent contradiction. The data from the baptism and 

burial registers provides a number of examples from Accrington. The 

use of the phrase 'apparent contradiction' is deliberate because 

this data may in fact highlight an aspect of the economy which 

historians dismiss on the basis of inconsistency. A problem 

presented by this interpretation is that certain occupational groups 

seem less liable to 'inconsistency' than others. If the 

inconsistency was the fault of a semi-literate clerk, or that of a 

clerk or curate who lacked familiarity with the area and its 

inhabitants, then all occupational groups should have been subject 

to the problem. 

In the chapelry registers covering Accrington nova and 

Accrington vetera the main contradictions occur mainly with those 

individuals concerned with textiles and farming. Of the eleven 

examples outlined in table 4.17 where there was a lack of 

occupational consistency (other than labourers> there are 5 

individuals where the split is between agriculture and textiles. 

Thomas Cowper was described once as a husbandman and once as a 

woollenweaver. James Walmesley was described twice as a yeoman and 

once as a clothmaker. This division between agriculture and 

textiles was shown also in the examples of Hugh Lonsdale, Richard 

Lund and James Walmesley. 
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John Denison is accorded the title of yeoman twice and 

husbandman once. A similar division of terms within the 

agricultural sector is shown clearly in the case of John Taylor who 

was described once as a farmer, once as a husbandman, once as a 

yeoman and additionally as a husbandmanlyeomanJ. Confusion in the 

scale of agricultural activity is understandable given the overlap 

between the groupings in terms of wealth and scale of farming.1 The 

inconsistency in title ascription in the case of Hugh P~c~ rtl- is 

explained by the concealment of agricultural activity behind a 

status description. The chapelry register evidence indicated that 

Hugh Duckworth and his wife Anne had three daughters who were 

baptised in September 1723, June 1725 and December 1727. A son 

called Hugh was baptised in December 1726 but was subsequently 

buried in October 1730. Hugh Duckworth was referred to by the 

status description of 'Mr.' in four of these entries but on the 

baptism of his daughter Mary was referred to as a yeoman. The will 

of Hugh Duckworth dated 1743 referred to the same individual as his 

three daughters and his wife Anne were mentioned. The will is 

interesting in this context as Hugh Duckworth was ascribed the 

status description of gentleman.
2 

As no inventory survives the 

evidence from the chapelry register was useful in highlighting a 

possible source of income from agriculture. This again draws 

attention to the value of linking entries relating to individuals in 

See chapter 7, pp. 548-550, 553-4, 560, 562-5, 570-6. 

L.R.O., WCW supra. Will of Hugh Duckworth of Accrington gentleman, 
1743. 
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the register rather than simply counting the frequency of references 

to a given occupation. 

It is possible that the ascription of more than one 

occupational title to an individual is an accurate reflection of 

economic activity in an area of by-employment. Historians have long 

recognised the existence of dual occupations. In an area where time 

was split between agricultural activities and textile manufacture it 

would seem reasonable to expect a reflection of this in the parish 

register. On the basis of evidence in the poll tax of 1660 G.H. 

Tupling argues in the case of Accrington that " ... in all probability 

not a few of the men designated 'husbandmen' performed weaving in 

1 
their spare time". The clerk may have had difficulty in deciding 

the principal economic activity of an individual if his time was 

split fairly evenly between the different econoDdc pursuits. 

Additionally, the individual may have changed his occupation 

according to the season of the year. As A.J. and R.H. Tawney 

indicate the ironworkers and coalminers in the Forest of Dean might 

2 change between agriculture and industry throughout the year. 

The occupational titles ascribed to James Whalley draw 

attention to a further methodological problem. This individual was 

referred to as a linenweaver on five separate occasions in the 

chapelry register and also in his inventory dated 5th May 1726.3 

However, he was also referred to as a chapman in December 1725 when 

Tupling, Ecgnomic History of RossendAle. p. 168. 

Tawney and Tawney. ·Occupational Census of the Seventeenth 
Century', p. 33. 

L.R.D., wew supra. Will and inventory of James Whalley of Slate
pits in Accri ngton , linenwebster. 1726. 
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his son George was buried, suggesting that he was trading in goods 

as well as the production of goods. The chapelry register evidence 

indicates that James Whalley fulfilled a dual economic function, but 

no indication can be obtained from this evidence as to the type of 

goods involved, the geographical range of his activities or the 

amount of time that was involved throughout the year. Reference to 

the inventory provides little additional evidence. The presence of 

"2 pair of loomes" gives some indication of the scale of production 

but no other entry relates to the manufacture of cloth. With the 

possible exception of £4 in debts owing to the testator there is 

absolutely no evidence to support the trading activity indicated in 

the chapelry register. This evidence clearly raises the question of 

whether it is realistic in pre-industrial society to draw a rigid 

distinction between those who produced goods and those who sold 

them. 

In a survey of London occupations between 1500 and 1700 A.L. 

Beier argues that the "distinction between occupations involved in 

production versus exchange is admittedly somewhat artificial, since 

many producers themselves sold their products and many traders 

1 
probably made the goods they sold-. In John Langton's occupational 

categorisation tailors and shoemakers were placed under the broad 

heading of manufacturing. John Patten argues in a similar fashion 

to A.L. Beier that "there is no guarantee that a shoemaker, tailor, 

or cordwainer was purely a Daker of things and did not also trade in 

them direct with the consumer".2 

1 Beier, 'Engine of Manufacture', p. 146. 

2 
Patten, 'Urban Occupations', p. 305. 
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The occupational surveys which are based on the poll tax of 

1660 and the parish register data do not for the most part, allow 

the historian to penetrate the range of activities encompassed by a 

single occupational label. Probate wills and inventories can go 

some way towards remedying this problem, giving some indication of 

the scale of economic activity and the existence of by-employments. 

What they cannot usually indicate beyond broad generalisations is 

the nature of their work and how the individuals spent their time. 

In an apprenticeship indenture dated 1st June 1742 John Barns 

of Samlesbury was referred to as a checkweaver. This description, 

if taken from a parish register entry could simply imply a producer 

of goods. However, the indenture specified that Henry Dsbaldeston 

of Blackburn was to be apprenticed for 7 years to John Barns "to 

learn the skills of cloth weaving, buying cotton, wool and yarn, and 

1 
selling cotton cloth. ..... Similarly, Robert Ainsworth the younger 

of Blackburn was described in an apprenticeship indenture as a 

2 "dealer in and maker of tin vessels ... ". A source which gave 

individuals only a single occupational label would probably have 

described this individual as a tinner or tinman which would have 

placed him in the category of manufacturing rather than dealing. 

Comparing the occupational data from Wballey township with that 

from Accrington raises a number of interesting questions relating to 

the categorisation of labourers and the problem of title 

consistency. In the township of Whalley labourers varied from 33% 

(20 of 61 adult males) of the total number of male adults in the 

L.R.D., PR 1558/1/37. 

L.R.D., PR 1558/1/141. 



burial register between 1'741-50 and 7% (5 of 69 adult males) in the 

burial register between 1761-70 (see table 4.8). Placing labourers 

under agricultural activity was based on two main criteria, the 

first of which is fairly subjective. As outlined, Dr. Pococke in 

June 1751 commented that Whalley was chiefly supported by farmi ng 

and spinning woollen yarn. The evidence from the parish registers 

between 1741--50 showed that if labourers are excluded from this 

sector then agricultural activity accounted for only 2 out of 61 

males in the burial register (3%) and 5 out of 86 (6%) in the 

register of baptisms. Similarly, in the burial register between 

1751 and 1760 the exclusion of labourers meant that only 6 out of 

100 (6%) male adults were involved in agriculture. The baptism 

register provides a slightly higher level of 10 out of 85 

individuals accounting for 12% of the male adult workforce. 

Including labourers in this economic sector certainly accords more 

readily with Pococke's comment. 
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All the entries from Whalley township in the baptism and burial 

registers between 1741 and 1770 were aggregated together with the 

burial entries between 1771 and 1780 to study occupational 

consistency over time. This is a sizeable sample accounting for 880 

entries relating to adult males and 107 entries relating to adult 

females. The data was broken down into individuals, which produced 

321 different males and 96 females. Out of a total of 321 male 

individuals in this sample 47 were referred to as labourers on at 

least one occasion. In the case of 35 of these individuals the 

parish register data was absolutely consistent in referring to them 

as labourers. Of the remaining 12 examples 7 individuals were given 

alternative descriptions which related to agricultural activities, 



1 was described as a weaver, 1 as an innkeeper, 1 as a carpenter, 

1 as a housewright and 1 as a pavior. In Whalley township 
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therefore, the labouring category mainly under-represented the 

agricultural category and confirms the decision of placing labourers 

within this economic sector. 

Out of the sample of 321 adult males a further 18 individuals 

showed inconsistency in the recording of occupational titles. This 

stresses the absolute necessity of extracting occupational data 

relating to individuals. A number of examples from Whalley township 

illustrates how counting entries would falsely expand the range of 

occupations recognised in the community. In many cases it is clear 

that a number of different occupational titles related to the same 

person and the same type of economic activity. For example, John 

Borrowdale was referred to as an excise officer on the baptism of 

his son John on 31st Hay 1767. On the burial of the same son on the 

8th larch 1768 John Borrowdale was given the alternative description 

of gauger. Clearly this is a different title for what was probably 

the same job, and X.B. Katz stresses the necessity for an 

1 
occupational categorisation to take account of this problem. The 

use of different yet essentially equivalent titles is particularly 

apparent in the case of those individuals working with wood in the 

building industry. 7 of the 18 individuals listed illustrated the 

same type of variation in the descriptions applied to them. Peter 

Harrison was described as a carpenter on 6 occasions, a house-

carpenter on one occasion and a wright on another. John Btough was 

1 Katz, 'Occupational Classification in History', p. 64. 
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similarly described as a carpenter on four occasions, a housewright 

in one entry and a wright on another. The same tendency can be 

noted with Janas Browne(l), Jonas Browne(2), John Blezard, John Hill 

and Moses Kendall. 

The occupational data concerning the remaining 291 male 

examples is consistent throughout multiple entries which provides 

confidence in the reliability of the data. This raises the question 

of why there was a difference between the relative title consistency 

of Whalley parish register and the inconsistency of the data drawn 

from Altham chapelry which related to the townships of Accrington 

nova and Accrington vetera. It is possible that the status of the 

ecclesiastical unit may have affected the quality of recording of 

demographic and occupational information. In a recent contribution 

to Local Population Studies P.E.H. Hair indicates that chapelries 

were liable to be served by lesser clergy, whereas each pariSh would 

1 
be served by Ma beneficed and possibly lifelong incumbent ... M. The 

fluctuation in occupational labels observed in Accrington nova and 

Accrington vetera could, therefore, be linked to the presence of 

short-term curates who lacked familiarity with the area and its 

inhabitants. Alternatively, the difference between the two areas 

might suggest that Whalley was not as extensively involved in by-

employments which would avoid confusion in the occupational 

descriptions. Of the 18 examples where an individual was given more 

than one occupational description there are no examples where the 

division in entries is between agriculture and textiles. This can 

Hair, 'A Query About Chapelries', p. 56. 



be contrasted with the evidence from Accrington where the main 

overlap was in these two economic sectors. John Swain argues that 

between 1558-1640 the production of cloth in the Ribble Valley 

chapelries of Downham, Whalley and Clitheroe was at a very low 

level. The small proportion of 'supra' testators with cloth 
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instruments was in his view explained by the fact that "good arable 

land and a more labour intensive economy removed the need for 

extensi ve dependence on textile by-employments ... 1 

The question of whether conSistency in occupational 

descriptions in the parish register 1s linked with a low level of 

by-employments, or whether it is a feature related to the status of 

the parish or chapelry, must remain a matter for conjecture. Such 

factors should be given consideration in an analysis based on parish 

or chapelry register data but above all the individual and not the 

entry should be made the point of reference. One can then move from 

the more general economic study achieved through parish register 

surveys to a more detailed focus on economic activity that is 

facilitated through the use of probate inventories. 

1 
Swain, 'Industry and Economy', pp. 220-221. 
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5. Billington township and Great Harwood chapelry. 

Billington is the northernmost township in the parish of 

Blackburn. This township, which lies to the west of Whalley 

township, is far closer to the parish church of Vballey than it 1s 

to that of Blackburn. This can be explained by the exceptionally 

1 large size of the parishes of Blackburn and Whalley, a feature 

which was remarked on by Aikin in 1795.2 This explains why a 

significant proportion of entries in Whalley parish register between 

1653 and 1770 relate to the inhabitants of this township. Reference 

to the parish registers of Blackburn illustrates the infrequency 

with which this parish church was used by the occupants of 

Billington for the ceremonies of baptis., marriage and burial. 3 

The number of entries in the parish register of Whalley which 

related to Billington township was considered to be sufficiently 

large to extract occupational data to compare with other townships 

within Blackburn Hundred. These entries relate to a sample of 

individuals from Billington township rather than a complete record 

1 

2 

3 

The parish of Blackburn was 48,281 acres and Whalley parish 
covered 106,395 acres. Farrer and Brownbill, V,C,H. LaDCS., 

vol. 6, pp. 235, 349. 

Aikin commented that "the parish of Blackburn is one of the two 
parishes which comprehend almost the whole hundred of that na .. •. 
In reference to the parish of Whalley he commented that ·this large 
parish, comprising a great portion of Blackburn Hundred, contains 
fifteen cbapelries·. 
Aikin, Description of the CpuntrJ rpund lanchester, pp. 270, 273. 

H. Brierley, ed., The Resisters pf the Parish Church Of Blackburn. 
1600-1660, L.P.R.S. 41 (Cambridge, 1911); R. Dickinson, ed., ~ 
Re&isters pf the Parish Chyrch pf Blackburn. Port II. 1653-1680, 
L.P.R.S. 90 (Preston, 1953). 



of all those who were buried or baptised from this township during 

the periods studied. 

Vithin Billington a chapel at Langho dedicated to St. Leonard 

was built in the mid-sixteenth century. There was no curate until 

1717 when the chapel was only served every other Sunday.1 This 

explains the continued use of Whalley parish for the ceremonies of 
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baptism, marriage and burial. The relatively poor standard of 

recording in the chapelry registers may be explained by its 

obviously subsidiary role to that of the nearby parish church of St. 

Mary's in Whalley. The registers for Langho chapel survive from 

1733 although burials are not recorded until 1765 in the register. 2 

The quality of the registers of this chapelry is variable but the 

baptism register from 1761-70 provides useful occupational data 

which can be added to that taken from Whalley parish register for 

the same date. The method of studying individual cases rather than 

counting entries is particularly useful in this instance as it 

eliminates the problem of double counting between registers. 

The occupational survey for Billington is therefore based on 

the parish register of Whalley with the exception of 1761-70, which 

is a combination of the data from Whalley parish register and Langho 

chapelry register. As indicated, none of the samples can be 

regarded as numerically complete because inhabitants of Billington 

used not only Langho chapel and Whalley parish church but also the 

3 
nearby chapel of Great Harwood. 

1 Farrer and Brownbill, Y.C.B. LODCS., vol. 6, pp. 333-334. 

2 L.R.D., PR 2965/1/2. 

3 Sparke, Parish Relister of Great HArWOgd, passim. 
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It is considered however, that the number of entries available 

for Billington township from these sources is sufficiently large to 

give an indication of the range of occupations recognised in the 

township. This is considered to be a fairly representative sample 

as it is unlikely that any form of bias operated which caused any 

one occupational group to frequent a given church. Assuming that an 

individual was going to attend an Anglican church it is unlikely 

that cer~ain occupational groups chose one particular church in 

preference to another. It seems probable that distance was the most 

influential factor in their choice. As a result the data taken from 

Vballey parish registers is unlikely to over/under-represent anyone 

occupational grouping. 

The poll tax of 1660 does not provide any occupational 

information for the township of Billington. Consequently, evidence 

of economic divisions in the mid-seventeenth century DUst be 

obtained from the registers of the parish of Whalley. In the period 

between 1653-1660 33 of the 47 adult males in the births register 

<70%) and 38 of the 61 adult males (62') in the death register were 

ascribed to agricultural activities (see table 4.18, table 4.19 and 

figure 4.7). The proportionate involvement in agriculture is 

significantly higher than for Whalley township at the same date, 

where 23 of the 43 male adults in the births register {53'> and 33 

of the 70 adult males (47') in the death register were involved in 

agricultural activity (see table 4.7>, 

The birth and death registers in the Co..anwealth period give 

significantly different estimates for the proportion of individuals 

involved in manufacturing in Billington township, The register of 

births placed 9 out of 47 males {19'> in the maDufacturing category 
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whereas in the death register the value was 19 out of 61 adult males 

(31%). Both sources agreed, however, that textiles formed the most 

significant element within the manufacturing category. Wadsworth 

and Mann provide a map which illustrates the division between areas 

in Lancashire which produced linen and woollen cloth at the start of 

the seventeenth century. Billington township is located just on the 

boundary of this division.1 Consequently, one would expect some 

overlap in the type of cloth production. The death register of 

1653-60 indicates the nature of this division as 5 linenweavers and 

2 woollenweavers were listed. In addition 4 individuals were 

described as shearmen indicating that Billington was involved in the 

finishing processes of cloth manufacture. However, this source can 

provide no indication of the scale of production with which each 

individual was concerned. 

The industrial divisions indicated by Wadsworth and lann at the 

end of the seventeenth century placed Billington within the zone of 

fustian production, but again this township was close to the line of 

2 
division with linen cloth production. The burial register between 

1 

1721-30 classified 2 of the 6 weavers as woollenweavers, 1 as a 

3 linenweaver and 3 as plodweavers. 

Wadsworth and Mann, Cotton Trade and IndustriAl LAncAshire, p. 24. 
2 

3 
ibid., p. 79. 

'Plodweaver': A possible interpretation of this occupation 1s that 
it related to the manufacture of 'plaid' (also 'ploud', 'plod' or 
'ploid') which is a long piece of twilled woollen cloth usually 
having a chequered or tartan pattern. Alternatively, the descrip
tion could refer to linen cloth production as the y.C.H. outlines 
that in the adjacent township of Great Harwood -the manufacture of 
rough linen cloths, checks or plaids was conducted in the houses 
here 250 years ago-. 
Farrer and Brownbill, y.C.H. LAneS., vol. 6, p. 338. 
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The level of textile production indicated between 1721-30 at 

12% (6 of 50 adult males) is lower than the proportionate value of 

18% shown in the death register between 1653-60 (11 of 61 adult 

males). Although the relatively small sample sizes make it 

difficult to judge the reliability of this evidence, the pattern 

does correspond with the evidence from Whalley township where there 

was a marginal fall in the proportionate level of textile 

manufacturing over the same period. The townships show a similar 

trend in that the levels of textile activity showed a significant 

increase in the sample from the burial register of 1751-60. By this 

decade the proportion of male adults involved in textile activity in 

Billington had risen to 31% (12 of 39 adult males), whilst the 

combined sample from the baptism registers of Whalley and Langho 1n 

the decade 1761-70 indicated that in Billington township 39 out of a 

total of 79 male adults (49~) were described as weavers (see figure 

4.8>. Again the evidence from Billington township can be directly 

paralleled with that of Whalley township as in both areas textile 

activity increased reaching a peak level between 1751-70. 

As indicated in figure 4.8 this increase in the level of 

textile activity in Billington township was accompanied by a 

significant drop in the proportionate level of employments in 

agriculture. The burial register of 1721-30 recorded that 25 of the 

50 adult males (50~> were described as husbandmen or labourers, 

which represented a significant decrease from the proportionate 

level shown in the registers of the CoDDOnwealth period. This lower 

level recorded in the burial register of 1721-30 remained fairly 

constant, as the burial register of 1741-50 showed that 19 of 38 

adult males were involved in agriculture (501) and the bUrial 
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register of 1751-60 indicated that 18 of the 39 adult males (46~) 

were ascribed to agricultural activities. This pattern can be 

contrasted with Whalley township where the balance between 

agriculture and manufacturing was reversed as early as 1721-30. The 

proportionate level of involvement in agricultural activity in 

Billington did not drop markedly until 1761-70 when the data from 

Whalley and Langho baptism registers indicated that the proportion 

had fallen to 28% of male adults (22 of 79 adult males). This level 

is close to the figure of 24% of male adults (21 of 87 adult males> 

involved in agriculture in Whalley township between 1761-70. 

To compare the eighteenth century data extracted from the 

parish and chapelry registers with the occupational distribution 

indicated by the census of 1811 presents a number of methodological 

problems. The percentage values derived from the two sources are 

not directly comparable as they used different units of measurement. 

The 1811 occupational data indicates that 32 of the 152 families 

(21%) in Billington township were chiefly employed in agricultural 

work which is very similar to the proportion of male adults involved 

in this sector between 1761-70 (see table 4.5>. The data therefore, 

indicates that the economic structure of Billington township 

underwent significant changes between 1750 and 1770. 

A clear contrast can be drawn between the townships of Whalley 

and Billington in one important respect. As indicated both showed a 

notable expansion of the textile sector during the course of the 

eighteenth century. However. the township of Billington showed 

little diversification in other forms of manufacturing activity 

whereas Whalley township showed the developD8nt of industrial 

sectors other than textiles. The baptism and burial registers 
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indicate that between the years 1751-70 13 different individuals 

practised the occupation of nailer in Whalley township, whereas this 

occupational group was not indicated in the data from the mid

seventeenth century. In ~halley one can also note the presence of a 

cutler, a tinner and two clockmakers in the later eighteenth 

century. In Billington the same concentration on textiles and on 

the provision of basic manufacturing needs continued throughout the 

eighteenth century. As previously indicated, manufacturing can be 

further broken down into 13 sub-groups. With the exception of 

textiles the manufacturing group in Billington township was composed 

of crafts which were directly connected with farming and the 

processing of agricultural materials. The workers in iron were 

comprised essentially of blacksmiths and they would have 

manufactured agricultural equipment. Killers and maltsters were 

involved in the processing of agricultural goods and with the 

notable exception of textiles the township of Billington showed no 

divergence from the basic village occupations. 

The inhabitants of Billington township were therefore heavily 

reliant on textile occupations by the mid-eighteenth century, with 

between one-third and one-half of adult male individuals categorised 

in this economic group. Similarly, the occupational evidence 

recorded in the chapelry registers of Great Harwood between 1731-70 

also points to high levels of involvement in textile aanufacturing. 

The parochial chapelry of Great Harwood was part of the .ather 

parish of Blackburn, and judging by the entries in the registers was 

used principally by the inhabitants of the townships of Great 

Harwood and Rishton. The use of the occupational data froa the 

chapelry registers of Great Harwood to asse8B the characteristic 



features of the economic structure presents a number of 

1 
methodological difficulties. 

The main problem is the high proportion of entries without an 

occupational description. In the baptism register between 1731-40 

52 of the 194 entries relating to adult males had no occupational 
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description appended (27%), and the 'not stated' entries accounted 

for 109 of the 425 entries (26%) in the baptism register of 1751-60. 

In the decades 1741-50 and 1761-70 the proportion was higher still 

with 39% (112 of 285 entries) and 46% (219 of 480 entries) of the 

entries respectively with no occupational data appended. There was 

also a failure to record township of residence for a significant 

proportion of entries so that linking the entries to individual 

cases is very difficult. Therefore, in this analysis the 

occupational survey will rely on the less satisfactory technique of 

determining the proportion of entries relating to certain economic 

groups. As a result of this failure to record place of residence 

the data can only be analysed at the level of the chapelry rather 

than for the township of Great Harwood. Therefore the occupational 

data will strongly reflect features of the occupational structure of 

Rishton which is contiguous with the township of Blackburn. As 

occupational evidence is not recorded in the poll tax of 1660 for 

either Great Harwood or Rishton township there is no co~rative 

basis from the seventeenth century froD which to trace long term 

change in the economic structure. The assessment of economic change 

in Great Harwood chapelry is based on evidence from the baptism 

1 Sparke, Parish Register of Great Horwggd. passim. 
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registers of the eighteenth century, as there are fewer 'not stated' 

entries than in the burial registers. 

In the baptism register of 1731-40 textile occupations 

accounted for 77 out of a total of 194 entries which related to male 

adult individuals (40%). Of these entries 2 related to 

woollenweavers, 4 to sergeweavers, 5 to linenweavers and 66 to 

plodweavers. There is some confusion in the use of the term 

'plodweaver', but as Wadsworth and Mann categorised the area around 

Blackburn as part of the fustian zone at the end of the seventeenth 

century this title may relate to the production of cloth with a 

1 
linen warp and cotton weft. Although there was a mixture of 

different types of cloth production, the evidence still emphasises 

the importance of textile manufacturing as a basis of support for 

the population of the chapelry. In the decade 1741-50 the 

proportion of weavers recorded was slightly lower as 84 entries out 

of a total of 285 (29%) related to plodweavers and sergeweavers. In 

addition 11 entries referred to whitsters (4~) who were involved in 

the process of whitening linen yarn and cloth. The presence of 

James Barn, a fuller of Rishton, indicates that facilities were 

available for the finishing processes of woollen cloth production. 

The lower level of involveuent in textile activities is unlikely to 

reflect an actual decline in the extent of this industrial pursuit, 

but is probably accounted for by the significantly higher proportion 

of 'not stated' entries in this decade of 39~ (112 of 285 entries>. 

The heavy reliance on textile manufacturing is again stressed 

in the baptism register of 1751-60 as 187 entries out of a total of 

Wadsworth and Mann, Cotton Trade and IndustriAl LaPCAshire, p. 79. 
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425 related to plodweavers (44%). An increase in the number of 

entries relating to whitsters is also apparent as this occupational 

group accounted for 22 of the 425 entries (5%). The proportion of 

weavers and whitsters showed a decline in level in the period 

between 1761-70 to 33% (157 of 480 entries), but again this is 

explained by the increased proportion of 'not stated' entries which 

accounted for almost half of all the entries. 
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Throughout the period between 1731 and 1770 the proportion of 

entries with a description relating primarily to agriculture is low. 

The highest recorded level is in the decade 1731-40 as 29 entries 

related to husbandmen and 1 to a farmer, and overall these entries 

accounted for 15% of the total of 194 entries. In the period 

between 1741-50 the proportion of entries relating to husbandDen and 

crofters was low, accounting for just 28 of 285 entries (9%). In 

the decade 1751-60 the proportion was lower still with only 28 of 

425 entries (7%) recording an occupational title relating to 

agriculture. The proportion declined still further as in the decade 

1761-70 only 3% of entries (15 out of 480) were ascribed to 

agriculture. This trend of a proportionate decline in employ.ents 

in agriculture accords closely with the townships discussed above. 

However, in the case of Great Harwood chapelry it is difficult to 

quantify this trend precisely as it is not clear whether the 'not 

stated' entries concealed significant levels of involvement in 

agriculture. 

It is clear nonetheless that in the chapelry of Great Harwood 

the single most important economic activity was textile 

manufacturing, as in the period 1731-70 between one-third to one

half of entries in the registers relate to weavers. whitatera and 
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fullers. The population of Billington township and Great Harwood 

chapelry demonstrated a far heavier reliance on textiles in the mid-

eighteenth century than is apparent in Whalley township at the same 

date. The closer proximity of these areas to Blackburn, which was 

described by Pococke in 1750 as "a town which thrives by the cotton 

and woollen manufacture", may explain the higher levels of 

industrial activity.l 

An increased level of trading associated with this expanding 

textile manufacturing is evidenced in the chapelry registers of 

Great Harwood by the increased proportion of entries relating to the 

occupation of carrier. In the decade 1731-40 only 2 entries out of 

a total of 194 referred to carriers (1%) compared with 17 entries 

out of a total of 425 (4%) in the decade 1751-60. The 17 entries 

related to 8 separate individuals who would undoubtedly have been in 

regular contact with the Blackburn market, although there is no 

evidence available to assess the types of goods carried and the 
2 

frequency of trade. Their activities were not confined within 

purely local horizons however, as Mr. George Howworth froD the Lower 

Town of Great Harwood was referred to as the York carrier on the 

baptism of his son James on 4th March 1752. 

The parish of Blackburn, of which Great Harwood cbapelry was a 

component part, showed an earlier and more extensive rate of 

Cartwright, Travels of Dr. Richard POCOCke. p. 11. 

The increased number of carriers evident by the decade 1751-60 may 
clearly be linked to the extension and improvement of the road 
network in north-east Lancashire during the 1750&. In 1754 two 
lengths of road connected Preston and Skipton, one passing through 
Burnley and Blackburn and the other through Clitheroe. 
T.W. Freeman, H.B. Rodgers and R.H. Kinvig, LoPQoshire. Cheshire 
and the Isle of Ian (London, 1966>, pp. 58-62. 
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population growth than the parish of Whalley.1 The availability of 

textile employments may clearly have acted as a "pull" factor 

encouraging inward migration to the areas surrounding Blackburn. 

The increased opportunity for textile manufacturing is significant 

therefore, as it provided income for a larger number of households 

than could perhaps have been supported by the predominantly pastoral 

system of farming in the area. If we accept David Levine's thesis 

that industrialisation could affect levels of fertility throu~h 

altering the age at marriage this may provide a further explanation 

for the higher rates of population growth apparent in the parish of 

Blackburn in the eighteenth century.2 

The evidence from Billington township and Great Harwood 

chapelry points to an expanding base of rural industry in the 

early/mid-eighteenth century. By the middle of the eighteenth 

century these areas in Blackburn Hundred appeared "as mainly 

industrial, with the agricultural designations of farmer and 

husbandmen in the minority, greatly outnumbered by the weavers". 3 

1 
See chapter 2, pp. 38-71. 

2 
Levine, 'Demographic Implications of Rural Industrialization', 
passim. 

3 This observation by Wadsworth and Mann relates to the parishes 
surrounding Manchester which showed an extensive dependence on 
textile activities. However, this CODDent on patterns of economic 
development is equally applicable to certain areas of Blackburn 
Hundred by the mid-eighteenth century. 
Wadsworth and Mann, Cotton Trade and Indu§trial tauca§hire, p. 314. 
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6, Conclusion, 

With the exception of Billington and Great Harwood all the 

townships considered in the occupational survey have the unifying 

characteristic that male heads of household were given occupational 

descriptions in the poll tax of 1660, The analysis of different 

sources relating to the group of townships in Blackburn Hundred has 

highlighted further characteristics and themes which the areas have 

in common. 

A principal aim of this occupational survey was to investigate 

whether any widespread changes in econoDic activity characterised 

this area of north-east Lancashire in the eighteenth century. The 

evidence from Blackburn Hundred has clearly confirmed Maxine Berg's 

observation that - ... industrial growth took place over the whole of 

1 
the eighteenth century, not just in the last quarter of it-, Bach 

of the townships under consideration demonstrated SODa degree of 

change between the mid-seventeenth and the Did-eighteenth century. 

Similar patterns of change were CODDOn to a number of townships, 

although the magnitude of that change differed between areaa. 

Initially, the occupational data froa the poll tax and parish 

registers can be used to cODDent on the structure of the economy of 

north-east Lancashire in the Did-seventeenth century. This picture 

can be profitably compared with Gregory King's survey of the social 

structure provided in his well-known 'Scheme of the Income and 

Expence of the Several Families of Hngland calculated for the year 

1668'. However, on the basis of occupational data in 26 local 

1 
Berg, Ale pf lanufactyres, p. 316. 
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censuses dated between 1676 and 1705 and 41 parish registers 

covering the period 1685 to 1714, Lindert and Williamson suggest 

marked revisions of King's estimates. Lindert and Williamson 

question King's view of the occupational structure in the late 

seventeenth century as the country "was even more rural, less 

industrial, and filled with more common labourers than was 

Gloucestershire back: in 1608".1 
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The occupational data in the poll tax of 1660 suggests that in 

11 townships in north-east Lancashire {excluding Blackburn> 

agriculture employed 213 out of 417 male householders (51~). Of 

these householders 84 were ascribed the title of labourer which 

represents 20' of the total male householders enumerated in the 11 

townships. In King's 'Scheme' the agricultural category 

(freeholders and farmers) comprised 330,000 heads of fa.ili •• out of 

a total of 1,390,586 (24S) , in addition to 364,000 'labouring people 

and outservants' (26S). The agricultural sector in King's 'Sche .. ' 

represents 50' of total family heads, although Lindert and 

Williamson suggest a revised estimate of 512,437 faDdly heads or 37~ 

of the total. 

The evidence from the 11 townships in Blackburn Hundred 

corresponds very closely to King's figure of 50S. However, the poll 

tax evidence pre-dates King's survey by DOre than a quarter of a 

century. As no occupational data is available for north-east 

Lancashire in the 16806 it is not possible to directly co~e the 

data. Judging by the occupational evidence the towuhlps of 

Whalley, Billington, Wiswell, Accrington nova and Aocrlngton .. tera 

Lindert and WilliaBSOn, 'Revising Bngland's Social Tables', p. 387. 
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experienced a fall in the proportionate level of agricultural 

activity by the decade 1721-1730. It therefore seems feasible that 

the value of 51~ of male householders identified in the mid-

seventeenth century may be an unrealistically high figure to apply 

to 1688. If this trend of change was a feature of the years between 

1660 and 1720, the true level of agricultural involvement in north-

east Lancashire in the 1680s may in fact be closer to the value of 

I 
37~ suggested by Lindert and Williamson. 

In his 'Scheme' King suggests that 4~ of family heads could be 

classed under 'Artisans and handicrafts' (60,000 out of 1,390,586). 

Lindert and Williamson suggest that this value is absurdly low and 

provide a revised estimate of 256,866 family heads, which represents 

18.5~ of the total. The evidence from 11 townships in north-east 

Lancashire would suggest that King's assessment of aanufacturing and 

the building trades was far too low, as building occupations alone 

represented 3~ of male householders in 1660 (14 out of 417). In 

addition the manufacturing occupations accounted for 114 BDle heads 

of household or 27~ of the total. Overall, 31S (128 out of 417) of 

male heads of household in these 11 townships can be classified 

under the heading of manufacturing and building, a level which is 

significantly higher than the revised estimate suggested by Lindert 

and Williamson. It is however, difficult to directly coapare the 

estimates as the data in the poll tax provides no infor.ation 

regarding those in receipt of poor relief. The nuaber of thoee in 

receipt of poor relief is very difficult to estimate in this area as 

there are few listings of the poor. lonethe less , the data fro. 

1 
Ibid., table 1, pp. 388-9, 390. 



Blackburn Hundred still confirms Lindert and Williamson's 

observation that all of King's -guesses for artisans seem too 
1 

low ... " . 

It appears that a full understanding of economic trends cannot 

be derived from King's survey of the social structure in the late 

seventeenth century. The picture presented by King is a static one, 

which also conceals local variations. Xoreover, the table is 

inaccurate in certain respects as it conceals the fact that -the 

English society of 1695-6 was already in a state of flux ... -. In an 

important review of King's work G.S. Holmes argues that the country: 

·was already beginning to witness important changes in the 
landowning sector, the rise of a new 'monied interest' in the 
city, the rapid expansion of the civil service and of the armed 
forces, vital new stimulii to certain branches of industry and 
distributing trades, and the inauguration of a period of steady 
urban growth in some parts of the provinces ... ·.2 

A study of the occupational data in the parish and chapelry 

registers of Blackburn Hundred shows the extent and nature of 

economic change in this 'pre-industrial' period. The evidence from 

a selected group of townships in north-east Lancashire confir.a 

Holmes's observation that develop.ant and diversification ware 

characteristic features of this period. 

The pattern was perhaps most striking in the case of Whalley 

and Billington townships. A marked decrease in the proportion of 

individuals concerned with agriculture together with an increase in 

the overall level of manufacturing was co..an to both areas. In 

1 llW1. 
2 

G.S. Holmes, 'Gregory King and the Social Structure of Pre-
Industrial Bngland', Trap§lctipDS of the IQJA} Bla1;priCA} Sgglet,. 
5th series 27 (1977), p. 53. 
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Whalley township the proportion of individuals involved in 

agriculture declined from a mid-seventeenth century level of 47~ 

(33 of 70 adult males) to 14% (10 of 69 adult males) in the burial 

register of 1761-70. The level of manufacturing showed a 

corresponding increase from 36% of the workforce in the death 

register of 1653-60 (25 of 70 adult males> to 65% (45 of 69 adult 

males> in the burial register of 1761-70. In Billington township 

the level of manufacturing increased from 31% (19 of 61 adui+ males) 

of the sample in the death register of 1653-60 to a level of 63~ (50 

of 79 adult males> in the burial register of 1761-70. In this 

decade textile manufacture alone at 49% <39 of 79 adult males> 

outstripped agricultural activity which accounted for 28% of the 

sample (22 of 79 adult males). Similarly. in Whalley township the 

proportion of 28% of male adults ascribed to textile .anufacturing 

(19 of 69 adult males) in the burial register of 1761-70 was higher 

than the proportion of 14% involved in agriculture (10 of 69 adult 

males). This evidence corresponds with B.A. Wrigley's assertion 

that: 

-In certain rural areas in the eighteenth century the growth in 
non-agricultural employment was so great as to dwarf the 
remaining agricultural population ... In DUch of south 
Lancashire and the West Riding of Yorkshire. the textile 
industry. whether cotton or wool provided inco .. for many .are 
men and welEn".1 

It is difficult to provide an explanation for econoDdc change 

that is specific to each of the townships considered. but a number a 

factors might be posited to explain tha observed shifts in the 

econoDic structure in Blackburn Hundred in the eighteenth century. 

1 
Wrigley. 'Urban Growth and Agricultural ChaDgS', p. 696. 
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Joan Thirsk stresses that an abundance of labour in an area would, 

in the context of demand for manufactured goods, provide an 

important stimulus to industrial development. In many cases the 

availability of labour is linked to a pastoral system of farming 

1 which fails to meet the subsistence needs of an economy. Hudson 

illustrates this connection between the farming system and 
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industrial development in the West Riding of Yorkshire as she argues 

that: 

-the inability of land in the Halifax area to support anything 
other than livestock grazing and the cultivation of a few oats 
coupled with the small size of agricultural holdings, Deant 
that it became the earliest site of extensive proto-industrial 
development in the West RidingM.2 

Similarly, Swain emphasises that the nature of the pastoral economy 

in the Colne area explains the widespread incidence of clothDaking 

in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 3 

Such arguments do have a relevance to the western edge of 

Blackburn Hundred in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

although the land was relatively low-lying and fertile co~red with 

the eastern side of the region. 4 Swain argues that in the sixteenth 

and early seventeenth centuries the Ribble valley chapelrie. of 

Whalley, Downham and Clitheroe did not show an extensive dependence 

on textile manufacturing as the good arable land aeant that there 

was less seasonal under-employment and DDre opportunities for 

Thirst, 'Industries in the Countryside', pp. 11-3. 

Hudson, 'West Riding Wool Textile Industry', pp. 41-3. 

Swain, Indystrr befpre the Indystria1 leyo1ution. pp. 1~-208. 

Freeman, Rodgers and Kinvig, LancAshire· Cbee)tre Apd the 1.1. pf 
~, p. 41. 



1 
agricultural wage labour. 

However, the changing structure of the economy in Whalley and 

Billington townships in the eighteenth century suggests that the 

opportunities in agriculture were no longer sufficient to meet the 

needs of the population. Opportunities in wage labour would have 

been reduced if the falling grain prices between 1650-1750 

encouraged farmers in areas not ideally suited to crop cultivation 

2 
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to concentrate on livestock rearing and dairy farming. A study of 

probate inventories in this period indicates that in the townships 

under consideration crop cultivation was in fact evident amongst a 

lower proportion of testators in the first half of the eighteenth 

century.3 This is significant as the position of labourers in the 

mid-seventeenth century was already precarious as these groups 

formed a substantial element amongst those exempt frOB payment of 

the hearth tax. Such individuals fluctuated between economic 

independence and dependence on intermittent charitable help frOB the 
4 

poor stock of Whalley. Whalley township demonstrated a sharp 

polarisation in wealth in the mid-seventeenth century so that a 

decline in the opportunities for wage labour would have accentuated 

still further the economic marginality of the group of labourers. 

The occupational data frOB Whalley township illustrates a 

marked decline in the proportion of labourers in the eighteenth 

century econoDic structure. Labourers accounted for DOre than 

1 
Swain, 'Industry and Bconomy', pp. 220-221. 

2 
Jones, 'Agricultural Origins of Industry', pp. 69-70. 

3 
See chapter 5, pp. 323-6. 

4 See chapter 7, pp. 507-511, 591-3. 
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one-fifth of adult male householders in the poll tax of 1660 (14 of 

65 adult males) but in the burial and baptism registers of 1761-70 

labourers represented between 7~ (5 of 69 adult males) and 11~ (10 

of 87 adult males> of the adult male individuals. Xoreover, 

labourers declined relative to the numbers of yeomen, husbandmen and 

farmers. In the burial register of 1721-30 there were 22 labourers 

compared with 10 husbandmen which represents a ratio of 2 labourers 

to each husbandman. The ratio fluctuated but in the baptism and 

burial registers between 1761-70 the ratio was on a one to one 

basis. In the decade 1771-80 there were 7 labourers recorded 

compared with 14 yeomen, husbandmen and farmers which represents a 

ratio of one labourer to two farmers. Therefore, during the course 

of the eighteenth century the number of labourers declined in 

relation to the total occupational sample, but also in relation to 

the other farming groups which would support the argument that there 

was a reduction in the proportionate extent of involvement in arable 

farming during this period (see tables 4.7 and 4.8>. 

In the context of a growing population the increaeed .~ha.is 

on pastoral farming in these townships would have aeant that there 

was a surplus of labour, and increasing numbers of male adults would 

have had to look to industry as a means of making a livelihood. In 

Whalley township the population growth combined with a shift away 

from arable agriculture would explain why an increasing proportion 

of the population was involved in textile production in the 

eighteenth century. This argument is strengthened by the ti~ng of 

the growth in population and the changes in the econoDdc structure. 

The upswing in the level of textile manufacturing in Whalley and 

Billington in the period between 1750 and 1770 follows a significant 



period of population growth. In Whalley township for example. the 

population increased from~. 530 in 1740 to ~. 630 in 1760. 

The availability of labour is obviously an important 

requirement for industrial expansion in the early modern period, 

when few labour saving devices were applie~to production. However. 

labour surpluses are only of value to industrial development if 

demand exists for manufactured products. Also, as Swain pOints out. 

it is essential that those who required additional income should be 

1 aware of the existence of that demand. The proximity of Whalley 

and Billington townships to Blackburn. which according to Pennant 

had developed links with the Manchester and London markets by the 

1770s, would have been important in the spread of industrial 

activity to those areas. The improvement of road communications 
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within Blackburn Hundred in the early 1750s points to increased road 

use by the mid-eighteenth century. and is significant as it would 

have facilitated further industrial development within the region. 

The extensive involveDent in textile production which is apparent in 

Great Harwood chapelry by the mid-eighteenth century would probably 

have been closely linked to the emergence of Blackburn as a aarket 

centre for manufactured goods. 

The spread of industry in north-east Lancashire did not occur 

at a uniform rate and had a differential impact within the Hundred. 

Certain areas of Blackburn Hundred such as CaIne chapelry and Pendle 

Forest showed an extensive reliance on textiles as early as the 

sixteenth century. The much later spread of testile occupations in 

a number of the Ribble valley townships in the eight.enth century 

1 
Swain, Industry before the Industrial Reyolutiop, p. 205. 
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seems to have been prompted by the insufficiency of agriculture in 

the context of a growing population and an increased emphasis on 

pastoral farming. This evidence seems to support Hudson's 

conclusion that: 

"the extent of agricultural self-sufficiency, as well as the 
seasonality and regimes of farming ... made for different 1 
chronologies and different mixes of agriculture and industry". 

In common with Whalley and Billington the townships of Wiswell, 

Downham, Chat burn, Accrington vetera and Accrington nova had 

proportionately fewer individuals involved in agriculture in the 

eighteenth century samples than in the poll tax of 1660. However, 

the level of manufacturing remained fairly constant in Downham, 

Twiston, Accrington nova and Accrington vetera. In particular the 

proportionate numbers of individuals involved in the manufacture of 

textiles was very similar in the early eighteenth century samples to 

the levels indicated in the poll tax of 1660. A proble. CODDDn to 

Downham, Chat burn, Twiston, Accrington nova and Accrington vetera 1s 

that the occupational data in the parish registers 1s not as 

extensive as in Whalley and Billington. This DeaDS that it 1s not 

possible to assess whether the critical period of change was taking 

place in the decades 1751-60 and 1761-70 as in the townships of 

Whalley and Billington. 

The marked expansion in the level of textile manufacture in 

Whalley and Billington during the eighteenth century can be coapared 

with other areas of Lancashire. The data presented by Wadsworth and 

lann illustrates a marked fall in the proportionate levels of 

involvement in agriculture in Radcliffe, Biddleton, Oldha. and 

Hudson, 'West Riding Wool Textile Industry'. p. 41. 
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Upholland in the mid-eighteenth century. This relative decline was 

accompanied by a marked growth in the level of textile manufacturing 

in Radcliffe. Xiddleton and Upholland (see table 4.13>. The extent 

of involvement in textile manufacturing in these areas far 

outstripped the levels observed on the western edge of Blackburn 

Hundred in the mid-eighteenth century. This is undoubtedly linked 

to their closer proximity to Manchester. A map of Lancashire drawn 

in 1760 by Emanuel Bowen described how the trade of textilys ~n 

Manchester -have rendered both the town and its neighbourhood rich 
1 

and popu 1 ous" . 

In a study of economic and demographic change in the Ddd-

Wharfedale area of Yorkshire, May Pickles similarly observes 

distinct patterns of change in the period between 1740 and 1770. 

Occupational data in a series of good parish registers permitted a 

survey of change in the parish of Otley, and also in eight 

surrounding rural parishes and chapelries. The group of eight rural 

parishes demonstrated a fall in the proportionate number of 

employments in agriculture from 56~ (including landless labourers) 

in the period 1721-40 to 43~ between 1761-80. There was a 

corresponding increase in the proportion of the male adult workforce 

engaged in leadmining from 4' in 1721-40 to 19~ in 1761-80, and also 

in textiles which increased from 7' to 11~ in the same period. In 

Otley parish there was a similar fall in the proportionate extent of 

agricultural activity and an increase in manufacturing during the 

second half of the eighteenth century. lay Pickles concludes that 

1 L.R.a., DDPr. 144/8. 
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"practically all additional labour that accrued after ~.1740 

eschewed land work for other types of employment, particularly 

industrial employment". This area of Yorkshire therefore 

demonstrates economic trends similar to those displayed in north-

east Lancashire, as Kay Pickles finds that "agricultural employments 

decline almost everywhere, at the same time employments in industry 
1 

grow sensationally in the rural parishes ... ". 

Diversification is a characteristic feature of Whalley township 

in the eighteenth century. The economy of this township shows an 

expansion in the number of textile workers and metalworkers, and 

also an increase in the proportion of the population involved in 

dealing, retail and service occupations. This is in contrast to the 

townShip of Billington which, with the exception of textile 

manufacture, shows a continued reliance on basic village crafts. 

All the townships under consideration have one important 

feature in common. Although there is a marked variation in extent 

between townships, they each demonstrate a strong and developing 

industrial element in the framework of a small rural township and 

with the exception of Read they all demonstrated a decreasing 

reliance on agriculture. A number of the townships became 

increasingly 'industrialised' during the course of the eighteenth 

century and indicate that a study of econoDdc change should not be 

confined to areas which subsequently developed into large centres of 

population and industry in the nineteenth century. The processes of 

econoDic change in the eighteenth century had a wide ranging i~ct 

on communities in north-east Lancashire. Perhaps D. Cole.an and 

1 
Pickles, 'Xid-Wharfedale, 1721-1812', pp. 20-21. 
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K.D.K. Snell and R.A.B. Houston are right to question the drawbacks 

1 
of forcing such communities into the proto-industrial mould. 

The single occupational labels derived from the parish 

registers indicate that proportionately fewer individuals were 

ascribed to agricultural activities by the mid-eighteenth century. 

However, such labels provide little indication of the type of 

agriculture practised in the townships. On the basis of evidence in 

probate inventories it is relevant to establish the extent of crop 

cultivation in the region, which would provide a broad indication of 

whether this area was dependent on the market economy for the supply 

of grain. If there was a dependence on the market for grain in the 

second half of the seventeenth century did this increase in the 

first half of the eighteenth century with the growth of population 

in the region and the increasing involvement in manufacturing 

activities? The single occupational labels suggest that this may 

have been the case, as in Whalley township there is a significant 

expansion in the number of shopkeepers, innkeepers and victuallers 

from the 1740s. Also the evidence of the probate inventories can be 

used to determine whether the increased numbers of textile workers 

were supplied with wool from locally kept flocks of sheep or whether 

this raw material was transported to the region. 

The occupational evidence from a number of townships indicated 

the practice of by-employments in north-east Lancashire. Joan 

Thirsk suggests that such by-employments were Wnot accidental or 

subsidiary, secondary or a miserable makeshiftW, but they were in 

Houston and Snell, 'Proto-industrialization?', pp. 473-492. 
Coleman, 'Proto-industrialization: A Concept Too lany', 
pp. 435-448. 
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1 
fact -an integral part of the pastoral way of life". The single 

occupational labels cannot reveal the full extent of by-employments 

in north-east Lancashire. but in chapter six a consideration of the 

evidence contained in probate inventories highlights the importance 

of this form of economic organisation. Although the proportion of 

male adults ascribed an occupational title which was related 

primarily to agriculture declined over time. it is apparent from 

this evidence that the increased numbers of textile workers would 

probably have retained a connection with agricultural production of 

some form. Similarly, those individuals described as yeomen. 

husbandmen and farmers may have supplemented their incoue fro. 

textile manufacturing. 

Thirsk. 'Seventeenth Century Agriculture'. pp. 171-2. 
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\0 Table 4.i ~ .DISlRIBUTIO!J OF OCCUPATIOJS nOJGSr KALE HEADS OF HOUSEflOI.D: THE POLL TAl OP \6eo: 
N 

O:CUP.\ T IO~ Ace. Ace. Cbatburn C11tberoe DoWDhaa Little Read T,tlstOD ¥halley Vlswell Vor.toD 

vetera nova )11 tton 

10. t. 10. t. 10. • Bo. t. 10. t. Bo. • 10. t. 10. t. Jo. t. Jo. t. 10. t. 

PR I },.ARY 
A. A.,-:l:!~u 1 lure 

YeOn:.ln 9 25.7 18 19.1 2 4.3 1 5.2 3 21.4 3 4.6 5 15.1 5 31.2 

Hust~nd~n 3 11.5 8 13.1 9 25.1 16 17.0 16 34.8 3 37.5 4 . 21.0 5 35.7 9 13.6 6 18.2 4 25.0 

ICTAL A~RICULTURE 3 11.5 8 13. 1 18 51.4 34 36.2 18 39.1 3 37.5 5 26·3 8 57.1 12 IS.4 11 33.3 9 56.2 

- 11 BUILDIYG . A. l!mJ~s. ~~ 

~ 
l. Fr'e~n;ason 1 5.3 

~ 
I'd50n 1 2.8 
Sl",ter 1 1.6 

f.-4 .... ~ller 1 3.6 1 2.2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_ .. _-----------------------------------
2. Carpenter 1 2.8 1 1.0 4 6.1 

Plasterer 1 5.3 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Plu:~r/glazler 1 1.0 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------
4. Lll:leburn,:r 1 2.2 

TOrAL BUILDIYG 1 :3.8 1 1.6 2 5.1 2 2.1 2 4.3 2 10.6 4 6.1 
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Table 4.1(Cont.) 

OCCUP AT lOBS 

III KANUFACTURIIG 
A. Ieels and 

1.D s.1u.L.I:elilii 
Gunsmith 

C. Clc.t..h1.ng. 
l. Tdilor 

DISTRIBUflOH OF OCCUPATIOIS AKOflGST KALE HEADS OF HOUSEHOLD: THE POLL TAX OF 1660. 

Acc. 
vetera 

10 

1 

Acc. 
nova 

~ Bo. 

3.8 

1 

Cbatburn Clltberoe Downbam Little Read 
Xltton 

" Bo. " Bo. " 10. " 10. 

1.6 3 3.2 . 3 6.6 

Twl&toD Vhalley Vlswell WorstoD 

" 10. Z I~. " 10. " 10. " 

4 6.1 5 15.1 2 12.5 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._-------------------------------------------------
2. Shoemaker 1 1.6 2 2.1 2 4.3 1 5.3 4 6.1 

D. Ylctuall1n~ 
1. IUlier 2 7.7 1 2.6 2 3.1 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------
2. Butcher 2 7.7 

E. lLoll. 
Blacksmith 2 
Cutler 

1. EULS-AllL 
LeAther:. 

l- Curr1er 
SkLnner 
lanner 

3.3 

1 2.2 

3 3.2 2 4.3 

2 2.1 
1 1. 0 

1 5.3 1 ·7.1 
1 5.3 

1 5.3 
1 5.3 

2 3.1 

1 1.5 

3 4.6 

1 
1 

1 

3.0 2 12.5 
3.0 

3.0 

-_ .. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. 
2. Sadler 1 1.0 
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Table 4.1 (cont. ) DISTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATlO.S AXOIGST KALE HEADS OF HOUSEHOLD; THE POLL TAl OF 1060. 

CCCIJPATlO!lS Ace. Ace. Cbatburn Clltheroe Downham Llttle Read Twiston \balley \'1 swell VOTstO!l 
vetp.ra nova JU tton 

10. % No. 7. Bo, 7. No. 7. 110. 7. 10. 7. 10. 1- Bo. 7. 10. 7. .0. 7. )10. 7. 

K. xua1 
Cocper 1 3.0 
.101 ncr 1.6 1 1.5 
VLEelwrlgbt 3.8 1 2.6 2 3.1 

---.--
L. I (!x t.H.ftS. 
1. 'Jeo'Jer" "' 15.4 9 14.7 2 5.7 -. 

F'!i truiter 3 3.2 
Ynollenweaver 2 4.3 1 5.3 3 21.4 3 4.6 5 15.1 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. 
3. Llnenweaver 

TOCAL ~NUFACIURIBG 

I V fRAHSPORT 
B. L1Hd 

Ccnr ler 

TOTAL TRA!lSPORT 

1 1.6 5 10.9 3 4.6 2 6.1 

10 38.5 15 24.6 4 11.4 15 15.9 15 32.6 6 31.6 4 26.i 25 36.4 16 46.5 4 25.0 

1 1.0 1 2.2 

1 1.0 1 2.~ 
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Table 4.1 (cent.) DISlI\IBUTlOlI OF OCCUFATl05S AlOIGST KALE IIEADS OF HOUSEIIOLD: THE POLL TAl Qf 1660. 

C.CCUPATIOBS 

V DEAL IIiG 

.Ace. 
vetera 

Bu. 

A. Sp~o::lallsUe t..a.ll. 
1. Alehouselleeper 1 

Acc. 
nova 

t Bo. 

3.8 1 

Cbatburn C11theroe Downbaa Little Read 
KltloD 

" 10. " 10. " 10. l 10. " 10. 

1.6 1 2.8 1 1.0 

TwistOD Whalley Vlswell VOTstOD 

~ 10. " 10. " 10. " 10. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------
2. Mercer 

Ir'oollendraper 

B. S~clallst 

'ihol es.a.l.e. 
2. Clothier 

c. 111np cant 
Chapcan 

lurAL DEALUG 

2 7.7 3 4.9 

3 11.5 4 6.5 

2 3.1 
2 2.1 

1 1.0 1 1.5 

\ 2.8 4 4.2 3 4.6 
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Table 4.1 (co~t. ) 

DlSlRIBUTIOB OF OCCUPATIOBS AXOIGST KALE HEADS OF HOUSEHOLD: THE P04L TAX OF 1660. 

CCCUPAT IONS Acc. Ace. Cbatburn Clltberoe Dowubaa LI tlle Read Twl&tuD Whalley W1swell WersteD 
vetera nova Kitten 

10. %. Ho. %. Ho. %. Ho. %. 10. %. 10. ~ 10. ~ 10. ~ 10. % 50. % ·Je. .. .. 
VI PIJBLIC A!JD 

PROFESS IOBAL 
SERVICE 

e. b: o.1.e.ss 1wl.U.. 
~:~l!'.:.e. 

l. Attl:rn'!y 1 2.2 ' -
VlcC!r 1 2.6 1 1.~ 
Cl'!rk 2 2.1 1 1.5 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------.------------------------------------------------------
2. Barber 

TOTAL PUBLIC ABD 
PROFESSIOMAL SERVICE 

VI I JI.EH I H 
O:.CUPATlO/iS 
LiJhourer 

roTAL XENIAL 
J:CUPH IONS 

1 2.6 2 2.1 1 2.2 

16 26.2 5 14.3 32 34.0 6 17.4 

16 26.2 5 14.3 32 34.0 6 17.4 

1 1.5 

3 4.6 

1 12.5 14 21.5 5 15.1 3 16.7 

1 12.5 14 21.5 5 15.1 3 18.7 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------.---------------------------------------------------
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Table 4.1 (cont.) DISTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATlOIS A)lOIGST KALE HEADS OF H·JUSEHOLD: 

OCCUPAT lOBS Acc. Acc. Chatburn C11theroe Downba. Little 
vetera - Dova JUttOD 

Bo. %. Bo. %. Bo. % 10. % 10. 1. 

-_._----

'1Il1 STATUS ~ 

DESCRIPTIOllS 
l. Gentleoon 1 3.8 2 3.3 4 4.2 4 50.0 

Esquire' 
Baronet 

lOIAL SfAIUS 1 3.8 2 3.3 4 4.2 4 50.0 

IX HO DESeRl PI lOB 8 30.8 15 24.6 4 11. 4 1 2.2 

OVERALL MALE 26 100 61 100 35 100 94 100 46 100 + 8 100 

FEXALES 3 8 10 35 6 

+ Unreliably small sample size of less than ten. 

THE POLL TAX OF 1560. 

Read TwlstoD Yhalhy Vlswell VorstoD 

10. ~ 10. 1. 10. % 10. % • 10. % 

1 7.1 3 4.6 .1 3.0 
1 5.3 

1 1.5 

1 5.3 , 1 7.1 4 6.1 1 3. i) 

5 26.3 1 7.1 

19 100 14 100 65 100 33 100 16 100 

7 3 15 7 7 
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TClble 4.2 
DISfRIBUTlOll OF HALE HOUSEHOLDERS BElYEU THE MIll ECOB01UC SECTORS: THE POLL lAI OF 166~. 

o.::r:urA J lOR Ace. Ace. Chatbur-n Cllther-oe Downham 1.1 ttle Read Twiston .hAlley '.'25 __ 11 Vor-ston 
vetera. nova )iltton 

Ro. ~ Ro. ~ Bo. ~ Bo. 2; Bo. ~ Bo. 2; 10. 2; 10. 2; Bo. 2; Jo. 2; 10. 1 

1 . Asrlculture 3 11. 5 24 39.3 23 65.7 66 70.2 26 56.5 4 50.0 5 26.3 8 57.1 26 40.0 16 -<8.5 12 75.0 
(IncludIng , . 
labourers) 

----
?. BuildIng 1 3.8 1 1.6 2 5.7 2 2.1 2 4.3 2 10.6 4 15.1 

3 . ManufacturIng 
(exdudlng 6 23. 1 5 8.2 2 5.7 12 12.7 6 17.4 5 26.3 \ 1 7.1 19 29.2 9 ~7.3 4 25.0 
t~l(tlles) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
:3a. 1f'xttlc 4 15.4 10 16.4 2 5.7 3 3.2 7 15.2 1 5.3 3 21. " 6 9.2 7 21.2 

If.anu{acture 
._------
lu~al Hanu!actu~tDg 10 38.5 15 24.6 4 11. " 15 15.9 15 32.6 6 31.6 " 23.6 2S 36.4 16 46.5 " 'S.C 

<1. Iranspor-t 1 1.1 1 2.2 

5. Dealt n8 3 11. 5 4 6.5 1 2.6 4 4.2 3 4.6 
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Table 4.2 (cont.) Distribution of male householders between the main economdc sectors. 

OCCUPATlO~s .'cc. Ace. Cbcltburn Clltberoe Dowuham Little Rea·j TwistOD VballeJ 
vetera no.,a K1tton 

So. 1 io. '1 10. '1 No. '1 10. • Ho. • 10 • • 10. • 10 • " 
6. Public and 

ProfessloDal 1 2.6 2 2.1 1 . 2.2 .- 3 4.6 
~r·,;1ee. 

7. Mi!nlal 
(ex-::l ud lng 
labourers> 

8. Status 1 3.8 2 3.3 4 4.2 4 50.0 1 5.3 1 7.1 4 6.1 

9. Ilo description 8 30.6 15 24.6 4 11. 4 ..1 2.2 5 26.3 1 7.1 

-
T01AL 26 100 61 100 35 100 94 100 46 100 + 6 100 19 100 14 100 65 100 

+ Unreliably small sample size of less than ten. 

Vl$w~ll Vorston 

10. • 10 . ~ 

1 3.0 

33 100 16 100 



TABLE 4.3 

DISTRIBurION OF OCCUPATIONS IN BLAr.KRtTRN TOWNSHIP: 
THE POLL 'TAX OF 1660. 

OCCl]P A 7 lOll 

PRlXARY 
11.. 4!:'.;;u'l;uro 

'feoltJ.n 
HusbdndIn3n 

TOTAL AGRICULTURE 
(exc. labourers> 

[! BUILDIlG 
A. Hous.:>s 
1. M.3.~on 

~umber ai m.J.le 
hausp.halders 

16 

16 

1 

Percentage ai male 
householders 

10.3 

10.3 

0.0 
------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Plumber/gla:1er 

TOTAL BIJILDING 

[ I I MANUF ACTUR I !IG 
C. Clorh1n~ 

1. Hoster 
Hdtter 
Tailor 

1 

2 

1 
4 
5 

0.6 

1.3 

0.0 
2.6 
3.2 

-----------------------------------------------------------------_. 
2. Shoemaker 

O. Vlctu;llll n~ 
1. lUller 

4 

3 

2.6 

1.9 
-----------------------------------------------------------------.-
2. Butc!1er 5 :3.2 

E. l!:.rul 
Smith 5 3.2 

--1. Eur~ and 

LCill2.C.. 
1. Skinner 1 0.0 
-----------------------------------------------------------------_. 
2. Scldler 1 0.6 

254 
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Table 4.3 (continued) 

OCClJPATION Number of male Percentage of male 
householders householders 

K. ~ 
'Whee 1 wright 3 1.9 

L. T~';tll~s 

1. Weaver 28 18.1 

TOTAL MANUFACTURING 60 38.7 

IV TRANSPORT 
B. Land. 

Carrier 3 1.9 

TOTAL TRANSPORT 3 1.9 

V DEALING 
C. Itinf3 r,3,nt 

Badger 4 '" -",.0 

TOTAL DEALUfG 4 2.6 

VI PUBLIC AND 
PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICE 

B. frcI f3 Ss1CD..ll 
Service 

1. St:!xton 1 0.6 

TOTAL PUBLIC AND 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 1 0.6 
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Table 4.3 (continued) 

OCCUFATIml Number or male Percentage of male 
householders householders 

VII MENIAL OCCUPATIONS 
Labourer 1 0.6 

TOTAL MENIAL OCCUPATIONS 1 0.6 

TOTAL STATUS 

IX NO DESCRIPTION 68 43.9 

OVERALL MALE 155 100 

FEMALES 32 



Table 4.4 

GECGRAF~!CAL GRC~P!]G IN THE POLL TAX OF 1660. 

OCCUPATIOY 

1. Agr1cul ture 
(including 
labourers) 

2. Bullding 

3. XAnufacturlDg 
(exclud1l1g 
textiles) 

3A. Textile 
IUnu!olcture 

Group 1 

Little Mitton 
Re~d 

'ib",lley 
"'1 swell 

Bo. 1. 

51 40.8 

6 4.S 

33 26.4 

14 11.2 

Tot~l Manufacturing 47 37.6 

4. Trllnspnr": 

5. DeAling 

6. Public And 
Pro!essional 
Scrvic~. 

1. Xt!nial 
(exclu\!1:lg 
l"bour~rs) 

a. Status 

9. No de~crlption 

TOTIIL 

3 2.4 

3 2.4 

10 8.0 

5 4.0 

125 100 

Grcup 2 

Chatburll 
eli theroe 
OOwtlhaa 
Twiston 
"'orston 

No. 

135 65.8 

6 2.9 

27 1:3.2 

15 7.3 

42 20.~ 

2 0.9 

5 2.4 

4 1.9 

5 2.4 

6 2.9 

205 100 

Group J 

Accr111gton nova 
Acc~!ngton vetera 

No. 

27 :)1.0 

2 2.:3 

11 12.6 

14 16.1 

25 28.7 

7 8.0 

23 26.4 

87 100 

257 
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TABU! 4.5. 

NUXBER OF FAIULIES 'CHIEFLY BIPLOYBP' II PIFFEREIT SBCTORS OF THE 
ECONOIY: BLACKSURJ HUIDRBD 1811. 

Place Number of Chiefly Chiefly All other 
Families Employed Employed in FaDilies not 

in agr1c- trade, comprised in 
culture manufactures the two 

and preceding 
handicrafts classes 

10. 10. No. 

WhaUer parish: 

lew Accrington 410 60 14.6 347 84.6 3 0.7 
Old Accrington 173 2 1.2 16Q 97.7 2 1.1 
Chatburn 96 7 7.3 88 91.7 1 1.0 
Clitheroe 313 60 19.2 208 66.4 45 14.4 
Downham 109 29 26.6 22 20.2 58 53.2 
Li ttle Hi tton 12 6 66.7 3 25.0 1 8.3 
Read 75 27 36.0 48 64.0 
Twiston 34 14 41. 2 6 17.& 14 41.2 
Whalley 205 24 11.7 168 81. Q 13 &.4 
Wiswell 86 27 31. 4 58 67.4 1 1.2 
Worston 28 10 35.7 18 64.3 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Blackbyrn parish: 

Billington 152 32 21. 0 114 75.0 6 4.0 
Blackburn 3,090 45 1. 4 2,8&1 92.6 184 &.0 
Great Harwood 316 24 7.& 2Ql 92.1 1 0.3 

Source: Abstract of the Answers and Returns. preliminary Observations, 
Enumeration Abstract, Parish Register Abstract, 1811 
(London, 1812), pp. 150-152. 
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TABLE 4,6 

Distribution Of pccupations in Blackburn Hundred in the FoIl Tax 
pf 1660 and the Census pf 1811, 

Township 

New Accrington i 
1660 Poll Tax 

1811 Census 

Old A~~z: 1 ni:t en : 
1660 Poll Tax 

Agriculture 

10, ~ 

24 39,3 

60 14,6 

3 11,5 

Trade, Jlanufac- All other 
ture and 
handicrafts 

10, % IC'I % 

19 31.1 18 29,6 

347 84,6 3 0,7 

13 50,0 10 38,5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------

1811 Census 2 1.1 169 97.7 2 1.1 

Cha:thurnj 
1660 Poll Tax 23 65.7 5 14.3 7 20.0 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
1811 Census 7 7.3 88 91.7 1 1.0 

C11:tb.filz:cs: 
1660 Poll Tax 66 70.2 19 20.2 9 9.6 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
1811 Census 60 19.2 208 66.4 45 14.4 

!&1KDba.i 
1660 Poll Tax 26 56.5 15 32.6 5 10.9 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
1811 Census 29 26.6 22 20.2 58 53.2 

LHUs IUtgn; 
1660 Poll Tax 4 50.0 4 50.0 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
1811 Census 8 66.7 3 25.0 1 8.3 

+ Unreliably small sample size of less than ten. 



Township 

Read: 

TABLE 4.6 (continued> 

Distribution of occupations in Blackbyrn Hundred 
in the POll Tax Of 1660 and the Censys Of 1811 

Agriculture Trade, Manufac- All other 
tures and 
handicrafts. 

10. flo. 10. 

1660 Poll Tax 5 26.3 6 31.6 8 42.1 

1811 Census 27 36.0 48 64.0 

IlIl1Eiton: 
1660 Poll Tax 8 57.1 4 28.6 2 14.3 

260 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
1811 Census 14 41. 2 6 17.6 14 41. 2 

VhollaJi 
1660 Poll Tax 26 40.0 28 43.1 11 16.9 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
1811 Census 24 11.7 168 81.9 13 6.4 

~1liilmlli 
1660 Poll Tax 16 48.5 16 48.5 1 3.0 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
1811 Census 27 31. 4 58 67.4 1 1.2 

Worliiton: 
1660 Poll Tax 12 75.0 4 25.0 

1811 Census 10 35.7 18 64.3 

OVERALL: 
1660 Poll Tax 213 51.1 129 30.9 75 18.0 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
1811 Census 268 17.4 1117 72.5 156 10.1 

• The figure for trade, Danufacture and handicraft. in the poll tax of 
1660 is an amalgamation of the manufacturing and dealiDg catagoria •. 

+ Unreliably small sample size of less than ten. 
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Tat-Ie 4.7 1.0 DISH:IBUfIOli OF AllULl XALE UlJIVJl>UALS BEIY!:E!I 111E HAil ECONOMIC ~EClOR.'!. 1653-1782; 

N 

YIIALLEY lQ'Jl/SIII P. 

l\.:ClJPAT 1011 Poll IHrtbs deaths BurJals BapUsC'3 Burials Baptisms Burhls 8aptlscs Burials Burtals 

TalC 1653-60 1653-60 1721-30 1141-50 lioU-50 1751-60 175:-1;0 1761-70 1761-70 17n-eO 

Ho. 1t.. 10. 1 !o. 1. 10. l rio. l 10. 1. 10. l 10. l Bo. '!, !io. l Jo. l 

1. Agriculture 26 40.0 23 53.5 33 47.1 .32 35.2 19 22.1 22 36.1 19 22.3 20 20.0 21 24.1 10 14.5 22 29.3 

(1 nclud 1 ng 
lal')urers) 

2. +Bulldlng 4 6.1 2 4.6 .. 5.7 4 01.4 6 9.3 9 14.7 10 11.8 12 12.0 10 11.5 7 10.1 '/ c;,.~ 

r-- 3 . lt~lJufacturing . 
"" (excluding 19 29.2 12 27.9 20 26.6 33 36.2 31 36.0 18 29.5 30 35.3 35 35.0 31 35.6 26 37.7 26 34.7 

~ textlles) 
~ -------_._---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ 2a. lExt ile 6 9.2 2 4.6 5 7. I 5 5.5 11 12.8 6 9.8 14 16.5 13 13.0 1; 19.5 19 27.5 10 13.:; 

}I..}nufacture 

Tctal ~jnutacturlng 25 38.4 14 32.5 2~ 35.7 38 41.7 42 49.0 24 39.3 44 51.·3 48 48.0 48 55.2 45 65.2 36 (,:S.O 

4. +Transport 1.1 1 1.2 

+ .' ::J. Dea lillg J 4.6 1 2.3 1 1.4 5 5.5 3 3.5 " 6.5 6 7.0 9 9.0 6 6.9 J 4.3 1 1.3 

---
+ 

6. Puhlic and 
ProfessioDal 3 4.6 1 2.3 2 2.8 4 4.4 5 5.8 2 3.3 4 4.7 1 7.0 2 l.3 3 4.3 " 5.3 

&?rvlce. 

--. 

+ Sample sizes which consistently fall below ten. 
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Table 4.7 (contin~ed) Distribution of adult male individuals between the main eooncudc sectors: 
Whalley township. 

OCCUrATlOR Fllll Births ~eaths Burials ~apt1s::G PUI'Sals PaptlsllS Surtals .&pUS:llS 
lax 16~3-60 16')3-60 1721-30 1741-50 1741-50 1751-60 1751-60 1761-10 

No. t lIo. 7. lIo. '%. Ifo. '%. liD. '%. 10. '%. lio. '%. 10. '%. 10. '%. 

+ 
7. H .. nlal 

(excl udi ng 5 5.5 2 2.3 1 1.2 
labourerS1 

+ 
O. Status 4 6.1 2 4.6 3 4.3 1 1.1 2 2.3 

9. Ho description 2 2.8 1 1.1 4 4.6 1 1.2 4 4.0 

wrAL 65 100 43 100 70 100 91 100 86 100 61 100 85 100 It'O 100 67 100 

+ Sample sizes which consistently fall below ten. Campariso~.of ~rcentage levels over time 
within these economic categories should, therefore, be view~ with caution. 

Bur1.s1s Puria1s 
1761-70 1771-50 

10. '%. 30. 1 

1 1.4 2 2.7 

3 4.0 

69 100 75 1~0 



Table 4.8 l'jSfRIBUT lUll Of OCCUrATlOlIS AHUlIGSr MALE I1WIVlDUALS llf THE PARISII P.EI;ISTEIi5:. \:HA:'LEl lO·i~SHIf!. 

(Y') (Xt:ilj'AIWII 81 r-ths ceaths BurIals BortlsJlS e" r I ol ! •• B!SFtlsllS Burials Papt1~cs l:!ur1als Burials 
ID 1653-60 1653-60 1721-30 1741-50 1741-50 li51-6') 1751-61) 1761-70 liCH-70 1771-60 N 

-1.-___ 

110. 7. lio. l Ro. l liD. ~ To. .. ie. .. 
11" • t. 10. l 10 . ~ 10. '1 .. .. 

_._--_. 

rRtl1Ap.y 
A. Ay.r:lcu ll'JrJ!. 

Y",OC:11I 3 7.0 4 5.7 1 1.2 1 1.6 1 1.2 1 1.0 1 1. 1 1 1.4 1 1.3 
HlIsbllndman 20 46.5 29 41.4 10 11.0 2 2.3 5 5.9 2 2.0 " 4.6 2 2.9 12 1e·,o 
Fanter 2 2.3 1 1.6 4 4.7 3 3.0 6 'j.e;, 2 2.9 2 2.; 

TOtAL AGRICULTURE 23 53.5 33 47.1 10 11. 0 5 5.6 2 3.3 10 11.6 6 6.0 11 12.6 5 7:3 15 20./) 
---------
B. Elsbln~ 

Flsh",rmln 

-----

co II n'JI LDIJIG 

"1' fl. I!o~s~s 

tIJ 
l. rrel?rt."lson 

....:I Hason 2 2.2 1 1.2 2 3.3 1 1.2 1 1.0 1 1.-1 

~ 
. 

Slotc;r 2 4.6 1 1.4 1 1.1 1 1.2 1 1.0 1 1.1 1 ' ., _ . .., 
E-t "aller ... 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
2. Carp",nt",r 3 4.3 3 3.5 4 6.S 3 3.5 4 4.0 3 3.4 2 2.9 2 2.7 

House-carpenter 1 1.1 1 1.4 2 2.7 
I'lasteler 1 1.6 
lIous"' .... Tlght 1 1.2 1 1.0 

-_._----_._-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
:3. rlumber/glazier 1 1.1 1 1.2 -: ·2 2.3 2 2.3 1 1.4 1 1.3 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1\. Lill!':!burner 

----
B. fi~J.ds. 

favlor 2 2.3 2 3.3 .3 3.5 '5 5.0 3 :3- 4 2 2.? 1 1.3 

+ 
TOTAL BUILDIIIG 2 4.6 " 5.7 4 4.4 6 9.3 9 14.7 10 11.8 12 12.0 10 11.5 7 10.1 7 9.3 
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Table 4.8 JJISTiHBUTIO! ,-.,; OCCUf'AllOlIS: ~IALLEY TOVISH~ 

eu~lals Baptisms 
1721-30 17~1-50 

cr...:cUPA r lOBS 

III KA~UFACTURIHG 
A. ICQl.!L4!ld. 

1 n s.1.rJU:e n1.S. 
1. Cloc!cl!'aker 

Gunsmith 

2. Jackmake~ 

----
C. C 1 [1 Lhl.ni. 
l. /losier 

/I.3tter 
Ta II or 

III Ihs deaths 
l05J-60 1653-60 

B\:~lills 

1741··50 
BaptlsllS 
1751-60 

Burials 
1751-60 

Bapt!sas 
1761-70 

Burial!: 
1161-10 

Burials 
1711-80 

i . 1. 10. 7. Bo. 7. 10. 7. lio. 7. 10. 7. 10. 7. Po. 7. 10. " '0. " 

1. 1 2 2.0 

1 1. 1 ., 

1 1. 1 
2 4.6 2 2.6 5 5.5 5 5.8 2 3.3 4 4.7 5 5.0 4 4.6 4 5.8 2 2.1 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Cordw-diner 

Shoer:aker 
Cobbler 

3 7.0 2 2.8 7 7.7 3 3.5 4 
1 1.4 

6.5 4 4.7 8 8.1 4 4.6 4 5.8 7 9.3 

--_._---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. CloglDdker 2 2.3 1 1.1 2 2.9 

/lE:ellMke~ 1 1.1 1 1.4 

D" 'I' kt ua l.li.Jli. 
l. Miller 1 1.4 2 2.2 1 1.2 2 2.3 2 2.0 1 1.1 2 2.9 

/1..31 ste~ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2" eilke~ 

Butcher 
Br"eadmaker 
Cook 

2.3 2 2.8 1 
1 

1.1 3 
1.1 

3.5 1. 6 3 3.5 3 3.0 2 2.3 3 4.3 3 4.0 



lf1 Table 4.8 _ DJsrRIIWTIOB OF OCCUfAJlOBS: ~HALLEY 10'JSKIP. 
1.0 
N 

o..;CUfA r lOBS Births deaths BurIals Boptl!i1:S Burla Is Baptlst!S Burials B~ptls::s Burlah !urla!5 
1653-60 1653-60 1721-30 1741-50 1741-50 1751-60 1751-60 1761-70 1761-70 1"11-80 

Jo. T. Bo. t. Ro. t. Jo. t. 10. I Jo. I 10. . Jo. t. Jo. t. Jo. t. .. 
E. Iron. 

Blacks:Uith 1 2.3 2 2.6 4 4.4 2 2.3 3 4.9 2 2.3 3 3.0 .( 4.6 
Farrier 1 1.2 1 1.6 
Sml th 
Cutler 1 1.2 
/lailer 1 1.1 1 1.2 4 4.7 4 4.0 5 5.7 •• 5.& 3 4.0 

-----
F: 1I 0 n.::.Le u.o.us. 

mo..tals. 
2. 11 nner 1 1.4 

G. EaLt h.!!n.iHll.e.. 
Fatter 1 1.0 
Dlsbt:hrowO:!l" 2 3.3 1 1.2 1 1.1 2 2.9 1.3 
Piginmaker 

1. fULSJlmL 
L'!a!.h'i!L 

1. Currier 1 2.3 1 1.4 
Sklnn'?r 
Tanner 1 2.3 2 2.6 1 1.1 4 4.0 2 3.3 1.0 2 2.3 1 1.4 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Sadler 1 2.3 1 1.4 3 3.5 3 4.0 

Facksadler 2 2.3 2 2.0 
----------
J. Glue. IallD_\of~ 

!aXL-EQD'i!L-H~~ 
Tallow-:bandler 1 1.3 



\0 
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N Table 4.8 !,lISIRIBIJTIO! OF OCCUPATIOB':;: YHALLEY lOYISHJP. 

OC:;UPATIOBS Births dauthc: Burials BaptlsE Burials Baptls!5 Burials BolpttSZ:S Purlals Burials 
1653-60 1653-60 1721-30 1741-50 1741-50 1751-6C 1751-60 1761-70 1161-10 1771-80 

Bo. 7- Bo. l Bo. -- l 10. " 10. l 10. ~ 10. l 10. l lio. l 10. " 
K. 'bad. 

Coop~r 1 1.4 3 3.3. 1 1.2 2 2.3 1 1.0 2 2.9 2 2.1 
Chair~ker 1 1.1 1 1.3 
Joiner 2 4.6 2 2.6 4 4.4 4 4.6 2 3.3 2 2.3 1 1.0 1 1.1 
Turner 1 1.2 1 1.2 1 1.0 5 5.1 
'iheelwr18bt 3 4.3 1 1.2 1 1.6 1 1.2 1 1.0 1 1.3 
'';oodsa'0'er ;- 2 2.7 

L. IexLUes 
1 ...... eaver 8 9.3 5 8.2 12 14. 1 10 10. 1 16 18,4 18 26.1 9 12.0 

Fel tali!er 
Sereeweavp.r 1 1.1 
'.'oollenweaver 
Jers~ycomber 1 1.1 1 1.2 1 1.0 
Knl tter 1 2.3 2 2.8 
Sp1nner 1 1.4 
Plodweaver 1 1.1 
Sb1ftweaver 2 2.3 

--------------------._--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. 
3. L1 nenweaver 1 2.3 3 4.3 1 1.1 

Rop1er 1 1.1 1 1.3 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. Dyer 1 1.1 1 1.2 1 1.6 1 1.2 2 2.0 

Stoe:areman 
Clothdresser 

rOTAL HA!lUFACTURI5G 14 32.5 25 35.7 38 41.7 42 49.0 24 39.3 44 51. 6 48 46.0 ~6 55.2 45 65.2 36 ~S.O 
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Table 4.8 IHSrRIBIJT lOB OF OCCUPAT lOllS: 

()cxurA lIONS Births 
11)53-60 

d?aths 
l(i'53-60 

YHALLEY 10iIS"IP. 

Burials B5ptlscs Burials 
1721-30 1741-50 1741-50 

foptlses 
1751-60 

PurJals 
1751-60 

Part! SJ:..t; 

17(')-70 

liD. t 110. ; Bo. ~ lio. ~ Ro. ~ 10. ~ 50. l 10. ; 

+ 

1'1 TRAnsrORT 
B. Land 

Cu rler 
/lors~-rlder 

lUI AI. T RARSrORr 

V ['EALlHG 
II. S~';!t;;ldllsLB!!lall. 
1. Alehousekeeper 

InnJo:e<:!p<:!r 
Grocer 
Victualler 

2. /I.Jb<:!rdasher 
H<:!rcer 
LI n<:!ndrap!!r 
"'coll F?ll'irap<:!r 

3. Apothecary 
Shopkeeper 

1 2.3 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1.1 

1.1 

1.1 
1.1 

1.1 
1.1 
1.1 

1 1.2 

1 1.2 
~ 

2 2.3 1. 6 3 3.5 4 
1 1.6 

1 1. 2 1 
1 1. 2 2 J. J 2 2.:3 4 

4.0 4 

1. (I 
4. (I 

1 

4.6 

1.1 

BurIals 
1761-70 

BU:-lals 
1771-eo 

So. '1 10. '1 

I 

1 
1 

1.4 

1.4 
1.4 

1 1.3 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-------------------B. Epec1alis1. 
... ·holes!l.Le. 

2. Clothier 

------<-
C. 1 U n 2.l:1lJl.1.. 

Cbsprr.an 

Badger 
1 1.4 



co Table 4.8 Q'.srRIBU1IOB OF OCCUFAIIOnS: "IIALLEY lO.SSHIP. U) 
N 

OCCUJ'AC 10115 Births oeaths Burials PaptlSI:1'i Burials Baptlsas B~rJals Baptls:s BurJals B:.Irlals 
1653-60 1653-60 1121-30 1141-50 1741-50 1751-60 1151-61) 1161-70 1761-70 1771-60 

Bo. l Bo. 7. lio. 7- liD. 7. Ho. l. liD. 7- lio. '%. io. l. 10. '%. 10. '%. 

--------
D. ln1~1~ 

Salter 1 1.1 

+ 
lOTAL IJEALING 1 2.3 I 1.4 5 5.5 3 3.5 4 6.5 6 1.0 9 9.0 6 6.9 3 4.3 1 1.3 

VI· PUBLIC ABD 
rROFESS IOHAL 
SERVICE 

A. f.!.lbilLS~U~ 
ElCclsemln/gauger 2 2.J 1 1.6 1 1.1 I 1.4 1 1.3 

-------
B. fl:.ol~s.1wla.l. 

f~a1.ce. 
1. Attorney 

Vicar 2.3 2 2.8 1 1.1 1 1.2 1 1.0 1 1.3 
Schoolmaster 2 2.2 1 1.2 1 1.0 1 I.e 
Clerk 1 1.1 1.2 1 1.0 1 1.4 
S"?lCton 1 1.0 1.3 
Soldier 1 1.2 2 2.0 

----------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------.. --------------------------------------
2. Far ber 1 1.2 1 .1.1) 1 1.2 1 1.0 1 . 1.3 

Surgeon 1 1.2 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------_ .. _--------------------------------------
3. Dancl ng reaster 1 1.1 

+ 
IOTAL PUBLIC AlILI 
PRCFESSIonAL SERVICE 1 2.3 2 2.8 " 4.4 5 5.8 2 3.3 4 4.7 7 7.0 2 2.3 3 4.3 4 '5.1 



Table 4.8 DISrNIBurlOR OF OCCUPAII05~: ~U41IEX lO~5SHle 
0'1 
1.0 OCCUfAT lOllS Births c!eaths Burials 8apUscs Burials lIaptises Burials Paptls=s 2'Jrlals P!Jrlals 
("I 

1653-60 1653-60 1721-30 1741-50 1741-50 1751-60 1751-60 1':61-70 1761-70 1771-80 

lio. % lio. % Bo. r. Jo. r. 10. r. Jo. % lio. % 10. %. Io. % Jo. %. 

VII MENIAL 
OCCIJPAT lOBS 
Labourf!!r 22 24.2 14 16.3 20 32.6 9 10.6 14 14.0 10 11.5 5 7.2 1 9.3 
S~r vant 3 3.3 '-

Gard~n'l!r 2 2.2 2 2.3 1 1.2 

-----
TOlAL HE/flAL 
OCCUPAI roNS 27 29.7 16 16.6 20 02.8 10 11.6 14 14.0 10 11.5 5 7.2 7 9.3 

VIII STATUS 
lJE::iSRIPTIOliS 

1. Armlg'!r 
Gentl'!Mn 2 4.6 3 4.3 1 1.1 2 2.3 2 2.7 
ES'lulre 1 1.4 
Knight 
Baronet 

+ TOTAL SrATUS 2 4.6 3 4.3 1 1.1 2 2.3 1.4 2 2.7 

IX 110 lJESCRIPTlOn 2 2.8 1 1.1 4 4.6 1 1.2 4 4.0 3 4.0 

OVERALL KALE 43 100 70 100 91 100 86 100 61 100 8~ 100 100 100 67 100 59 100 75 10') 

FEI1ALES 4 15 33 4 15 5 28 1) 2~ 17 

------
+ Sample sizes which consistently fall below ten. Comparison.of percentage levels over time 

within these economic categories should, therefore, be viewed with caution. 
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'laDle 4.9 

DISTI!IBUTlOlI OF AIJULT /tALE lIfDIVllJUALS BETYF.E! THE /tAU EC050lUC SECTORS, 1653-1770: FiAU T(j\"IS!lIP. 

OCCUPATION Poll 
Tax 

10. ~ 

Births ~aths Burials Burials B~!rlals 
1653-60 1653-00 1721-30 1741-50 1751-eO 

10. ~ 10. ~ 10. ~ '0. ~ ':1. ~ 

Baptls~ Burl~ls 
1161-70 1761-70 

!fa. ~ 10. • 

1. Agriculture 5 20.3 6 50.0 12 OO.~ 14 53.8 5 26.3 10 55.5 14 56.3 11 61.1 
(Including 
labourers) 

+ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

l(c) Xin@ral • 
Extraction 1 3.8 5 26.3 1 5.5 

2. Building 

3. Xanufacturlng 
(excluding 
textiles> 

2 10.6 1 3.3 1 5.5 

5 26.3 4 33.3 6 30.0 3 11.5 5 26.3 3 16.1 

2 8.3 1 5.5 

4 16.1 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3a. Tl!xtlle 

Xanufacture 

Total Manufacturing 

4. Tnlnsport 

5. Dealing 

6. Public and 
ProfessilJnlll 
Service. 

1 5.3 1 8.3 1 5.0 4 15.4 2 10.5 1 5.5 

6 31.6 5 41.7 7 35.0 7 26.9 7 36.8 4 22.2 

1 5.5 

2 8.3 3 16.7 

6 25.0 3 16.7 

1 4.2 

1 5.5 
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Table 4.9 Distribution of adult male individuals between the main eoonamdc sectors: 
Read to\mshiE. 

OCCUI'ATIO! Poll Births deaths- Burials Burials Burials Bapt1s_ Burials 
tax 1653-60 1653-60 1121-30 1141-50 1751-60 1761-70 1761-10 

110. ~ 110. ~ lio. ~ 10. ~ 10. ~ 10. ~ 10. ~ 10. % 

+ 
7. Ken",l 

(excluding 2 7.7 1 4.2 
labourers) 

+ 
6. Status 1 5.3 1 3.8 1 5.3 1 5.5 2 11.1 

9. 110 d~scrlpt1on 5 26.3 1 8.3 1 5.0 1 5.3 

TOIAL 19 100 12 1(10 20 100 26 100 19 100 18 100 24 100 18 100 

+ Sample sizes which consistently fall below ten. Comparison of percentage levels over 
time within these economic categories should, therefore, be vieweC. with caution. 
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Table 4.10 

OCCU?ATIOll 

PRIX.-\RY 
A. ~1Llliu. 

Yeo~D 

Husb3Dd~n 

Farl:P.r 

+TOTAL AGRICULTUiE 

+1 
C 1i!:lc"ral 

+ 

E:!!.tracngn 
Colller 

I I BUILD(~G 

A. ~s. 
1. lUson 

2. Carr-enter 
Housewright 

TOUL BU I LO llIG 

DISIr.:IB1IIlOll OF OCCUPAlIOIS AKOIGSI MAl E IIDIYIDIIALS 1653-J770; REtD tOY'~"LE-

Births 
lti53-o0 

~eaths 
leS3-60 

Burials 
1721-30 

Burials 
1741-50 

Burials 
1751-60 

Xu. l No. "' 10. % 10. "' 10. ~ 

1 8.3 
5 41. 7 

.' 

3 15.0 
9 45.0 10 36.4 

o 50.0 12 60.0 10 38.4 

2 10.5 2 11.1 
1 5.5 

1 5.3 1 5.5 

3 15.8 4 22.2 

1 3.6 5 26.3 1 5.5 

~ 

1 3.8 1 5.5 

1 3.8 .1 5.5 

Bapt1&1IG 
1761-70 

Burials 
1761-10 

'0. % 10. % 

1 4.2 
2 8.3 
6 25.0 

2 11.1 
6 33.3 

9 37.5 8 44.4 

1 4.2 1 5.5 

1 4.2 

2 8.3 1 5.5 
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Table 4.10 

OCCUPA7101lS 

III XABUFACIURI~G 
C. CIQthln~ 

1. Tailor 

2. ShoelMker 

IJ. UJ:.luil~ 
1. )Uller 

2. Cook 

E. Ir.D.ll 
Blackscltb 
Cutler 

1. Eurs and 
1.edlllu. 

1- SkiDner 

K. i'ood. 
Joiner 

-----
L. l..utll£.s. 
1- IJeaver 

Sergeweaver 
JerseycoClber 
Plodw~dver 

3. L1n~n""eaver 

TOTAl. KAHUFACrURlllG 

DISTRIBUTIOH OF CCr.UPATIOgS; REAU TOVIS~ 

IHrtbs 
1653-60 

oeath~ Burlals Burials Bu~lal& 
1653-60 1721-30 1741-50 1751-60 

Io. • 10. " 10. " 110. " '0. " 

1 6.3 

1 6.3 1 5.0 

1 5.0 

1 6.3 3 15.0 
1 5.0 

1 6.3 

1 3 6 

3.6 

1 3.8 

1 3.8 
1 3.8 

1 6.3 1 5.0 2 7.7 

2 10.5 1 5.5 

1 5.3· 2 11. 1 

1 5.3 

1 5.3 

1 5.5 
2 10.5 

5 41.7 7 35.0 7 26.~ 7 36.6 4 22.2 

Bapti&ms Burials 
1761-70 1761-70 

10. " 10. " 

2 8.3 

1 4.2 

1 4.2 

2 8.3 3 16.1 

6 25.0 3 16.7 
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Table 4.10 IllSllUBlIIlOlLOL OCCUI'AI IO!IS: REAIJ JOY'SHIP. 

O:.cUPAT lOllS Births ~eaths Burials Burials Burials BaptlsDS Burials 
1653-60 1653-60 1721-:!0 1741-50 1751-60 1761-70 1761-70 

10. 1. 110. 1. .. 10. t. Ho. t. Ho. t. 10. " 10. " 
IV Tp.ANSrORT 
B. Lan!!. 

Carrier 1 4.2 

+ • 
lOT AL TRAHSf'ORT 1 4.2 

V DEALIIiG 
A. S~lallst Retail 
1. Innkeeper 1 5.5 1 5.5 

+ 
TOT AL DEAL IHG 1 5.5 1 5.5 

VII KEBIAL 
OCCUPATIO!iS 
labourer " 15.4 2 10.5 6 33.3 5 20.8 3 16.7 
Servant 1 3.8 1 4.2 
Gardener 1 3.8 

+ 
TOT AL XEN I AL 
OCCUPAT IONS 6 23.1 2 10.5 6 33.3 6 25.0 3 16.7 
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Table 4.10 DlsrRlBUIlO~ OF QCCUPAI1OSS· READ lO'iIlSKIP. 

OCCUPATIO'S Bi!'ths ~eaths Burials Burials Burials BapU6111S Burials 
1653-60 1653-60 1721-30 1741-50 1751-60 1761-70 1761-70 

RD. 'L 110. t. ~o. 'L Jio. 'L )/0. 'L 10. 'L 10. 'L 

V III STATUS 
DESCP.! PT lOIS 

l. G!!ntielt3n 1 3.8 1 5.5 
ES'lulre 1 5.3 2 11.1 

+ 
TOT AL STA IUS 1 3.8 1 5.3 1 5.5 2 11.1 

IX liO DESCRIPTIO!! 1 8.3 1 5.0 1 5.3 

OVERALL KALE 12 100 20 100 26 100 19 100 18 100 24 100 18 100 

FEULES 1 2 12 3 4 " 7 

+ Sample sizes which consistently fall below ten. Comparis9n of percentage levels over time 
within these economic categories should, therefore, be viewed with caution. 
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CJISfRlllU!lOll or ADULT KALE IIWI"lIDUALS BErVEElf THE KAIIf ECOHOXIC SECTORS. 1653-1770: YISVELL TOYISHIP. 

OCCUPATIO! 

1. AgrIculture 
<1ndudlng 
labourers) 

2. + BuIldIng 

3. Kanllfacturl Dg 
(excluding 
textIles) 

Poll 
Tax 

10. ~ 

Blrtos 0eaths Burials Burials Burials 
1653-60 -1653-60 1721-30 1741-50 1751-60 

10. ~ 10. % 10. 'l. 10. % 10. 'l. 

Baptisms Burials 
1761-70 1761-70 

10. 'l. 10. 'l. 

16 46.5 6 40.0 15 48.4 12 38.7 14 50.0 12 33.3 12 37.5 9 32.1 

2 6.4 1 3.2 5 17. ~ 9 25.0 8 25.0 3 10.7 

9 27.3 8 53.3 11 35.5 10 32.3 5 17.9 10 27.8 5 15.6 9 32.1 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ja. Textile 

JUnuf.lcture 

Total Kanufacturlng 

+ 4. Transport 

+ 
5. lK!a 11 Dg 

6. Public and 
Prof~ssioDal 

Service. 

7 21.2 1 6.7 1 3.2 5 16.1 3 10.7 3 8.3 5 15.6 .. 14.3 

16 46.5 9 60.0 12 36.7 15 46.4 8 26.6 13 36.1 10 31.2 13 46.4 

2 6.2 1 3.6 

.. ... 1 3.6 
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Table 4.11 Distribution of adult male individuals between the main economic sectors: 
Wiswell townshiE. 

OCCUPATlO!i Poll Blrtbs deaths Burials Burials Burials BapUsm Burials 
Tax 1653-60 1653-60 1121-30 1741-50 1751-60 1761-10 1161-70 

No. " 10. " 10. " '0. l '0. " 10. " 10. " 10. " 
7. !l;enlal 

(exclud1ng 
labourers) 

+ 
8. Status 1 3.0 1 3.2 1 3.6 2 5.5 1 3.6 

9. 110 description 2 6.4 2 6.4 

TOTAL 33 100 15 100 31 100 31 100 28 100 ~6 100 32 100 26 100 

+ Sample sizes which consistently fall below ten. Comparison of percentage levels over time 
within these economic categories should, therefore, be viewed with caution. 
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Table 4.12 

OCCUPATIO" 

I PRlftARY 
A. Agriculture 

Yeoen . 
Husbandman 
Faraer 

+10TAL AGRICULTURE 

II BUILDllfG 
A. Houses 
I. Mason 

Slater 

Dl:.orE.IBIlI LOB Qf ~:'iUFAI 10'9 ArtO'G91 KAl.A "OnIYI"!.!;. If!~3-111Q; YIS'al.L IU(5QHU. 

Births deaths Burials Burials Burials 
1653-60 16~3-GO 1721-30 1141-50 1751-60 

'0. ~ '0. ~ 10. I 10. ~ 10. I 

1 6.7 2 6.4 1 3.6 
5 33.3 13 41.9 8 25.8 3 10.1 1 19.4 

2 7.1· 1 2.8 

BaptlS8S Burials 
1761-70 1761-10 

10. I 10. I 

1 3.6 
7 21.9 1 3.6 
3 9.4 3 10.1 

6 40.0 15 48.4 8 25.8 ~ 21.4 8 22.2 10 31.3 5 17.9 

4 14.3 5 13.9 4 12.5 1 3.6 
1 3.1 I 3.6 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Carpenter 2 6.4 1 3.2 3 8.3 1 3.1 1 3.6 

House-carpenter 2 ,}.2 
Housewright 1 3.6 1 2.8 

+ 
TOTAL BU 1 LD IBG 2 6.4 1 3.2 5 17.9 9 25.0 8 25.0 3 10.7 
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~able 4.12 DISJ£IBUTIOI OF OCCUPATIQIS; YISWELL lOY.SHIP. 

OCCUPAT IONS Births deaths Burials Burials Burials Baptls_ Burials 
1653-60 1653-60 1721-30 1741-50 1751-60 1761-70 17CU-10 

No. ~ 10. ~ 10. ~ 10. I 10. S 10. S 10. S 

III KAIUFACTURlMG 
C. Clethlol 
1. Tallor 2 13.3 2 6.4 3 9.7 2 1.1 3 8.3 4 12.5 .. 14.3 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. ShoeJllaker 2 13.3 2 6.4 .-
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Clogmaker 

D. V1ctuall1 DI 
1. M.llier 1 3.2 

1 3.6 

1 2.6 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Butcher 

E. l.mo. 
Blacksmith 
Cutler 

-----
G. Ea[then):fuli: 

Potter 

----
I. fU[S a.Dd 

Leather 
1. Skinner 

Tanner 

1 3.6 

1 6.1 1 3.2 1 3.2 1 2.6 
2 6.4 1 3.6 3 8.3 

1 6.7 1 3.2 1 3.2 
1 ;3.2 

1 2.6 

1 2~6 

1 3.1 2 1.1 

1 3.6 
1 3.6 

1 3.6 
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Table 4.12 lJISTRl£lUIIOlI OF OCCUPAIlm5:_ V~ TOOSHIP. 

Burials Burials Burials BaptisM OCCUPATIOliS Births c1eaths Burials 
1653-60 1653-60 1721-30 1741-50 1751-60 1761-70 1761-70 

10. ~ 10. ~ .0. ; .0. ~ '0. ~ '0. ~ 10. ~ 

K. ~d. 
Cooper 1 6.7 3 9.7 1 3.2 
Vbeelwrlght 1 6.7 2 6.4 

------L. lextlles 
1. Yeaver 3 10.1 "3 8.3 4 12.5 " 14.3 

Sergeweaver 1 3.2 
Yoollenweaver 1 6.7 1 3.2 1 3.2 
Jerseycomber 1 3.2 1 3.1 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Llnenweaver 

TOTAL KAIUFACTURIIG 

IV TRANSPORT 
B. Lnd. 

earrier 

TOTAL TRAliSPORT 

V DEALIlIG 
A. Specialist Retail 
1. Innkeeper' 

TOTAL DEAL IlfG 

2 6.4 

9 60.0 12 38.1 15 48.4 8 28.6 13 36.1 10 31.2 13 46.4 

2 6.2 1 3.6 

2 6.2 1 3.6 

1 3.6 

1 3.6 
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Table 4.12 DJSIRJBUI10~ OF OCCUPAlIOIS: WISWELL IOYISHIP, 

OCCUPATIOBS Births deaths Burials Burials Burials BaptiSE Burtal. 
1653-60 1653-60 1721:-30 1741-50 1151-60 1161-70 1761-70 

10. ~ 10. ~ 10. ~ 10. ~ 10. ~ I~. Z 10. S 

VII :EfllAL 
OCCUPA nOls 
• abourer 4 12.9 6 26.6 4 11.1 2 6.2 4 14.3 

+ 
TOTAL MENIAL 
OCCUPAT lOIS 4 12.9 8 28.6 4 11.1 2 6.2 4 14.3 

VIII STATUS 
DESCRIPTIO.S 

1- Gentleman 1 3.2 1 3.6 2 5.5 
Esquire I 3.6 

----
+ 

TOTAL STATUS 1 3.2 1 3.6 2 5.5 1 3.6 

IX BO DESCRIPTIOI 2 6.4 2 6.4 

OVERALL MALE 15 100 31 100 31 100 28 100 36 100 32 100 28 100 

FEMLES 2 5 1 10 9 4 12 

+ Sample sizes which consistently fall below ten. Comparison of percentage levels 
over time within these economic categories should, therefore, be viewed with 
caution. 
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TABLE 4.13. 

PROPORTIONS OF THE ADULT MALE WORKFORCE ENGAGED IN AGRICULTURE 
AND THE MANUFACTURE OF TEXTILES.' 

Place Date Register Agriculture Textiles 

No. 7~ge of No. %age of 
total total 

entries entries 

Rochdale 1653-57 Marriages 126 51. 2 73 29.7 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Radcliffe 1656-59 Baptisms 22 27.5 28 35.0 

1742-48 Baptisms 38 11.8 172 53.4 
1776-82 Baptisms 38 7.4 357 69.3 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Kiddleton 1653-57 Karriages 34 47.9 22 30.9 

1730-34 Baptisms 61 17.0 230 64.1 
1746-50 Baptisms 76 12.6 454 75.3 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Oldham 1725-27 Baptisms 101 18.5 303 55.4 

1745-47 Baptisms 30 5.1 353 59.6 
1765-67 Baptisms 30 3.6 438 52.4 
1779-81 Baptisms 36 3.3 610 55.4 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Upholland 

Walton-Ie-Dale 

Penwortham 

1700-03 
1720-23 
1730-33 

1704-8 
1724-28 

Baptisms 
Baptisms 
Baptisms 

Baptisms 
Baptisms 

1725-28 Baptisms 

91 
80 
44 

23 
19 

112 

47.9 
31. 3 
20.9 

13.8 
17.4 

56.6 

36 
77 
48 

84 
47 

37 

1B.9 
30.1 
22.8 

50.3 
43.1 

1B.7 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Denton 1723-26 Baptisms 12 15.6 34 44.1 

• The distribution of the workforce between agriculture and t~xtl1e 
manufacture is based on data presented by Wadsworth and Kann. The 
figures relate to the number of entries for adult males in the 
register rather than indiyidyals. 
A.P. Wadsworth & J. de L. Mann. The Cotton TrAde And IndystriAl 
Lancashire. 1600-1780 <lanchester 1931. reprinted lanchester. lQ65). 
pp. 52, 314-315. 



Table 4.14 
LOC!IlOLQ1!L'll.EBl~.....tUU.JJI Of I'lM. 

(Y) (Any {'sure above 1.0 sbows a conceDtr~t'on ot lh~ sroup) 
<Xl 
N -----

la:ClJPAlIOIi At:cr. Accr. Cbatburn Clltberoe Downbaa Little R~ad h'lston VbalJey Yls.,.U YorstCIl 
vet.erl! nova Kltlon 

1- A~rlculture 0.2' 0.11 1.3 1.4 
(In.:ludlng 

1.1 1.0 0.5 1.1 0.8 0.9 1.5 

labourers) 

2. Bu II d I n8 1.1 0.5 1.7 0.6 1.3 0 3.2 0 1.8 (.\ 0 

J. I'JnUracturlng 
(ex<:luJI ng 1.3 0.5 0.3 0.7 - 1.0 0 1.5 0.4 J.7 1.6 1.5 
textiles) 

---_ .. _----------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------
3d. r~xl Ile 1.5 1.6 0.5 0.3 1.5 0 0.5 2.1 0.9 2.0 0 o;J' 

!I.\nu I a·:ture ..... 
'<J' 

W 4 . Tra:tsport 0 0 0 2.5 5.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 ....l 

~ 
E-< 

5. ~allng J.3 1.11 0.11 1.2 0 0 0 0 1.3 0 0 

5. Fubl1o:: 1111<1 

J'roresslonal 0 0 1.7 1.3 1.3 0 0 0 2.C# 0 0 
~ervlce. 

7. )lnnlal 
ley.dudlng 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 
111 buu rers) 

---------
6. Status 0.9 0.7 0 1.0 0 11.6 1.2 l.~ 1.4 0.7 0 

9. Ho d'!scrlptlon J.6 3.0 1.4 0 0.2 0 3.2 0.9 0 0 0 



Table 4.15 

D1SpTllIITln~{ n~ HlfJLT lOT:: Plnr 'I fr,ri., r S "I TH~ 1n ... ·1$01:)S nF 
DQ':iITC.\V q!lp;Y;;"j l~ln TyTSTm{. 17?1_1j"" 

CCCUP AT IO!1 Downh.31:1 Ch.sl:!:ur::l T...,lStcn 

lIo. : 110. t :10. M .. 

PRI:'!ARY 
A. A~'" c'll ~!J"" 

Yec:::",n 3 3.2 2 3.9 5 16.1 
Husb.snd:::",n 36 38.7 21 41. 2 15 48.'; 
F.sr:er 

TOTAL AGRICULiURE 39 41. 9 23 45.1 20 64.5 

I 
C. !!I r .... l1 

Ev·rl·-t1cD 
IUMr 2 2.1 

It BUILlH'G 
A. !!C:"'~"S 

1. lUson 1 1.1 1 2.0 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. C.srp·<!n ter 2 2.1 2 3.9 1 3.'l 

Plasterer 2 2.1 2 3.9 

+ TOTAL BUILDING 5 5.4 9.8 1 3.2 

III MUUFACTURING 
C. Clo..th~ 
1. T.lllor 0 0.5 4 1.8 

284 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. 5 hoO! 1110.1 ih! /. 2 2.1 3 5.9 

O. Y.U:.tu,llll n~ 
1. lHllor 2 2.1 1 2.1l 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Dutcher 2 2.1 
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Table 4.15 (continued) Distribution of adult male individuals in 
DO\mharn, Chatburn and Twiston. 

OCCUFATION 

E. .Lcr..:. 
Blacll:sm1t!l 
Cutler 

1. E III:: '3 ~lla. 
L~ .. t!:.~,. 

1. Skinner 

Downc3c 

No. .. .. 

:3.2 

Chatbur:1 

!lo. 

1 

.. .. 

2.0 

Tw1stcn 

No. 

1 3.2 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. 5.ld1er 

K. ~ 
Cooper 
Joiner 

L. I~yt'l~s 

1- 'Ieaver 
Sergeweaver 
Jerseycomber 
Plodwt!aver 

3. Linenweaver 

TOTAL MANUFACTURING 

IV TRANSPORT I 

8. I..u!1 . 
C.lrrier 

. + TOUL TRAliSPORT 

'I DEALlYCi 
A. Sp,·c!.ll1::it Rut"l1 
1. I nnkl!'!pt!r 

2 

18 

35 

1 2.0 

2.1 
2 3.9 

19.4 2 3.9 1 22.4 

1 2.0 

31.6 15 29.4 8 2:5.8 

1 2.0 

1 2.0 

4.:1 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Shapkeepar 1 1.1 1 2.0 



Table 4.15 (continued). Distribution of adult male individuals in 
Downham, Chatburn and Twiston. 

OCCUPATlO!I 

Tinker 
M".ltc~rr1er 

+ 
TOTAL DEAL IlG 

VI PUBLIC AND 
PROFESSIO~AL 
SERVICE 

B. Er"'f"ss101121 
Ser'll,. .. 

1. Schoo1:4ster 

+ 
TOTAL PUBLIC AND 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 

VII MENIAL 
OCCUPA110lfS 
L.lbourer 

TOTAL llElf tAL 
OCCUPATIONS' 

VIII STATUS 
DESeR I PT lUi,S 

1. Gentl\uun 
Esquirl! 

+ 
TOT AL 51 nus 

JX ~O DESCRIPTION 

OVERALL XALIi 

Downha::l Ch.J.tourn Twl:.ton 

110. ~o. !lo. 

5.9 
1 1.1 

o 6.5 4 7.8 

1 1.1 

1 1.1 

.Ra-distributed throughout :aln economlC sectors. 

1 3.2 
2 2.1 

'\ 2.1 1 3.2 .. 

3.2 5.!) 1 3.2 

Cj;) 100 51 100 31 100 
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+ Unreliably small samples which do not facilitate accurate comparisons 
between townships. 
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Table 4.16 

DISTRIBUTIOY OF OCCUPATIO~S AMONGST KAL~ ADULT [YDIVIDUALS' ACCRIYCrOy . - -
OCCUPATIO! Poll :ax BAPTISK ABO BUR!ALS 

1122-1- 0 - A & C 

No. l Yo. ~ Yo. " 110. .. .. 

I PRlXARY 
A. A~r::~cl.lltl.lr::" 

Yeo%!lal1 - - 18 14.1 18 14.1 18 14.1 
Husbandl:lan 11 12.!! 17 13.3 27 21.1 46 :15.9 

TOTAL AGRICULTURE 11 12.0 35 27.4 45 35.2 04 50.0 

11 BUILDING 
A. Hc'!"'''S 
1. Xason - - 1 0.8 1 0.8 1 0.8 

Slater 2 2.3 1 0.8 2 1.6 4 :3.1 
------------------------ ------------ ---------- ----------- --------------
2. C.lrpentar - - 3 2.3 3 2.3 3 2.3 

+ TOTAL BUILDUIG 2 2.3 5 3.9 ~ 4.7 8 0.2 

III KAIlUFACTURI!G 
A. Ic;:l'i lind 

1:lstZ::I I=c.ts -Gunsmith 1 1.1 - - - - - -
C. ClQut nit 
1- Tal lor 1 1.1 4 3.1 4 3.1 " 3.1 
------------------------ ------------ ----------- ----------- -------------
2. ShoeJll4kar 1 1.1 - - - - - -

Cordw41ner - - 1 0.& 1 0.0 . o.e ~ 

D. ~ls::tUolll1llK. 
l. MUler 2 2.3 - - - - - -
------------------------ ------------ ---------- t------------- -------------
2. Du tchul' 2 2.3 2 lo6 2 1.0 2 1.6 

E. .l.t:aA 
Bl~cksll1th 2 2.3 2 1.6 2 1.6 2 1.6 

1. £1.1[:3 "nd 
l.l!illa.c. 
Sk:lnner - - 1 0.8 1 0.& 1 0.0 
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Table 4.16 (continued) 

~:S!21SUr!ON OF OCCUp,rIOYS ~vONG3i KALE ADULT IYDIVIDUALS' ACCRISG·OY ... I 

OCCUPATIOY Pell Tax I BAPTIS~~ AND BURIALS 
.1'722-1730 

A B C 

110. :. I !roo 1- !fo. 1- 1I0. l 

!C. ~ 
Cooper - - - - 1 0.8 :3 2.3 
Joiner 1 1.1 - - - - - -
Ybee 1 'ItT 19ht 1 1.1 - - - - - -

I 

L. Ie v tlles 
1- Yeaver 13 14.9 - - - - - -

Yoollenweaver - - 3 2.3 10 1.8 23 17.9 
Plcdweaver - - 1 0.8 2 1.6 " 3.1 

------------------------ ------------1----------- 1------------ -------------
3. Llnenweaver 1 1.1 2 1.6 2 1.6 2 1.6 

TOTAL KAlUFACTURIBG 25 28.1 16 12.5 25 19.5 42 32.8 

V DEAL!!G 
A. 5~~"'" , ,l' L:a !ictOlII 
1. Alehcusekeeper 2 2.:3 - ""' - - - -

Innkeeper - - 2 1.6 2 1.6 2 1.6 

B. SI:"'c l allst 
~clc":lle 

2. Clothier 5 5.1 - -, - - - -
+ TOTAL DEALIliG 1 8.0 2 1.8 2 1.8 2 1.8 

PUBLIC AlID 
PROFESS IO!AL 
SERVICE 
B. ru!.I!::slmlo:.l 

~1'["1cc 
Sc!1oo1m.sstor - - 1 0.8 1 0.0 1 0.8 
Soldlor - - 1 0.8 1 0.8 1 0.8 

+ 
TOlAL PUBLIC AID 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE - - 2 1.8 2 1.0 2 1.8 
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Table 4.16 (continued) 

DISTRIBUTION OF OCCU?AT!O!S AMONGST ~~LE ADULT I!DIVIDUALS; ACCRI!GTO! 

OCCUPATIONS Pell T"x 

~ I No. 

v r I XHIAL 
OCCUPATIONS 
Labourer 16 18.4 58 

TOTAL KENIAL 
OCCUPAT!05S 16 18.4 58 

VIII STATUS 
DESCRIPTIOBS 
Gentleman :3 :3.4 1 
Xr. - - 1 

+TOTAL STATUS 

IX NO DESCRIPTION 23 26.,41 8 

OVERALL }{ALE 81 100 128 

FEMALES 11 - 22 

.BAPTlS~S AND BURIALS 
1722-1730 

ABC 

No. 

I 
45.:3 I 38 

45.:3 38 

0.6 1 
0.8 1 

1.0 I 2 

0.2/ 8 

100 128 . 
I 

- 22 

. . 

29.7 

I 

I 
29.11 

0.8 
0.8 

0.2/ 

100 

-

He. 

-

-

1 
1 

8 

128 

22 

~ 

-

-

0.8 
0.8 

1.6 

0.2 

100 

-

Note: The t3ble lncludas three sche~5 tor tho d1strlbut1on ot occupatlons shown 1n 
~hQ ~rlsb ruglster between 1722 And 1730. Tho var13t10n 1n each 1s based on the 
criteria used to classify those individuals referred to 49 labourors. 
A: The 58 1ndlvlduals referred to as labourers in At loa~t ono entry Are treftted 

AG 3 tot~lly separ3td category. 

8: Tho~o 20 1ndlviduals who were given ~n altornativc occupational dcscrlption to 
that of labourer Wl!rQ re-.Hstrlbutod througbout tblt claos1tlcaUoll scbe~ an 
this basis. 

c: Tho rOlr.l1nlng 38 14bollrera ",.,ro re-dl&trl but"d 1n the claGstl1catlon scheme 
~ccordln8 to tbo r3tl0 indlcated by the 20 lndlvidualo who woro given an 
AlturnAtlve occupationAl tLtl~. 

+ Sample sizes which consistently fall below ten. Calparisons of 
percentage levels over time are, therefore, unreliable. 
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Table 4. n. 

HAKE 

BARNS' lIenry 
BERT'JIZLE Richard 
CLEG John 
CRONKSHAV Richard 
HOLDEN John 
INGIIAX Rich.ud 
KEMP John 
KEU ION John 
KENlOl/ Raphe 
LIVESAY TholU3s 
PI CY.OP James 
RAXSBOTl AX George 
RYLEY George 
RYLE'i Henry 
RYLE'i John 
RYLEY Richard 
'w'ALXESLEY Bernard 
wELSH John 
IOU ITTAKER Richard 
\rllITTAKER Yl111am 

IHCOIlSISIEHCY IN OCCUPAIlOlIAL LABELS !SCRIUEl.! 10 HUE ADULTS; 
ACCRlliGIOH YEnS! Alll.! 'CCBUGIO!! NOVA 

'{IFE OCCUP!T lOUAL TIILE 

.... :z; :c 
~ :! a Q r.: 
w :2:; w 
>- -< >-

:>\ ~ aJ -< a; Cl~ 

:! :c II) LLI W LLI 
< ~ ::.. >- w 

Q JE: :z: :c -< ·c 
~ :z; a; Q PI; PI; a; w w !5 ..: ..: lI! "" W a ii; l>! -:a ::.. 
lIE: CQ lIE: -< .... ..J a p.. ..J Q ~ a II) PI; aJ ..: - ..J a 

~ 
e a 

W :::0 -< II) ..J -< a ..J ..J 
>- :z: La. ~ II) .... -< 'J p.. U 

:z: .... 

Mary 1 
Ellen 4 
Alice 1 
Jenet 2 

. Jenet 1 
Elizabeth 1 
Agnes 1 
Allee 2 
lenet 1 
iiarah 1 - , -
Anne 3 
Anne 1 
I sabt! 1 1 
MilrgcHet 2 
Agnes 1 
Ell en 1 
Elizabeth 1 
Elizabeth 1 
Mary 1 
Xt1ry 1 

:z: 
~ 0 
LLI ->- a:: .... 
< LLI a; p.. 

LLI Q ZI LLI -::.. ..J ~ PI; c.: 
ZI a ~ 0 
W :z: p.. 

~ 
~ 

ZI := -< w - ~ :z: -< t! ~ 
..J - U ..J e 

:c 

3 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
5 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------_.---------------------------------------------------
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N Table 4.17 (continued) Inconsistency in occupational labels in Aocrington vetera and Aocrington nova. 

till ItE 

co .... rER 
PEll, SOli 
LIUCI':· ... OR r II 
KEMP 
LlJ/I:3lJALE 
LIJIID 
lAY UJR 
IflYLOR 
Io'ALlIESLEY 

TholMS 
John 
lIugh 
Joseph 
Hugh 
Richard 
James 
Jahn 
Jam~s 

VJFE 

Alice 
Alice 
Anne 
Jenet 
Grac~ 

lJorothy 
Sarah 
Anne 
Allc~ 

.... ALlIESLEY Jam~s Anne 

OCCUPATJONAL TIlLE 

:zs 

~ 
a w 
>-

2 
1 

1 
1 
2 

:zs 
:! 
Q = < co 
til 
::> 
:z: 

1 
1 

2 
2 

1 
1 

c:t: 
W 
:II; 
c:t: 
< 
Ll. 

1 

:zs 

~ o 
LLl 
>-
~ 

:z; 

;'! 
Q 

2\ 
< 
to 
'J) 
::> 

== 

1 

P'! 
&II 
I
..: .... 
til 

c:t: 
a .... -< 
I-

2 

:a 
~ 
o 
:z; 
< co 
til 
~ 

== 
~ 
a .... 
< 
I-

1 

D:: 
LtJ 
0. 

8 
'J 

D:: 
LLl 
> 
< 
LtJ 
~ 
~ 
LLl .... .... 
§ 

1 

1 

1 

~ 
w 
> 
< w 
> 
Q 
a .... 
0. 

1 

c:t: 
W 
~ 
< 
:II; 

== I-a .... 
u 

1 

c:t: 
LLl 
> 
< 
&::I 
:
:oa 
LLl 
:zs 
.... 

1 

~ 
w 
o .... a 
::c 
:z: 
~ 

4 

:oa 
~ 
0. 
oC 
!Ie 
U 

'o'lIflLLEY James Elizabeth 5 1 

c:t: 
LLl 
c:t: 

~ 
< .... 

:z: ::;, 
I-
0. 

c:t: 
'J 
!Il 
:.u 

~ Q 

'=' IE 

.. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.' 



OCCUPATIO!l 

Agriculture 
(including 
labourers) 
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Table 4.18 

B1r-:05 c~aths Burials Bur1als Burials Bapt1~ 
1653-00 1653-00 1721-30 1741-50 1751-60 1761-70 

Bo. :. lIo. 1. /lo. 1. lio. 1. /lo. Ho. . .. 

33 70.2 38 62.3 25 50.0 19 50.0 18 46.1 22 27.3 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ 1 (b) Fishing 1 2.0 

+ 
2. Bu1lding 2 4.2 2 3.3 1 2.0 

3. M.lnu!3ctur1ng 
(exclud1ng ~ 10.6 8 13.1 9 18.0 9 23.7 7 17.9 11 13.9 
textiles) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~~. Textile " 8.5 11 18.0 f5 12.0 0 15.6 12 30.8 39 49.4 

M.lnulacture 

Tot.)l )f..3nu!.:lcturlng 9 19.1 19 31.1 15 30.0 15 39.5 19 48.7 50 03.3 

+ 
4. Trll"n5port 1 2.0 i 1.3 

+ 
5. Dealing ro 1 2.0 3 3.3 

+ 
O. Publ1c o1nd 

Professional 1 2.1 2 5.3 1 1.3 
St!rvlce. 

7. J(~nl41 

(excluding 
l.:sbourer!i) 

+ 
6. Status lot) 3 0.0 2.0 

9. No doscrlptlon 2 4.2 1.0 5 10.0 1 2.0 2 2.' 

TOB!. 4'/ 100 01 100 50 100 36 100 39 100 7'.) 100 

+ Sample sizes which consistently fall below ten. Comparison of 
percentage levels over time within these economic categories should, 
therefore, be viewed with caution. 
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Table 4.19 

DIsjQ1ctJ-:'lf'"Iy 11::' (','("!]?~-:'I~'I~ ~lIn'lit:'::j 'HI::' !'/[lIVIDI1AIS '''''3-1779: 

...E.l!..l...:' YGI""'I Tn'i'/~H I c 

OCCUPAi!O!l 

I 
A. 

PRlXARY 
A~r1"'\Jl···r" 
Yeol:3Q 
HusbilndJ:l4n 
Farl:ler 

TOTAL ACRICULTURE 

+S. El"'tll", 
F1sher:llolQ 

II BUILDINC 
A. Hc~ 
1. "aller 

Births -c1eaths Burtals Burials ~ur1als B"pt!.slZ 
1653-00 1653-60 1721-30 1741-50 1751-60 1761-70 

io. 110. .. .. 

4 8.5 5 8.2 
29 61.7 33 54.1 

!l0. 1. !lo . 

17 34.0 
1 2.6 
5 13.2 
6 16.8 

Ho. 1. !lo. 

2 5.1 
11 28.2 

1 2.6 

5 
3 
7 

.. .. 

6.J 
~.8 

e.g 

33 70.2 38 62.3 17 34.0 12 31.6 14 35.9 15 19.0 

1 2.0 

1 2.1 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. C.lrpeQtQr 

+ TOTAL·SUILDIYG 

III ~3UFACTURIIG 
C. Clothing 
1. Tolllor 

1 2.1 2 3.3 

2 4.2 2 3.3 

2.1 

1 2.ij 

1 2.0 

.. 
2 4.0 1 2.6 2 ,5 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------. . 
2. ShoQlMker 1 2.1 2 4.0 2 5.3 " 10.2 2 2.5 

3. Clognu1s.er 1 1.3 

D. V11"'tu,,111 !It 
1. lH ll.lr 1 1.6 1 2.0 1 2.6 1 2.6 :3 ~·Il 

)lalster 1 2.6 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Du teller 1 2. 1 1.6 

E. !..am 
1l1.lclt::>1'11 th 1.(' 1 2.0 1 2.6 1 1.:3 
Sp"rrlf!r 1.6 

c. £.u:.t~aJUt~ 
Plglnm.lker 1 2.0 
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Table 4.19 [lISF,o"IIO'1 ,-11;" rrCtJpn In'IS' t:\ II , 'Y'iln'l Tn'K'ISH T P 

OCCUPATION Births (~ea_ths Burials Bur1als- Burials Baptisms 
1653-60 1053-00 1721-30 1741-50 1751-60 1701-70 

Bo. w Yo. ~ Bo. ~ !fa. .. No. ~ lio. ~ .. M 

1. Euts a'1.d 
r..,,1-!l .. ,. 

l. Tanner 1 2.1 1 1.6 

K. ~ 
Cooper 1 2.1 3 4.9 1 ~.6 1 2.6 1 1.3 
JOiller 2 4.0 2 5.3 1 2.6 1 1.3 

L. I.,,,t·\"s 
1. 'feaver 6 15.8 12 30.8 39 49.4 

'ioo1lenweaver 2 4.2 2 3.3 2 4.0 
Plodweaver 3 0.0 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Linenweaver 5 8.2 1 2.0 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. SheareJUn 

Clothdresser 

TOTAL KAlfUFACTURING 

IV TRAYSPORT 
B. ~ 

C.lrr1er 
Horse-rider 

1 2.1 4 
1 2.1 

9 19.1 19 

0.6 

31.1 15 30.0 15 39.5 19 .&8.7 50 63.3 

1 1.3 
1 2.0 

+ . 
TOTAL TRANSPORT 1 2.0 1 1.3 

+ 

'I DEALI HG 
A. Sg~Cl~11s~4LL 
1. Innkeeper 

TOT AL DEAL UC 

2.0 3 3.8 

1 2.6 3 3,8 
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Tatle 4.19 DrST~'rtlHTrn'l nt' nt"(":Jp4Trn'I;. R [I ! "I/JIG'l TQ'J!f;:n c 

OCCUPATIO!l B1r<;hs ceaths Burials Burials Burials Eo!?t 1 S<:lS 
1653-60 1653-60 1721-30 1741-50 1751-60 1761-70 

10. ~ 110. ~ !lo. t No. l Ho. l Ho. t 

VI PUBLIC AHD 
PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICE 

B. e":Jf'>C::S1C"Jl 
S.:sP"'''/~ ,..,.. 

1. Attorney 1 2.6 
School :::aster 1 2.1 1 1.3 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Surgeon 1 2.6 

+ 
TOTAL PUBLIC AND 
PROFESSIOllAL SERVICE 1 2.1 2 ~.:3 1 

VII XE!lIAL 
OCCUPATIO:iS 
L.lbourer 8 16.0 7 18.4 4 10.2 7 

+ 
TOTAL KEH IAL 
OCCUPATlOliS 8 16.0 7 18.4 4 10.2 7 

VIII STATUS .. 
DESCRIPTIONS 

1. Centleman 1 1.6 :3 6.0 1 2.0 

+ 
TOTAL STATUS 1.0 :3 0.0 1 2.0 

IX :;0 DESCRiPTION 2 4.2 1 1.1) 5 10.0 1 2./l 2 

OVERALL IULE 47 100 01 100 39 100 19 

UN" "r~'~f i ··'TY 
HMLES 6 1(1 ~- 7 'V - 12 11 

+ Sample sizes which consistently f 1 below ten. ,j rison of 
percentage levels over time within t~e econoQl ... c categories 
should, therefore, be viewed wi th ~on. ,Jij 

1.3 

8.9 

8.9 

2.5 

100 


